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Preface

This book approaches the topic of “water systems” from the perspective of systems
engineering and automation technology. Why is it worthwhile to devote an entire
book to this approach?

Currently, the efficient use of water resources is rapidly gaining importance in all
parts of the world. The drivers of this development are diverse. Here it is worth
mentioning the rapid economic growth in some parts of the world, e.g. in Asia and
the increasing trend towards urbanization, which is most apparent in the growth of
existing and in the emergence of new megacities. The contributions of the climatic
changes with the intensification of extremes, such as floods and droughts are also
important. These challenges require undoubtedly interdisciplinary efforts of
politicians, scientists, and technicians.

A contribution can therefore be made by technologies that support people in
making decisions relating to the operation of water systems and in dealing with
special situations or automatically control the water systems. Due to the often very
high complexity of the considered systems—resulting not least from the necessary
holistic approach—optimal solutions can only be found on the basis of simulation
models.

The focus of this book is on the introduction of approaches to the modeling
of the different parts of the water cycle. These approaches are designed for use in
decision-making systems and automatic control and are characterized by low
complexity and simulation times, so that they can be used in real-time applications
for computing optimal actions or control strategies.

Thus, these models differ from the detailed physical model approaches com-
monly used in hydrology or hydraulic. The approaches presented in this book are
based on simplifications, which are justified by their applications in
decision-making or for automatic control and offer several benefits for these
purposes.

In addition to the models, their integration and usage in decision support systems
are shown and several application examples are given.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Thomas Rauschenbach

Models in Systems Engineering and Automation

For water systems, many models exist for example in the fields of hydrology and
hydraulics, which describe the phenomena in these systems in detail. Such detailed
models are absolutely necessary for solving tasks of these scientific areas and have
reached a very high level of development. Should, however, decision support systems
or control strategies for water systems be designed, then other type of models are
required. In the area of system engineering and automation, the goal of modeling
is not to provide a highest possible detailed model of the real process. Rather, the
key is to describe the task behavior with a model of low complexity and ease of
handling. Usually models are classified in ‘white-box’, ‘gray box’ and ‘black-box’
[201]. ‘White-box’ models are based on the consistent application of the physical
description of the relationship between inputs, outputs and internal states (state vari-
ables) of a system, in general through difference equations or differential equations.
With these models, the behavior of systems can be described precisely. But at the
same time, it means a very high cost for the identification of the model structure and
the determination of model parameters. Extensive knowledge of the system being
modeled is necessary, which can be obtained only with time and/or cost-intensive
investigations. The ‘gray-box’ introduces simplifications in the models. This type of
model is developed for defined tasks. Therefore, only essential physical interrelation-
ships for the specific application are to be considered, but by no means describes all
the phenomena of reality. Unknown parameters, which can only be determined with
great effort, are, for example, determined by an estimation procedure frommeasured
data. Also the linearization around an operating point of nonlinear relations can be
assigned to the ‘gray-box’ models.

T. Rauschenbach (B)
Fraunhofer IOSB-AST, Ilmenau, Germany
e-mail: thomas.rauschenbach@iosb-ast.fraunhofer.de

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2016
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2 T. Rauschenbach

The ‘black-box’ models represent the highest form of abstraction; they describe
the input-output behavior of a system based onmeasured data (time series). Themain
task is to find a linear or non-linear relationship between the input and output variables
which best reflects the underlying dependencies. The parameters of this function are
determined by parameter estimation method based on the available data. There is no
knowledge about the structure of the modeled system. But that should in no way lead
to worry about the limits of validity of the model generated.

Based on the example of a one-dimensional modeling of flow behavior in a chan-
nel, the different model structures will be explained in brief. For this the Saint-Venant
equations designate the ‘white-box’ model. They are a system of two partial differ-
ential equations. The first differential equation is called the continuity equation and
is based on the mass balance. The second equation is called the equation of motion
and is based on the energy balance of the system. Level and flow hydrographs can be
simulated very well through the description of physical phenomena with this system
of differential equations. The solution of the differential equation system can be done
only numerically and requires a high computational cost. Also, the parameterization
is not to be underestimated, because the hydrological and geometric data must be
determined for a large number of transverse profiles.

This book presents for the simulation of one-dimensional flow a ‘gray box’model.
It is based on the Saint-Venant equations. These are converted into difference equa-
tion models. That is, this is done by a discretization in time and space. To succeed
in simplification of the mathematical description, not all phenomena of the flow
behavior can be represented as described by the Saint-Venant equations. For the con-
trol at greatly changed flow rates of unsteady flow component cannot be neglected.
Therefore, a term is introduced, which for this purpose a mathematical description
provides accurate and thus an enhanced simulation model is created, which meets
the requirements on the controller. This is a typical example of a ‘gray box’ model.

‘Black-box’ models for the one-dimensional flow often consider only the conti-
nuity equation. This allows the lead times between water level measuring stations
to be calculated and by the inclusion of a first order differential equation, the effects
that are caused by the inertia of the water masses, also. Transient flow behavior as in
the ‘gray box’ model cannot be simulated. This kind of models is however sufficient
only and only if a stationary behavior is assumed.

The main objective of this book is to introduce models that are appropriate for
decision-making and optimal control of water systems. The demarcation to the well-
known hydrologic models that exist in various forms is done by this objective at
the same time. Users of the models presented in this book, are those who develop
simulation-based systems for optimum operation and management. The decision
horizons can range from short-term (minutes, hours) to long-term (months, years).

The model approaches presented in this book offer in their particular field of
application the following benefits:

• The accuracy is sufficient for decision making and control.
• There is a limitation to the physical, chemical or biological variables required for
decision making and control.
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• The computational effort for the simulation is low.
• Simulation-based optimization strategies can be implemented with the models and
used in real-time.

• The effort of parameterization is relatively low.
• Missing parameters can be determined from measured data.
• The models can be quickly adapted to new situations or changes in behavior, such
as by automatic adaptation of the parameters based on measurement data.

• Through coupling of component models, complex water systems can be modeled,
which can also exhibit strong nonlinear behavior, such as by overbank flooding,
by the integration of retention areas, by backwater effects, etc.

The structure of the book is clarified by Fig. 1.1. It shows the water cycle in a
simplified form with the three main parts, water resources, transportation, and water
use. For each of these parts modeling approaches are presented in the book and
it is shown how they can be applied in model-based systems for decision-making
and/or control. Chapter2 deals with thewater resources, which consists of the surface
water and groundwater models. First, the catchment area models are presented that
describe the quantitative formation of the water resources from precipitation. For
the use of water resources, their quality is crucial. For this reason, a sub chapter is
dedicated to the modeling of water quality of freshwater ecosystems. Groundwater is
an importantwater resource. Itsmodeling in terms ofwater quantity andwater quality
is therefore described in detail. Since surface water and groundwater interact, they
cannot be viewed in isolation from each other. Therefore, Chap. 2 concludes with the
description of simulation approaches for the coupling of the two resources.

Chapter3 focuses on the models for water transport. Here, the natural water ways,
which include rivers, retention areas and reservoirs are described. Man-made water-
ways, especially piping systems and channels, are also taken into account. In Chap. 4
aspects of water use are considered. It begins with models for water demand with
respect to different types of use. Especially, the expectedwater demand is an essential
information for deriving decisions for the optimal operation of water systems.

Fig. 1.1 In the book addressed parts of the water cycle

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_4


4 T. Rauschenbach

After description of the models in the previous chapters, methods of model-based
optimal decision making are presented in Chap. 5. It is shown how the simulation
models can be integrated into the decision support systems and how practically
applicable entire systems can be set up.

The application of the methods presented in the book is shown in Chap.6 with
five practical examples. Here, the experience on how user requirements can be taken
into account to achieve a high level of acceptance among users is also given.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_6


Chapter 2
Water Resources

Thomas Rauschenbach, Albrecht Gnauck, Oliver Krol,
Thomas Bernard and Torsten Pfützenreuter

2.1 Catchment Area Modeling

Thomas Rauschenbach

2.1.1 Introduction

Water resources as sources for the utilization of water are an essential element of
the water cycle. One of these elements is the surface water found open-lying and
uncombined on the Earth’s surface. Lakes and rivers are fed by precipitation in the
appertaining catchment area. Thus, the mathematical description of the behavior of
those areas is an important prerequisite for the modeling, control and optimization
of water systems. This is the only way to allow statements about the amount of the
available water resources (balance) and their dynamic behavior. In the model area,
it is not the point precipitation which is relevant but the area precipitation instead.

T. Rauschenbach (B) · T. Pfützenreuter
Fraunhofer IOSB-AST, Ilmenau, Germany
e-mail: thomas.rauschenbach@iosb-ast.fraunhofer.de
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6 T. Rauschenbach et al.

Fig. 2.1 Basic elements of a catchment area according to [150]

Here, “area precipitation” denotes the distribution of the precipitation amount over
the whole surface of the catchment area and over the whole period under considera-
tion. According to [150], the discharge resulting from the area precipitations in the
catchment area occurs in two phases, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The discharge formation
describes the transformation of the precipitation into the discharge by taking the
evapotranspiration and the area retention into account. It determines the portion of
the precipitation which becomes effective for the discharge. The discharge formation
occurs over the whole surface in each point of the catchment area. The discharge con-
centration denotes the concentration of the discharge formed over the whole surface
over the discharge cross section of the catchment area. Here, the distribution over
the time of the discharge formed over the discharge cross section of the catchment
area is modeled. In this book, a number of conceptual catchment area models are
presented. These models describe the whole catchment area by applying only few,
concentrated parameters. The advantage of such an approach is that—due to the low
number of parameters and the simple model structure—the parameter determination
can be carried out by applyingmethods of process analysis using availablemeasuring
values. Furthermore, it is no longer necessary to determine the parameters for soil
structures, land use etc. in the case of geomorphologically based models. However,
transferring the parameter vector of the conceptual models to some physical prop-
erties of the model area turns out to be more difficult. Thus, only some assumptions
for the parameters of the single basins can be made semi-analytically. Furthermore,
it is difficult to use conceptual models for extrapolation as the real physical behavior
is not exactly simulated but in a simplified form only. Especially the modification
in the land use and, thus, the modification in the precipitation-discharge behavior
can only be realized indirectly by adapting the model parameters by means of the
measuring values. The structure of the models, however, allows very well statements
about the condition of the soil water store in the catchment area and, thus, also fore-
casts concerning the effect of precipitation events. In the following, three conceptual
models are presented. By applying the Lorent–Geversmodel, the authors set upmany
simulation models successfully. The HBVmodel is widely used in Scandinavia, and
the Tank model first applied in Japan has been used for catchment area modeling
elsewhere.
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2.1.2 Model According to Lorent and Gevers

2.1.2.1 Basic Structure

The basic structure as seen in Fig. 2.2 consists of three partial models [202]. Partial
model 1 describes the non-linearity contained in the overall model—the soil moisture
storage. The measured gross rainfall PB and the estimated potential evapotranspira-
tion ETP serve as input. The second partial model calculates the surface discharge
R from the net rainfall PN . The third partial model is used to calculate the basic
discharge B from percolation D. These two partial discharges are summarized to
form the discharge from the catchment area Q.

2.1.2.2 The Partial Models

As described above, partial model 1 contains a non-linear storage. Here, the stored
water S on the surface, which is composed of the amount of water contained in the
plants and in the soil, is calculated at time k. Mathematically, this can be represented
in the following form:

S(0) = Sstart (2.1)

S(k) = S(k − 1) + SI(k) − E2(k) − D(k) (2.2)

As any surface can store only a limited amount of water, a maximum value Smax

is defined. By means of this value, the storage deficit DEF can be calculated as
difference betweenmaximumand current soilmoisture. The following relation holds:

DEF(k) = Smax − S(k) (2.3)

Fig. 2.2 Basic structure of the catchment area model according to Lorent and Gevers
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The net rain can be calculated by making the following assumption. Here, two cases
must be told apart. In the first case, evapotranspiration is greater than precipitation.
In the second case, precipitation is greater than evapotranspiration. Therefore, first
that portion of the precipitation is calculated which gets lost directly through evap-
otranspiration. This portion is called E1 and is calculated in the following way:

E1(k) =
{

PB(k) if PB(k) < ETP(k)

ETP(k) if PB(k) ≥ ETP(k)
(2.4)

Now, the effective precipitation PE is calculated. This is the portion of the precipi-
tation which does not get back to the atmosphere through evapotranspiration. Thus,
the following relation results:

PE(k) = PB(k) − E1(k) (2.5)

From the storage deficit and the effective precipitation, the auxiliary quantity SI
results. It describes how much water has been stored by the soil or the plants. Later,
this amount of water will either infiltrate or evaporate. The following relation holds:

SI(k) = DEF(k − 1)
(
1 − e− PE(k)

b·DEF(k−1)

)
(2.6)

Here, b is a free parameter. Based on the equations set up above, the net rain can be
calculated as follows:

PN(k) = PB(k) − E1(k) − SI(k) (2.7)

The net rain denotes the portion of precipitation which becomes effective directly as
surface discharge. Using the relations for SI and E1 the following two cases can be
told apart for the calculation:

PN(k) =
⎧⎨
⎩
0 if PB(k) < ETP(k)

PB(k) − ETP(k) − (Smax − S(k − 1))

(
1 − e− PB(k)−ETP(k)

b·(Smax−S(k−1))

)
if PB(k) ≥ ETP(k)

(2.8)

Now, as the net rain PN and the gross rain PB are known, the discharge coefficient
CR can be calculated from these two quantities as follows:

CR(k) = PN(k)

PB(k)
(2.9)

Due to the physical facts, the discharge coefficient CR(k) can assume values ranging
between zero and one only. The Lorent–Gevers model says that this discharge coef-
ficient increases with the soil moisture, with precipitation being constant. If the soil
moisture is constant, the discharge coefficient increases with precipitation.

In order to be able to calculate the evapotranspiration auxiliary quantity E2, a
case-by-case analysis must be made again. E2 describes that portion of the stored
water which either evaporates or transpires. It is defined as follows:
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E2(k) =
{

ETP(k) − E1(k) if SI(k − 1) + SI(k) ≥ ETP(k) − E1(k)

S(k − 1) + SI(k) if SI(k − 1) + SI(k) < ETP(k) − E1(k)
(2.10)

By means of this quantity, the overall evapotranspiration can now be calculated. It
results from the sum of E1 and E2:

E(k) = E1(k) + E2(k) (2.11)

The percolation can be determined by means of the maximum percolation Dmax and
the following relation:

D(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Dmax
Smax

(S(k − 1) − (ETP(k) − PB(k))) if SI(k − 1) + SI(k)

≥ ETP(k) − E1(k)

andPB(k) < ETP(k)

Dmax
Smax

(S(k − 1) + (Smax − S(k − 1))
(
1 − e− PB(k)−ETP(k)

b·(Smax−S(k−1))

)
if SI(k − 1) + SI(k)

≥ ETP(k) − E1(k)

andPB(k) ≥ ETP(k)

0 if SI(k − 1) + SI(k)

< ETP(k) − E1(k)

(2.12)

From this equation, it can be seen that the percolation increases with the amount of
stored water. If a substantial amount of water is stored in the soil, more water will
drain away. Now, the amount of stored water results analogously as it is calculated
from the amount of stored water in the preceding calculation step and the amount of
water which has not drained away:

S(0) = Sstart (2.13)

S(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
1 − Dmax

Smax

)
(S(k − 1) − (ETP(k) − PB(k))) if SI(k − 1) + SI(k)

≥ ETP(k) − E1(k)

andPB(k) < ETP(k)

(
1 − Dmax

Smax

)
·

(S(k − 1) + (Smax − S(k − 1))
(
1 − e− PB(k)−ETP(k)

b·(Smax−S(k−1))

)
if SI(k − 1) + SI(k)

≥ ETP(k) − E1(k)

andPB(k) ≥ ETP(k)

0 if SI(k − 1) + SI(k)

< ETP(k) − E1(k)

(2.14)
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The parameters b, Smax and Dmax should now be chosen such that the mean square
deviation of the discharge forecast becomes minimum so as to correspond best to
the physical properties of the area.

In the following, the partial models 2 and 3 are presented. They describe the flow
behavior of the surface discharge and the basic discharge.

The surface discharge R(k) is linearly dependent on the net rainfall and can be
determined by applying the following equation:

R(k) =
N∑

j=1

ajR(k − j) +
M∑

j=1

bjPN(k − j), (2.15)

Here,N is the order of the autoregressive portion, andM is the order of the exogenous
influence. Thus, an ARXmodel set-up (autoregressive model set-up with exogenous
influence parameter) is available. According to the theory of the modeling of sto-
chastic processes, it is also possible to choose an ARMAX model set-up. Such a
set-up allows the model errors to be taken into account as white noise ε of order P.
Then, the following relation holds:

R(k) =
N∑

j=1

ajR(k − j) +
M∑

j=1

bjPN(k − j) +
P∑

j=1

cjε(k − j) + c0 (2.16)

The parameters a, b and c can be estimated using the least square method. By ana-
lyzing the ground water draining curve, the following approximation has turned out
to be practical. Thus, the ground water basic flow B can be approximated by means
of the following equation:

B(k) − B0 = (B(k0) − B0)e
− k−k0

th (2.17)

The start time of the ebbing of the ground water is k0. B0 is the restricted discharge
flow rate characteristic of the period under consideration. Therefore, the basic flow
can also be split up into a fast-flowing and a slow-flowing portion:

B(k) = BR(k) + BL(k) (2.18)

BL is the nearly constant portion of the basic discharge. At the beginning, it corre-
sponds to B0, and varies only very slowly. On the other hand, BR varies more quickly.
This can be clearly seen particularly during dry periods as in such cases BL varies
only slowly. Because BR and BL are assumed to originate from two different ground
water reservoirs, the following equations can be obtained:

BR(k) = αBR(k − 1) + (1 − α)D(k − dr) (2.19)

BL(k) = βBL(k − 1) + (1 − β)D(k − ds) (2.20)
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Here, D is the percolation term with the different dead times dr and ds for the
two portions of the basic discharge. In the case of a longer dry period, this term is
accordingly almost 0 or also negligible. From the ground water draining curve, it is
possible to determine α with (α = e(−1/th)) by estimating the time constant th. The
parameters for the slow ground water basic flow can be calculated from times during
which no surface discharge takes place and no rainfall has been recorded since long.

For the model according to Lorent and Gevers, two expansions can be reasonable.
The first expansion proposed is an interception storage. The precipitation flows first
through the interception storage until it has reached its maximum storage capacity
SZmax. The precipitation stored in this storage SZ cannot drain off and, thus, can only
decrease through evaporation. The maximum storage capacity SZmax depends on the
vegetation density and must be determined separately. For calculation, the following
cases must be told apart:

SZmax − SZ(k − 1) ≥ PB(k) (2.21)

SZmax − SZ(k − 1) < PB(k). (2.22)

This case-by-case analysis is necessary in order to determine which portion of the
precipitation can be contained in the interception storage (AZ(k)) and how much
of it seeps in (PE(k)). In the first case, the whole precipitation can be absorbed by
the interception storage. Hence, AZ(k) corresponds to PB(k). Accordingly, PE(k),
PN(k) and SI(k) are equal to zero. The second case occurs when the amount of
rainfall is bigger than the storage capacity of the interception storage. Then, the
following mathematical relations result:

AZ(k) = SZmax − SZ(k − 1) (2.23)

PE(k) = PB(k) − AZ(k) (2.24)

PN(k) = PB(k) − AZ(k) − SI(k). (2.25)

In the first case, the evaporation portion E1 can be determined in the following way:

E1(k) =
{

ETP(k) if SZ(k − 1) + AZ(k) ≥ ETP(k)

SZ(k − 1) + AZ(k) if SZ(k − 1) + AZ(k) < ETP(k)
(2.26)

Now, the amount of water stored in the interception storage SZ(k) can be calculated.
The following relations hold:

SZ(0) = SZstart (2.27)

SZ(k) =
{

SZ(k − 1) + AZ(k) − E1(k) if SZ(k − 1) + AZ(k) ≥ ETP(k)

0 if SZ(k − 1) + AZ(k) < ETP(k)

(2.28)
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Another expansion of themodel according to Lorent andGevers consists in adding
a so-called residual soil moisture or also a limit value WBC. If the residual soil
moisture SC is lower than this limit value, then the surface storage can be depleted
only through evaporation but no longer through percolation. It is assumed that this
effect is connectedwith the capacity of the capillarywater storage of the plants, which
ensures that the soil moisture remains greater than zero even in the case of longer
dry periods. From this results the following equation for the amount of percolating
water D:

D(k) =
{
0 if D(k) < SC − S(k)

D(k) − SC + S(k) if D(k) ≥ SC − S(k)
(2.29)

Accordingly, the storage content S results to:

S(k) =
{

S(k) + D(k) if D(k) < SC − S(k)

SC if D(k) ≥ SC − S(k)
(2.30)

2.1.3 The Tank Model

2.1.3.1 Basic Structure

The Tank Model was developed by M. Sugawara. Its main form is based on four
water tanks arranged vertically in series. The rainfall just as the potential or also real
evapotranspiration have an effect on the upper tank. This one generates a water flow
which produces an immediate discharge through the two outlets, and also a water
flow which does not entail an immediate discharge through the soil outlet. The water
flow which is not directly discharge-effective goes into the water storage arranged
underneath. This tank presents the same behavior until the last tank—the ground
water reservoir—is finally reached. In general, the groundwater reservoir allows the
water to flowout only via a lateral outlet instead of the outlet in the ground. Therefore,
two discharges are obtained from the first tank because this one has two lateral outlets
whereas the other water tanks are provided with only one lateral outlet each. At the
end of these lateral outlets, a smoothing filter is mounted to each of them. Because
of the four water tanks, which are arranged in series, the system is very complex,
as any changes made to one of the upper water tanks will inevitably have an effect
on the low-lying tanks. In practice, often modified tank models are employed [156,
193, 290]. There are very many variants for a great number of different applications.
Here, a slightly modified tank model shall be presented. The number of tanks has
been reduced to three, as it was also the case in [193]. By doing so, a structure is
created which is more similar to the other two models presented here. Just as it is
the case with the model according to Lorent and Gevers, this version of the tank
model has one outlet—which can be seen as surface outflow—one outlet—which
can be seen as intermediate outflow—and one outlet, which can be regarded as basic
outflow (Fig. 2.3).
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Fig. 2.3 Basic structure of the Tank model

2.1.3.2 Mathematical Description

The mathematical bases of the tank model are simple. The model takes on its com-
plexity through the fact that the behavior of the preceding tanks exerts an influence
on the subsequent tanks. For the storage content S of the upper tank, the following
mathematical relation results:

S(0) = Sstart (2.31)

S(k) = S(k − 1) + PB(k) − ETP(k) − Q1(k) − Q2(k) − QG(k). (2.32)

The lateral outflow of a tank Qoutflow1 depends on the following parameters:

• type of outflow (soil or lateral outflow),
• type of function funcidx,
• current water level S(k),
• height of outflow (height inside the tank at which outflow starts)hlevel, and
• minimum storage content Smin.

By means of funcidx, one of the following functions for calculating the discharge
can be chosen:

Qoutflow1 = camount

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 1

S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 2
1 funcidx = 3
arctan(S(k) − hlevel) funcidx = 4(
arctan

S(k)−hlevel
c1

π + 1
2

)
(S(k) − hlevel) funcidx = 5

tanh
(
(S(k)−hlevel+1)10−5

)
2

(√
S(k) − hlevel + 0.1

)
funcidx = 6

,

(2.33)
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Here, camount is a parameter which weighs the discharge, and which can thus be
regarded as equivalent to the size of the opening of the tank. The parameters camount

and c1 must be determined by means of real data. For funcidx 1, 2 and 3, the dis-
charge is zero if S(k) < hlevel. In practice, some good experience was made with the
calculation according to funcidx 6.

For the soil outlet, some simplifications result as the water level—by definition—
is always greater than/equal to the height of the soil outflow. In the case of the
lateral outlets, the water level can be below the height of the outlet. Equation (2.34)
is only valid for S(k) > Smin. For S(k) = Smin, no outflow will take place. Some own
investigations have shown that thisway of calculating the outflowyields better quality
values than in the case of the variant where there is always a ground water discharge
whenever there is water in the tank. The soil outflow Qoutflow2 can be mathematically
described as follows:

Qoutflow2 = camount

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 1

S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 2
1 funcidx = 3
S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 4
S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 5√

S(k) − hlevel funcidx = 6

, (2.34)

Starting from this relation, Eq. (2.32) can be executed sequentially for calculating
the contents and, thus, the outflows of the individual tanks. If the delay times and the
dead times remain out of consideration, these outflows result in the total discharge
Qtotal of the catchment area:

Qtotal(k) = Q1tank1(k) + Q2tank1(k) + Q1tank2(k) + Q1tank3(k) (2.35)

2.1.4 The HBV Model

2.1.4.1 The Basic Structure

The HBV model was developed by S. Bergstrøm and is being employed in many
different countries under a big number of various climatic conditions [290]. It is a
partially distributed conceptual model and is subdivided into basins distributed over
the model area, and a ground storage which globally collects the water from the
individual basins of the entire model area.

Figure2.4 shows the schematic representation of the variant of the HBV model
described here. The two regions can clearly be recognized: the basin area and the
ground storage area. In this case, the model has three basins, with each of them being
provided with an own snow storage. Basins are composed of two water reservoirs.
The first one stores the water bound in snow or ice whereas the second one contains
the amount of water which is found in the form of soil moisture in the model area.
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Fig. 2.4 Principle structure of the HBV model

As the main purpose of the basins is to subdivide the entire model area into height
classes, it is important to calculate different temperatures for the single basins. Basins
lying at a greater height are cooler than basins lying at a lower height. For the local
temperature of the basin, the following equation results:

Tlocal(k) = −0.6
h

100m
+ Treference(k). (2.36)

Treference is the reference temperature in the model area. Normally, it should be mea-
sured in the region of the lowest height classes to serve as input data record for all
basins later. Furthermore, the potential evapotranspiration ETP(k) is converted into
the real evapotranspiration ETR(k) in the HBV model, which is done by using the
following relation:

ETR(k) =
{

ETP(k) · ETRmax
Ssoil(k)

LP if Ssoil(k) < LP
ETP(k) · ETRmax otherwise

(2.37)

Here, Ssoil is the content of the ground moisture storage, and LP is the limit value of
the soil moisture, which still allows the maximum possible amount of evaporation.
If the local temperature Tlocal is lower than the temperature for the snow accumula-
tion TTacc, the precipitation will be led to the snow storage. Before that, however, a
correction factor csnowfall is applied to eliminate the linear measurement error from
the precipitation. The snow accumulation is calculated as follows:

Ssnow(0) = Ssnow,start (2.38)
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Ssnow(k) = Ssnow(k − 1) + csnowfall · PB(k) − ETR(k) (2.39)

However, if the local temperature of the basin Tlocal is higher than the temperature
for the snow melt TTmelt , water from the snow storage can get into the soil moisture
storage. Via the factor cmelt it is possible to check how much snow can melt. melt(k)
defines the potential condensation water, with the following relation holding true:

melt(k) = cmelt · (Tlocal(k) − TTmelt) (2.40)

From the potential condensation water melt(k) and from the content of the snow
storage Ssnow(k), the real amount of molten snow just as the newly resulting content
of the snow storage can be determined. Thus, the following relations result:

Ssnow(0) = Ssnow,start (2.41)

Ssnow(k) =
{

Ssnow(k − 1) − melt(k) if Ssnow(k − 1) > melt(k)

0 otherwise
(2.42)

Qsoil(k) =
{

melt(k) if Ssnow(k − 1) > melt(k)

Ssnow(k − 1) otherwise
. (2.43)

If the temperature is greater than or equal to the temperature for the snow accumula-
tion, the precipitation will be modeled only as liquid rather than as snow. Then, the
precipitation can have a direct effect on the soil water storage. The inflow of water
Qsoil(k) into the soil moisture storage is calculated as follows:

Qsoil(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

PB(k) − ETP(k) if Tlocal(k) ≤ TTmelt

PB(k) − ETP(k) + melt(k) if Ssnow(k − 1) > melt(k)

and Tlocal(k) > TTmelt

PB(k) − ETP(k) + Ssnow(k − 1) if Ssnow(k − 1) ≤ melt(k)

and Tlocal(k) > TTmelt

.

(2.44)

As the amount of water contained in the soil moisture storage is known in this
calculation step, it is possible to calculate how much water will stay in this soil
moisture storage Ssoil(k) and which portion of water will flow into the groundwater
storage area Qground(k). The followings relations hold true:

Qsoil(k) = Qsoil(k − 1) ·
(

Ssoil(k − 1)

Smax

)β

(2.45)

Qground(k) = Qsoil(k − 1) ·
(
1 −

(
Ssoil(k − 1)

Smax

)β
)

(2.46)
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Here, Smax is the maximum storage capacity of the soil moisture storage, and β is a
free parameter. Thus, the new content of the soil moisture storage can be determined
in the following way:

Ssoil(0) = Ssoil,start (2.47)

Ssoil(k) = Ssoil(k − 1) + Qsoil(k). (2.48)

In the groundwater storage too, two water reservoirs are contained. These reservoirs
are vertically arranged in series just as in the basins. There are two sorts of tanks: an
Upperzone Tank UZ and a Lowerzone Tank LZ . The Upperzone Tank is provided
with the two outflows Q0 and Q1. There are also two sorts of inflows. One inflow
results from the basins, the other is the constant inflow into the Lowerzone Tank.
These inflowsbring about the newwater levels in the twowater reservoirs. In addition,
there are also two water flows occurring between the two water reservoirs. The flow
from the upper into the lower water reservoir (the percolation) is called Qperc. The
flow of water occurring in the opposite direction (the capillary water flow) is called
Qcapi. In addition to the inflows and water flows between the water reservoirs, there
are also water outflows. The upper tank is provided with two outlets. Outlet Q0 is
arranged at the height of LUZ , whereas outlet Q1 is attached to the ground of the tank.
The Lowerzone Tank aswell has two outlets. OutletQ2 is arranged at a relative height
of zero. Here, attention has to be paid to the fact that the ground of the Lowerzone
Tank can be shifted further downwards by the term LZoffset . In addition, there is a
constant outflow QLZout for the Lowerzone Tank. For the storage content of the upper
water reservoir SUZ of the groundwater storage and of the lower water reservoir SLZ ,
the following relations hold true:

SUZ(0) = SUZ,start (2.49)

SUZ(k) = SUZ(k − 1) + Qin(k) − Qperc(k) + Qcapi(k) − Q0(k) − Q1(k) (2.50)

SLZ(0) = SLZ,start (2.51)

SLZ(k) = SLZ(k − 1) + QLZ,in(k) (2.52)

+ Qperc(k) − Qcapi(k) − Q2(k) − QLZ,out(k)

Here, QLZ,in is the constant inflow, and QLZ,out is the constant outflow of the lower
water reservoir. When the newwater levels are available, the outflow from the outlets
canbe calculated. For the potential outflowQ0, pot ofQ0, the following relation results:

Q0, pot(k) =
{

c0, amount · (SUZ(k − 1) − LUZ) if SUZ(k − 1) > LUZ

0 otherwise
(2.53)

with the parameter c0, amount . If there is enough water available, the total potential
outflow can flow out of the water reservoir. If not, however, only a fraction of the
potential outflow can become effective. The following ansatz can be applied:
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Q0(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if SUZ(k − 1) ≤ LUZ

Q0, pot(k) if SUZ(k − 1) > LUZ

and (SUZ(k − 1) − LUZ) > Q0, pot(k)

SUZ(k − 1) − LUZ if SUZ(k − 1) > LUZ

and (SUZ(k − 1) − LUZ) ≤ Q0, pot(k)

(2.54)

For the outlet Q1, the following equations result by analogy:

Q1, pot(k) =
{

c1, amount · SUZ(k − 1) if SUZ(k − 1) > 0
0 otherwise

(2.55)

with c1, amount being the parameter, and

Q1(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if SUZ(k − 1) ≤ 0
Q1, pot(k) if SUZ(k − 1) > 0

and SUZ(k − 1) > Q1, pot(k)

SUZ(k − 1) if SUZ(k − 1) > 0
and (SUZ(k − 1) − LUZ) ≤ Q1, pot(k)

. (2.56)

The potential outlet Q2 can be calculated as follows:

Q2, pot(k) =
{

c2, amount · (SLZ(k − 1) − LZoffset) if SLZ(k − 1) > LZoffset

0 otherwise
(2.57)

Here again, c2, amount is the parameter. If there is a sufficient amount ofwater available,
the total potential outflow can leave the water reservoir. It holds:

Q2(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if SLZ(k − 1) ≤ LZoffset

Q2, pot(k) if SLZ(k − 1) > LZoffset

and (SUZ(k − 1) − LZoffset) > Q2, pot(k)

SLZ(k − 1) − LZoffset if SLZ(k − 1) > LZoffset

and (SLZ(k − 1) − LZoffset) ≤ Q2, pot(k)

.

(2.58)

The total model outflow Qtotal is calculated as follows, with any delay and dead times
being ignored:

Qtotal = Q0(k) + Q1(k) + Q2(k). (2.59)

Percolation and capillary rise are calculated in theway described below. These values
can only be determined if in the respective water reservoirs the water level is above
the ground of the water reservoir. The equations are defined only for kperc = [0, 1]
and kcapi = [0, 1]. Thus, it holds:

Qperc = kpercSUZ(k − 1) (2.60)

Qcapi = kcapi(SLZ(k − 1) − LZoffset). (2.61)
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Fig. 2.5 Subdivision of a model area into three altitude classes

There are different ways of subdividing the basins for the HBV model. An optimum
variant would be the classification into altitude classes and land use classes. As such
an optimum classification is often not possible due to a lack of relevant data, the
model areas are often subdivided into altitude classes only. Figure2.5 shows the
schematic subdivision of a model area into those altitude classes.

2.2 Water Quality Modeling for Freshwater Ecosystems

Albrecht Gnauck

2.2.1 Introduction

Freshwater ecosystems as rivers, ponds, lakes and reservoirs are complex nonlinear
open systems and dynamic elements of a system of higher order (a landscape or
a biome). Water bodies and biomes are interrelated by inputs into the water and
outputs from the water to the surrounding area [291, 340]. Urbanisation and land
use transformations, industrial, economic and technological developments as well as
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global climate changes have been increasing environmental impacts on freshwater
ecosystems. Chemicals and other pollutants released to freshwater ecosystems alter
their biological structure, and cause changes of matter concentrations. The term
“water quality” reflects the biological, chemical and biochemical composition of
dissolved and/or suspended water ingredients as affected by natural and artificial
or man-made activities [229]. Then, in the simplest case, the water quality of a
freshwater ecosystem can be predicted by means of a biological or mathematical
model with linear structure.

Mathematical modeling of water quality processes within freshwater ecosystems
has passed the periods of passionately discussed fashion trends of water manage-
ment options [31, 264, 265, 287] and also the phase in which methods of systems
theory have been applied to the problem [168, 171, 172, 174, 249–252, 272]. Since
about 1960water qualitymodels became important consideration for water resources
management [304]. The aim of water quality modeling and simulation is an infor-
mation mining process of actual freshwater ecosystem states and their temporal and
spatial developments [295]. Direct measurements and indirect observations of con-
centrations of chemical, physical and biological water quality indicators serve as
information bases of changes of pollution loads and freshwater ecosystem states
[55, 126].

Mathematical models are useful instruments in the survey of complex systems.
The application of models for water management is almost obligatory for under-
standing the interrelationships between the structure and the functioning of complex
systems as freshwater ecosystems. It is not possible to survey the many components
and their reactions in a freshwater ecosystem without the use of a mathematical
model as synthesis tool [170]. At present, a choice can be made between at least five
lines of water quality modeling procedures:

1. Stochastic or black-box modeling procedure [126, 304]: The deterministic nature
of relationships within freshwater ecosystems is assumed to be widely superim-
posed by stochastic effects. Therefore, applications of classical probability theory
and statistical procedures onwater quality data arewidely used. Evaluations of the
water quality state of a freshwater ecosystem by experimentally obtained water
quality data by means of regression type statistical models are important tools for
water quality management.

2. Deterministic or analytic modeling procedure [170, 319]: The dynamics of each
of the water quality processes involved is described by means of ordinary or par-
tial differential equations studied by experiments and coupled within one overall
system model. Different management assumptions, exogenous effects by driving
variables and endogenous changes of matter concentrations are simulated by
means of simulation software packages with different spatial-temporal resolu-
tions.

3. Structural dynamics or thermodynamic optimisation modeling procedure [169]:
Methods developed and tested in systems theory andprocess engineeringbranches
are modified for applications to water quality processes andmanagement options.
They are coupled with another.
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4. Management or decision making modeling procedure [220, 322]: Simulation
models developed in the context of freshwater ecosystem management are cou-
pled with multi-criteria optimisation procedures to get optimised decisions for
eco-technological and socio-economic impacts on water quality. Model-based
decision support systems including GIS applications are applied to manage river
basins and single freshwater bodies [97, 223, 283, 363].

5. Water quality indicators and freshwater ecosystem services modeling procedure
[37, 134, 135, 207, 271, 362]: Consideration of socio-economic and ecosystem
health aspects in dynamic water quality models combined with different cate-
gories of freshwater ecosystem services.

Several attempts have been made to unify the trends of mathematical modeling of
water quality with theoretical knowledge [86, 115] and experimental modeling find-
ings [298]. The modeling approaches are represented by dynamic modeling and
simulation procedures [173, 219], by methods of artificial intelligence [58, 266], by
using genetic algorithms [139], or by other information theory based approaches
[111, 117, 228]. As a result, one gets dynamic water quality models with different
mathematical structures which are used to describe the time-varying behavior of bio-
logical and chemical water quality constituents, to simulate the influence of changing
natural and man-made environmental conditions on water quality processes, to fore-
cast spatial and temporal developments of water quality levels, as well as to spread
objectified fundamentals for optimal water quality management and decision mak-
ing. On the other hand, mathematical water quality models may be distinguished
by the type of the water quality process or by the type of freshwater ecosystem or
landscape under consideration. Therefore, classifications of water quality models
are often represented by state space characteristics (discrete or continuous), by the
type of models used (linear or nonlinear), by the type of time behavior of models
(stationary or non-stationary), or by the type of parameters (lumped or distributed).
Nonlinear feedbacks within an ecosystem cause changes of characteristics of signals
and systems states during signal transfer processes by modulation of amplitudes,
frequencies and phases, and/or by quantification (discrimination of time domain of
amplitudes or sampling frequencies of signals) [119, 170]. Another classification is
given by the type of systems adaptability and stability [311].

2.2.2 General Aspects of Water Quality Modeling

Mathematical models of water quality are always simplified and abstract pictures of
reality which results in a formal representation. A mathematical water quality model
provides for a reduction of redundancy and acts as a link between theoretical and
empirical cognition. A model is never identical with reality but rather constitutes
the fiction of the modeller. Relations between major state variables of a given model
will usually not be in full congruence with the relations between state variables
of a real freshwater ecosystem. The reality must be distorted (error of relations).
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A real system-model comparison canbemade for error assessmentwhich is continued
until the model is in sufficient agreement with the real system. Such a model testing
procedure leads to an improvement of the verbal and/or mathematical model or to
an accumulation of wider knowledge on the water quality of a freshwater ecosystem
under consideration and can be repeated several times. Once a mathematical model
has been tested it may be applied also to other states of the same system or even to
systems which have not directly been subjects of the study at hand. This approach is
defined as prediction.

The systems approach to water quality modeling, the understanding of freshwater
ecosystem processes and their mathematical representation are connected with the
amount of available data of water quality processes and freshwater ecosystem com-
partments. Data sets (or time series) ofwater quality constituents serve as information
base for parameter estimations, for evaluation of mathematical models by verifica-
tion and validation, and to check water quality management options. Following [131]
four cases of water quality modeling lines may be distinguished:

1. Many data and little process/system understanding: For water quality modeling
black-box models with different structures (single input–single output, single
input–multiple output, multiple input–single output, multiple input–multiple out-
put) are helpful tools for water quality modeling [286, 304].

2. Many data and good process/system understanding: Deterministic water quality
models should be applied [170, 294].

3. Few data and little process/system understanding: Univariate and multivariate
statistical procedures should be used for water quality modeling [126, 246].

4. Few data and good process/system understanding: Systems analysis methods and
process engineering models should be used for water quality modeling [272, 315,
358].

Mathematical water quality models can be used to reveal dynamic freshwater
ecosystem properties. They reveal gaps in the knowledge on river basins including
lakes and reservoirs and their management regulations, and can therefore be used to
set up management and research priorities.

All water quality modeling approaches have common roots but their applicability
is quite different [236]. Mathematical models of water quality processes represent
the functioning of freshwater ecosystems. They are characterised by algorithmic
representations and their interpretations of relationships combining water quality
states and matter transfers. Water quality processes within freshwater ecosystems
may be considered as stochastic transfer systems (Fig. 2.6). They are characterised by
measurable inputs, immeasurable inputs or (stochastic) disturbances, state variables
as well as by measurable outputs and measurement errors [131, 170, 242].

Generally, the inputs x(t) are transformed into outputs y(t) by a nonlinear ran-
dom transfer operator G which is formed by the water quality processes which are
characterised by state variables of interest. The operator G describes the transient
behavior of the water quality processes y(t) = G · x(t). Between input variables and
output variables exists some time dependent redundancy depending from concen-
tration levels of water quality state variables and their kinetic transfer rates. During
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Fig. 2.6 General representation of a stochastic water quality transfer system

Fig. 2.7 Adaptation of water quality indicators due to management operations (modified
from [119])

transition processes all inputs will be smoothed and damped while output variables
will be damped, equalised or amplified [328]. Because of random changes of state
variables and of fluctuations of environmental driving forces switching processes
take place at different time strokes within intervals (ai(t), ai(t)) and with probability
densities wi(t) of time delays of water quality variables and probabilities pi(t) for
each realisation of a state transfer: pi(t) = ∫ bi(t)

ai(t)
wi(t) dt. State transitions will be

observed after certain time delays [115]. Then, a state transfer is characterised by a
quadrupel Θi(t) = {ai(t), bi(t), wi(t), pi(t)}. A state transfer takes place absolutely
(positive transfer) if pi(t) = 1. If 0 < pi(t) < 1 (uncertain transfer), then exists a
probability qi(t) = 1 − pi(t) that a transfer does not take place.

Nonlinear dynamic water quality processes within freshwater ecosystems are
often initiated by switching processes of input variables due to external or inter-
nal driving forces and management operations as well [119]. They are overlaid by
stochastic disturbances and produce freshwater ecosystem responses or changes of
water quality levels respectively with different transfer time constants. Figure2.7
shows the results of a water quality process adaptation to new systems conditions
caused by management operation. Water quality changes depend not only from the
reaction kinetics of chemical or biochemical processes, but also from the adapta-
tion time to new chemical/biochemical equilibriums. The water body is polluted by
an organic load of 25mg/l BOD (down). Uniform variations of pH (top) and DO
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(middle) express the initial equilibrium state of the water quality system. Disturbing
the water quality state by setting the organic load (BOD) nearly to zero (manage-
ment operation) new equilibriums of the state variables pH and DO will be reached
after some time. The adaptations to new equilibrium states are different for pH and
DO. For both variables the variations are smaller than before. The adaptation of DO
to a new equilibrium runs much faster than for pH. For both variables adaptation
and recovery times are different. The freshwater ecosystem responses return to for-
mer variations with nearly the same amplitudes after switching off the management
operation.

Generally, amathematicalwater qualitymodel should contain all the characteristic
features which are essential in the context of the problem to be solved or described. In
the case of river basin management, a water quality model must contain the features
which are of interest for water management of the entire river basin. The model
has to cover hydrological, economic and ecological aspects where natural and man
induced reactions of such a complex system might be not necessarily the sum of all
individual reactions.

Three sub-models have to be established for water quality modeling:

1. The hydrodynamic sub-model which describes the fluid dynamics of the water
body under consideration,

2. The thermodynamic sub-model which describes the energy distribution within
the water body and the related dependencies of physical, chemical and biological
processes from water temperature,

3. The biochemical sub-model which describes the changes of chemical and bio-
logical substances within the water body.

Classical dynamic water quality models are based on stationary or instationary
mass balances of the state variablesCi of interest (C—concentration of ith substance)
which are simply expressed by the following equation:

Accumulation = input − output ± reactions.

The term “accumulation” means the accumulation of an ingredient within a water
body. It depends from the mass import into the control volume and the mass export
out of the control volume, and from chemical and biological reactions within the
control volume. The term “reactions” may be positive if the reaction contributes to
the mass of an ingredient. Otherwise it will be negative. In the case of conservative
substances the reaction term will be zero. If steady state processes are considered
where dC/dt = 0, then no accumulation will take place within the water body. The
output results from input and reactions:

Output = input ± reactions.

Without consideration of variable “time” one gets static linear and nonlinear
regression type models of water quality. The difficulties in establishing mass balance
models are in most cases attributable to problems in formulating the source and
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loss terms. Many of the processes involved cannot be measured or only indirectly
determined.

Mass balances of water quality variables are based on the hydrological bal-
ance of the water body of interest. Hydrological inputs are closely coupled with
meteorological ones. Water mass may be considered as an inert substance with dif-
ferent inputs and outputs from the water body itself. Therefore, the term “accumula-
tion” can be understood as “change in storage” [284]. The distribution of flow rates
may be described in the following way as difference between positive and negative
balance terms:

ΔQ(t) = PV(t) + DV(t) + Qin(t) − EV(t) − Qout(t), (2.62)

where the terms on the right side of the equation represent precipitation PV(t), con-
densation on surface DV(t) (usually negligible), horizontal inflow (surface water
and groundwater) Q in (t), evaporation or evapotranspiration EV(t) (in plant growth
environments), and horizontal run-off Qout(t) respectively. The storage capacity of
ground, which has bearings also upon the chemical composition of water, plays
an important role in the context of horizontal inflow and run-off. Irregular heating
of the earth’s surface is a cause for geographical differences in precipitation and
evaporation, which may entail positive to strongly negative hydrological balances in
different regions. Direct hydrological data of run-off quantities are usually available
as daily mean values from level gauging [30]. If gauges are not available, values may
be derived alternatively by means of correlation or estimation form several stations
in the vicinity or by means of annual mean values of specific run-off characteristic
of the region under review. Determination becomes difficult for impounded rivers
where sizable displacements in flow distribution may be caused by storage capacities
of reservoirs and weirs. Distinct diurnal run-off patterns are generally produced by
peak power generation.

For input into water quality models, run-off data are used in tabulated form or the
annual patternmaybe approximatedbyperiodic regression functions or bypolynomi-
als. Characteristic patterns are available for various places, but stochastic variations
in consecutive years are so large that long series of observations are required. An
annual pattern, generally, depends also on mean flow rates even for one and the same
site. In the absence of real data, run-off series may be set up by means of Markov
chains or Monte-Carlo simulations [60, 62, 175, 281]. The log-normal distribution
of flows is one of their characteristic properties. This is partly related to with the
flood waves which are transported in the river in a characteristic mode.

Water management of complex river basins requires mathematical simulation
models of water mass and water quality for different time and space horizons allow-
ing a process control according distinct management goals. Besides of long-term
goals like realisations of political water management strategies or ecological land-
scape ideals, medium-term goals like sanitation and/or restoration activities in river
catchments and short-term operations like remediation of damages after floods or
pollution catastrophes [21, 70]. Since the fundamental contribution of Streeter and
[306] to water quality modeling especially DO-BOD models were developed up to
1975 (Table2.1). The consideration of morphometry and complex hydrodynamic
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processes within water bodies as well as the coupling of models with optimisation
procedures led to powerful simulation models for water management during the
period 1975–1985 [319]. With growing complexity of management tasks in river
basins further theoretical and practical demands have been arisen for extensions of
such models since 1985. Model-based environmental planning and decision making
characterise this phase up to 1995 [181]. Based onmodern developments of hydrolog-
ical engineering procedures and new software technologies decision support models
including GIS were developed for water management of river basins [148]. About
2005 more scientific impetus was added to water management models by the use
of environmental variables to indicate global climatic changes and environmental
pollution levels [297, 321, 332]. Additionally, the inclusion of socio-economic rela-
tionships and the evaluation of ecosystem services came now in the focus of envi-
ronmental informatics and management [69, 135]. Since the beginning of the new
millennium, aspects of long-term ecological research [219] and ecosystem health
[362] as well as new methodological developments in water management modeling
including water quality like game theory [350] or Petri Net modeling [105] offer fur-
ther perspectives in engineering and water quality management. They require new
software tools for their applications andmanagement supporting functions. Table2.1
gives a short overview on essential steps of development of water quality models.

2.2.3 Water Quality Models for Rivers

Rivers represent horizontally structured freshwater ecosystems with water flow as
the dominant ecological influence variable. Realistic water quality models describe
matter transport due to physical phenomena like diffusion, advection (convection)
and dispersion as well as temperature dependent degradation of organic matter by
chemical and biochemical reactions within the water body. Water quality in rivers
is often characterised by its content of dissolved oxygen over a fixed distance or
at a fixed point of the water body which is one of the main indicators to model
river water quality. Other measures of water quality are the dissolved oxygen deficit
compared with temperature dependent saturation concentration at equilibrium, or
by BOD which represents the amount of biodegradable matter. Generally, the DO
concentration of a water body is a common measure of non-toxic organic pollution,
but there are many other variables by which it can be directly or indirectly affected.
The DO content describes the so-called ecological self-purification power of the
water body. In the case of sufficient ecological conditions the following relationship
between oxygen production P and respiration R is valid:

P/R > 1.

In the case of river water pollution by non-toxic organic substances the bacterial
decay of these substances leads to an increase of respiration and a decrease of oxygen
production. The maximum self-purification capacity will be reached if P = R. If
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Table 2.1 Essential steps of water quality modeling

Time Model development Reference

1925 DO–BOD model [306]

1935–1950 Modifications of DO–BOD model for different waste water
impurities

[94, 320]

1950–1965 Critical review of DO–BOD processes, consideration of
hydrodynamic processes

[52, 81, 235]

1965–1975 Consideration of additional variables in the DO balance
equations of water bodies, consideration of eutrophication
processes in models

[234, 315, 317]

1975—1980 Extensions of DO–BOD models, application of new
parameter estimation methods

[56, 272, 356]

1980–1985 Coupling of DO–BOD balance models with optimisation
procedures, balance models for lakes and reservoirs

[21, 140, 185,
294]

1985–1995 Consideration of water quality models in environmental
planning models including GIS, developments of decision
support models for river basins

[97, 176, 163,
319]

1995–2000 Consideration of eutrophication and socio-economic
processes in planning models for river basins, considerations
of water quality changes due to global climate change,
environmental risk models

[51, 136, 166,
181, 188]

2000–today Consideration of ecological indicators, aspects of ecosystem
services and ecosystem health in water quality models,
application of game theoretic and discrete modeling
procedures for water management, consideration of long-term
research aspects in water quality modeling

[68, 95, 104,
119, 349, 363]

R > P, than the water quality conditions will be changed from oxic to anoxic ones.
The self-purification capacity has been passed over. In consequence, in the following
river stretches an oxygen deficit will be observed. This phenomenon is known in the
literature as the so-called oxygen sag curve [81]. With ongoing decay of organic
biomass and additionally oxygen input by photosynthesis and re-aeration the ratio
P/R will be greater 1.

Dynamic river water quality models are based onmass balances which are derived
from the continuity equation and which describe the longitudinal and transversal
distributions of conservative and non-conservative substances in the water body con-
cerned [229, 272, 284]:

∂C/∂t = ∂/∂x(Dx · ∂C/∂x)

+ ∂/∂y(Dy · ∂C/∂y) − vx · ∂C/∂x (2.63)

− vy · ∂C/∂y + sources − sinks.

In water quality management, stochastic models are suitable for short-term fore-
casting, provided that the processes involved are of stationary nature. In opposite of
that, deterministic models can be used also in long-term control of water quality and
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in parallel with instationary processes. Key elements of the mass balance modeling
approach are [170, 204, 238, 284]:

1. A defined control volume (the water body under consideration),
2. Inputs and outputs that cross the boundary of the control volume,
3. Transport phenomena within the control volume and across the boundaries,
4. Reaction kinetics of state variables within the control volume.

The applicability of a dynamic water quality model is delimited by the choice its
structure. Therefore,major influence variables should be clearly verified bymeasured
data before computation of simulation runs is actually started [116]. Parameter esti-
mations and simulations should be made by means of independent data. Analogous
demands must be met when a river model is to provide forecasts of water quality for
a given river stretch. Signal analyses of measured data (correlation coefficient, ACF,
CCF, power spectra, digital filter analysis, and wavelet analysis) provide starting
information for modeling and enable a general description of causal relationships.

2.2.3.1 Static Experimental Models

The simplest static water quality models consist of multiple linear regression func-
tions (first-order polynomials) of the observed variables. They are mathematically
described as follows:

y = a0 +
∑

aixi, i = 1, . . . , n. (2.64)

It characterises the stochastic dependency of one goal variable y from n (n ≥ 2)
input variables x1, x2, . . . , xn. The parameters (coefficients) bn are called (partial)
regression coefficients where a is called regression constant. Major influence vari-
ables are selected by means of partial correlation coefficients of the data set. An
example of such a model is given by a simple multiple input–single output model
with the DO concentration as goal function to express the variations of dissolved
oxygen content in a river cf. [306]:

DO = a + b1T + b2Q + b3BOD.

Such static linear multiple regression models are often used to calculate expec-
tations of chemical and biological water quality indicators [265]. The estimation
results depend on the available river data base as well as from stationary chemical
and hydrodynamic river conditions.

Additionally, autoregressive models of the form y(t) = a0 + ∑
ai(t − i) may

be considered as multiple linear models. For the lower part of the River Spree an
autoregressive model was successfully applied to forecast the DO changes over a
week:

DO(t) = a0 +
∑

aiDO(t − i). (2.65)
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The effectiveness of a linear approach will differ by the hydrodynamic charac-
teristics of rivers. For rivers with a flow velocity v = 0.5m/s sufficient accuracy is
obtainable even from ordinary regression models and no substantive improvement
in model quality would be get from applications of recursive regression procedure
[125]. Differentiated exponential weighting of recursive regression models would
not yield any additional benefit. For their simplicity and sufficient accuracy for most
practical purposes, multiple linear models can be used in establishing management
strategies, provided that the most important variables of the process are taken into
account. Models with daily measured data used, has proved to be suitable for water
quality forecasts at a fixed point of cross-sectional area or for river stretches with uni-
formly water flow. They were found to be sufficient for simulations and predictions
in order to make an assessment of their self-purification potential.

For all cases, the parameters can be estimated by ordinary least squares or by
recursive least squares estimation procedures [92, 365, 366]. The quality of fit of a
linear regression function (simple regression or multiple regressions) can be checked
by statistical measures [347]:

1. Performance index (coefficient of determination) B = R2.
2. Residual sum of squares is calculated as follows: SR = (yi(t) − yi ∗ (t))2 where

yi∗—estimated model output.
3. Residual variance s2 = SR/(n − (m + 1)) where n—number of variables, m—

number or parameters for n > m + 1.

The multiple linear regression model of DO given above will be expanded by
nonlinear terms of the state variables, since the relationships within the water body
concerning the DO budget are of nonlinear nature. Polynomials up to the third order
have proved to be suitable for the description of rivers. The following nonlinear
approach is considered as complete and obtained on the base of the above given
simple linear model:

DO = a0 + a1T + a2Q + a3BOD + a4T 2

+ a5Q2 + a6(BOD)2 + a7T 3 + a8Q3 + a9(BOD)3. (2.66)

The model now looks for is to describe linear and nonlinear relationships. It
should not be too comprehensive, since model output will suffer from too many
parameters owing to the risk of including unimportant variables of higher order.
Therefore, the relatively voluminous nonlinearmodel is reduced stepwise by removal
of unimportant variables. The performance index B was used as decision criteria. It
results in the following nonlinear DO model:

DO = a0 + a1T + a2Q + a3BOD

+ a4T 2 + a5Q2 + a6(BOD)2 + a7T 3. (2.67)

The result of model quality assessment by means of the performance index char-
acterises this model as the best one for the purpose at hand (Table2.2). However,
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Table 2.2 Goodness of fit of static DO models for a river in a hilly region

Model state variable B (%) Comment

T, Q, BOD 71.6 Linear model valid for flow speed vx = 0.5m/s

T, Q, BOD, T2, Q2, (BOD)2, T3,
Q3, (BOD)3

64.9 So-called complete model, low estimation
quality because of consideration of unimportant
variables, weak convergence of algorithm

T, Q, BOD, O2, T2, (BOD)2, T3 73.5 Important variables considered with sufficient
accuracy; sufficient estimate quality

T, Q, BOD, Q2 65.7 Deterioration of estimate quality compared to
linear model by inclusion of unimportant
variables

Table 2.3 Correspondence between weighting, K, and goodness of fit

Weighting, K 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.88 0.85

Residual sum, SR 1.9393 1.4694 1.1619 0.9361 1.0521 1.7107 2.2716

interpretations of the nonlinear terms of input variables are often very harmful
and problematic. They express the strength of influence onto the goal variables
qualitatively but quantification is not possible. Material transfers within a water
body are controlled by other components of the freshwater ecosystem (including
state variables, driving variables, forcing functions, control functions, constants, and
auxiliary variables). Therefore, further enhancement of model quality will now be
possible only by choice of a proper parameter estimation procedure.

The recursive regression estimation procedure allows the formulation of regres-
sion type models under consideration of time dependent parameter changes (quasi-
dynamic models). The new parameter value at discrete time point (k) is computed
on the base of its “old” value at discrete time point (k − 1) by addition of a valuated
difference (error) between new system output at time point (k) and estimated model
output at (k−1)multiplied by the old parameter vector. Kk denote a weighting factor
at time stroke k, where k is equal to the number of experimental data:

ak = ak−1 + Kk(yk − xT
k ak−1). (2.68)

Model results depend from the choice of the (exponential) weighting factor, K,
contained within the recursive parameter estimation algorithm (Table2.3). Best sim-
ulation results for DO models of Zwickauer Mulde River are obtained by weighting
factor K = 0.93. For all other weightings the residual sum of squares increases.

The intensity of weighting will substantially depend on the rates of parameter
variation on the extent of disturbances. These two influences must be given different
weightings. The model quality depends on the value of the weighting function at
time Kk+1. Hence, optimumweighting will be achievable only as a compromise. The
effectiveness of such an approach will differ by the hydrodynamic characteristics of
rivers. By applying the performance index in judging themodel outputwithmeasured
values, it can be seen from Table2.4 that sufficient accuracy is obtainable even from
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Table 2.4 Performance indices, B (%), of linear static DO models

River Flow rate v (m/s) B (%) NR B (%) RR

Elbe >0.5 90.0 90.6

Mulde >0.5 62.7 71.6

Spree 0.2 45.3 69.5

Table 2.5 Interpretation of parameters of regression type models

Type of regression Model equation Interpretation of parameters

Linear y(t) = a0(t) + a1(t)x(t) a0—initial value, a1—mean rate of
change

Parabolic y(t) =
a0(t) + a1(t)x(t) + a2(t)x2(t)

a0—initial value, a1—mean rate of
change, a2—mean process
acceleration

Polynomial y(t) =
a0(t)+ a1(t)x(t)+· · ·+ an(t)xn(t)

Interpretation is impossible

Exponential y(t) = y(0)e−rt + E Kinetics of 1st order: y(0)—initial
concentration value, r—rate of
change, E—random quota

NR models for rivers with flow rate v ≥ 0.5m/s. An improvement of model quality
is obtainable by application of RR in dependence of the hydrologic regime of the
river under consideration. On the other hand, for low flow conditions no substantive
improvement will be obtained by recursive regression method.

Consequently, the reliability of linear and nonlinear regression models depends
not only from the available data base but also from the kind of estimation procedure
used. For rivers with high flow velocities and, therefore, with highly time-varying
changes of concentration levels of water ingredients, static regression models are
not well suited for water quality management statements. But there is a valuable
contribution of such models for estimation of changing water quality conditions
regarding mean or low flow conditions in rivers. Using recursive regression type
models with time-varying parameters the computed results can be interpreted as
follows (Table2.5).

From Figs. 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 can be seen that regression models represent the
spatial-temporal process behavior of water quantity and quality in running waters
with different performances depending from process dynamics. As an example, the
(physically determined) water flow of the Lower Havel River, Germany, changes by
100% between gauges SPK0020 and Hv0190 (cf. Fig. 2.8). The polynomial approx-
imation cannot follow the (dynamic) jump process in water mass. Therefore, this
type of mathematical models describes more the static process behavior rather than a
dynamic one. But such a static model can be used to forecast the values of variables
under consideration in the case of uniform environmental conditions.

Another picture will be getting if chemical and/or biochemical processes domi-
nate the water quality. Changes of BOD are well estimated by a 2nd order polynomial
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Fig. 2.8 Approximation of water flow by a 2nd order polynomial (Lower Havel River, Germany)

Fig. 2.9 Parabolic development of BOD concentration along a stretch of Lower Havel River

Fig. 2.10 Parabolic development of phytoplankton biomass along a stretch of the Lower Havel
River

with a performance of 95% (cf. Fig. 2.9). This water quality variable characterises
the natural and anthropogenic pollution load with easily degradable organic sub-
stances. In opposite of hydrological conditions with increasing water flow between
the gauges SPK0020 andHv0190 no considerable changes of BOD concentration are
observed. If concentrations ofwater quality indicators are characterised by influences
of mixtures of natural drivers and processes as well as man-induced influences of
their changes follow the dominant process. In the case of non-toxic drivers the algal
biomass concentration lays out changes due to physical influences (transportation by
water flow, residence time of water) as well as by biological and chemical reactions
(nutrient uptake, algal growth).
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Fig. 2.11 Linear trend of orthophosphate phosphorus along a stretch of the Lower Havel River

As can be seen from Fig. 2.10, changes in phytoplankton biomass concentra-
tion follow mainly the hydrological conditions accompanied by phosphorus uptake
for phytoplankton growth. The mathematical trend functions equalises all dynamic
influences. It can be interpreted as a medium behavior of biomass balance.

The spatial-temporal trend of such a phytoplankton nutrient follows the dynamic
changes of phytoplankton biomass overlaid by a physical component (water flow)
(cf. Fig. 2.11). In running waters these changes are mostly influenced by hydraulic
conditions of rivers [229].

Table2.6 contains results of regression models for different water quality indica-
tors observed in a low flow river. The signs in the last column indicate the fulfilment
of 95% level of significance of estimated model output. It can be seen from the value
of performance index that some of the regression functions are not valid. This means,

Table 2.6 Regression type models of water quality indicators of Lower Havel River, Germany

Water quality indicator Regression model R2 P(95%)

Water temperature Polynomial 0.6177 +
Conductivity Polynomial 0.1971 −
Chloride Polynomial 0.0382 −
DO Polynomial 0.3858 +
BOD Polynomial 0.9501 +
COD Polynomial 0.7611 +
NH4-N Exponential 0.5669 +
NO2-N Exponential 0.4879 +
NO3-N Exponential 0.4746 +
o-PO4-P Exponential 0.8938 +
TP Exponential 0.0822 −
SiO2 Exponential 0.8888 +
Suspended matter Polynomial 0.0227 −
Chlorophyll-a Polynomial 0.6459 +
Inorganic part of biomass Polynomial 0.6742 +
Loss of organic matter Polynomial 0.1418 −
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that internal and external driving forces influence the concentration levels of water
quality indicators very strongly.

For water quality management forecasts, polynomial and exponential functions
forces of 2nd order are often suitable. Higher order polynomialsmay be accompanied
by negative model results which do not agree with reality cf. [304]. Model parameter
values diminish strongly along with rising order.

2.2.3.2 Dynamic Experimental Models

Dynamic experimental models of freshwater quality, generally, can be estimated
in terms of a weighting function of a water quality indicator under consideration
or as parameters of difference equations. Mostly, they will be solved by parameter
estimation procedures [304] or numerically. They are also known as time series or
regression type models and include the history of a water quality process. Their
general structure is given by:

Y(t) = −
∑

aiY(t − i) +
∑

bijX(t − i), (2.69)

where Y represents the goal variable, and X represents a set of influence variables
with time delay (t − i). The variable Y(t − i) describes the history of the water quality
process variable under consideration.

Difference equation models are comparable with analytical water quality models
formulated as differential equations and providemore flexibility for themathematical
representation of dynamic water quality processes. Analogous to advanced static
experimental models the prediction power of such models is also limited. By using
the same variables as in static experimental modeling the following second-order
difference equation model for the DO concentration was applied to predict the DO
concentration:

DO(t) = −a1DO(t − 1) − a2DO(t − 2) + b11T(t − 1)

+ b12T(t − 2) + b21Q(t − 1) + b22Q(t − 2)

+ b31BOD(t − 1) + b32BOD(t − 2), (2.70)

where ai and bij are parameters estimated from real data, DO—dissolved oxygen con-
centration, T—water temperature, Q—water flow, BOD—chemical oxygen demand.
As an example, the maximum prediction interval of the River Spree was given by 9
days.

Such dynamic experimental water quality models must be considered as precur-
sors for deterministic descriptions of matter balances in running waters. According
to the availability of measured data, loading variables of an upper gauge can be used
as input variables and concentration data at a lower gauging station constitute the
output of the given system (or model). Hence, equidistant data have to be measured
at both gauges at identical time intervals and must be kept synchronised not less than
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ten days [125]. The time shifting between input and output signals is separated by
a time-delay. The possible outputs of dynamic experimental models depend on the
quality of the data available. Model quality will be lower in response to the use of
daily measurements (increase of mean model error), since changes with high fre-
quencies are no longer recordable. When mixed data are used for modeling (e.g.
continuous DO and water temperature data, daily measured water flow and BOD
values) oscillations of the models parameters are caused by recursive estimation
procedures [125]. Further studies in a stream revealed periodic water temperature
variations in a 24h rhythm,while the trendmovement ofDOwas caused by variations
of water flow. Highly frequent DO variations were caused by variations of BOD and
other disturbance variables (meteorological and environmental effects other driving
variables).

Another dynamic experimental method will be derived from control theory. Ref-
erence [275] adapted the description of a continuous dynamic process by a time
discrete model applying the z-transformation on a difference equation:

G(z) = B(z−1)/A(z−1) + ξ(z).

For discrete water quality data of the Elbe River the so-called Stochastic Transfer
Method was used to predict the biomass content of the water body:

CHA(t) = f0(t) + f1(t)T + f2(t)DO + f3(t)pH

where fi are parameters of z-transformation function.

2.2.3.3 Mathematical Analytical Models

Water quality processes take place in a chemical-physical environment. Dynamic
river water quality models are state-space models by virtue of their mathematical
form [133]. They are known in practice as modified Streeter–Phelps models. It has
often been problematic to apply such models to experimental data, because the sto-
chastic effects of natural and artificial driving forces are inadequately covered by
them. Differential equations include derivatives of the state variables by indepen-
dent variables (time, depth, distance, etc.) by small differences of the independent
variables. They allow to model changes of water quality in a continuous manner.
The equations are considered to be parameterised, if real values are assigned to the
coefficients in the equations concerned. The solution (or integral) of such an equa-
tion will be defined as analytical. It is an algebraic equation giving the values of
state variables at time-coordinate t or space-coordinate r. Mostly, high sophisticated
water quality models cannot be solved in a closed, analytical manner. They have
to be solved by numerical procedures where numerical solutions have been pro-
posed for the majority of water quality models [170]. Consequently, this means that
mathematical simplifications lead to losses of information [228].
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Analytical water quality models are based on mass balances which are derived
from the continuity equation. They describe the longitudinal and transversal distrib-
utions of conservative and non-conservative substances in the water body concerned
[234, 272]:

∂c/∂t = 1/A(x, t) · ∂/∂x · (Q(x, t) · c) + S(c, x, t), (2.71)

where c—concentration of suspended or dissolved ingredient of water, A—cross-
sectional area of river, Q—freshwater flow, and S—sources and sinks. The following
assumptions are valid for one-dimensional running waters with water flow as the
dominant driving variable:

1. The dispersive component of the flux is small compared with the advective one.
2. The concentration of the substance considered is assumed to be uniform in the

lateral and vertical directions. That means, the water body is assumed as well
mixed.

3. The freshwater flow and the cross-sectional area may vary in space and time.
4. Sources and sinks of water ingredients are functions of time and space, and of its

concentrations or functions of concentrations of other substances.
5. The terms of the generalmodel equation for specific runningwater are determined

by hydraulic and geomorphologic characteristics as well as by hydrological and
meteorological and climatic conditions of the watershed.

6. The water quality status of running water under consideration is determined by
various physical, chemical and biological conditions as well as by wastewater
input and site influences.

Longitudinal mixing of water ingredients is largely based on longitudinal disper-
sion which is described by an equation of the translation-diffusion type with Dx as
dispersion coefficient [102]. The dispersion coefficient, Dx, represents not only the
action of longitudinal dispersion but all other disturbance processes which act in the
same direction [354]. Theoretical models are, basically, applicable to all kinds of
rivers, but they are inaccurate for the specific case, since the stringent preconditions
are usually not satisfied and disturbances must be neglected [22]. An error range of
something between 50 and 100% has been claimed for theoretical models by [100,
101]. Longitudinal mixing has often been neglected in models for stationary dis-
charges, as it plays a role only in time-dependent discharges [233]. This has greatly
simplified the models [170, 316, 325].

Dissolved oxygen is one of the most important water quality indicators for fresh-
water ecosystems. Therefore, most of water quality models of rivers are derived from
the simple balance model of dissolved oxygen deficit, which has been proposed by
[306] based on the assumption of a first-order reaction:

dD/dt = K1L(t) − K2D, (2.72)

where D = DOS − DO(t)—the DO deficit (mg/l), DOS—temperature dependent
saturation concentration of DO (mg/l), DO(t)—dissolved oxygen concentration at
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time t (mg/l),K1—decay rate constant (d−1), L(t)—organic pollution (organicmatter)
at time t (mg/l), K2—re-aeration rate constant (d−1).

In this equation only carbon degradation and atmospheric aeration is covered,
while other substantive oxygen balance terms are neglected [128, 234, 272, 314].
Then, the equation of dissolved oxygen deficit following a flow time t is related to
the origin of pollution by a point source:

D(t) = K1L0/(K2 − K1) × (e − K t
1 − e−K t

2) + D0e−K t
2. (2.73)

Using the flow velocity v, the independent variable t can be transferred to distance
x = v × t in flow direction. For computing the dissolved oxygen profile in flow
direction the following assumptions will be made:

1. Complete mixing of waste water input with river water,
2. Constant flow rate in longitudinal direction over the cross sectional area of the

river segment under consideration,
3. Chemical reactions including biodegradation and re-aeration are considered as

first order reactions.

The DO concentration after discharge of waste water can be calculated by the
following formula for mixing [279]

DO = (Q(W) × C(W) + Q(R) × C(R))/(Q(W) + Q(R)) (2.74)

where Q(W)—waste water flow (m3/s), Q(R)—river water flow (m3/s), C(W)—DO
concentration in waste water (mg/l), C(R)—DO concentration in river water (mg/l).

Organic pollution of runningwaters bywastewaterwith easily degradable organic
substances is indirectly measured as the amount of the DO concentration which
is required for bacterial decomposition of these substances. This amount can be
expressed by BOD (biochemical oxygen demand). In the case that only chemi-
cal reactions are taken place data of COD (chemical oxygen demand) have to be
analysed. Time variations of BOD depend on both the intensity of organic pollution
and water temperature but they are independent of the DO concentration yet, under
the assumption that a sufficient amount of dissolved oxygen is present in the water
body. The variation of the deficit over time is proportional to the amount of organic
pollution:

dD/dt = K1L. (2.75)

Integration results in
L(t) = L0e−K t

1 (2.76)

where L0—initial pollution at a fixed point of a river. Related to base e, the term K1

will be determined, whereas k1 = K1/2.303 is related to base 10. Reference [306]
used the following Arrhenius equation to express the temperature dependence of K1

where Θ is a parameter with values depending from water temperature:
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K1(T) = K1Θ
(T−20). (2.77)

In rivers atmospheric aeration is often more intensive than biogenic aeration. The
K2-value depends onwater temperature aswell as on temperature-sensitive variables,
such as molecular diffusion, kinematic viscosity, and surface tension. Following
Fick’s first law the dissolved oxygen deficit is described according to the equation
for K1 analogously:

dD/dt = −K2D. (2.78)

Integration results in
D(t) = D0e−K t

2. (2.79)

According to the determination of K1-value the following Arrhenius expression
is valid for rivers with an ice-free water surface:

K2(T) = K2Θ
(T−20). (2.80)

Findings of computational and experimental determination of K2-values have
been presented by several authors in the past (see [170]). Values of Θ are presented
in Table2.7 to calculate Ki—parameter rate constants expressing the temperature
dependence of chemical and biochemical reactions in freshwater ecosystems.

Most of empirical models used to determine K2 are of the following non-linear
regression type [61]

k2 = a × vm × ·z−nK2 = 2.303k2,

Table 2.7 Θ—values for kinetic parameter estimation

Kinetic parameter Ki(d−1) Temperature class (◦C) Θ

Decay rate constant K1 4–20 1.135

5–15 1.109

5–25 1,05

10–30 1.047

15–30 1.042

20–30 1.056

30–40 0.967

Re-aeration rate constant K2 5–22 1.0241

Nitrification rate constant K3 5–25 0.877

10–22 1.06–1.08

22–30 1.097

Benthic oxygen demand rate
constant K4

5–20 1.072

5–30 1.04–1.15
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Table 2.8 Parameter values for calculation of K2 = 2.303 k2 (modified from [304])

Flow rate v (m/s) Mean depth z
(m)

a m n Reference

0.50–1.5 0.65–3.5 2.18 0.969 1.673 [61]

0.03–1.5 0.12–3.4 3.00 0.730 1.752 [241]

0.55–1.5 0.65–3.5 2.06 1.000 1.503 [161]

0.55–1.5 0.65–3.5 2.30 0.924 1.705 [184]

where a—regression factor, v—mean flow rate (m/s), z—mean depth (m) of water
body. Table2.8 contains a list of parameter values of empirical models presented
in the literature. These models are more closely adjusted to specific situations and
provide often accurate results. But they can hardly be generalised.

The dissolved oxygen supply of rivers in hilly ormountain regions is almost exclu-
sively physical,whereas rivers in flatlands are typical representatives of shallowwater
bodies which are characterised by high photosynthetic oxygen input. Comparisons
of experimentally and computationally determinedK2—values have been shown that
the empirical results were often in fairly good agreement with tracer experiments.
It was also found a correlation to exist between the values obtained from tracer
experiments and the slope of the river stretches. Hydraulic indices like Chezy’s for-
mula, longitudinal dispersion coefficient, Dx, and Froude’s number were used by
some authors for simple estimation of K2 (cf. [161]).

The longitudinal dispersion rate, Dx, in rivers is usually determined by tracer
measurements [102, 225], evaluated by means of the routing procedure. For the
Zwickauer Mulde River variations of K1 and K2 were computed for approximately
constant flow rate, vx, for an assessment of the effects of Dx on changes in the
dissolved oxygen deficit (Table2.9). Increasing values of Dx were accompanied by
growing estimates of K1 and K2 with constant value of water temperature with the
magnitudes of the K2-values depending on different hydraulic conditions (e.g. vari-
ation of turbulence).

An increase of water flow causes changes of K2-values. An increase of the mean
temperature from 8 to 20◦C, with constant water flow, however, causes K1-values
and K2-values to go down in parallel with rising Dx due to several factors depending
on water temperature (organic pollution is decayed, atmospheric aeration is reduced;
degradation is reduced due to higher dispersion per unit volume).

Practically useful results are obtainable from simple segmentation of the river
under consideration [96]. Incorporation of nitrification, sedimentation, adsorption,
oxygen consumption by resuspension of sediments, oxygen demand of sessile organ-
isms, and respiration of phytoplankton are themost commonapproaches to the expan-
sion of dissolved oxygen models which are mostly restricted to oxygen-consuming
processes. Advancing along these lines had often been undertaken in the past by case
studies. Therefore, complex river water quality models cover additional environmen-
tal variables as photosynthetic oxygen input [234, 288] and phytoplankton dynam-
ics [21], oxygen demand due to nitrification process [329], nutrient circulations
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Table 2.9 Effects of changes in Dx on estimates of K1 and K2 for a river in a hilly region

Dx (cm2/s) T(◦C) Q(m3/s) K1 (d−1) K2 (d−1)

1 8 14.5 1.43 47.44

8 14 0.46 9.76

20 14 0.14 5.20

3 8 14.5 1.43 47.53

8 14 0.74 15.34

20 14 0.09 4.48

5 8 14.5 1.43 47.76

8 14 0.78 16.54

20 14 0.09 4.56

7 8 14.5 1.47 47.90

8 14 1.01 20.40

20 14 4.28 4.28

10 8 14.5 1.47 48.36

8 14 1.29 25.70

20 14 0.05 3.78

(Sandoval et al. 1976), sediment oxygen demand due to point and non-point pollu-
tion [79, 229] as well as well as temperature-dependent and meteorology-dependent
effects [299] and hydrodynamic influences [170]. The daily photosynthetic input of
dissolved oxygen can be estimated according [327] by

DO = a × μ × CHA × Θ(T−20) × LILIM, (2.81)

where a—ratio DO (mg/l)/phytoplankton (μgCHA/l), μ—growth rate of phy-
toplankton [56], CHA—phytoplankton concentration (μgCHA/l), Θ = 1.066,
LILIM—light limitation of phytoplankton growth with LILIM = 2.718 × f ×
LIAT/ε × z and f—photoperiod (duration of day-light (hours/24)), LIAT—light
attenuation with LIAT = e−b − e−c, and b = I0 × e−ε×z/I

m and c = I0/Im where
I0—average solar radiation at water surface during the day, Im—light at which phy-
toplankton grows at maximum rate, ε—light extinction coefficient (m−1), and z—
(mixing) depth (m). Further models of water transparency and light extinction are
presented by [304]. The phytoplankton respiration RESP can be calculated by

RESP = 0.1 × a × CHA × Θ(T−20) (2.82)

where Θ = 1.08 [182].
Estimates for sediment dissolved oxygen demand (SOD) can be calculated by an

empirical equation
SOD = CDO/z, (2.83)
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where CDO—content of DO (g DO/m2) at T = 20 ◦C, z—depth of water body. The
conversion to other water temperatures an be done following an Arrhenius equation.
Reference [315] presented SOD-values for different soil conditions.

Other variables of water quality are important in the context of various uses of
a water body are suspended matter, heavy metals, chloride, or organic carbon com-
pounds like PAH, PAK or other chemicals. Specific models had to be developed
for them (see [168]). The present problems in establishing mass balance models are
attributable to difficulties in formulating the source and loss terms correctly. Many of
these processes involved cannot be measured or only indirectly determined, which
explains at least some of the uncertainties in the model results. General forecasts
of trends and magnitudes are often sufficient for practical purposes and the model
is required to be valued for the longest possible period of time. An effective water
quality management will be carried out only in the case of practicable comparable
results obtained from long-term simulation runs, because such simulation activities
will make different management strategies comparable. Any prediction of the DO
concentration at a fixed point of a river requires reliable parameter estimates in the
model equations. Model parameters can be expanded by more accurate coverage
of sewage characteristics, hydraulic variables, and concentrations of diffuse pollu-
tion (cf. [229]). The development of water quality models by improvement of their
structure and by more accurate determination of the model parameters is twofold.
The first topic covers the types of variables and their representations in a water
quality model. The latter is achievable by inclusion of complex dependencies. But
this would not necessarily lead to an improvement, since more parameters would
increase uncertainty of model outputs and result in lower convergence of estimating
procedures.

The validity of DO–BOD based water quality models has been tested in the past
by numerous authors [21, 23, 81, 172, 183, 233, 315, 319]. Summarising accounts
of the models have been given by [132, 188, 229, 272]. Current water quality models
are developed in combination with decision making procedures (DSS) for different
purposes. They will be applied to solve spatio-temporal water management prob-
lems, and to forecast time-dependent strategies of water quality management [358].
Actually, applications of water quality models are developed within the following
fields of interest:

1. Solving dynamic simulations of point and non-point source pollution by conven-
tional chemicals,

2. Simulation of water quality state due to storm water overflows and floods,
3. Impact of improved wastewater treatment plants operation and control,
4. Extreme pollution events due to accidents and spills of chemical tanks,
5. Improve assessment of anthropogenic influenced rivers,
6. Administrative applications concerning river basin planning and control.

The parameters of water quality models are not universal. It is not possible to
describe different freshwater ecosystems with the same set of parameter values.
Hence, site-specific model parameters must be obtained by calibration to experi-
mental data. Therefore, a subset of parameters must be selected that can yield a
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well-calibrated model for a given application of the model to a real river. For water
quality modeling some important aspects has to be considered:

1. Prior knowledge on parameter values, their universality, and uncertainty.
2. Initial conditions and layout of measurements for data collection (which variables

are measured at which locations and at which points in time).
3. Availability of sampled data.
4. Identifiability of subsets of model parameters from data. Measures of identifia-

bility are given by sensitivity measures, by collinearity index, and by the measure
of the extension of the confidence region.

Uncertainty analysis is mostly done by two procedures. The advantage of lin-
ear error propagation is its computational efficiency. If the sensitivity functions have
already been calculated for identifiability analysis, no further simulations are required
to get an error estimate. If model non-linearities are significant within the uncertainty
range of the parameters, the results of linear error propagation are inaccurate. Monte
Carlo simulation is a simple technique to consider the non-linear behavior of simu-
lation results. But this technique is computationally very demanding because of the
very large number of simulations required.

River water quality modeling has a long history. The QUAL2—model family
belongs to the most comprehensive river water quality models based on the assump-
tion of complete mixing of a water body [91]. It is an extension of the QUAL1 water
quality model [33, 86], and describes the longitudinal matter transport by advec-
tion and dispersion and constant hydraulic conditions within a certain river segment
and a simulation time horizon. The enhanced water quality models QUAL2E and
QUAL2E-UNCAS were intended as planning tools for water quality management
[44]. Besides of water temperature the dissolved oxygen concentration, BOD5, algal
biomass, organic nitrogen, ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, organic phosphorus, dissolved
orthophosphate phosphorus, coliforms, any non-conservative substance, and three
conservative substances are taken into consideration. Multiple waste water inputs,
multiple water withdraws and tributaries are considered within the model structure.
Simulation runs can be carried out as steady-state or dynamic simulations where
daily variations of DO and different meteorological conditions will be regarded.
Actually, the models of this family are used to simulate the following processes:
Degradation of organic material, growth and respiration of phytoplankton, nitrifica-
tion, hydrolysis of organic phosphorus and nitrogen, re-aeration, sedimentation of
algae, organic phosphorus and organic nitrogen, release of nitrogen and phospho-
rus from sediments. All these processes consider the effects on dissolved oxygen,
total phosphorus and total nitrogen. Themain difference betweenQUAL2E and other
models of this family is the consideration of the eutrophication process characterised
by the variables phytoplankton and macrophytes and its implications for DO con-
centration and nutrient cycles. By means of the QUAL2E-UNCAS model sensitivity
analyses, first order error analyses and Monte Carlo simulations can be carried out.

The WASP (Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program) modeling and simula-
tion framework [4, 5] was originally developed to simulate 1D, 2D and 3D processes
of fate and transport of contaminants in surface waters. It consists of the three sub-
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modelsDYNHYD,EUTRO and TOXI which are used to simulate steady and unsteady
flows, wind, and tidal cycles (DYNHYD), to forecast conventional water quality
processes as DO-BOD interactions, phytoplankton growth, nutrient transformations
in sediment and free water (EUTRO), and to predict dissolved and adsorbed chemical
concentrations in sediment and in free water (TOXI). The latter sub-model couples
kinetic models derived from EXAMS (Exposure Analysis Modeling System) with
the WASP transport model. Besides of transport processes of chemicals and biota
in sediments and within the free water column the following water quality related
processes are modelled explicitly in WASP:

1. Dissolved oxygen balance by Streeter–Phelps ormodified Streeter–Phelpsmodel,
or by full linear or nonlinear DO balance including re-aeration, CBOD, nitrifi-
cation/denitrification, settling of BOD, phytoplankton growth, respiration and
death, and SOD;

2. Eutrophication by simple and intermediate eutrophication kinetics (the latter with
benthos) covering phytoplankton kinetics, stoichiometry and uptake kinetics,
phosphorus cycle, nitrogen cycle, DO balance, benthos-water column interaction;

3. Sediment transport;
4. Chemical tracer transport;
5. Simple toxicants including simple transformation kinetics, equilibrium sorption,

transformations to daughter products;
6. Organic chemicals covering ionisation, equilibriumsorption, volatilisation, hydrol-

ysis, photolysis, oxidation, biodegradation, extinction.

Due to these options, in the past WASP was used for water quality managment
of rivers [53, 141, 147, 196, 198, 257, 348] (Warwick et al. [345]), lakes [165], and
reservoirs [178, 326, 360] as well as coastal areas [331, 343]. In parallel to QUAL2E-
UNCAS a High Level Architecture based (HLA) uncertainty analysis was carried out
within WASP by [197].

The dynamic water quality modelQUASAR [355] belongs to the class of extended
Streeter–Phelps typemodels. Based on the results of somewatermanagement studies
for the Bedford-Ouse River system [352, 351, 353, 357], it describes time varying
changes of water flow and concentrations of water quality state variables. A set of
ODE’s is used to model water quality changes within the river which is divided into
segments of different length’, and each segment is considered as a CSTR [356]. For
each segment, flow input from tributaries, flow abstractions, point and non-point
pollutant inputs and effluent discharges can be taken into account. Water quality
simulations with QUASAR can be carried out in the dynamic ODE-mode for opera-
tional water management actions or in a stochastic MC-mode for planning purposes.
QUASAR requires data on the hydrodynamic structure of the river basin, water flow
and water quality data of each river segment, as well as process rates for the biolog-
ical and chemical processes of matter changes. To run the model daily, weekly or
monthly data should be available.

The RWQM1 was developed by an IWA Task Group on River Water Quality
Modeling [270]. Goals of this process oriented software tool are the presentation
of a complex biogeochemical conversion model for river water quality modeling in
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parallel to the ASM1 to ASM3 model development of IWA [149], and to present a
more or less complete set of mathematical models of water quality processes that run
under sufficient DO or anoxic conditions within the water body [269]. For specific
water management tasks the adequate sub-models may be selected and applied. The
following processes are considered in the model:

1. Aerobic growth of heterotrophic organisms utilising organic substrate, DO and
nutrients,

2. Loss of biomass of heterotrophic organisms due to aerobic endogenous respira-
tion,

3. Anoxic growth of heterotrophic organisms with DO gained by denitrification,
4. Loss of biomass of heterotrophic organisms due to absence ofDOby endogenous

respiration with nitrate,
5. Growth of 1st and 2nd stage nitrifying bacteria,
6. Growth of phytoplankton biomass by primary production,
7. Loss of phytoplankton biomass,
8. Growth of consumers by grazing on phytoplankton, on autotrophic and het-

erotrophic organisms, and on particulate organic matter,
9. Loss of biomass of consumers,

10. Hydrolysis of slowly degradable particulate organic matter to dissolved organic
matter by catalysis of heterotrophic biomass,

11. Six chemical equilibriums,
12. Adsorption and desorption of phosphate phosphorus.

Case studies of the model are carried out for the River Glatt by [270] and for the
River Lahn by [33] and [270].

TheMIKE11model family [74] is a modern powerful software tool for simulation
of water flow and water level, of water quality and sediment transport in estuaries,
rivers, flood plains, irrigation channels and other freshwater ecosystems. It is based
on amodular structurewith the hydrodynamic engine as coremodule (cf. Table2.10).
Additional modules and a GIS software extension allow the application of MIKE11
in the various fields of water quality management.

MIKE11 Studio (restricted river modeling, limitation to 250 lateral profiles and
structural elements) and MIKE11 Enterprise (detailed river modeling, no limitation
of the number of lateral profiles and structural elements of the river under con-
sideration) are predefined software packages for water management. MIKE11 can
be combined with other software tools as MIKE21 (flood modeling), MIKE SHE
(integrated surface and groundwater modeling), FeFlow® (subsurface flow and mass
transport), MOUSE (integrated urban catchment modeling), and Visual MODFLOW
(groundwater flow and contaminant transport).

Some of important models applied for river water quality simulation and man-
agement are listed in Table2.11.

More general software tools for modeling and simulation of river water qual-
ity processes can be applied by using AQUASIM [269] or STREAMPLAN [209].
AQUASIM was developed for data analysis, and identification and simulation of
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Table 2.10 Basic and add-on modules of MIKE11 for river water quality modeling

Add-on module (short name) Characteristics

Hydrodynamics (HD) Core module, hydrodynamic simulation based on non-linear
Saint-Venant equation, computation of surface runoff, unsaturated
infiltration, evapotranspiration, aquifer as linear storage

Rainfall-runoff (RR) Contains different rainfall-runoff models

Structure operation (SO) Simulation of operation of sluices, weirs, pumps, culverts and
other construction elements along the course of a river

Dam break (DB) Tools and models to simulate dam breaks

Advection-dispersion (AD) Transport und distribution of conservative substances and heat

Cohesive sediments (ACS) Models of layered river bed, contains a quasi 2D erosion model

Non-cohesive sediments
(ST/GST)

Transport, erosion and deposition of non-cohesive sediments,
simulation of river morphology

ECO Lab Numerical water quality and freshwater ecology models

AUTOCAL Calibration of parameters

MIKE11 Stratified Models of temperature and salinity stratification of water bodies

MIKE11 Real time Simulation of operational flood forecasting with GIS front-end,
real-time updating of data and Kalman filtering

GIS Extension Interface to ArcMAP including features for river basin delineation
using cross-sectional and DEM data, pollution load estimates and
visualisation as 2D maps

water quality processes at EAWAG Zürich. The spatial structure of the river sys-
tem of interest is designed as a set of linked compartments describing water flow,
matter transport and change in open channels. Other types of compartments are
CSTRs, biofilm reactors, plug-flow reactors with and without dispersion, saturated
soil columns with sorption and pore water exchange, and lakes with stratification,
matter transport and changes within the free water column and in adjacent sediment
layers. All compartments can be connected by two types of links. The user has to
specify a set of state variables and water quality processes active within the com-
partments. The model equations as formulated by the water quality manager will
be solved by the software. State variables and initial parameter values can easily
be changed. The outputs of this software are simulation runs as well as sensitivity
evaluations and parameter estimations based on measured real data.

STREAMPLAN is a spreadsheet tool for river environment assessment manage-
ment and planning. It was designed in 1996 at IIASA to foster the analysis and selec-
tion of alternative water quality management strategies on a river basin level [212].
The goal of this software development was to compare and to support decisions
concerning policy oriented water quality management options related to national
and international water quality standards, socio-economic conditions, and financial
budgets in a river basin. A river basin is considered as a set of certain number
of river segments of the main river, of tributaries, and of bifurcations connected
with another together with a set of point pollution sources along these segments.
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Table 2.11 Selected river water quality models

Model State variables Hydrodynamics Reference

DOSAG-I, T, DO, BOD 1D, steady-state [33]

DOSAG-M T, DO, BOD, coliforms, benthic
BOD

1D, steady-state [11]

QUAL1, T, DO, BOD, nitrogen,
phosphorus,

1D, steady-state, [87, 91]

QUAL2, T, DO, BOD, phytoplankton, N,
P, coliforms, benthic BOD, any
non-conservative substance,
three conservative substances

1D, steady-state [274]

QUAL2E,
QUAL2E-UNCAS

T, DO, BOD, phytoplankton,
TN, TP, coliforms, benthic BOD,
any non-conservative substance,
three conservative substances

1D, 2D,
steady-state or
quasi dynamic

[44]

WASP (including
DYNHYD, EUTRO
and TOXI)

DO, BOD, N, P, phytoplankton, 1D, 2D,
steady-state,
dynamic

[4, 5, 79]

QUASAR DO, BOD, NO3, NH4, T, pH,
conservative substances

Steady state
CSTR,
non-steady flow

[194, 289,
355]

RWQM1 T, DO, BOD, N, P,
phytoplankton, zooplankton,
bacteria,

1D, steady-state,
dynamic

[270]

MIKE11 T, DO, BOD, N, P, Si, bacteria,
phytoplankton, zooplankton,
benthic algae

1D, quasi 2D,
steady-state,
dynamic

[74]

CE-QUAL-RIV1 T, DO, BOD, N, P, Si,
phytoplankton, zooplankton,
bacteria,

1D, steady-state,
dynamic

[54]

QSIM T, DO, BOD, N, P, Si, pH,
phytoplankton, zooplankton,
suspended matter,
sedimentation, benthic algae,
macrophytes, benthic filtrators

1D steady-state,
dynamic

[285]

ATV T, DO, BOD, P, N, Si,
phytoplankton, zooplankton,
benthic algae

1D, 2D,
steady-state,
dynamic

[12, 221]

HEC5Q T, DO, BOD, N, P,
phytoplankton, bacteria

1D, 2D,
steady-state,
dynamic

[145]

Point pollution sources are specified either in agricultural, industrial or in municipal
controllable sources. Non-point pollution sources are considered as point sources
at specific locations where the pollution is discharged from the sub-watershed to
the river basin. Also uncontrollable background pollution is considered as a point
source. For each segment steady and uniform flowwith complete mixing of all water
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quality constituents as DO, CBOD, NH4-N, NO3-N, TP and any non-conservative
substance is supposed. STREAMPLAN has a modular structure with hydraulic, water
quality, socio-economic and optimisation models as basic elements. The EXCEL-
based tool works with 6 modules (called workbooks) which are named Main, Static,
Designs, Scenario, Model and LP. An optional WWTP workbook can be linked to
the Designs workbook to generate effluent wastewater quality and economic infor-
mation of various wastewater treatment alternatives in the river basin. A graphical
interface allows visualisations of input data and output results. STREAMPLAN was
successfully applied to rivers in central and Eastern Europe [167, 293].

Other useful software tools formodeling and simulation ofwater quality processes
are STELLA® [254] or MATLAB®/SIMULINK® [359]. STELLA® is graphical ori-
ented software tool and can be applied easily for steady-state modeling of population
dynamics and other biological processes taking within freshwater ecosystems. The
user has to draw a conceptual diagramof thewater quality problem to be solved and to
formulate the process equations. The differential equations appertaining to the prob-
lem are made by the software. Applications for water quality processes are presented
by [170]. In opposite of that, MATLAB®/SIMULINK® is a general development soft-
ware tool for identification, analysis, modeling and simulation of linear and nonlin-
ear dynamic systems. Applications of MATLAB®/SIMULINK® based water quality
models are widespread used (cf. [120, 122] and others).

2.2.4 Water Quality Models for Lakes and Reservoirs

In this sub-chapter, emphasis is laid onwater qualitymodels related to eutrophication
process of lakes and reservoirs. Understanding the eutrophication process as a natural
process taking place over geologic time interval this process is accelerated drastically
by human activities [328]. Eutrophication describes the status of primary productivity
(which is given by the photosynthetic process of green plants) within the water body:

Production →

106CO2 + 16NO3ö + HPO2−
4 + 122H2O + 18H+ + tracers

↔ C106H263O110N16P1 + 138O2 (2.84)

← Respiration
Easily measurable indicators of ongoing eutrophication process are phytoplank-

ton biomass (chlorophyll-a), inorganic total nutrient concentrations (mostly P and
N), transparency of water (so-called Secchi depth), organic nutrient forms (mostly N
and C), and deep water level DO depletion [341]. For the development of water qual-
ity models the detailed hydro-biological structure of a freshwater ecosystem under
consideration regulating chemical and suspendedmatter change processes within the
water bodywill be neglected. The functioning of freshwater ecosystems and thewater
uses for drinking water supply, for industrial production and agricultural practices
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are affected by natural and man induced influences. External inputs as industrial
wastewater pollution, agricultural and forestry nutrient pollution, atmospheric dry
and wet deposition as well as internal inputs due to nutrient remobilisation from
sediments affect the water quality of freshwater ecosystems. While natural pollution
is mostly small compared with the nutrient input due to land erosion and intensive
anthropogenic activities in a river basin industrial and agricultural pollutions force
the eutrophication processes in lakes and reservoirs. In the past, enhanced input of
phosphorus into water bodies due to intensive use of mineral fertilizers on agricul-
tural areas, or orthophosphate in laundry detergents, as well as intensive inputs of
sewage effluents has led to exceptionally high loads of phosphorus and nitrogen into
lakes and reservoirs [330]. The eutrophication process has several undesirable direct
and indirect impacts on water quality resulting in decreased water transparency (light
diminution), anoxic conditions in the deep water layer, loss of biodiversity as well as
to taste and odour problems and, therefore, restrictedwater uses [327]. These impacts
caused shifts from oligotrophic (nutrient poor) to eutrophic (nutrient rich), and to
hypertrophic (extremely nutrient rich) freshwater ecosystems. Nutrient releases to
lakes and reservoirs due to anthropogenic activities are caused by point and non-point
sources. Point sources can easily be controlled either by waste water treatment or
by other control devices. Non-point pollution of freshwater ecosystems is caused by
precipitation, by storm water runoff, by agricultural runoff, by sewer overflow, and
by middle-term or long-term flood events. Despite of reduction of external sources
since the late 1980s the intended goal of reduced nutrient levels in the water body
have not been achieved. Now it has become clear, that the sediments have been accu-
mulated nutrients over several decades that they now function as internal nutrient
sources [79]. Actually, eutrophication is now more sustained by internal than by
external sources [127]. Therefore, water quality models of lakes and reservoirs have
to consider external and internal effects on water quality.

Models for lakes and reservoirs can be broadly classified as empirical or ana-
lytical. In general, empirical models are based on observations and real data. They
deal with simplifications and as well as with averaged conditions in space and time.
They do not simulate dynamic biochemical processes explicitly, and contain sim-
plified representations of hydrodynamics. Freshwater ecosystems may be seen be
seen as black box, grey box or white box systems. In dependence of the number of
input variables and the number of output variables where SIMO, MIMO, SISO and
MISO systems will be distinguished. In opposite of analytically derived dynamic
eutrophication and water quality models empirical models have relatively low data
requirements. Empirical models for lakes and reservoirs can be divided into two
classes [304, 341]:

1. Nutrient balance models which relate the nutrient level of the water body of
interest to external nutrient loadings, to water basin morphometry expressed by
themean depth, and hydrologic conditions expressed by hydraulic residence time.
Formodeling, a lake or reservoir is assumed asCSTR at steady-state. All chemical
reactions follow kinetics of 1st order. Simple nonlinear functional expressions are
used to represent nutrient balances of lakes and reservoirs.
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2. Eutrophication responsemodelswhichdescribe the relationships between eutroph-
ication indicators within a lake or reservoir. This type of models is represented
by linear and nonlinear regression functions where additional input variables,
control variables, and response variables are added. Mainly P and N are assumed
to control phytoplankton growth and other eutrophication related water quality
conditions.

The right balancing of lakes and reservoirs as well as forecasts of water quality
depend on a concise analysis of the functional and structural relations between the
major variables decisive for water quality. Mostly, the intensity of processes of mass
conversion involved in a matter balance depends strongly on the given hydraulic
conditions. Analytical models involve direct simulations of physical, chemical, and
biological processes superimposed by hydrodynamic processes [304]. Generally,
these models are characterised by extensive requirements in input data, computer
facilities, and scientific expertise. They have to be distinguished in diagnostic and
predictive models. Diagnostic models provide frameworks for analysis and interpre-
tation of monitored data of a given water body. Yields of such models are statements
on eutrophication-related water quality conditions and their controlling variables.
Then, water quality assessments can be made in absolute terms with respect of
national objectives, criteria, or standards, or in relative terms with respect to regional
comparisons of water quality. Predictive models deliver suggestions for future water
quality conditions in existing lakes and reservoirs or in planned impoundments.
These types of models project steady-state responses to changes in controlling vari-
ables explicitly represented in the model which can be used for evaluations of water
quality control strategies. On the other hand, a predictive model in combination with
a chemical analysis of the water body under investigation acts as an initial extrapola-
tion for the further water quality development [341] which may be a helpful baseline
for water quality management of lakes and reservoirs.

2.2.4.1 Empirical Models for Lakes and Reservoirs

The identification of water quality of lakes and reservoirs by empirical models means
the determination of the depth-dependent and time-dependent behavior of the water
body on the basis of evaluations of stochastic water quality variables [114]. Relations
have to be found to exist between input variables (from the watershed or internal
pelagic processes) and output variables of a freshwater ecosystem (mainly biomass
production), with the processes involved acting directly or indirectly on the output
variable as they are given by phytoplankton biomass and TP or TN. Compared
with the development of self-purification models for rivers Vollenweider’s report on
eutrophication [335] pushed the development of a lot of empirical models worked
out to predict the biomass production or the DO content (as indicator of biomass
production) of lakes and reservoirs [189, 265, 336]. In this context, two classes of
general models have to be considered:
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1. The class of Hammerstein models [92] includes water quality processes which
may be represented as series circuit of a non-linear and a linear component with
memory.

2. In opposite of that, in Wiener’s model an order of linear and non-linear series
circuit is assumed.

Mostly, a subdivision of the pelagic region of the water body may be helpful in
making linear water quality models suitable for the prediction and simulations rele-
vant towater qualitymanagement. For this reason, [304] divided pelagicwater bodies
of lakes and reservoirs into several strata of low thickness (e.g. 5m) to present linear
localised sub-models of water quality, and to bypass the difficulty of having to reckon
with distributed parameters. If a water quality model is to be commensurate with real
time, the parameters have to be estimated in real time for which purpose both static
and dynamic methods of model construction may be used. A “finite memory” will
then be assigned to the algorithms by differentiated exponential weighting of the data
records. The amount of weighting will have to depend strongly on two aspects: The
rates of parameter variations, and the intensity by which the disturbances act on the
freshwater ecosystem of interest. These two influences must be separately evaluated,
and so an optimumweighting will always be a compromise between the rate of para-
meter change and disturbance intensity. As a first step, linearMISOmodels should be
constructed since no detailed information is available on the cause-effect relationship
between a goal variable, or the output variable, and the input variables represented
by measured data. Of course, the dynamic behavior of water quality processes may
be described with sufficient accuracy by non-linear models. The changes over time
of the system variables will then be expressed by the time variations of the associated
parameters which can be estimated by recursive regression method. When it comes
to autoregressive water quality models (inhomogeneousMarkovmodels), the system
outputs at previous time points (t − i) are considered as pseudo-input variables at
time point t. This will then be a model to describe the water quality in dependence
on its “historical” development.

Empirical water quality models of lakes and reservoirs can be constructed in the
same way as for rivers stretches (see Sect. 2.2.3.1). The effects of lake morphometry,
primarily of average depth, on trophy have beenwidely studied, beginning with [335,
337]. A logistic relationship exists between average chlorophyll-a levels in summer
and phosphorus concentrations in spring. The plateau for shallow and transparent
water bodies is higher than that for deep or coloured lakes. Investigations of the
action of mixing depth z or extinction coefficient gave rise to the conclusion that the
extinction depth is decisive for the photosynthetic capacity of phytoplankton [303].
Therefore, static linear models should be formed with depth-dependent and time-
varying parameters in keeping with subdivision of the pelagic region. A clear-cut
change in the action of the influence variables on the goal variable is recordable at
the so-called meta-limnion layer (approximately about 10–15m).

For stratified freshwater ecosystems linear models are quite sufficient for an
appraisal of influences of various depth levels. An appropriate selection of initial
parameters for recursive estimates, in order to speed up convergence of the estima-
tion method is also obtained. In parallel to water quality models of rivers, parameter
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estimations for normal and weighted recursive regression may be obtained by using
the least-square method. Performance index, residual variance, or residual sum of
squares is used for an appraisal of model quality. The water quality indicator DO of
a stratified lake or reservoir can be described by a MISO model

DO(t) = a0(t) + a1(t)T + a2(t)BOD

+ a3(t)SM + a4(t)CHA + a5(t)NO3 − N

+ a6(t)COD + a7(t)PO4 − P + a8(t)TRANS, (2.85)

where T—water temperature, BOD—biochemical oxygen demand, SM—suspended
matter, CHA—phytoplankton biomass, NO3-N—nitrate nitrogen, COD—chemical
oxygen demand, PO4-P—orthophosphate phosphorus, and TRANS—transparency
of water. Changes of parameter values of empirical models with depth-dependent
variables indicate not only thermal and chemical changes within the water body
also hydrodynamic influences (Table2.12). Therefore, an intensive analysis should
lay out the causative explanations for these data-based results. As can be seen from
Table2.12, some parameters indicate changing physical and chemical conditions in
the so-called meta-limnion layer.

Another effect on empirical model output is caused by consideration of variables.
For the model given above, the influence of variable orthophosphate phosphorus on
model output was investigated (Table2.13). The effect of the variable orthophosphate
phosphorus at the water surface is lower than in consecutive deeper layers, which

Table 2.12 Depth dependent parameter changes of eutrophication models (Data from Saidenbach
Reservoir)

Depth (m) a0(t) a1(t) a2(t) a3(t) a4(t) a5(t) a6(t) a7(t)

0 12.39 −0.138 0.206 0.051 0.021 −0.413 0.067 −0.186

10 12.72 −0.348 −0.0490 0.334 0.016 −0.065 0.009 −0.155

35 17.00 −1.400 0.700 0.088 −0.011 0.090 0.100 −0.519

The parameter a8(t) exist for the upper layer model only (a8(t) = −0.146) and is neglected in
the table

Table 2.13 Comparison of model quality for different parameter sets

Depth (m) B (%) with PO4-P B (%) without PO4-P

0 60.7 57.7

5 65.3 52.5

10 66.8 60.6

15 70.2 55.9

20 61.4 50.3

25 60.1 48.3

30 58.6 31.0

35 57.5 29.4
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is attributable to the rapid uptake of orthophosphate phosphorus by phytoplankton.
The congruence of performance indices of models with and without orthophos-
phate phosphorus, visibly at water surface is lost along with depth. The influence
of orthophosphate is increased at the same time. In deep water, the orthophosphate
proved to be a variable with indirect action upon the DO concentration (goal vari-
able). This variable is found to be the result of growth processes in the pelagic region
and degradation of biomass as well as re-suspension of orthophosphate phosphorus
from the sediment. However, the model output would be distorted, if this variable is
neglected.

The computation of linear and/or non-linear time-dependent empirical water qual-
ity models for lakes and reservoirs leads often to unsatisfactory simulation results
with low performance (Table2.14). Regression type models cannot follow rapid
changes in chemical and biological composition within the water body.

Gradual adaptation of the model to the freshwater ecosystems state, and, conse-
quently, improvement of the model could be achieved by weighted recursive regres-
sion estimationswhere deviations between recursively and normally estimatedmodel
outputs were recordable form the parameter curves. But, high retention times of the
water body respective hydrodynamic effects as well as short-term and long-term
changes (e.g. seasonal changes, climate changes) cause dynamic variations which
influence the water quality. Mean parameter values estimated by normal regression
proved to be hardly suitable for an appraisal of acute situations in water quality man-
agement. Changes of sign of parameters in the course of time indicate a change to
the direction along which the influence variable acts upon the output variable. This
wouldmean, for any interpretation of parameter curves, thatwith negative parameters
values high values of the influence variable and vice versa. With positive parameter
vales, on the other hand, high values of the influence variable will correspond to high
values of the output variable. Long-term parameter trends were recordable from both
surface water and deep water models, though real-time modeling proved to be more
effective in the latter case. The water surface is more strongly exposed to external
disturbances. This made the perception by means of regression models of long-term

Table 2.14 Performance of regression-type models of freshwater ecosystems

Freshwater ecosystem/goal
variable

Linear model, B (%) Non-linear model, B (%)

Lowland ponds/DO 50–55 60–70

Shallow lake/total nitrogen 12 25

Shallow lake/suspended matter 30 50

Shallow lake/DO 52 63

Saidenbach reservoir/DO 65 75

Kliava reservoir/suspended
matter

63 75

Neunzehnhain reservoir/DO 72 84
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trends more difficult, but it could be offset by stronger weighting of the deep water
quality model as compared to the surface water quality model.

Empiricalmodels should be used onlywith care and under consideration of hydro-
dynamic conditions to forecast eutrophication in shallow water bodies. Autocorrela-
tion among measured variables usually is strongly pronounced due to relatively high
residence times. Inclusion of past records of eutrophication process variables at time
points (t − i) has proved to be favourable for an improvement in model quality and
better convergence behavior of the algorithm. These variables may be considered as
pseudo-input variables in respect of the model output. For water quality models of
eutrophic water bodies the variables T(t), T(t−1), T(t−2) as well as the phytoplank-
ton biomass, global radiation, and nutrients are of great impact upon the behavior of
the model output.

2.2.4.2 Analytical Models of Lakes and Reservoirs

The eutrophication models discussed in this paragraph belong to the class of ana-
lytical, purely deterministic models of first order dynamics. Freshwater ecosystems
are described by means of ordinary, coupled non-linear differential equations with
fixed structure. No allowance is made in these models for adaptive mechanisms, but
feedback mechanisms are considered. In general, analytical eutrophication models
can be subdivided according to hydrodynamic and biological complexity [304]. A
hydrodynamic one-layer model (fully mixed water body), just as multi-layer models,
may be biologically simple or complex. The biological complexity of a model can be
assessed by the number of biotic elements or feedback mechanisms involved [170].
According to the process of primary production (cf. Sect. 2.2.4) phosphorus has
proved to be the most important growth-limiting nutrient in freshwater ecosystems
in temperate regions [301, 327]. Therefore, phosphorus-phytoplankton relations are
often in the focus of eutrophication models.

Examples of a hydrodynamic simple one layer eutrophication models are given
by [303, 304]. The model AQUAMOD 1 with the state variables phosphate phospho-
rus, phytoplankton (expressed by chlorophyll-a), and filtrating zooplankton reflects
a fully mixed water body of a lake or reservoir. The processes of primary production
are described in detail while zooplankton processes are described by simple balance
terms. Phytoplankton growth is limited by light and phosphate phosphorus, with
growth rates depending on temperature. Negative balance terms are export of phyto-
plankton biomass and sedimentation depending on sedimentation rate and turbulent
mixing. The phosphate phosphorus balance consist of the positive terms of phosphate
import, return flow of phosphate by living and dead phytoplankton as well as releases
of phosphate phosphorus through filtrating zooplankton and of the negative terms of
phytoplankton phosphate phosphorus uptake and export of phosphate. Phytoplankton
is consumed by zooplankton. The consumption rate depends on filtrating intensity
as well as on the amounts of zooplankton and phytoplankton biomass. The degree
to which phytoplankton is consumed for an effective zooplankton growth tends to
decrease along with growing phytoplankton biomass concentration. The mortality
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of zooplankton is considered as a constant fraction of the zooplankton population.
The ODE balance equations used in the eutrophication model AQUAMOD 1 have
the following form:

Phosphate phosphorus, P(mgP/m3)

dP/dt = Q/VE(PIN − P) + FRZ × A × Z × (1 − AZP) × KSA/(KSA + A)

+ RESP × TEMP × A − G (2.86)

Phytoplankton, A(mgCHA/m3)

dA/dt = G − RESP × TEMP × A − FRZ × CR × Z × A − UA × A × f (t), (2.87)

where

G = (2 × FOTOP × A × PMAX(T)/EPS × ZMIX)

× (arctan(I/(FOTOP × 2 × IK))

− arctan(I × exp(−EPS × ZMIX)/FOTOP × 2 × IK) × P/(P + KP)),

PMAX(T) = 0.0193 × exp(0.09 × TEMP) (2.88)

Filtrating Zooplankton, Z(mgP/m3)

dZ/dt = FRZ ×Z ×CR×C ×AZP×KSA/(KSA+A)−MORT ×Z +Z(0) (2.89)

Water body specific environmental variables

EPS = 0.2, Q/VE = 0.01, Z(0) = 10−4, PIN = 100, ZMIX = 4 (2.90)

Water body specific disturbance variables

I(J/cm2 × d) = 1840 + 1673sin(t + 240),

TEMP(◦C) = 12 + 10 · sin(t + 220), (2.91)

FOTOP(h) = 12 − 4cos t, f (t) = 0.8 + 0.25cos t − 0.12cos 2t

Model-specific parameter values

AZP = 0.6, IK = 1.25, KSA = 60, MORT = 0.075, (2.92)

FRZ = 0.9 × 10−3, KS = 100, UA = 0.05, RESP = 0.005 (2.93)

Complex eutrophication models are to some extent identical with the above for-
mulated model AQUAMOD 1, in that only three state variables are used to describe
thewater quality. Inmultilayermodels the number of feedbacks is higher, for example
the density dependence of photosynthesis in response to growth of biomass, the diur-
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nal and depth integral of photosynthesis, self-shading of algae, increased return flow
of phosphate phosphorus via living and dead phytoplankton and zooplankton, and
release of phosphorus stored in sediment. Darkness, low temperature, increased sedi-
mentation of phytoplankton, and absence of zooplankton growth should be modelled
for the deep water layer as well as the phosphorus exchange between hypolimnion
and sediment. The phosphate phosphorus, dissolved in interstitial water of sediment
is released from settled phytoplankton and coupled to sediment-fixed phosphorus
through processes of chemical fixation and liberation (cf. Sect. 6.4). Reference [280]
performed an eutrophication model for Lake Ontario where phytoplankton biomass
was proved to be controlled in spring and fall by physical variables (radiation and
mixing), in summer by chemical variables (silicon and phosphorus), and in late
summer by biotic variables (zooplankton grazing).

A short overview on water quality models for lakes and reservoirs (respective
eutrophication models) is presented in Table2.15 where the models differ by their
ecological and hydrodynamic complexity. The hydrodynamic and water quality sub-
models are connected to one another by direct coupling. However, the techniques of
numerical computation required by hydrodynamic models usually differ from those
needed for water quality models. Both models types are originated from different
disciplines and showdifferent trends of development. In this context, reference can be
made to the biologically detailed model CLEANER [248] and the two-layer version
called MSCLEANER [247] containing 31 state variables. The eutrophication model

Table 2.15 Selected eutrophication models

Reference No. of
state
variables

Biol./hydrodyn.
structure layer

Nutrients Nutrient
ratio

No. of
species

[167], MODEL 2 12 Simple, 1D, 2 P, N, C Constant 0

[298], AQUAMOD 1 3 Simple, 1D, 1 P Constant 2

[160], DYRESM-WQ 13 Simple, 1D, 1 P, N Constant 6(n)

[120] CEUS 5 Simple, 1D, 1 P, N Constant 2

[299], AQUAMOD 2 5 Simple, 2D, 2 P Constant 3

[267], SALMO 3 Simple, 2D, 1 P Constant 2

[300], AQUAMOD 3 8 Simple, 2D, 3 P Constant 3

[292], BEM 9 Simple, 3D, 1 P, N Variable 4

[203], BLOOM 14 complex, 1D, 1 P, N Constant 11

[317], LAKE 2 15 Complex, 2D, 1 P, N, C Constant 5

[248], CLEANER 40 Complex, 2D, 1 P, N, C, Si Constant 16

[247], MSCLEANER 31 Complex, 2D, 2 P, N Constant 11

[63], CE-QUAL-W2 11 Complex, 2D
(pseudo 3D), 2

P, N, C, Si Constant 5

[56] 33 Complex, 3D, 1 P, N, C Constant 13

[318], LAKE 3 15 Complex, 3D, 1 P, N Constant 5

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_6
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by [56] has shown that changes of nutrients and of populations of organisms are
closely related to hydrodynamics in all layers. A comparison between the results
obtained from simulation studies shows at least that a higher number of state variables
is not necessarily a guarantee for realistic simulations [168]. Also no improvement
in model quality can be expected a priori from the use of parameter optimisation
[121]. Simulations of several water bodies were carried out with good success by
the SALMO model (six state variables) [28, 267]. Much attention is recently given
to quantify the degree of inaccuracy and uncertainty of eutrophication models.

In eutrophicationmodelingmajor emphasis is laid on pelagic processes. A precise
forecast of water quality of a special lake or reservoir would provide a complete theo-
retical platform for a proper assessment of pelagic processes. But, some of direct and
indirect correlations between various influence variables are insufficiently investi-
gated. The complexity of water quality problems, especially socio-economic effects
are inadequately met by the existing models. Various studies have been introduced
into processes of the benthal region, of phytoplankton sedimentation and in sediments
which act as buffers upon changes in the free-water zone. Hardly any information is
available on the role played by the littoral zone in nutrient accumulation. Their rep-
resentations in the structure of equations are incomplete. ODE models are important
tools for the assessment of eutrophication . Global climate change impacts on fresh-
water ecosystems cause changes of the biological structure and the functioning of
the ecosystem. Water quality will change during transition from one trophic state to
another one as well as in response to physical and/or chemical changes in the system
(e.g. morphometry, transparency, organic compounds). This variability has not been
considered in the models so far constructed. Hydrodynamic models have so far been
unsatisfactorily coupled with chemical and biological models. The action of various
hydrodynamic microstructures on chemical and biological processes has been hardly
elucidated. The conclusions of every model are to be used with caution, taking into
account the limitations of the model, possible inadequacies of its formulation and
the incompleteness of the input data.

2.2.5 Water Quality Models for Surface Water Management

Sustainable management decisions to control the water quality of freshwater ecosys-
tems can only be achieved by using powerful simulation tools as they are represented
bymathematicalmodels. Forwater qualitymanagement of river basins a great variety
of static and dynamic procedures are used for time series analysis, trend estimation
of water quality indicators, as well as for water quality process modeling and simula-
tion. Direct and indirect interrelations exist not only between trophic levels, but also
between different ecosystem components. Themanagement of lakes and reservoirs is
closely coupledwith themanagement of the respectivewatershed. Some of thewater-
shed problems might become serious only in instances when the watershed includes
a lake or a reservoir. For water quality management the problem of eutrophication
creates far higher problems in standing than in flowing waters. Some eutrophication
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models contain optimisation procedures to get optimal results. The use of combined
simulation-optimisation procedures to manage the water quality of rivers, lakes and
reservoirs is an approach promising more theoretical understanding of complicated
natural processes and software engineering methods [358]. On one hand, water qual-
ity management operations follow some questions like: How to extract the pollution
from the watershed, how to clean waters, or how to prevent water pollution [229].
On the other hand, practical questions arise on which eco-technological procedures
should be applied, which one is the best one, which one is much less costly, and
which one is more perspective than others?

Mostly, water quality problems in watersheds originate from following areas:

1. Organic pollution with easily degradable matter,
2. Eutrophication due to high nutrient inputs,
3. Acidification,
4. Salinisation,
5. Heavy metal pollution,
6. Pollution by organic hydro-carbons,
7. Bacterial and viral contaminations,
8. Nitrate contamination,
9. Water-borne diseases,

10. Erosion,
11. Siltation (sediment transport),
12. Agro-chemicals,
13. Pollution with toxic chemicals,
14. Hydrodynamic changes within the river basin,
15. Ageing of water bodies.

Oneway to copewith the requirements for a sustainablewater qualitymanagement
of surface water systems is to apply mathematical models of different complexity,
or water quality information systems based on meta-models [117, 333]. Reference
[302] distinguished water quality management models based on different theoretical
methodologies:

1. Prescriptive models simulate the outcome of different management options by
means of a scenario analysis.

2. Management or optimisation models include procedures for choosing the best
suitable management option according to a set of criteria appropriate to the
water quality situation. Major components are the management objective, goal
functions (optimisation criteria) and constraints, costs for applying of each man-
agement option, an optimization algorithm for selecting the various optimal
parameter combinations in the sense of the goal functions and constraints.

3. Static or empirical models are based on the black-box approach.
4. Dynamic water quality models with simple kinematics based on processes gov-

erning the water quality problem in question.
5. Deterministicmodels use average values of parameters and neglect the stochastic

variability of events in nature.
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6. Stochastic models predict the confidence band, within which is the system state
to be expected.

7. Long-term horizon prediction models are used for water quality planning and
management.

8. Operational models for water quality management under the assumption that the
model is being constantly updated on the basis of measurements of the actual
freshwater ecosystems state and short-term predictions of input values.

9. Knowledge based systems which guide the user toward relevant statements for
water quality management.

10. Model based decision support systems includingGIS to combine importantwater
quality features with geographical based information.

Models for water quality management have to consider anthropogenic activities
within the watershed, resulting in the disposal of domestic and industrial waste water,
agricultural waste water, runoff of nutrients, organic and toxic compounds such as
pesticides and herbicides used in agriculture and forestry, and organic hydro-carbons
and pharmaceutical chemicals. Therefore, another classification of water quality
models can be given following the type of water quality management activities in
watersheds:

1. Water quality models dealing with water pollution within the watershed or with
the consequences of water pollution,

2. Water quality models dealing with management activities in the water body,
3. Water quality models dealing with management activities at the outflow of a lake

or reservoir.

In the past, water quality models are reviewed in a lot of well-known books
by [170, 186, 238, 304, 305]. Other overviews are presented concerning non-point
pollution by [27], on the use of DSS including GIS for water quality management by
[148], and on eco-technological water quality models by [303].Water quality models
concerning acidification, salinity, turbidity, high sophisticated hydrodynamics (like
FeFlow®) are of high actuality but they need consideration and will not discussed
here. Additionally, the developments of DSS for water quality management need
special considerations because of the power of these informatic tools (cf. Chap. 5).

Pollution sources in a watershed are introduced into models as inputs [231]. They
are divided into point and non-point sources. Agricultural point pollution can be
traced from large animal farms with in-house cultivation of animals as well as from
deposits of fertilizers and organics used for plant protection. However, often it is
not possible to separate between both categories of pollution sources. Mostly, agri-
cultural pollution is considered as a non-point pollution source with organic matter
from animal house cultivations with toxic ammonia concentrations, from fertiliser
storages, and washout of chemicals during application. The losses during application
depend on weather conditions during application, on soil and groundwater charac-
teristics, on the ability of the vegetation cover in the application period to take up
nutrients. Models of agricultural pollution are reviewed by [110, 273].

Eutrophication of freshwater ecosystems influences their water quality mainly by
excess production of phytoplankton biomass due to high nutrient inputs. But it is

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_5
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also affected by natural driving forces and other anthropogenic activities within the
watershed. Some of these external and internal influence variables can be managed
by eco-technological means. Therefore, four types of eutrophication models can be
applied for water quality management:

1. Vollenweider typemodelswhich are representedby empirical relations of in-water
body phosphorus concentration to external phosphorus load. The hydraulic load,
the mixing depth of the water body, and the transparency of water are additional
variables for water quality management.

2. Vollenweider type models which are represented by empirical relations of phy-
toplankton biomass (given as chlorophyll-a concentration) and total phosphorus
concentration. These models are widely used for water quality management of
lakes and reservoirs. There is one critical comment to this model type: The growth
of phytoplankton biomass cannot increase infinitely with increasing phosphorus
concentration. The relationship shows a saturation effect which has consequences
for management operations. Above critical phosphorus concentration of about
50mg PO4-P/m3 or 100mg TP/m3 a reduction of phosphorus concentration
input does not correspond with a proportional decrease of phytoplankton pro-
duction. Additional variables to influence the water quality are again the water
transparency, and the zooplankton biomass for bio-manipulation.

3. Generalised dynamic eutrophication models of different biological and hydrody-
namic complexity (see Sect. 2.2.4.2 and Table2.15).

4. Ecological eutrophication models coupled with hydrodynamic models (see
Table2.15).

Water quality models dealing with methods for in-water body management are
mostly oriented to management options where the eco-technological procedures are
devoted to changes of natural and artificial drivers.Water qualitymodels dealingwith
the manipulation of lake or reservoir outflow are often tied to the eco-technological
procedures. The quality of the out-flowing water is directly related to the horizon-
tal and vertical distribution of the water quality within the lake or reservoir. Water
quality problems in the downstream river may arise if the water comes directly from
hypolimnion. It is mostly deoxygenated and contains high concentrations of phos-
phorus, of organic compounds, and iron andmanganese. The knowledge of processes
decisive for water quality changes in surface waters is mainly derived from investi-
gations of some components taken out of the context of freshwater ecosystems. The
consequence is that within surface waters the process may run rather differently due
to variables not considered in the experiments. The capability of organisms for adap-
tation to new environmental conditions is neglected. Moreover, the same difficulties
like in the empirical field observations do exist due to the multivariate character of
the processes, the synergetic effects of variables are difficult to study and therefore
known inadequately. From a methodological point of view there are many inadequa-
cies not only in management model formulations but also in model solutions. This
is particularly valid for optimization problems, where the numerical approaches are
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rather cumbersome and biased. Their transition to automated operational manage-
ment alternatives is still difficult due to immaturity of both the specific water quality
models and mathematical and informatic instruments.

2.3 Groundwater Modeling

Oliver Krol and Thomas Bernard

The modeling of groundwater in the context of water resources management
requires another approach than the usual modeling of groundwater aquifers within
the topic of transport modeling of groundwater ingredients for instance. This is up to
the fact that usually bigger areas are taken into account such that a detailed modeling
of the geological realities is not possible. Here immediately occurs the problem that a
lot of necessary information is not directly available andmost measurements are only
valid for locally limited domains. This implies thatmeasurements of hydrogeological
parameters can only be a clue and have to be transformed to data representing regional
realities. This topic will be the focus of this section and we like to present methods
to come over the lack of information such that sufficient and satisfying results with
respect to the requirements of water resources management can be gained.

In order to point out which data are relevant to determine within the groundwater
modeling we start with the derivation of the governing equations in groundwater
modeling. In the end we obtain a partial differential equation (PDE) describing an
initial boundary value problem (IBVP). The key for the quest of finding a set of
input data and parameters is the creation of a water budget that summarizes the
main water fluxes in the considered area. It is the frame that ensures consistency
and completeness of all required data and allows the close of information gaps by
sound standing estimations based on indirect methods. It is the fundament for a more
or less realistic estimation of the spatial distribution of hydrogeological parameters.
By incorporating additional information also the input data like exploitation and
groundwater recharge and the boundary conditions (groundwater inflow, horizontal
groundwater recharge) can only be defined by means of the water budget.

In general, the resulting spatially distributed and dynamic model is very complex
and in general quite cumbersome since usually a set of hundreds of thousands degrees
of freedom has to be numerically solved. In the framework of water resources man-
agement where the question for a optimal control should be answered such a entity is
not useful. Therefore, model reduction methods were applied that allow the incorpo-
ration of the groundwater model into an optimisation procedure with an acceptable
performance. The crux of the matter is that the spatial distributed information can
be more or less retained.
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2.3.1 Governing Equations in Groundwater Modeling

Groundwater flow: We start with a short derivation of the governing equations for
the description of groundwater flow. The basics are the balance of mass and of linear
momentum. The general structure of balance equations is given by

∫
Ωt

[
d(ρΨ )

dt
+ div q

]
dv = ρQ. (2.94)

whereby in the context of the mass balance equation the flux term becomes q = 0
and Ψ is simply 1. Taking the Reynolds transport theoreme into account we obtain
the local formulation of the continuity equation

∂(ρ)

∂t
+ div (ρv) − ρQρ = 0. (2.95)

Here v denotes the flow velocity, ρ is the density of the fluid and Qρ summarizes
all external quantities like exploitation or groundwater recharge. Since groundwater
flow takes place through porous media such that only a part of the considered volume
is water. The porosity is defined by

ε = Vp

Vt
= Vf + Va

Vt
= Vt − Vs

Vt
= 1 − εs (2.96)

where Vt is the total volume of interest, consisting of the partial volume of the fluid
Vf , the partial volume of the solid sceleton matrix material Vs and the partial volume
of air Va, which is the third phase, that in general has to be taken into account with
respect to the unsaturated zone. In the context of groundwater flow that we consider
subsequently this contribution can be neglected, but nevertheless we have to keep it
in mind. εs describes the volume fraction of the solid matrix material. Thus taking
the effects due to porous media into account and assuming saturated conditions we
have to rewrite the mass balance equation for groundwater flow as

d(ερf )

dt
+ div (ερf v) = ερf Qρ. (2.97)

Neglecting any thermal effects or chemical interactions between matrix material and
fluid, the only remaining influence is given by the hydraulic head such that the time
derivative consists of

ε
∂ρf

∂t
= ε

1

ρf

∂ρf

∂h
ρf

∂h

∂t
= ερf γ

∂h

∂t
⇒ γ = 1

ρf

∂ρf

∂h
(2.98)
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whereby γ corresponds to the fluid compressibility and

ρf
∂ε

∂t
= ρf

1

εs

∂ε

∂h
εs

∂h

∂t
= ρf Γ (1 − ε)

∂h

∂t
⇒ Γ = 1

εs

∂ε

∂t
(2.99)

where Γ denotes the sceleton compressibility. Summarizing these definitions in the
mass balance equation we finally obtain

d

dt
(εf (h)ρf (h)) = ρf (εγ + Γ (1 − ε))

∂h

∂t
= ρS0

∂h

∂t
⇒ S0 = (εγ + Γ (1 − ε))

(2.100)

Here S0 corresponds to the specific storage coefficient that governs the time behavior
of the system.

The linear momentum equation for fluid flow through porous media can be writ-
ten as

ε
∂(ρf v)

∂t
+ div (ερf v ⊗ v) + div (εσ ) = ερf g (2.101)

where g is the gravity acceleration and σ determines the internal forces that can in
general be divided into an volumetric and an deviatoric part such that we obtain

εσ = εpI + εσ dev (2.102)

Applying the divergence operator to this expression and introducing an additional
term σ fric describing frictional effects we finally obtain

ε
∂(ρf v)

∂t
+ div (ερf v ⊗ v) = ερf g − εgrad p + div εσ dev + εσ fric (2.103)

For being able to simplify this complex equation we have incorporated the following
assumptions:

1. Since in general the flow velocity v is quite low the inertia terms can be neglected

ε
∂(ρf v)

∂t
+ div (ερf v ⊗ v) ≈ 0 (2.104)

2. We consider water as incompressible, such that

div v = 0 (2.105)

3. Assuming that the deviatoric part of σ is given by

σ dev = 2μ

[
d − 1

3
Idiv v

]
(2.106)
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where μ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient and

d = 1

2

[
grad v + grad tv

]
(2.107)

represents the symmetric strain rate tensor. Due to the symmetry the complete
deviatoric stress finally disappears.

4. The internal friction depends on the flow velocity

σ fric = −μk−1[εv] (2.108)

whereby k denotes the permeablity tensor.

Applying all these assumptions to the linear momentum balance equation we finally
obtain the following expression for the velocity field in terms of pressure

εv = 1

μ
k

[
grad p − ρf g

]
(2.109)

This equation can be transformed into a formulation in terms of the hydraulic head
h by applying the equation for the static pressure

p = ρf g[h − z] (2.110)

to Eq.2.109 and after performing the gradient operator this finally yields

εv = −Kf

[
grad h + ρf − ρf 0

ρf 0
ez

]
(2.111)

whereby here the definition of the hydraulic conductivity

Kf = ρf 0g

μ
k (2.112)

was incorporated already. Inserting this expression into Eq.2.97 we finally obtain
the governing partial differential equation describing groundwater flow

S0
∂h

∂t
− div

[
Kf grad h + ρf − ρf 0

ρf 0

]
= ερf Qρ (2.113)

For completion the boundary conditions have to be appended as well. Assuming the
boundary of the domain consisting of two disjunct portions Γ1 and Γ2 of the total
boundary ∂Ωt , whereby following two types of boundary conditions can be defined

h = h̄

−n
[
Kgrad h

] + a(h − h̃) = b (2.114)
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The first type represent a standard Dirichlet boundary condition. The second bound-
ary condition is of Robin-type that corresponds to a Neumann boundary condition
if a becomes zero and where n represents the normal vector on Γ2. If b = 0 is
valid we obtain a Cauchy boundary condition. As we derived before there are two
parameters which determine the behavior of the groundwater flow, and which subse-
quently have to be determined by measurements and recursive estimation methods.
The specific storage coefficient describes the dynamic behavior, since due to this
quantity is determined how fast the hydraulic head increases or decreases at a partic-
ular point caused by exploitations for instance. The second parameter, the hydraulic
conductivity tensor determines the flow velocity with respect to all directions. This
means that in general an aquifer is an anisotropic entity which can have different
properties in different directions. Subsequently in Sect. 2.3.5 we like to sketch how
a good estimation of these parameters can be achieved.

Finally, we have to define the right hand side of Eq. 2.113. In the context of
groundwater modeling we have the groundwater recharge QGWR as a source and the
exploitation QExpl describing the sink term. Inclduing these terms in Eq. 2.113 we
obtain

S0
∂h

∂t
− div [Kf grad h] = QGWR − QExpl (2.115)

Here we also skipped the second term within the divergence expression describing
density alterations. In the context of large-scaled groundwater models such effects
can not be resolved in detail and therefore they can be neglected and assumed to
be covered by the remaining terms. In general, in the context of the large-scale
groundwatermodels, the resulting quality of the groundwatermodel will nevermatch
reality exactly, but themodelmust be sufficient to describe themain effects and trends
within the groundwater system. Therefore it is reasonable to keep themodel as simple
as possible, but on the other hand as accurate as necessary.

In the subsequent sections we are going to relate to the simplified formulation in
Eq.2.115, especially the description of the model reduction bases on this equation.

2.3.1.1 Unsaturated Zone

The modeling of the unsaturated zone requires the consideration of three phases
that makes things much more complex and exceeds the goal of this chapter. Fur-
thermore in the context of water resource management the unsaturated zone usually
is neglected since the corresponding parameters cannot be determined reasonably
for such large areas. Nevertheless the main relations should be sketched here. The
common approach for modeling water flow in the unsaturated zone is the Richards
equation that is usually formulated in terms of a piezometric head

∂θ

∂t
= ∂θ

∂hp

∂hp

∂t
= C(hp)

∂hp

∂t
= ∂

∂z

[
Kr(hp)

(
∂hp

∂z

)]
(2.116)
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where C(hp) denotes the specific water capacity that represents the relation of the
current water content θ and the pressure head hp.Kr(hp) represents the hydraulic con-
ductivity in the unsaturated zone where we have to notice here, that it is not constant
but depends on the piezometric head. Both quantities behave highly nonlinear and
the empiric relations can only be approximated by analytical functions. One empiric
approach for the description of volumetric water content is the van Genuchten model
that states the following constitutive relation

θ(hp) = θr + θs − θr

[1 + ∣∣αhp

∣∣n]m
(2.117)

where θs corresponds to the saturation and θr is the residual water content. α, m and
n are free fitting parameters without physical meaning. The specific water capacity
corresponds to the derivative of Eq. 2.117 with respect to the pressure head. For the
hydraulic conductivity we assume

Kr(hp) = Kf

[√
θe

[
1 −

[
1 − 1

θe

]m]2
]

(2.118)

Here Kf corresponds to the constant hydraulic conductivity of the saturated case and
θe is the effective saturation that is defined by

θe = θ − θr

θs − θr
(2.119)

where θe becomes 1 if θ tends to saturation and Kr reduces to Kf . A more detailed
discussion of these equations is given in [33, 78]. In the latter work especially the
numerical realisation is considered since the numerical standard time integration
methods have to be modified. Otherwise singularities can occur during computation.

2.3.1.2 Transport of Solutes in Groundwater Systems

For the derivation of the groundwater transport equation we start from Eq. 2.94 again
and replace ρΨ by the concentration ci of the ith component and qc represents the
components flux. Sinks and sources within a representative volume element occur
due to chemical or biochemial reactions and should be denoted by rc. By taking
Eq.2.105 into account the transport equation of the ith component can be written as

∂ci

∂t
+ div (civ) + div q = ri (2.120)

There are different physical effects that can cause a movement of chemical solutes
within fluids. These transport mechanisms should be discussed subsequently.
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Advection: The most important transport mechanism, that is denoted by advection,
that is the passive movement of particles due to the fluids flow. It corresponds to the
movement of leaves on a rivers surface, for instance. This transport mechanism is
represented by the second term in Eq.2.155

qadv = civ (2.121)

Diffusion: Another transport mechanism, results from the natural attempt of solutes
to achieve a homogenous distribution in the fluid. This temperature-dependent
process is caused by a difference of concentration of a solute between two points
that leads to movement that is proportional to concentration gradient. This effect is
called diffusion and can be described by

qdif = −Ddif grad ci (2.122)

wherebyDdif is the diffusion coefficient and in general a tensor. It depends on the fluid
and the considered solute. In most cases of groundwater modeling this contribution
can be neglected since it takes place on a molecular scale and is of a very small order.
Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind.

Dispersion: The last transport mechanism is the dispersion which is described by
the analogous mathematical structure and which also depends on the concentration
gradient

qdis = −Ddisgrad ci, (2.123)

but it covers a completely different physical phenomenon. In the voids of the ground-
water body usually one find a very heterogenous velocity profile. Due to viscosity the
velocity at the voids border is much smaller than in themiddle of the void. In addition
every void has a different geometry and therefore the velocity profile is different as
well. Two particles which are originally next to each other get apart from each other
due to the different velocities. The effect of tortuosity amplifies this effect, since the
particles follow different paths through the porous media. In analogy to diffusion
the solute tends to equilibrium of concentration but these effects take place on a
macro-scale level. In contrast to the diffusion coefficent the dispersion tensor Ddis

is specific for a particular matrix material and depends on the flow velocity of the
considered fluid and the longitudinal dispersion length and transversal dispersion
length (dispersivities), αl and αt . Finally the components of the dispersion tensor can
be determined by

Ddis
ij = αt|v|δij + (αl − αt)

vivj

|v| (2.124)

The coefficents αl and αt are scale-dependent that means they are changing with
the size of the considered model area. Usually it’s a hard task to determine the
longitudinal and transversal dispersion lengths, since in general they are specific
for the corresponding location and can only be determined at the site of interest. A
detailed discussion about the determination of the parameters is given in [152]. In
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general the diffusion and dispersion are superposed and the transport modeling is
performed by the dispersion-diffusion-coefficient D containing both effects.

2.3.1.3 Chemical Reactions and Biological Degradation

In general, the solutes within the fluid can react with each other whereby the chemical
reaction is described by

νAA + νBB � νCC + νDD (2.125)

where νi are the stoichiometric coefficents of the corresponding components (reac-
tants and products).1 Chemical reactions at a particular temperature T and pressure
p usually are characterized by the chemical equilibrium of reaction where the sum
of the chemical potentials μi tends to zero

∑
i

μiνi = 0 (2.126)

whereby the reactants chemical potential have negative signs. The chemical potential
of an ideal gas has to be derived from state equations which can be calculated by a
reference state μ0i(p+, T) and the integration to the current state parameters, such
that we obtain

μ0i(p, T) = μ0i(p
+, T) +

∫ p

p+
RT

dp

p
= μ0i(p

+, T) + RT ln

[
p

p+

]
(2.127)

R denotes the ideal gas constant. For the description of real gases this approach has
to be modified by the introduction of the fugacity coefficient ϕi

μ0i(p, T) = μ0i(p
+, T) + RT ln

[
ϕip

p+

]
(2.128)

that is specific for a particular component. For liquids this approach is continued,
by calculating the chemical potential up to the saturation vapor pressure p0is. In
the transition zone from the vapor to liquid phase at a particular temperature the
chemical potential can be assumed as constant μL

0i(p0is, T) = μG
0i(p0is, T). Finally,

the chemical potential of the liquid component is given by

1In order to keep it as simple as possible but as general as necessary we restrict our considerations
to two reactants and two products. The subsequent derivations are also valid for an arbitrary number
reactants Ri and products Pi

ν1R1 + ν2R2 + · · · + νkRk � νk+1P1 + νk+2P2 + · · · + νk+nPn

.
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μL
0i(p, T) = μG

0i(p
+, T) + RT ln

[
ϕip0is

p+

]
+

∫ p0is

p
V L
0idp (2.129)

but in order to obtain the same mathematical structure as in Eq.2.127 the so-called
Poynting-correction is introduced that yields chemical potential by

μ0i(p, T) = μ0i(p
+, T) + RT ln

[
f L
i

p+

]
(2.130)

where f L
i is the fugacity that describes the deviation of the real reactant from the

ideal behavior. The fugacity can not be measured but has to be calculated by

f0i = ϕ0isp0is exp

[∫ p

p0is

V L
0idp

RT

]
. (2.131)

Within a mixture of components the determination of the chemical potential is anlo-
gous to Eqs. 2.127–2.129, but the pressure has to be replaced by the partial pressure
pi of the component i. Introducing the mole ratio xi the fugacity of the components
can be expressed by

fi = ϕipi = ϕixip (2.132)

and relating this to particular standard conditions p0, T we can define the activity ai

of the ith component

ai = ϕixip

p0
(2.133)

With this at hand we can write the chemical potential of a real gas within a mixture as

μi = μ0i + RT ln ai (2.134)

where μ0i is the chemical potential of the component at standard conditions p0 and
a particular temperature T . Inserting this expression in to the equation of chemical
equilibrium 2.126, we finally obtain

∑
i

νiμi =
∑

i

νiμ0i +
∑

i

νiRT ln
∏

(aνi
i ) = ΔrG0 + RT lnKa = 0 (2.135)

where ΔrG0 corresponds to the standard enthalpy

ΔrG0 = νAμ0A + νBμ0B − νCμ0C − νDμ0D (2.136)

and Ka denotes the reaction constant as it yields from the law of mass action

Ka = aνC
C aνD

D

aνA
A aνB

B

= exp

[
−ΔrG0

RT

]
. (2.137)
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This constant defines where the equlibrium of a particular reaction lies. In the context
of liquids the reaction constant can be also expressed in terms of concentrations ci

Kc = (γccC)νC (γDcD)νD

(γAcA)νA(γBcB)νB
(2.138)

or in terms of partial pressures pi

Kp = (γcpC)νC (γDpD)νD

(γApA)νA(γBpB)νB
, (2.139)

if real gases are considered. The constant(s) of chemical equilibrium can be inter-
preted as the proportion of reactants and products where no further netto energy flux
takes place. If the standard reaction enthalpy is known the corresponding constant of
chemical equilibrium can be calculated. A detailed discussion can be found in [368].

The knowledge about chemical reactions and their equilibrium is not sufficient
for the modeling of transport processes in groundwater flow. The question is how the
derived equations can be related to the transport balance in Eq. 2.155. We remember
that we introduced the terms ri denoting sources and sinks of a certain component.
Indeed those terms describe the rate of a component that means a change of concen-
tration per time

ri = dci

dt
(2.140)

This topic concernes the velocity of chemical reactions which is described by the
kinetics of chemical reactions. For the systematic description of the reaction rate
different types of reactions are classified. We want to discuss three types of reaction
subsequently, namely reactions of

• 0th order (constant reaction rate)
• 1st order (radioactive decay)
• 2nd order (monod rate)

The simplest case is the reaction of 0th order of the reactant A −→ B that is com-
pletely independent of the current reaction state, such that the temporal change of
the concentration cA is constant

− dcA

dt
= dcB

dt
= K0 (2.141)

The half-value period can be determined by integration

t0.5 = cA

2K0
(2.142)
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which is an important parameter to characterize a chemical reaction since it gives an
idea of how fast a reactions takes place. The reaction of first order depends on the
remaining concentration cA

dcA

dt
= −K1cA (2.143)

such that the reaction proceed in a exponential manner

ca = cA0 exp[−K1t] (2.144)

The half-value period is given by

t0.5 = ln 2

K1
. (2.145)

A reaction type which can be observed within biological degradation of organic mat-
ter can be described by the Michaelis–Menten-kinetics. During this kind of reaction
an intermediate state developes forming a complex of substrate and enzymes before
the reactant can be transformed into the product

E + A � EA � E + B (2.146)

This reaction is governed by the production of the EA-complex as long as A available
sufficiently. Only if A gets scarce the reaction depends on the current concentration
cA. Therefore the reaction rate can be described by

− dca

dt
=

[
dca

dt

]
max

· cA

KM + cA
(2.147)

Here
[ dca

dt

]
max

denotes the maximum reaction rate that corresponds to the state of full
availability of the substrate A. In this case the cA is very high and the second term in
Eq.2.147 tends to 1. As soon as cA gets small the second term tends to K−1

M and we
obtain a first order kinetic. Thismeans that theMichaelis–Menten reaction represents
the transition from a 0th order reaction to a first order reaction. The reaction rate of
2nd order reactions with two reactants A and B reacting by

A + B � P (2.148)

depend on the concentrations of both reactants

rA = K · cA(t) · cB. (2.149)

Assuming different start concentrations cA0 and cB0 the consumption of both reactants
must be the same and the current concentration of the component B can be expressed
by
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cB(t) = cA(t) + (cB0 − cA0) = cA(t) + Δc0 (2.150)

Inserting this relation into Eq. 2.149 the reaction rate of component A can be written
as

rA = −dcA

dt
= cA(t)[cA(t) + Δc0] (2.151)

The integration yields the time dependent concentration function of the component
A

cA(t) = cA0

Δc0
cB0 · exp[Δc0 · K · t] − cA0

(2.152)

A more detailed discussion of chemical reactions in the context of groundwater flow
can be found in [76, 77, 216, 253].

It is clear that if different solutes react with each other the transport equation has
to be formulated for each component that is involved in the corresponding process
and we obtain a system of coupled partial differential equations. The coupling affects
the performance of the corresponding numerical solution method. In addition every
transport equation of the form of Eq.2.155 contains the current velocity field such
that every transport equation is at least coupled with the groundwater flow equation.

2.3.1.4 Sorption

While the former considerations were focussed on chemical reactions of solutes
with each other sorption denotes the physical and chemical interaction of solutes at
solid surfaces as they can be found in porous matrix material of aquifers. The term
sorption summarizes different effects and it includes adsorption, absorption and ion-
exchange. An extensive overview is given in [99]. If the total concentration of the
specific component is considered it consists of the part that is solved in the fluid and
the part that is sorbed by the matrix material. The total mass of this component can
be calculated by

mi = cf
i · ne + cs

i (1 − n) · ρs (2.153)

where cf
i denotes the concentration of the solved component and cs

i the sorbed one.
ne is the volumetric water content, n is the porosity and ρs describes the density of
the soil. The key idea is that changes of the solutes concentration must be the same
as changes in the concentration of the sorbed part, such that we obtain

σi = dcf
i

dt
= ρd

ne

dcs
i

dt
with ρd = (1 − n)ρs (2.154)

whereby we incorporated the dry mass density ρd . This term describes the process
of sorption and can be added to the transport Eq.2.155 as a sink term with respect
to the considered solute with the corresponding negative sign
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∂ci

∂t
+ div (civ) + div q = ri − σi (2.155)

For the time-dependent behavior of cs
i different approaches can be chosen. The most

important approaches are

1. Henry sorption
2. Freundlich isotherme
3. Langmuir isotherme

where the first two approaches are empirical ones and the Langmuir approach is
physically motivated. The equlibrium between the concentrations of the sorbens and
the solute is usually reached under isothermal conditions. Therefore the relation
between both concentration is usually represented by the isothermes. The Henry
sorption assumes a linear relationship

cs
i = KH · cf

i � dcs
i

dt
= KH

dcf
i

dt
= KH

dcf
i

dt
(2.156)

where KH denotes the Henry distribution coefficient that describes the ratio adsorbed
and resolved concentration. The relation of Henry is only for small concentrations a
sufficient approximation and should only be applied in this range. But with respect
to numerical aspects this approach is very simple and easy to implement.

TheFreundlich description assumes that the sorption isotherme can be represented
by a power function

cs
i = KF(cf

i )
n � dcs

i

dt
= KFn(cf

i )
n−1 dcf

i

dt
= KF

dcf
i

dt
. (2.157)

where the KF corresponds to the Freundlich distribution coeeficient and n is a con-
stant parameter. If Eq. 2.157 is transformed to the logarithmic form it describes its
parameters can be derived by linear regression.

The Langmuir approach assumes that all sorption places at the surface are ener-
getically equivalent and can only be occupied by a monomolecular laminate. Fur-
thermore no chemical interactions between the particles take place. The Langmuir
equation is given by

cs
i = b

KLcf
i

1 + KLcf
i

(2.158)

where KL is the Langmuir distribution coefficent and b is the maximum load at the
surface. In contrast to the Freundlich and Henry approach the Langmuir isotherme
covers the finite place at the surface and that there takes place a saturation effect at
very high concentrations. The time derivative is given by

dcs
i

dt
= bKL

[1 + KLcf
i ]3

[
1 − KLcf

i

1 + KLcf
i

]
dcf

i

dt
= KL

dcf
i

dt
. (2.159)
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Inserting this in Eq.2.155 and bringing the time derivatives on the right hand side
we can rewrite the balance equation as

∂ci

∂t
= 1

R

[
ri − div (civ) + div q

]
with R = [1 + ρd

ne
K] (2.160)

whereK can be replaced by the corresponding expression in accordance to the applied
approach (K = [KH , KF, KL]). Here it easy to see how the transport is influenced by
sorption: the higher R gets the slower will be the transport velocity of the considered
solute.

2.3.2 Numerical Aspects

In general, there does not exist an analytical solution for the partial differential
Eq. 2.113. Therefore, it has to be solved by numerical approximation methods like
the finite difference method (FDM), the finite volume method (FVM) or the finite
element method (FEM). An overview over the before mentioned numerical methods
is given in [259]. A very common numerical software tool that is quite often used
in groundwater modeling is MODFLOW, that bases on the finite difference method
and is very widespread. In the subsequent discussion we like to deal with the finite
element method, that is discussed in detail by [157, 268]. In the presented context the
commercial software package FeFlow® was used. It provides certain possibilities of
modeling and in the sequel we like to present the instruments which are relevant in
the considered context [77].

The finite element method represents a numerical solution method that allows
to calculate approximated solutions that in general converge to the exact solution
with an increasing refinement of the finite element mesh. This method can not be
applied to the partial differential equation directly, but it has to be transformed to an
appropriate form: the weak form. Starting from Eq.2.113 the equation is multiplied
by a test function η and integrate it over the integration domain, such that we obtain

∫
Ωt

[
ηS0

∂h

∂t
− η

[
Kijh,j

]
,i + η

[
KijΘj

]
,i − ηερQρ

]
dv = 0 (2.161)

By means of partial integration we can rewrite the second term in Eq.2.161 as

−
∫

Ωt

[
η

[
Kijh,j

]
,i

]
dv = −

∫
Ωt

[[
ηKijh,j

]
,i +

[
ηi

[
Kij

]
,i

]]
dv (2.162)

If we apply the Gauss-Theoreme and take the boundary conditions from Eq.2.114
into account we finally obtain
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−
∫

Ωt

[
η

[
Kijh,j

]
,i

]
dv = −

∫
∂Ωt

[
η

[
Kijh,j

]
ni

]
da =

∫
Γ2

η[b + a[h − h̃]]da (2.163)

Inserting all this in 2.161 and sorting the terms the weak form is given by

∫
Ωt

[
ηS0

∂h

∂t
+ grad tη · K · grad h

]
dv +

∫
Γ2

ηahda

=
∫

Ωt

η[div [K · Θ] + ερQρ]dv +
∫

Γ2

η[ah̃ − b]da (2.164)

The next step after the derivation of the weak form is the spatial discretization, that
means that the continous domain of consideration is approximated by a finite number
of subdomains

Ωt ≈ Ωh =
⋃

e

Ωe (2.165)

Following the isoparametric concept we chose the following approach to describe
the hydraulic head h and the weighting function η

he =
nnd∑

i

Nihi =⇒ ∇h =
nnd∑

i

∇Nih
ionΩe

ηe =
nnd∑

i

Niηi =⇒ ∇η =
nnd∑

i

∇Niη
ionΩe (2.166)

whereby Ni are form functions. For the solution of groundwater flow problems linear
approaches for the form functions are sufficient. Inserting these approaches into the
weak form of Eq.2.164 the set of partial differential equations can be rewritten as

M · ḣ + K · h − F = 0 (2.167)

with

M = Mij =
nel∑
e=1

Me
ij =

nel∑
e=1

∫
Ωe

S0NiNjdv

K = Kij =
nel∑
e=1

Ke
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nel∑
e=1

[∫
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ΔNi · [Kf · ∇Nj]dv +
∫

Γ e
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aNiNjda

]
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nel∑
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Fe
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e=1

[∫
Ωe

Nj
[
div [Kf · Θ] + ερQρ

]
dv +

∫
Γ e
2

Ni[ah̃ − b]da

]

(2.168)
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For the time discretization we want to apply the implicite Euler integration scheme
since it is completely stable and of first order accuracy. The time derivative for the
hydraulic head is given by

∂h

∂t
= hn+1 − hn

Δt
with hn+1 = h(tn + Δt) (2.169)

Applying this approach to the vector of hydraulic heads in Eq. 2.167 and solving it
for primary unknown hn+1 we get

[M + ΔtnK] hn+1 = ΔtnFn+1 + Mhn (2.170)

As mentioned before the implicite or backward Euler integration scheme combines
very positive properties, but it requires more computation time since for every time
step several iterations have to be computed depending of the size of the time step.
Equation2.170 represents the implemented form of the groundwater flow problem.
In the sequel we like to summarize which data and information is required for setting
up the finite element model and the corresponding data could be derived.

In order to model groundwater aquifers of large-scaled regions in the end we only
require the following input data for the groundwater system as depicted in Fig. 2.12,
namely,

• inflow\outflow in and out of the aquifer,
• groundwater recharge (sources)
• the exploitation from groundwater (sinks)

Fig. 2.12 Input data of a finite element groundwatermodel: horizontal inflow\outflow, groundwater
recharge and exploitation
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The three quantities have to be implemented in different ways and in the sequel we
briefly discuss the corresponding realization within the FeFlow® Software. We start
with first quantity the inflow\outflow into and out of the model area which is imple-
mented by boundary conditions. FeFlow® knows 4 types of boundary conditions

• hydraulic head boundary conditions (Dirichlet type),
• flux boundary conditions (Neumann-type),
• transfer boundary conditions (Cauchy type) and
• single well boundary conditions

In general, one tries to use the hydraulic head boundary conditions since they are
directly measurable and very easy to implement. But in general for considerations in
the context of water resource management the dynamics of the groundwater system
plays a crucial role. Usually the data base with respect to hydraulic head measure-
ments is as good as it is required to represent the dynamical effects sufficiently.
In order to implement the boundary conditions on base of the water budget values
(m3/d) which can not easily transformed into an exact hydraulic head representation,
we recommend the use either of the flux boundary conditions or the well boundary
conditions. However we have to mention here that at least at one boundary node of
the finite element mesh a hydraulic head boundary condition has to be implemented
for mathematical reasons, otherwise no unique solution can be found. Since in the
end the boundary conditions should be scaled in dependency of the precipitation for
instance, the best experience was made by using the single well boundary conditions
and using them as injection wells.

The groundwater exploitation can be modelled by well boundary conditions as
well and it is the common way to do so. But for the modeling of exploitations on a
regional scale, like for agricultural exploitations, they can only be represented by a
spatial distribution. The appropriate instrument for the implementation of spatially
distributed quantities is the ‘inflow on top\outflow on bottom’—option provided by
FeFlow®. This option allows the user to define a spatially distributed outflow on the
lowest layer of the finite element model. This does not correspond to reality, but it is
an admissable procedure in modeling. In the context of water resource management
both kinds of exploitation modeling are used. Since the location and exploitation
rates of wells or well fields are well-known the modeling by single well boundary
conditions will be the right choice. In order to model the agricultural exploitation
due to irrigation the ‘outflow on bottom’—option should be used.

In analogy to the spatially distributed exploitation rates the groundwater recharge
is a spatially distributed quantity as well and therefore it can be implemented by the
‘inflow-on-top’-optionprovidedbyFeFlow®.Thegroundwater recharge rates cannot
be measured directly but it can only be calculated by considering the water balance.
A prerequisite for this, however, is the derivation of a water budget that allows the
estimation of all input data and the quantification of the boundary conditions.
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2.3.3 Water Budget

The first task in setting up models covering the water resources of a certain area a
water budget has to be constructed after the model area was defined, especially if a
very bigmodel area is considered. Hereby thewater budget is a theoretical device that
supports structuring the water resource system and identifying the most important
water fluxes. Here fluxes into and out of the system has to be collected as well as
the water fluxes within the model area. The intension must be to realize the relation
of all important water fluxes to each other, to quantify them, separating the more
important from negligible water flows and to estimate the error that happens due to
neglecting them. Of course, in some cases the separation of different flows is artificial
that should support the identification of relations between different components and
sometimes it helps to quantify them. Since most of the quantities in the water budget
are not independent from each other, the quantification of the water budget must be
an iterative process.

Some of the quantities have to be derived from others or at least they can be
confirmed or disclaimed by them. But before we can quantify the water fluxes it
has to be defined how the different fluxes are related to each other by a qualitative
description.

The water fluxes determining the water resource system can be divided into two
groups whereby the first one describes the interaction of the system with the ambient
environment and the second group are water flows within the system. Following the
idea of a system the latter group would not appear in the investigation. The required
input data describing the water amounts flowing into and out of the system are

• precipitation and evaporation/evapotranspiration
• surface water inflow/runoff
• groundwater inflow/runoff
• waste water runoff

whereby here we want to assume that the anthropogenic structures like fresh water
channels belong to the surface water system. The only exception is the waste water
flow here, which should be treated separately since in the sequel the impacts on the
system due to waste water should be considered more detailed.

As mentioned before the structuring of the water flows within the system some-
times includes that a theoretical distinction of water flows is made that in reality can
not be distinguished, like the horizontal and vertical groundwater recharge, that can
not bemeasured separately. Also the effects on the vertical groundwater recharge rate
due to precipitation or irrigation can only be separated in theory. In reality, if it was
measured the result is always the superposition of several effects. Nevertheless, it
makes sense to resolve the problem qualitatively as good as possible since sometimes
also information can be gained from partial knowledge or at least a better estimation
can be won. Therefore, for instance, we have to distinguish between irrigation from
groundwater, surface water or treatedwaste water. All of them effect the groundwater
recharge rate beside precipitation or the surface water bodies. Due to this distinction
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Fig. 2.13 Water budget

a better comprehension of where deviations between measurements and calculated
results come from and a correction of input data or parameters can be performed.

Figure2.13 represents the attempt to structure all the beforementioned effects and
quantities by different colors representing subsystems. Due to arrows the impact of
different quantities on each other should be pointed out. The first group represents the
natural fluxes due to precipitation P and evapotranspiration/evaporation ET . Hereby,
we have to take into account, that a part of the precipitation contributes directly to
the surface water system that should be denoted by surface water runoff QSWR.

The next group summarize the surface water system and here we have to take
into account an inflow QSWin from the ambient catchment areas. It is reasonable to
distinguish an explicit contribution from surface water bodies to the groundwater
and an implicit contribution due to irrigation from surface water that also infiltrates
and also end up in the groundwater. But estimating these contributions separately
could be easier. Parts of the surface water are taken for industrial or domestic pur-
poses (EXPSW ) and a not negligible part evaporates. Balancing all these components
(including QSWR) yields the surface water runoff.

The next subsystem covers the industrial and domestic user groups that are either
supplied by surface water or by groundwater and from which emerges the waste
water, whereby here it is assumed that the whole waste water is treated the same.

The last part is summarizes all components that are related to the soil and ground-
water. Here we have to consider the infiltration that is fed by precipitation, irrigation
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QIrr and/or diffuse losses QDFL from the urban water network and is divided into the
evapotranspiration and the groundwater recharge QGWR. By the irrigation also the
last and inmost cases biggest user group, namely the agriculture is taken into account
within the water budget. In total we distinguish three user groups or customer groups,
respectively, namely domestic user, industry and agriculture.

For the supply of the three customer groups in principle three available resources
can be chosen, namely surface water, groundwater or reused waste water, whereby in
the sequel it is assumed that the reused waste water is only taken for the agricultural
irrigation.

If we like to quantify the identified fluxes within the system we have to define
where the balance has to be evaluated. Since we like to map all the information on
the model area represented by a map showing a projection of the soil surface and
some of the fluxes take place “above” or “under” the soil surface it seems reasonable
to balance the water fluxes at the soil surface. Furthermore we assume with respect
to the groundwater that the unsaturated zone can be neglected, that means that its
property of storing big amounts of water and causing a delay between infiltration
and groundwater recharge is ignored.

In principle, there are three possibilities to receive data:

1. Direct Method: it means the direct measurement of data and should be the best,
if no principal mistakes are made.

2. Indirect Method: That requires a good knowledge about the relation between
different quantities within the system and also another set of measured data from
which the required data can be derived or computed.

3. Estimations or assumptions: Sometimes the only way to get parameters for any
models is to estimate them, whereby these estimation usually are also based on
other so-called meta-information or soft information which are measured them-
selves or derived, but which either can not be related to the searched data directly
or the amount of measurements is not sufficient and have to be generalized.

The first kind of information is the best one of course, whereby also here always
the correctness of the measurements have to be checked with respect to plausibility.
The second and third kind are quite similar, whereby the main difference is that
estimations and assumptions can only be verified iteratively by calculating the system
and making some assumptions and checking wether the results fit to primary data
whichwere collected bymeasurements. In this case the relation between the assumed
data and the knowndata is not completely clear in contrast to the casewhich is covered
by the indirect method.

2.3.4 Determination of Input Data

The next step is the quantification of the water budget on a yearly base such that
in the end the input data for the groundwater model can be derived. Of course, one
starts with these data which are available by direct methods since this is the simplest
way.
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In general, the quantity that can bemeasured directly is the precipitationP. Usually
there is a big number of gauging stations available, but since a set of data for the
entire model area has to be determined, the measurements have to be interpolated.
Established methods are the Kriging algorithm, Akima Algorithm or the inverse
distance procedure.

Another quantity that is quite easy to determine is the domestic and industrialwater
supply since in general it is performed by public waterworks solely. But sometimes
industrial organisations are allowed to exploit water themselves such that in case
these information have to be organised extra. The information can be inserted into
the water budget scheme and the sum of industrial and domestic water corresponds
to waste water. However, the crucial question in this context is where the supplied
water comes from. Usually there are waterworks for surface water and groundwater
separatly such that a defined assignment is given. Since in the waterworks the flow
rate is captured by flow measurement devices it is quite simple to collect the data for
the water budget.

A quantity which follows from the domestic and industrial water supply is the
amount of waste water. So most of the water that is used in private households and
industry becomes waste water. So theoretically if the total water supply is known
for a certain region we also know the amount of waste water. The problem here is
that in most cases diffuse losses take place due to leckage from the fresh water the
waste water system. These leckage is usually the range of 20–30% and thus it is not
negligible.

The measurement of the flow rate of rivers and channels can in principle be
performed directly as well, but in general not all rivers are measured, such that the
inflow of the total surface water into the model area has to be estimated where the
flow rates of bigger rivers give a clue for the estimation of the flow rate of smaller
ones. It is not possible to determine the exact figures, but the total sum of inflow and
outflow should be of the right order.

But the surface water system is not only supplied by the inflow, but also by the
surface water recharge. Here we have to distinguish beteen the direct surface water
inflow that means the precipitation that falls directly on the surface water areas and
on the other hand the rainfall run off from the non-water areas. The direct surface
water recharge, subsequently denoted by QSWRWA is equal to the precipitation rate and
if we consider the volume rate it is proportional to the area the surface water system
takes place. The latter contribution from the non-water areas (QSWRnWA ) can ony be
estimated. There is a big amount of rainfall-runoff-models available by which the
surface water runoff can be calculated. But, these models are too complex to apply
them in the present context.

Therefore the approach we follow subsequently is to quantify the surface water
recharge in dependency of land use/land cover classes, whereby a linear dependency
on the precipitation rate is assumed. The surface water recharge is estimated by

QSWR(x, t) = wSWR(x) · P(x, t) (2.171)
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Table 2.16 Classes of land-use, groups and weighting factors for surface water run off and ground-
water recharge

Land-use class Group wswr(%) wgwr(%)

Urban areas U 25 10

Rural residential pl. U 25 10

Paddy fields I 15 20

Irrigated areas I 15 20

Orchards I 15 20

Woodland I 15 20

Shrubbery O 15 20

Meadows O 15 20

Open woodland O 15 20

Ephemeral water ar. W 100 45

Perennial water ar. W 100 45

This procedure automatically gains a spatial distribution and it is also applied to
quantify the groundwater recharge rate later on. Table2.16 shows some proposals
for the percentual contribution of surface water recharge for different land use/land
cover types.

If the values of Table2.16 is related to the corresponding areas of a landuse
map by a GIS we obtain a weighting map. By means of this weighting map and a
precipitationmap of the considered region Eq. 2.171 can be evaluated pointwise such
that a map for the surface water run off is generated. If the model area is plain enough
the discussed approach is sufficient. For more mountainous regions the weighting
map can be merged with a corresponding map containing the slope, rescaling the
weighting map for the surface water recharge. This yields run off higher surface
water recharge rate in regions where the slope is quite small. In regions where the
slope is big the runoff is higher and the surface recharge as well. But of course these
maps have to be calibrated.

In the sequel, the parameters we like to discuss can not be measured anymore but
we have to estimate and calculate it by balancing considerations. This should be done
in a regionalized manner that means we will evaluate the balance equation step by
step for the different land use types. In order to simplify the subsequent discussion
we summarize some of the land use classes in Table2.16 and treat them by the same
regulations. In general the subsequent balance equations have to be evaluated for
every land use/land cover class. The problem in this context is to find the correct
rates for every class.

In total the Table2.16 consists of eleven classes that are were summarized by four
groups: non-cultivated areas, urban areas, agricultural irrigated areas andwater areas.
The last group contains rivers, lakes and reservoirs. The land use map in Fig. 2.14
shows a sample for the spatial distribution of the landuse classes in the Beijing region.
For each of these groups the balance equation has to be formulated and evaluated
differently. For simplicity we start with the non-cultivated areas, since there no side
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Fig. 2.14 Classes of land-use and their spatial distribution in the Piedmont plain

effects have to be taken into account. The general balance equation for non-cultivated
areas is given by

P = QInf + QSWR (2.172)

where QInf denotes the infiltration. Here any antropogene side effects are neglected.
But on the left hand side the source terms are written whereas on the other hand the
sink terms are summarized. Bearing this distribution in mind it is easy to introduce
additional quantities, like irrigation for instance, at the right place. A further point
we have to take care of is that the evaluation follows a certain order. The idea is that
the rain water runs off much faster than it infiltrates. Therefore, it makes sense to
introduce the effective precipitation that is defined by

Peff = P − QSWR (2.173)

If we subsequently calculate with effective precipitation it includes automatically
that the surface water recharge is allready considered.

Non-cultivated Areas: We start the discussion of the balance equation for the dif-
ferent land use/land cover types with the non-cultivated areas since there no anthro-
pogene effects have to be considered, such that the balance is given by

Peff = QInf (2.174)

that corresponds to Eq.2.172 whereby Eq.2.173 was incorporated. Furthermore, the
infiltration can be divided into two further parts
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QInf = QGWR + ET (2.175)

where QGWR denotes the groundwater recharge and ET is the evapotranspiration
rate. The determination of both quantities is a very hard task since they are not
measurable directly, at least not area-wide. In addition to that both quantities depend
on a big number of variables, such that their indirect derivation from other quantities
is difficult as well.

Especially, with respect to the evapotranspiration a lot of models were developed
to quantify the evapotranspiration rate. Evapotranspiration is the sum of evaporation
from water and the transpiration from plants. Since both effects usually occur simul-
taneously they are summarized by the evapotranspiration. Moreover, one distinguish
the potential evapotranspiration potential evapotranspirationETpot and the real evap-
otranspirationindexreal evapotranspiration ETa. Potential evapotranspiration is the
amount of water that could evapotranspirate under certain conditions if enough water
was available. The real evapotranspiration is the actual evapotranspiration that could
be measured under certain conditions. There are a lot of approaches and some of
them are only valid for particular climatic regions. An empiric model was developed
by Haude for Germany that calculates the potential evapotranspiration by

ET Haude
pot = kps

[
1 − 1

F

]
with ps = 6.11exp

[
17.62T

243.12 + T

]
(2.176)

He introduced a particular Haude-factor k that specify the influence of different
plants. This model is quite simple since it only depends on the saturation vapour
pressure ps, that is a function of the temperature T and relative humidity F. All
quantities are easy to measure.

Another approach that was developed by Penman also considers energetic influ-
ences and aerodynamical effects calculates the potential evapotranspiration by

ET Penman
pot = s

s + γ
· Rn − G

L
+ γ · f (v) · [ps(T) − p]

s + γ
(2.177)

with

[ps(T) − p] : deficit of the saturation vapour pressure

G : soil heat flux
γ : psychrometric constant

L : specific vapourisation heat

f (v) : wind velocity
s : slope of saturation vapouration pressure

Rn : radiation balance
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The netto radiation balance Rn that depends on the global radiation RG, the relative
sunshine duration S/S0, the absolute air temperature Tabs and the vapour saturation
pressure and it is described by the subsequent expression

Rn = (1 − α)RG − σ · T 4
abs · [0.34 − 0.044

√
p] ·

[
0.1 + 0.9

S

S0

]
(2.178)

This approachwas enhancedbyMonteith for the estimationof real evapotranspiration
introducing biological characteristics to be able to cover the specific conditions on
the area of consideration. The result of the modifications is given by

ETPM
a = 1

L∗ · s[Rn − G] + ρacp

ra
[ps(T) − p]

s + γ
[
1 + rs

ra

] (2.179)

Here ρa is the density of the air and cp corresponds to the heat capacity of the air.
L∗ is the specific vapourisation heat and ra denotes to the aerodynamical resistance
that is assumed to be dependent on the crop height fc(hc) and the wind velocity vz at
a certain measurment height z

ra = fc(h) · vz (2.180)

Additionally, a stomata resistance rs was introduced which is a measure for the actual
water supply of the crop. If this value becomes zero Eq.2.180 only describes the inter-
ception effect that is the evaporation of water at the leafes surface. Then Eq.2.179
represents the evaporation from free water surfaces. The Penman–Montheith evap-
otranspiration model is one of the widespreaded and most important scientific ones.
The FAO recommends a particular application which is the so-called grass-reference
evapotranspiration. As the name of this method tells already it is an application to a
well defined grass area with a certain height and without water stress. By introduc-
ing crop coefficients the evapotranspiration of other can be calculated. A detailed
discussion of this method would go to far at this place and the interested reader is
referred to [2].

In order to calculate the evapotranspiration for a bigger area for the purpose
of water resource management the quantification of the evapotranspiration by the
before mentioned methods is too complex and in most cases the required data are not
available for area-wide investigations. Therefore, we have to use simpler approaches
that cover the reality in a sufficient manner. In the subsequent context we assumed
that the evapotranspiration depends on groundwater recharge in linear way and we
introduced a weighting factor in analogy to the computation of the surface water
recharge, such that the groundwater recharge can be computed by

QGWR(x, t) = wgwr(x) · ET(x, t) (2.181)

In Table2.16 some values are listed for the different land use/land cover types. With
this at hand we can rewrite Eq. 2.175 only in terms of the evapotranspiration and
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obtain
QInf = [1 + wgwr] · ET (2.182)

The groundwater recharge weighting factor has to be quantified for every specific
case, thus it depends on very many variables. In general the range can be asssumed
between 0–40%. But in case of carst regions, for instance, one can imagine that
the contribution to groundwater recharge is higher. Furthermore it is straight for-
ward that the groundwater recharge rate in paved areas must be much lower than
somewhere else.

Agricultural Areas: The situation is getting much more complex if the water con-
sumption (irrigation) of agricultural used areas has to be quantified. Here, especially
with respect to bigger model areas, the problem is that not for all agricultural farms
the correponding figures of water use can be obtained. Therefore, other ways have
to be found to quantify the water use of agriculture in the corresponding model area.
In order to get a sufficient good estimation for the agricultural water use, land use
maps representing the agricultural production can be incorporated for calculating
the required amount of water. For instance, the production of summer corn and win-
ter wheat requires about 870 (mm/a) of water. In a region of about 590 (mm/) of
precipitation per year an additional amount of water of about 280 (mm/a) would be
necessary. Since not the whole precipitation is available for the agricultural produc-
tion, but bigger parts becomes surface water recharge we have to insert the effective
precipitation here and the required additional irrigation is even higher and is given by

QIrr = DAgr − Peff (2.183)

Here,DAgr denotes the agriculturalwater demandwhich contains not only the amount
of water that is required by the crops for growth (crop water need CWD/crop evapo-
transpiration) but also all the groundwater recharge. That means that the DAgr corre-
sponds to the infiltration as defined in Eq.2.175 but only in the context of agricultural
areas. From an agricultural point of view the groundwater recharge has to be consid-
ered as ‘losses’ since they do not contribute to the biomass production, but usually
it only can be avoided if drop irrigation is applied. It is a hard task to determine the
corresponding rates of DAgr for different crops. In order to compute the DAgr we have
to apply Eq.2.181, whereby the weighting factor has to be quantified for every crop
type aswell as the evapotranspirationmust be specified for the considered crop. In the
current context where we discuss the quantification of budget data on a yearly base
the order of different crops during the year is of less interest. However, as soon as we
consider smaller time periods (time resolution) like monthly timesteps the order of
the crops is very important. Therefore, in time resolved consideration the DAgr is a
time series considering the different stages of growth requiring different amounts of
water. A more detailed discussion of determination of the crop water need is given in
Chap.4 in the context of water demand modeling. An entire theoretical and practical
discussion with some representative figures for crop evapotranspiration can also be
found in [41].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_4
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Urban Areas: In urban areas certain conditions have to be taken into account. At
first due to the paved areas in those regions and the effort to lead the precipitation as
quick as possible into thewater network it is reasonable to assume lower groundwater
recharge rates and higher surface water run off rates whereby the water pipe system
is understood as a part of the surface water system.

A further assumption is that a certain amount of water always gets lost due to
leakages in the fresh and waste water network. These ‘diffuse losses’ can only be
estimated and do not contribute to the surfacewater run off, but only to the infiltration.
Therefore we have to modify the balance equation by a new term QDFL describing
the diffuse losses as an additional source term on the rhs:

Peff + QDFL = QInf (2.184)

The diffuse losses can not be avoided and in european cities a loss of about 10%
seems realistic. In real mega-cities, the rate can be assumed much higher, since they
grown-old and the the water infrastructure is old as well and an estimated rate of up
30% can be realistic. The exact amount of losses can only be estimated. Since the
diffuse losses do not contribute to the surface water run off the infiltration consists of
a precipitation part and a contribution from diffuse losses. It is reasonable to apply
different weighting factors for the computation of the groundwater recharge rate for
the two contributions, because before the precipitation can seepage a bigger part
will evaporate since the water is at the surface for a longer time. In contrast to this
the diffuse losses are already in the soil and the evaporation only takes place due to
capilar effects.

Water Areas: A more complex matter is the quantification of input data from water
areas since ephemeral and perennial water bodies have to be distinguished herewhich
show a different time dependent behavior. Especially in aride and semi-aride regions
due to the climate change perennial water bodies change to ephemeral ones during
longer dry periods and ephemeral ones run dry completely. Therefore, the total size of
the water bodies reduces during a period of several dry years, especially if the surface
water abstraction is not reduced. The problem here is that it can not be forecasted
where the changes take place.

In order to take these climatic effects and the reduction of the water areas into
account the easiest way is to update the land use/land cover map in a regular manner.
If this is not possible one approach can be to scale the water areas in dependence
of the yearly precipitation rate. Hereby the long term mean precipitation rate can be
assumed as a reference value. By relating the precipitation rate of the current year c
and the last n year(s) before to the long term mean value P a scaling factor can be
calculated by

s = Pc · Pc−1 · · · · Pc−n

P
n+1 =

∏c−n
i=c Pi

P
n+1 (2.185)

that describes the reduction of the surface water areas. If we assume a start config-
uration of all water areas in the model area as 120km2 that corresponds to 100%
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whereby 80km2 are perennial and the rest are ephemeral water areas. With a particu-
lar long term mean precipitation rate of 600 (mm/a), for instance, and a precipitation
rate of the current year and the year before of about 550 and 500 (mm/a) we obtain
a scaling factor of

s = 500 · 550
6002

= 0.76 (2.186)

that corresponds to a reduction of 76%. This factor was applied to the perennial
water areas and the remaining 24% become ephemeral water bodies. After this the
computed factor was applied once more to the total ephemeral water areas including
the additional (former) perennial areas.With the before defined data we finally obtain
a 60.8km2 perennial water areas, 45km2 ephemeral and the remaining 14.2km2

becomes non-cultivated areas like meadows.
For being able to solve the balance equation we have to make assumptions about

the groundwater recharge rates and the evaporation rates on water areas which can
be taken from literature. With this at hand we have to calculate the balance equation
for the water areas whereby we have to take the surface water run off from the non
water areas (QSWRnWA ) into account as an additional source term on the left side. The
balance equation for water areas can be written as

P + QSWRnWA + QSWin = QGWR + ET + QSWR + QSWout + QExplSW (2.187)

whereby a total inflowQSWin and outflowQSWout and the total surfacewater abstraction
QExplSW have to be determine as well either by measurements or estimations. Further-
more we have formally written the precipitation and the surface water recharge on
the left and on the right hand side of the balance, respectively. But, since the precip-
itation becomes completely surface water both contributions cancel each other and
the the effective precipitation gets zero and both. Therefore, the balance equation
reduces to

QSWRnWA + QSWin = QGWR + ET + QSWout + QExplSW (2.188)

Since the perennial and ephemeral water areas often can not be distinguished very
well in maps a representative weighted mean value for the groundwater recharge
QGWR and evaporation rate ET from water areas can be calculated, whereby the both
classes contribute according to the size of the areas. Of course, the values change in
correspondance to the reduction of the areal contributions. Moreover, in the context
of water areas both contribution can not be summarized by the infiltration since the
processes take place at different locations. Nevertheless, formally both quantities
can be summarized by an artifical term QSWin,min that denotes the minimal required
surface water inflow that would be necessary to ensure the expected evaporation and
groundwater recharge rates. The real surfacewater inflowfinally can be computed by

Q∗
SWin

= QSWin,min + QExplSW − QSWRnWA (2.189)
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whereby we introduced here the netto surface water inflow Q∗
SWin

for simplification
and which is the required information for completion of the water budget. With
respect to the groundwater model only the stated groundwater recharge rate is of
interest.

Technical Remarks: Theoretically the considered balance equations are evaluated
for every point of the model area. In fact the computation is performed on the base
of grids with a finite resolution which influences the results of course. Therefore, the
resolution of the grids have to be chosen in an appropriate way since it also effects
the performance of the calculation tool. The computation results are maps for the
groundwater recharge which have to by mapped on the finite element mesh, whereby
a finite element usually contains more than one grid point. Therefore, an mean value
for every finite element is calculated.

2.3.5 Parameter Estimation

The determination of themodel parameters is one central task ofmodeling. It requires
narrow coworking of the modeller and the corresponding experts. Subsequently we
like to restrict the discussion to the determination of the hydrogeological parameters
Kf and S0, since these are the central parameters of groundwater modeling in the
context of water resource management.

The problem of determining those parameters is that they are only measured on
single places and in general these measured values are only valid for a quite narrow
radius. On the other hand, the model requires spatially distributed data for the whole
model such that in the end the required data sets has to be derived from single points
by interpolation. There is a big number of appropriate interpolation procedures but
nevertheless the original data should be representative for a bigger regions before
they are interpolated. This requires a lot of experience and knowledge of geologists
and hydrologists and permanent feedback between modeller and expert.

Of course, the described problem exists in modeling generally but in material
science, for instance, one usually considers homogeneous bodies or bodies with
well-defined inhomogenities. In geo-related problems the considered domains show
always more or less variance in their parameters and the behavior can change from
one place to the other. Thereby, the observed changes can happen continuosly or
in a discrete manner and it depends on the modellers experiences what is assumed
in the model: usually an continuous behavior is assumed. But, such things can be
responsible for strong deviations of simulation results and real measurements. There
are two principle approaches to overcome this problem, namely either to improve
the measurements and trying to get more information of the soil by using special
methods like remote sensing for instance or to develope methods which give better
interpolation results.

In this book, we want to sketch a procedure how a complete and consistent set
of parameters can be generated from incomplete information. The first step is the
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estimation of the aquifer depth. This can often be derived from geological maps and
from borehole data which can be collected in a different context, but nevertheless
they can give information about the structure and thickness of the considered aquifer.
Once the shape of the domain of interest including the third dimension is defined
the parameters have to be determined. The modeller will discretize the domain in
finite domains (finite elements) and with respect to geo-related problems also in
different layers representing the structure of the considered aquifer system in the
third dimension. The chosen horizontal discretization limits the maximum required
resolution of the parameters. The resolution of in vertical dimension depends on
the structure of the aquifer. But, it should be kept as simple as possible, since it
determines the simulation performance directly.

Now the hydrogeologist must start to collect data of boreholes, observation wells,
geological maps and all information he can get helping him to derive the correspond-
ing parameters of interest. What is written here in some sentences can be a matter of
weeks andmonths.Once the required data are defined themodel has to be fed by those
data. In a parallel task also the dynamic input data and boundary conditions have to be
defined. A first draft of these data could be taken from the water budget for instance
including all its simplifications like homogeneous spatial and temporal distribution
of boundary conditions, groundwater recharge and exploitation. But, by means of
this and a first estimation of the parameters a simulation run can be performed and
first results can be produced in terms of hydraulic heads. Now the results can be
evaluated by comparing the simulations results with measurements of the hydraulic
heads at particular points or the whole groundwater surface that yield from interpo-
lation of a big number of measurements at different places for instance.2 Due to the
evaluation of the deviation between measurement and simulation the regionalisation
of the parameters and the input data can be pushed on. But now the problem occurs
that the reason for the deviation is not unique. It can either be effected by wrong
parameters or by incorrect input data and here the before-mentioned feedback loop
starts. At first the regions of the biggest deviations have to be identified and the range
of input data and parameters have to be proved and corrected. Normally, the effect of
these quantities on the system is highly nonlinear and requires a lot of repetitions for
each subregion until the maintaining mean error is sufficiently small. In the context
of water resource management where real big model areas are taken into account
mean error could be in the range of some centimeters up to some meters. It depends
on the required accuracy and the possibilities of improvement due to additional data.
The described procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.15.

Of course, in principle the described procedure can be automated and there is
already a big number of software tools that can be applied to these problems. FeFlow®

provides an interface to the parameter estimation software PEST that allows an iter-
ative search of parameters for a finite number of subregions. But it requires a lot of
simulations and it assumes that the used input data are correct (if the hydrogeological

2In this case, it must be ensured that the measurement points cover the whole model area, otherwise
the missing data are derived by extrapolation that often yields big errors and therefore it is not
admissible.
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Fig. 2.15 Procedure of parameter estimation

input data are the unknown variables). Of course one can also choose the input data
(exploitation and groundwater recharge) define as the searched variables, but then
a set of parameters have to assumed to be the right one. Otherwise the mathemat-
ical problem becomes under-determined and therefore not solvable. In the before
mentioned context where the parameters are as unsure as the used input data such
parameter estimating tools at least have to be used very carefully. But, in a context
where one of these quantities are well-known these tools could be very helpful and
save a lot of time.

2.3.6 Initial and Boundary Conditions

In Sect. 2.1.2 we already described the numerical implementation and realisation of
the governing partial differential equations and we learned that the mathematical
problem is only well-defined as far as initial values and boundary conditions are
given (beneath the required parameters). Also, here the corresponding data have to
be defined in a geological and hydrogeological context. How this can be done is the
objective of the present subsection.

The initial conditions represents a moment of the temporal development of the
considered system. For simulations in material science, for instance the initial val-
ues usually correspond to a resting state and can be implemented quite easiliy. In
modeling of geo-related problems the initial values have to be taken from reality and
should represent a real system state. For a large-scale system of several hundreds
or thousands of square kilometers this requirement is a challenge. In the context of
groundwater modeling the required initial values are measurements of the hydraulic
heads at observation wells with the same time stamp. Hereby the correct measur-
ing is very important, since confined conditions for instance can yield mistakes. A
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description and discussion of the measuring principles can be found in [109] and the
correct description of the right performance is usually defined in national standards
like the standard sheets of the GermanDVGW (GermanGas andWater Association).

Once these data are available the information has to be prepared since from the
point-wise information a spatially distributed dataset has to be derived by interpola-
tion. Here, often the problem that arises is that the interpolated (and in some cases
even extrapolated) information at the boundaries do not fit to the boundary conditions
which were gained from different measurements. Here, the consistency can only be
reached by a good cooperation of modeller and the hydrologist/hydrogeologist and
good results can only achieved by an iterative procedure where the model is adopted
step by step due to comparison of simulation results and measured data. Here, the
water budget should support the search for the right data by giving an idea of which
order the boundary conditions have to be if no further information about the inflow
is available. If better information about the boundary are available the water budget
has to be corrected. But, the experience shows that there is a lack of information
about the inflow\outflow. Finally, the model must be test again by an independent
test run with independent test data.

2.3.7 Reduced Groundwater Models

Groundwater models can be used on the one hand for the simulation of defined
scenarios (“what would happen, if”). On the other hand, with groundwater models
optimal withdrawal strategies can be calculated. E.g. in the case of water scarcity, the
groundwater resources have to bemanaged in anoptimalway in order to avoid overex-
ploitation of the groundwater storages. Unfortunately, the simulation of groundwater
models is in general relatively time consuming, as the spatial distributed models in
general are implemented as 2-D or 3-D Finite Element models. 3-D Finite Element
models in many cases contain more than 100.000 nodes, which corresponds to a sim-
ulation time of several minutes for a long term simulation horizon (e.g. 10 years). As
for the optimization of withdrawal strategies it may be necessary to run the model
several thousand times, the need for reduced groundwater models with drastically
reduced calculation time is obvious (Fig. 2.16).

In the next subsection an overview of methods for model reduction is provided.
And afterwards a special method for model order reduction of groundwater models is
introduced which allows the reduction of complex 3-D models to linear state space
models with about 50 states. Finally the application of this method to the model
reduction of a large scale groundwater model is presented.
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Fig. 2.16 Reduced groundwater models are necessary if optimal strategies have to be calculated

2.3.7.1 Problem Formulation of Model Order Reduction

Model Order Reduction (MOR) is a branch of system and control theory, which
studies properties of dynamical system in application for reducing their complexity,
while preserving (to the possible extent) their input-output behavior.

Generally the system under investigation will be modelled by means of a set of
first-order coupled differential equations, together with a set of algebraic equations:

Σ :
{

dx(t)
dt = f (x(t), u(x))

y(t) = h(x(t), u(t))
(2.190)

This mathematical model is called State space representation. For simplicity, we will
use the following notation:

Σ = (f , h), u(t) =∈ R
m, x(t) ∈ R

n, y(t) ∈ R
p (2.191)

In this setting, Σ denotes the system, u is the input or excitation function, x is the
state and y is the output. The complexity of Σ is defined as the number of states n.
For linear, time invariant systems, Eq.2.190 can be represented by
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Σ :
{

dx(t)
dt = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = C(x(t) + Du(t))
(2.192)

where A ∈ R
n×n is the state matrix, B ∈ R

n×m, C ∈ R
p×n, D ∈ R

p×m, and x0 is the
initial state of the system. The associated transfer function matrix (TFM) obtained
from taking Laplace transforms in Eq.2.192 and assuming is:

G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B + D (2.193)

The problem of model reduction is to simplify or approximate the system Σ with
another dynamical system Σ̂ ,

Σ̂ = (f̂ , ĥ), u(t) =∈ R
m, x̂(t) ∈ R

n, ŷ(t) ∈ R
p (2.194)

The reduced model Σ̂ should meet these following criteria:

1. The number of states (i.e. the number of the first-order differential equations) of
the approximated system Σ̂ is much smaller than in the original system Σ , i.e.
k � n.

2. The approximation error should be small (the existence of a global error bound).
3. Stability and passivity should be preserved.

2.3.7.2 Overview of Methods for Model Reduction

Basically, three main classes of methods for model reduction can be identified [7],
namely

(a) methods based on singular value decomposition (SVD),
(b) Krylov based methods and
(c) iterative methods combining aspects of SVD and Krylov based methods.

Figure2.17 provides an overview about some important methods [8]. SVD based
methods are suited for linear systems and nonlinear systems of an order n < 500
(e.g. balanced truncation for linear systems, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
for nonlinear systems). Most of these methods have favourable properties like global
error bounds andpreservation of stability.Krylov basedmethods are numerically very
efficient as only matrix multiplications and no matrix factorization or inversion are
needed.Hence they are also suited for large-scale systems.Unfortunately, global error
bounds and preservation of stability cannot be guaranteed. Hence actual research is
focused on the development of conceptswhich combine elements of SVDandKrylov
based methods.
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Fig. 2.17 Overview of methods for model reduction [8]

2.3.7.3 Identification Based Approach for Model Reduction

All of the approaches discussed in the previous section have in common that they
aim to approximate the state vector x with respect to a performance criterion, e.g.
minimize the deviation between original system and reduced system for a given test
input. As for the purpose of groundwater management and withdrawal optimization
inmany cases a black box input-output model is sufficient, there is no need to approx-
imate the whole state vector x. Furthermore, the dimension n of a reduced model
which approximates the whole state space vector x (which has usually a dimension of
10.000 or even>100.000) would be in most cases n > 100.With a dimension for the
given optimization problem the solution time would be unacceptably high (∼hours).
Last but not least the use of commercial software like FeFlow® in many cases pre-
vents the application of e.g. a Krylov based method as the model representation (e.g.
state space model) can not be exported by the software.

2.3.7.4 Basic Idea: Trajectory and Identification Based Approach

Hence a method is necessary which is only based on input and output data of the
simulation model and—for model validation—the corresponding measured values.
In control theory the experimental system identification is a standard method. In
order to identify a dynamical system, the dynamic response of a system to a test
signal (e.g. step-like change or sine signal as input) is analyzed. The result of system
identification is a model, represented by a ordinary differential equation resp. an
equivalent transfer function, where the parameters of the model are optimized so
that the model reproduces the measured values as good as possible.

The basic idea is sketched in Fig. 2.18. We assume the existence of a reference
scenario which means that the time dependent input parameters uref (t) of the FEM
groundwater model (especially groundwater exploitation QExpl and recharge QGWR)
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Fig. 2.18 Basic idea of the trajectory and identification based concept: Linear state space model
in combination with a pre-simulated reference scenario

are determined for the whole optimization horizon. In practical cases these reference
scenarios are mostly available or can be generated by plausible assumptions. Hence
the task consists in the derivation of a model which approximates the behavior of
the full FEM model in the case that the input parameters u differ from uref (t). This
model is gained by identification techniques: Test signals (e.g. steps) are added to
the reference input uref (t) (dimension p) and the corresponding deviations from the
reference output yref (t) (dimension q) are identified. Doing this separately for every
component of the input-/output vectors u and y, we finally merge the (p · q) single
input-single output SISOmodels to amulti input-multi outputMIMO model. For the
groundwatermodel, the input parameters are e.g. cumulated (e.g. spatially integrated)
exploitation of certain regions or cumulated exploitations of large well fields. The
output parameters of the groundwater model are the hydraulic head at representative
points (‘observation wells’).

In the project “Beijing Water” (see Sect. 6.2) 14 inputs and 13 output parameters
have been defined by the users: The inputs consist by 9 counties and 5 well fields, the
13 output parameters are 12 observation wells and the mean hydraulic head of the
whole area of the water supply system (see Fig. 2.19 for the definition of the inputs
and outputs).

As the slow stream groundwater flow can be interpreted as diffusion process
(cf. Eq. 2.115) only nearby located input and output parameters (e.g. regions/well
fields and the correspon-ding observation wells) have some correlation and a SISO
model with these input-/output combinations can be gained. Due to this physical
reason the number of relevant SISO models is relatively small and hence the result-
ing MIMO model of relatively low dimension (n < 50) which is appropriate for the
optimization problem. The proposed approach can be called trajectory and identi-
fication based model reduction. The main steps of this identification based concept
for model reduction are summarized as follows:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_6
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Fig. 2.19 Definition of the inputs and outputs of the reduced groundwater model in the project
“Beijing Water”

Step 1: Definition of the input variables (e.g. exploitation of several counties) and
output variables (e.g. hydraulic head of several observation wells) of the
reduced groundwater model.

Step 2: Definition of a reference scenario regarding input variables. Simulation of
the references scenario with the full FEM model, storage of the results of
the output variales (which is the reference trajectory).

Step 3: Step-like increase (or other variations) of the input variables and simulation
with the full FEMmodel (simulate the input variations separately). Storage
of the output variables of each simulation run.

Step 4: Identification of the parameters of a state space model with defined max.
number of states which describes the variation of the reference scenario.

Step 5: Evaluation of the performance of the reduced model. If the model perfor-
mance is unsatisfactory, step 4 has to be repeated with a different model
structure (e.g. greater number of states).

2.3.7.5 Description of the Algorithm

The steps of the algorithm of the trajectory and identification based model reduction
concept is discussed in detail in the sequel.

Step 1: Definition of input and output variables

The first step of trajectory and identification based model reduction consists in defin-
ing the inputs and outputs of an Input/Output model (I/O model). Comparing with
a FEM model representation which provides a nearly exact solution of the PDE in
the whole space by using numerical technique, I/O model representation is in many
cases sufficient for decision support, control and optimization. Therefore defining
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input and output parameters is the first important step of model order reduction.
The output of the system are in general the values which are of note (e.g. hydraulic
head of selected observation wells or mean hydraulic head of several counties). The
parameters which have an impact to the output variables and which can be varied are
defined as the input of the system in the sense of manipulated variables.

Step 2: Definition and simulation of the reference scenario

The resulting reduced model is assumed to be linear, hence the superposition princi-
ple is applicable. As a consequence, one key idea of the proposed model reduction
concept is the use of a ‘reference’ input and output data as information storage (cf.
Fig. 2.18). The reference input time series reflect e.g. a nominal or assumed exploita-
tion over the simulation or prediction horizon. Figure2.20 shows an exemplary ref-
erence time series for one input (e.g. exploitation of one county). In the reference
input time series assumptions regarding climate behavior, industrial or agricultural
development can be considered.

By means of the full FEM model and the reference input time series the corre-
sponding reference output time series are generated and stored. These output data are
called “reference trajectory”. It suggests that the complex spatial distributed model
is ‘linearized’ about the reference trajectory. Mathematically this is not true as the
PDE of slow groundwater flow in general is linear, hence also the ODEs, which are
obtained by spatial discretization, are linear.

Fig. 2.20 Exemplary
reference input time series
for one input variable

Fig. 2.21 Exemplary
refernce input time series
(blue) and added step-like
function (red dashed line)
for one input variable
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Step 3: Step-like increase of the input variables and simulation with the full
FEM model

Now a stimulation function usti(t) is added to each of the reference input time series
uref(t) (e.g. step function). An exemplary resulting time series is shown in Fig. 2.21
(red dashed line). The magnitude of the stimulation function usti(t) has to be chosen
in a way that at least one of the output variables is modified significantly compared
to the reference scenario. All input variables are modified separately by a stimulation
function and accordingly simulated with the full FEM model. This means that for m
input variables m simulation runs with the full FEM model are necessary.

Step 4: Identification of the parameters of a state space model with defined
max. number of states which describes the variation of the reference scenario

The next step after defining I/O parameter and generating reference trajectory is to
find all the individual single input–single output (SISO) models. For the assumed m
input variables and p output variables (m · p) SISO models have to be determined.
Only the impact of the stimulation function is needed for the identification of the
SISO models. Therefore the output data for estimating the parameter is:

yid = ysti − yref (2.195)

Hence the necessary data for the identification of the SISO models are

ZN = [usti, yid ], usti = [usti1 , usti2 , usti3 , . . . , ustin ]T , yid = [yid1 , yid2 , yid3 , . . . , yidn ]T
(2.196)

This batch of data is the starting point of an iterative identification procedure which
aims searching the best SISO models iteratively for the given data set.

The multi input–single output (MISO) model, which is the summation of each
SISO model over all input parameters, has the following general representation:

A(q)y(t) =
nu∑

i=1

Bi(q)

Fi(q)
ui(t − nki) + C(q)

D(q)
e(t) (2.197)

where denotes the number of inputs.
Reducing the number of states in each SISO model is also reducing the size of

the MISO model. There are two alternatives for this purpose. One is applying the
SVD-based reduction method to the SISOmodels. The other is eliminating the SISO
model having small effect on output. Since the balanced truncation (BT) can provide
an efficient result and less computational cost compared to the optimal hankel norm
approximation (HNA), BT is applied to reduce the model.

Finally, all MISO models are combined to a multi input–multi output (MIMO)
model, as shown in Fig. 2.22. With this MIMO state space model, an approximation
of the full FEMmodel with less computational effort is available, which was the aim
of the model reduction.
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Fig. 2.22 Illustration of the model reduction scheme

Step 5: Evaluation of the performance of the reduced model

The performance of the reduced model has to be evaluated, e.g. by defining maximal
limits for allowed deviations between reduced model and full FEM model. If the
performance of the reduced model is unsatisfactory, step 4 has to be repeated with
a different model structure (e.g. greater number of states). Figure2.22 summarizes
the proposed trajectory and identification based model reduction scheme.
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Fig. 2.23 Left Reference trajectories at 12 observation points of the groundwater system for a time
horizon of 5 years (1825 days). Right deviations of the output variables with respect to the reference
scenario, when one input is changed by a step-like increase as stimulation function

2.3.7.6 Exemplary Result for Reference Trajectory and Impact
of Stimulation Function

In Fig. 2.23 (left), an exemplary time plot of the output variables (hydraulic head of 12
observation points) in a defined reference scenario are shown. The plot in Fig.2.23
(right) shows the deviations of the output variables with respect to the reference
scenario, when one input is changed by a step-like increase as stimulation function
over a time horizon of 5 years. Obviously only at some observation points a strong
impact of the stimulation function can be seen. At points 1, 4, 5 the amplitude of the
deviations is in the interval 0.2 and 1.5m, while the amplitude of the deviations at
point 2 and 11 is greater than 1m.). At all other points the deviations are smaller than
1 cm. The time plot of the deviations shows a negative exponential characteristics
with dead time (due to transport processes). An application of the proposed model
reduction concept is presented in Sect. 6.2 (project “Beijing Water”).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_6
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2.4 Coupling of Groundwater and Surface Water Models

Torsten Pfützenreuter

2.4.1 Interaction Types and Coupling Scheme Selection

According to the hydrologic cycle that describes storage and movement of water
above, on and below the earth’s surface the different water resources are continuously
interacting; this applies of course to groundwater and surface water. For both of
them a number of simulation models and simulator engines exist that are specialized
for their intended usage. Typically, ground water and surface water are simulated
with different engines, the interaction between them is neglected or emulated with
fixed or time-dependent flow rates. This may be sufficient for the multiplicity of
applications, but not for long-term simulations and optimizations. In this section two
different coupling schemes are described that are suitable for the most important
interaction types between ground water and surface water. Beforehand, the most
important information on this interaction will be resumed.

From the ground water’s point of view, the interaction with the surface water
depends of the altitude of the ground water table:

• If the altitude is higher than a stream of lake surface, ground water is transformed
into surface water (Fig. 2.24).

• A altitude lower than a stream of lake surface results in gains of ground water,
surface water is transformed into ground water (Fig. 2.25). Such loosing streams
or lakes can be separated from ground water table by unsaturated zones with

Fig. 2.24 Stream or lake
gaining water

Fig. 2.25 Stream or lake
loosing water
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Fig. 2.26 Stream or lake
with unsaturated zone to
ground water table

very different thicknesses (Fig. 2.26). See Sect. 2.3.1.1 for more information on
unsaturated zones.

• Wetlands typically have complex hydrological interactions with ground water.
They have periodically changingwater levels (seasonal or tidal changes) that influ-
ence the flow direction (from or to ground water).

The coupling scheme suitable for modeling the interaction can be determined
by observing the interaction’s flow direction: If the direction is expected to change
never in the simulation horizon, the simple sequential coupling scheme can be used.
If the flow direction changes, for instance seasonally or periodically, the time-step
coupling is the proper scheme. Both will be described in the next chapters.

2.4.2 Time-Step Coupling Scheme

Time-step coupling implements a tight connection between surface water and ground
water simulations. Typically, one simulator is the master for the coupled simulation
run, the other acts as the slave. The master prepares the input data for the slave,
controls its time step execution and collects the desired output data to create the
input data for the master’s model. This requires a time-consuming coordination of
both simulator systems, but achieves the most accurate results.

The decision on the right simulation master is mainly influenced by the simula-
tion software systems and the desired application software. For the Beijing project
described in Sect. 6.2 the numerical computing environmentMatlab is the basis for
the graphical user interface and the surface water simulation. Therefore, Matlab
was selected as simulation master.

During simulation, two different simulation modes can be used, the decision
depends on the selected time step length of both simulation models. The time steps
in turn are dependent on the system dynamics. Typically, the surface water model
works with smaller steps than the ground water model. This is the most common
situation since the groundwater processes are slowly compared to the surface water
dynamics.

If the time steps of both models are equal, the synchronous mode exchanging
information at every time step is the mode of choice (Fig. 2.27). In asynchronous
mode, the step size of the surface water simulation model is shorter than of the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_6
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Fig. 2.27 Synchronous
simulation mode

Fig. 2.28 Asynchronous
simulation mode

groundwater system. In this mode, the input data for the ground water simulator are
taken from the last valid time step of the surface water system and are constant for
the whole time step of the groundwater simulation (Fig. 2.28).

2.4.3 Sequential Coupling Scheme

The sequential coupling is the simpler method to establish a connection between
two simulation systems. In this case, surface water and groundwater simulations are
executed sequentially. Firstly, the simulator with no dependencies is executed. In
case of disconnected surface water and ground water systems as shown in Fig. 2.26
the sequence starts of course with the surface water simulation. For a sequential
coupling scheme also two modes exist:

• The one-step mode executes the whole simulation horizon with the independent
simulator (Fig. 2.29). Afterwards, the other simulation run is started. The second
simulator gets a time series of input data from the first simulation (e.g. seepage
time series for streams or lakes).
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Fig. 2.29 Sequential coupling: one-step simulation

Fig. 2.30 Sequential coupling: multi-step simulation

• The multi-step mode divides the simulation horizon into smaller pieces to get time
series back into the simulator running firstly (Fig. 2.30). This may be for instance
of interest if the altitude of the ground water table is used to control ground water
pumping stations that are simulated as part of the surface water model. It should
be clear that the information from the ground water simulation can only be used
in the subsequent time step of surface water simulation.

For the sequential coupling is it necessary to save the internal state (e.g. hydraulic
heads, pressures, flow rates) of both simulators between the subsequent runs since the
two simulators are working alternately. If this is not possible or desired, the time-step
coupling scheme must be used.



Chapter 3
Transportation

Thomas Rauschenbach, Thomas Westerhoff and Buren Scharaw

3.1 Models for Describing Courses of Rivers
and Reservoirs

Thomas Rauschenbach

The simulation of the behavior of rivers and reservoirs presuppose the analytical
description of them. For controlling it, it is sufficient to have knowledge of the
behavior at the gauges regarding flow and water level. Up to now, the design just
as the implementation of control concepts for influencing a reservoir or also for
controlling reservoirs cascades in a coordinated way have been carried out on the
basis of control-engineering models or black box models. However, these models
are not suited to describe the non-linear unsteady behavior with sufficient accuracy.
Models based on the Saint-Venant-equations, in which the course of the river is
partitioned into several model sections, can better fulfill the requirements for control
tasks [227]. However, due to the fact that many complex calculations are necessary to
solve the system of differential equations, these models are not able to guarantee the
simulation time required for online optimization [138, 177, 199, 218]. Furthermore,
they make it also difficult to model retention areas or also the backflow behavior in
the case of tributaries flowing into the river. Therefore, in this chapter a synthesis of
both model set-ups, the HDCEmodels (hydrodynamic-control-engineering models),
is being presented which fulfills the requirements with regard to accuracy and fast
simulation.
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It is common practice to provide models for control systems in the form of differ-
ence equations. In the following paragraphs, it will be shown how difference equation
set-ups have been derived from the Saint-Venant equations and how the parameters
of the set-ups have been determined.

Furthermore, partial models for different structures and hydrological quantities
of a river section or also of a reservoir are set up. These models can be easily put
together in a modular way to form the model of a river section.

3.1.1 General Model Set-Up of a River Section

The aim of the modeling of a river section for control tasks is to determine the time
series of the water level and the flow rate at those levels which are important for the
control. This, however, is only possible if all special features of the river which have
an effect on the time series are described in the model. Figures3.1 and 3.2 show a
possible course of a river containing the most important effects which are to be taken
into consideration for modeling. At first, some partial models must be available as
basic models by means of which the time series of the water level and the flow rate
can be determined at any point of the course of the river. Special attention has to
be paid to the unsteady behavior, for example in the case of rising high water. The
surface curve developing in a wedge-shaped way must be taken into consideration
for both water level and flow determination. Otherwise, no satisfying modeling will
be possible. Also, the water level is changing during damming up at the weir and
must therefore be taken into consideration in the models [10, 17, 35, 89].

Fig. 3.1 Effects to be taken into consideration for river sections
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Fig. 3.2 Water tables to be taken into consideration for river sections

In addition to thesemodels, a number of further partialmodels are necessary for an
overall description. One of them is the backwater model. At the mouths of tributaries
with a narrow point in the main stream, backwater will flow into the adjacent fields
when the water levels are rising, which essentially changes the behavior of the flow
and water level curves. Thus, this effect must not be neglected. The water level of
a river having reached a certain height, spills into branches or other retention areas
often occur. For this, a model must be set up by means of which the flow through
these areas can be determined. In this respect, it is necessary to be able to describe
the flow behavior within these retention areas. Here, two different kinds are to be
told apart: On the one hand, there are those branches which need to be taken into
consideration only in the case of high water. They often lead the water past power
stations, thus influencing the flow balance considerably. To guarantee an active flood
control, flooding regions, so-called polders, are installed alongside the course of the
river. For those models which shall describe the time series of the water level and
the flow rate well enough in the case of high water, the modeling of these regions
is absolutely necessary [14, 18]. They are not only flooded by the main stream
having reached a well-defined water level, but also creeks from the surrounding area
(intermediate area) contribute to their filling. Thus, the retention behavior can be
significantly influenced. Furthermore, the polders are often isolated from the main
stream by pumping stations and gates. They exert an influence on the water level
in the polder according to a fixed regime and, therefore, must also be taken into
consideration for modeling. In the following chapters, the derivation of these models
from the Saint-Vernant equations will be explained.

3.1.2 The Saint-Venant Equations and Their
Discretization for Time and Place

In order to obtain models which are as exact as possible, the unsteady flow in a
river is described by means of the one-dimensional Saint-Venant equations [39, 59].
Furthermore, the newly developed models in the form of difference equations are
based on the work of Zielke [153].
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The one-dimensional equations are:

∂q

∂x
+ ∂A

∂t
= 0 (3.1)

∂h

∂x
+ 1

g

(
∂v

∂t
+ v

∂v

∂x

)
+ IR − IS = 0 (3.2)

with

q: Flow
h: Water depth v: Velocity of flow
A: Cross-sectional area IR: Friction slope
x: Distance alongside the river axis IS : Bed slope
t: Time g: Acceleration due to gravity.

Using the relations

v = q

A
, dF = b × dh, h = A

b
(3.3)

with b = surface width of the conduit, the following equations will be obtained:

∂q

∂x
+ ∂h

∂t
= 0 (3.4)

∂h

∂x

(
1 − v2

g × h

)
+ 2v

g × h × b
× ∂q

∂x
+ 1

g × h × b
× ∂q

∂t
+ IR − IS = 0 (3.5)

The expansion of IR into a Taylor series according to the Manning formula yields
with

IR = a × q2 × h10/3 (3.6)

and

a = 1

(ks × b)2
(3.7)

the relation

IR = a1 + a2q′ − a3h′ + a4
(
q′)2 − a5q′h′ + a6

(
h′)2

− a7
(
q′)2 h′ + a8q′ (h′)2 − a9

(
h′)3 + · · · (3.8)

with ks being the coefficient of roughness.
Here, a1 = IR0 represents the value of the function at the point (q0, h0), and the

values ai (i ≥ 2) are the partial derivatives for q and h at this point. The variables q′
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and h′ are operating point-related quantities, i.e., the relations q′ = q − q0 and h′ =
h − h0 hold. For the partial derivatives of these quantities, the following relations
hold true:

∂q

∂x
= ∂q′

∂x
,

∂q

∂t
= ∂q′

∂t
(3.9)

∂h

∂x
= ∂h0

∂x
+ ∂h′

∂x
,
∂h

∂t
= ∂h′

∂t
(3.10)

After substituting (3.8) and (3.10) into (3.4) and (3.5), the relations

∂q′

∂x
+ b × ∂h′

∂t
= 0 (3.11)

and

∂h0

∂x

(
1 − v2

g × h

)
+ ∂h′

∂x

(
1 − v2

g × h

)
+ 2v

g × h × b
× ∂q′

∂x
+ 1

g × h × b
× ∂q′

∂t

+ a1 + a2q′ − a3h′ + a4
(
q′)2 − a5q′h′ + a6

(
h′)2

− a7
(
q′)2 h′ + a8q′ (h′)2 − a9

(
h′)3 + · · · − IS = 0 (3.12)

will result. At the point (q0, h0), all terms with q′ and h′ vanish. Thus, the following
relation holds:

∂h0

∂x

(
1 − v2

g × h

)
= IS − a1 (3.13)

If the point (q0, h0) is fixed such that q0 and h0 nearly assume the value zero, then—
from a physical point of view—v in (3.13) approaches zero, thus the water level slope
approaches more and more the bed slope, and the friction slope IR0 approaches zero.
Thus, the terms in (3.12)

∂h0

∂x
, IS, a1 (3.14)

cancel each other out, and q′ approaches q, h′ approaches h. Then, (3.11) and (3.12)
read:

∂q

∂x
+ b × ∂h

∂t
= 0 (3.15)

and

c1
∂h

∂x
+ c2

∂q

∂x
+ c3

∂q

∂t
= −a2q + a3h − a4q2 + a5qh − a6h2

+ a7q2h − a8qh2 + a9h3 + · · · . (3.16)
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The systems of equations (3.15) and (3.16) represent the basis for all further steps
made in the following.

In order to realize the setting up of the model by employing equations which
are as simple as possible but also sufficiently exact, (3.15) and (3.16) are now dis-
cretized. For this, the continuous quantities q(x, t) and h(x, t) are transformed into
discrete quantities in a mathematically exact way by applying the z-transformation
for space and time twice [137, 211]. Here, a method shall be presented which is
less complicated but equally efficient. The discretization for time, i.e. the transition
of all variables from continuous to discrete quantities involves that changes of the
variables within the sample time cannot be detected any more. As in the most cases
of application, the sample time lies in the range of minutes, the loss of information
is low in view of the slow speed of the processes.

The discretization for space, i.e. the transition from infinitely short path sections to
finite path sections—in this case the distance between the existing gauges—implies
that any differences in the coefficient of friction, in the profile can only be detected
on average. However, it is not possible to make any general a-priori statements about
whether this is admissible in andwhether this effects accuracy toomuch or not. Later,
admissibility has to be proved by means of simulation results [260].

For discretization, the following agreements are made: Let the argument for
the loci x be j ∈ (0, 1, 2, m − 1, m, m + 1). Let the argument for the time t be
i ∈ (0, 1, 2, k − 1, k, k + 1).
Thus, the following relations hold: q(x, t) ⇒ q[j, i]

h(x, t) ⇒ h[j, i].
For a well-defined locus j and a well-defined point in time i, it also holds:

h(x, t) ⇒ h[m, k]
q(x, t) ⇒ q[m, k]

∂h

∂t
⇒ h[m, k] − h[m, k − 1]

ΔT
∂q

∂t
⇒ q[m, k] − q[m, k − 1]

ΔT
∂h

∂x
⇒ h[m, k] − h[m − 1, k]

ΔL
∂q

∂x
⇒ q[m, k] − q[m − 1, k]

ΔL
(3.17)

Here, ΔT is the sample time and ΔL the length of the river between two gauges. On
the basis of these agreements, (3.15) and (3.16) change to:

q[m, k] − q[m − 1, k]
ΔL

+ b × h[m, k] − h[m, k − 1]
ΔT

= 0 (3.18)
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and

c1
h[m, k] − h[m − 1, k]

ΔL
+ c2

q[m, k] − q[m − 1, k]
ΔL

+ c3
h[m, k] − h[m, k − 1]

Δt
=− a2q[m, k] + a3h[m, k] − a4q2[m, k] + a5q[m, k]h[m, k]

− a6h2[m, k] + · · · . (3.19)

These equations constitute a system of non-linear difference equations of the 1st
order, which is solved by the transposition for the desired variables, with (3.18)
always being substituted into (3.19). The parameters of the system are determined
through the least squares method. The speed-dependent parameter c1 is treated as
a constant in the regression (least squares method). In how far this is admissible
must be decided on the basis of the results obtained regarding the hydrographs. The
parameters c2 and c3 do not have any influence on the results as the terms (forces
of inertia) connected with them do not emerge as essential from the regression in
several application cases. The criterion to be applied here is the standard deviation
[260, 261].

3.1.3 Difference Equation for the Flow Rate

On the basis of Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), which were derived from the Saint-Venant
equations, a model is developed which permits the prediction of flow q at any point of
the river. The basic idea of the model draft was adopted fromBecker and Sonsnowski
[24]. In this book, a linear parabolic differential equation is derived on the assumption
that the flow loop referring to a certain level is the addition of a steady flow and an
unsteady supplementary flow (cf. Fig. 3.3). In deriving this relation, Becker starts
out from the assumption that the flow at a specific point is composed of:

q = qsteady + qunsteady (3.20)

Fig. 3.3 Flow rate—water
level relation
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For the steady portion, the following relation holds true:

qsteady = k1h (3.21)

with h being the water depth and B the water-table width as well as the parameters
k1 and k2. The unsteady portion is described by the equation

qunsteady = −k2B
∂h

∂x
(3.22)

Thus, on the whole the following relations hold true:

q = k1h − k2B
∂h

∂x
(3.23)

or also Thus, on the whole the following relations hold true:

q = a∗
1h − a2

∂h

∂x
(3.24)

From (3.21), it can be seen that—for the steady case—the relation between the height
h and the flow q is regarded as linear, which can be assumed for flow ranges around
the working point.

The relation (3.24) can be directly derived from (3.15) and (3.16) and, thus, from
the Saint-Venant equations. As in the case of large rivers c2 and c3 take on very
small values (=10−4), the forces of inertia can be neglected, with (3.16) assuming
the following form:

c1
∂h

∂x
= −a2q + a3h − a4q2 + a5qh − a6h2

+ a7q2h − a8qh2 + a9h3 + · · · . (3.25)

By a selection of the essential terms of the right-hand member, the following relation
is obtained:

c1
∂h

∂x
= −a2q + a3h. (3.26)

After transposing, the relation

q = c∗
1h − c∗

2
∂h

∂x
. (3.27)

results. Equation (3.27) has the same structure as Eq. (3.24). By a partial differenti-
ation of (3.27) for t, the following form is obtained:
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∂q

∂t
= c∗

1
∂h

∂t
− c∗

2
∂2h

∂x∂t
. (3.28)

By using the known continuity relation (3.15),

∂h

∂t
= − 1

B

∂q

∂x
(3.29)

can be set in (3.28). Assuming that the water-table width B is constant, one gets the
following relation:

∂q

∂t
= −c∗

1

B

∂q

∂x
− c∗

2
∂2h

∂x∂t
. (3.30)

If the discretized terms, which were determined before, are substituted into (3.30),
the following expression results:

q(mout, k) − q(mout, k − 1) = c′
1[q(mout, k − 1) − q(min, k − 1)]

+ c′
2[h(mout, k) − h(min, k) − h(mout, k − 1) + h(min, k − 1)]

(3.31)

with

k: point in time
min: locus of inflow in river section
mout : locus of outflow from river section.

As q(min, k) can be composed of several tributaries which flow into at different points
along the river section andwhich present different travel times, the following relation
can be admitted, too:

q(min, k) = q(min1, k − k1) + q(min2, k − k2) + · · · . (3.32)

If (3.32) is substituted into (3.31) and transposed for q(mout, k), the following dif-
ference equation is obtained:

q(mout, k) = aq(mout, k − 1) + b1q(min1, k − k1) + b2q(min2, k − k2)

+ · · · + c[h(mout, k − 1) − h(min, k − 1) − h(mout, k − 2) + h(min, k − 2)].
(3.33)

Here, the h-values have been shifted by one time unit length. The term c × [] rep-
resents the unsteady flow portion. Further studies have shown that the other terms
contained in the equation of motion can be neglected [263]. The parameters a, bi and
c are estimated by means of the least squares method on the basis of original flow
data.
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3.1.4 Difference Equation for the Water Level

This model is based on the equation of motion by Saint-Venant

∂h

∂x
+ 1

g

(
∂v

∂t
+ v

∂v

∂x

)
+ IR − IS = 0. (3.34)

After transforming this basic equation, the following relation holds true:

∂h = IS∂x − IR∂x − v

g
∂v − 1

g

∂v

∂t
∂x. (3.35)

The discretization of time and place results in:

Δh = ISΔx − v2mean(k)

k2str
4/3
hy,mean

Δx

− vmean(k)

g
[v2(k) − v1(k)]

− 1

2Tg
[v2(k) − v2(k − 1) + v1(k) − v1(k − 1)]Δx. (3.36)

Here, the index 1 is always assigned to the higher profile (upstream), whereas the
index 2 is assigned to the lower profile. When calculating the speed v, the continuity
equation is taken into consideration via q = v × A. In this case, q is calculated on the
basis ofmodelswhich have been derived from the continuity equation. As a substitute
for IR, the Manning-Strickler formula is used in (3.36) [20, 35]. Equation (3.36) can
be simplified by using the piezometer level differenceΔhp instead of the water depth
difference Δh (cf. Fig. 3.4):

Fig. 3.4 Parameters for applying the equation according to Bresse [35]
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Δhp(k) = − v2mean(k)

k2str
4/3
hy,mean

Δx − vmean(k)

g
[v2(k) − v1(k)]

− 1

2Tg
[v1(k) − v1(k − 1) + v2(k) − v2(k − 1)]Δx. (3.37)

In [35], the formula for calculating the water level hydrographs according to Bresse
is given as follows:

Δhp(k) = − v2mean(k)

k2str
4/3
hy,mean

Δx − vmean(k)

g
[v2(k) − v1(k)] . (3.38)

Here, the term from the mass inertia, which is contained in the equation of motion,
is neglected towards (3.37). This simplification, however, is not adopted. Thus, the
following conditional equation for the level h1 of the river section results:

h1(k) = h2(k) + h02 − h01 − Δhp. (3.39)

The implicit form of this equation requires the application of iterative procedures for
determining the level. For this, the square difference of the level h1 is minimized in
two consecutive iteration steps:

h1(k) = argmin
{[

hi
1 − hi−1

1

]2}
. (3.40)

3.1.5 Description of the Flow in the Case of Spills

Already existing retention areas on rivers represent an effective, sustainable means
of flood protection. Depending on the profile of the river bank, the river spills into
those areas when the water reaches a defined level. This effect must always be taken
into account when modeling the time series of the flow rate. In the retention areas,
the flow behavior differs greatly from that in the profile of the conduit as the flow
and delay times are considerably longer due to the surface structure. For the splitting
of the flow in the spill areas, a number of characteristic lines are known from model
tests. These characteristic lines are approximated as polynomial function and filed in
the simulation model. They model the flow portion in the river after the spill sections
and the inflow into the retention areas. By means of the individual flow models for
these two regions, the corresponding hydrographs are simulated (cf. Fig. 3.5).
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Fig. 3.5 Splitting of the
flow in the case of spills

3.1.6 The Polder Model

Along the courses of rivers, polders can often be found which are activated in the
case of a flood. Their function is to lower the vertex flow of the flood wave and,
thus, the maximum water levels, which would minimize the damages due to flood in
this way [19]. Figure3.6 shows the structure of the general polder model used. The
polder model has two inputs. On the one hand, it is the inflow qriver coming from the
river itself, and on the other hand, the inflow coming from the space areas qspace area.
The inflow from the space areas originates mainly from streams in the surroundings
of the polder (cf. Fig. 3.1). With the amounts of water they carry, they contribute to
the filling of the retention area and cannot be neglected in many cases.

In essence, the polder model consists of an integrator by means of which the
water volume in the polder is determined on the basis of the inflows. Thus, the water
level hpolder can be determined via the V -h characteristic. This characteristic is often
available in tabular form. For the integrator, three inflows act as entry (this, however,
is not the case for parallel flows, which will be explained afterwards). The first inflow

Fig. 3.6 General polder model
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is qoverflow section, which corresponds to that portion which flows from the river into
the polder through the overflow sections. It is determined by means of the above-
described spill model. The second inflow which influences the water level in the
polder is brought about directly by the water coming from the space areas, qspace area.
The third inflow originates from the amount of water transported by the pump station
(including also the sluices) into or also out of the polder. The function of the pump
stations is to maintain a well-defined water level in the polder, depending on the flow
rate prevailing in the main stream. In the case of a flood, however, the pump stations
are not effective. They are of special importance for the pre-flooding of the polders
when the water levels are rising. This is necessary in order to prevent the breaking
of the dam. The model includes the water levels to be maintained as a function of
the flow in the form of a characteristic. This characteristic fixes the reference input
for a controller which sets the water level in the polder to the required values. Here,
the pump flow qpump serves as control variable, which can take both positive and
negative values. The three mentioned flows are decisive for the water level in the
polder. The sum of qoverflow section and qpump makes up the inflow qinflow polder which
originates from the river and, therefore, must be deducted from its flow. In this way,
the output of the polder model, qmain stream, is obtained which corresponds to the flow
remaining in the river bed. When modeling the polder, attention has to be attached to
a special effect: parallel flowing occurring after evening out the water levels between
the polder and the river. Bymeans of a switch-over logic, the inputs of the flowmodels
“Space area” and “Overflow” are switched from zero to qspace area and qoverflow section,
respectively, when parallel flowing is achieved. By applying these two flow models,
the run time and delay behavior in the case of parallel flowing is taken into account.
The parameters are determined on the basis of flood events where parallel flowing
occurs. Adding up the two model outputs yields qparallel flow. This flow is available
as output of the polder model and must be fed again into the river in accordance
with the local conditions. Furthermore, qparallel flow is deducted from the input of the
integrator as it equals a run-off out of the polder.

The switch-over logic evaluates the water levels in the polder and of the river, and
switches over to parallel flowing when the two levels have reached the same height.

3.1.7 The Headwater Level Model

The impounding head (height measured at the headwater level) as well as the stored
water volume as a measure for the storage effect are essential state quantities for
a reservoir. There is a non-linear relation between these two quantities, which is
available as volume characteristic for each storage region. The following relation
holds true:

V = f (hheadwater, qdam) (3.41)

The considerations regarding the setting up of a model shall be based on the behavior
of a storage reservoir in the case of an inflow qin, dam. Starting from an initial volume,
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an inflow into the reservoir brings about an increase in its volume. Then, the system
constitutes an integrator whose behavior can be characterized as follows:

ΔV(t) =
t∫

0

qin, dam(τ )dτ (3.42)

If a run-off occurs at the same time, only the difference between inflow qin, dam and
outflow qout, dam will entail a change in the water volume:

ΔV(t) =
t∫

0

[
qin, dam(τ ) − qout, dam(τ )

]
dτ (3.43)

A resulting change in the impounding head can be determined via the volume charac-
teristic, which can be found as a characteristic. For further considerations, however,
it is necessary to derive an analytical description. Therefore, the characteristic is
approximated in the form of a polynomial set-up. The following expression results:

V(h, q) = a0 + a1q + a2(h − h0) + a3q3 + a4q(h − h0) + a5(h − h0)
2 (3.44)

with

q: being the flow at the dam,
h: being the headwater level above reference point
h0: being the level of the conduit ground at the headwater level above reference

point.

The coefficients ai can be determined via direct regression from the interpolation
nodes of the characteristic of the barrage to be examined. In order to determine the
connection between the change of volume and the change of level, a Taylor series
of (3.44) in the working point (hWP, qWP) is carried out. As only the dependence of
the volume on the level shall be examined here, the run-off at the power station is
regarded as being constant:

V(h, qWP) = V(hWP, qWP) + ∂V(hWP, qWP)

∂h
(h − hWP)

+ 1

2

∂2V(hWP, qWP)

∂h2
(h − hWP)2 + · · · . (3.45)

A truncation after the linear portion and the use of the following relations

ΔV = V(h, qWP) − V(hWP, qWP)

Δh = h − hWP (3.46)
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yields the following relation between ΔV and Δh:

ΔV = ∂V(hWP, qWP)

∂h
Δh (3.47)

Attention has to be paid to the fact that this relation is only valid for small changes
towards the working point. Using the polynomial from (3.45) for the derivative in
(3.47) results in (3.48):

Vh(hWP, qWP) = ∂V(hWP, qWP)

∂h
= a2 + a4qWP + 2a5(hWP − h0). (3.48)

This term constitutes a measure for the change of volume in the case of an occur-
ring change of the headwater level. By applying the reciprocal of this relation, the
following correction term for the level results:

Δhheadwater = 1

Vh(hWP, qWP)
ΔV (3.49)

By adding this change of level to hWP, the impounding head is obtained as an
essential state quantity of the barrage. In this way, the model for calculating the
impounding head at the power station can be set up (cf. Fig. 3.7).

3.1.8 The Backwater Model

Backwater effects can occur on the mouths of rivers. These effects must be taken into
consideration when setting up a model as they bring about a significant change in the
time series of the flow rate. With increasing water level, an ever greater flow portion
is removed from the river. This portion flows into the backwater regions where it is

Fig. 3.7 General model for calculating the headwater level at a dam
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Fig. 3.8 Typical
h-V-characteristic for the
backwater model. The full
line represents the filling
phase and the dashed line
represents the run-off phase

stored before it later returns to the river. The analysis of the volume balance between
the inflow into the backwater regions and the run-off out of them yields a difference.
This deficit is due to the absorbability of the soil and also due to the fact that a certain
amount of water remains in natural retention areas such as ponds (cf. Fig. 3.8).

For describing the h-V -characteristic branch during the filling of the retention
areas, the following relation is used:

h = a
√

V + h0 (3.50)

with

h: being the water level (course of river) in the retention area,
V : being the volume flowing into the retention areas,
a: being the parameter (determined by means of the least squares method),
h0: water level at which the filling of the retention areas sets in.

From (3.50), the relation for the calculation of the volume is obtained as a function
of the water level of the river. It holds:

V =
(
1

a
(h − h0)

)2

. (3.51)

Furthermore, when a linear storage with time constant T is assumed, a change of
flow Δq can be determined from a change of volume ΔV as follows:

Δq = 1

T
ΔV . (3.52)

Using (3.51) and (3.52), the flowq into the backwater area or also out of it is calculated
at the time (k + 1), starting from time k. The following relation holds true:

q(k + 1) = q(k) + 1

T
(V(k + 1) − V(k)) . (3.53)
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Furthermore, the gradient of the flow is used as input quantity for the backwater
model. Thus, it is possible to simulate the hysteresis by switching from the filling
characteristic over to the run-off characteristic at the time of the gradient change. For
the run-off characteristic, the following description can be used:

h = a (V − ΔV)
1
n + h0. (3.54)

Here,ΔV represents the volume remaining in the backwater area and n is a parameter
determined by measured data. The term ΔV is situation-dependent and is calculated
at the time of the switch-over (change of gradient) during simulation. The calculation
starts out from the condition that the calculated levels of the filling characteristic and
of the run-off characteristic are equal at the time of the switch-over. Thus, (3.50) and
(3.54) can be equated. The following relation holds true:

a
√

V + h0 = a (V − ΔV)
1
n + h0. (3.55)

From this, ΔV results as follows:

ΔV = V − V
n
2 . (3.56)

Thus, for the calculation of the volume in the case of the run-off characteristic, the
following relation is obtained:

V =
(
1

a
(h − h0)

)n

+ ΔV . (3.57)

Thus, the flow can be calculated—by employing the volumes according to (3.51)
and (3.57)—for the backwater behavior according to (3.53) both during the filling
and the run-off phase.

3.2 Water Supply Systems

Thomas Westerhoff and Buren Scharaw

3.2.1 Introduction

Drinking water is the most important aliment for human being. The save supply of
millions of people with drinking water is a great challenge for engineers in water
supply. It needs to be 24h a day and 365days a year stable anwith good quality.Water
distribution systems are key elements of urban infrastructure and require a significant
investment. Aswater demand grows, these systems become larger andmore complex.
Therefore, in order to optimize their operation costs it is appropriate to analyze them
on a component basis. So the optimal control, the safe operating and the precise
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planning of such systems is very important to guarantee low operational costs, system
stability andgoodwater quality andquantity.To achieve that goalwithout interruption
of the running processes, engineers needs tools to model and simulate such complex
distribution networks with all their hydraulic components like pipes, pumps, valves,
tanks and others.With such hydraulic models predicted water demands engineers are
able to design new supply areas, calculate the dimensions of pipes and pumps that
are necessary to achieve the needed hydraulic grade. Also the handling of special
situations like fire flow and leak location can be done with hydraulic models an
special computational programs. In many countries water is a very valuable good
because it is very rare. minimizing the water losses through leakages and evaporation
is very important in such countries. Pumps need electric energy for operation that
commonly is produced by fossil fuels yet. So the minimization of pumping energy
by optimal pump scheduling can make a contribution to reduce the CO2 emission
to the atmosphere. Using different energy tariffs in pump schedule optimization can
also reduce the costs for pumping and increase the profit of the water supplier. This
additional profit can be used to reconstruct the network with new modern pipes or to
decrease the water fee for customers.

3.2.2 Hydraulics of Pressurizes Networks

The flow in closed pressurized water distribution networks (WDS) in principle can
also be simulated with the Saint-Venant-Equations. Since water supply networks
nearly unexceptional are build with circular cross-section pipes there are a lot of
simplifications possible that makes the simulation much faster and simpler. In the
past a lot of differentmethods to do thiswhere developed. Themost commonmethods
will be described in the following chapters.

3.2.2.1 The Reynolds Number

The flow of liquid through a pipe is resisted by viscous shear stresses within the
liquid and the turbulence that occurs along the internal walls of the pipe, created by
the roughness of the pipe material. This resistance is usually known as pipe friction
factor f and is measured is feet or meters head of the fluid, thus the term head loss
is also used to express the resistance to flow. The pipe friction factor depends on the
so called Reynolds number. Reynolds number Re can be defined for a number of
different situations where a fluid is in relative motion to a surface. These definitions
generally include the fluid properties of density and viscosity, plus a velocity and
a characteristic length or characteristic dimension. This dimension is a matter of
convention—for example a radius or diameter are equally valid for spheres or circles,
but one is chosen by convention. For flow in a pipe the internal diameter is generally
used today.

Re = ρvd

μ
= vd

ν
= Qd

νA
(3.58)
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with

v: mean fluid velocity [m/s]
d: hydraulic diameter of the pipe [m]
μ: dynamic viscosity of the fluid [Pa · s or N · s/m2 or kg/m · s]
ν: kinematic viscosity [ν = μ / ρ) [m2/s]
ρ: density of the fluid [kg/m]
Q: volumetric flow rate [m3/s]
A: pipe cross-sectional area [m2].

3.2.2.2 The Moody Diagram

The Moody chart is a graph in non-dimensional form that relates the pipe friction
factor f , Reynolds number Re and relative roughness ε for fully developed flow in a
circular pipe. It can be used for working out pressure drop or flow rate down in such a
pipe. The basic chart plots Darcy-Weisbach friction factor against Reynolds number
for a variety of relative roughnesses and flow regimes. The relative roughness being
the ratio of the mean height of roughness of the pipe to the pipe diameter. TheMoody
chart can be divided into three regimes of flow: laminar and turbulent and a transient
region.

For the laminar flow regime (Re < 2000), the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
was determined as a consequence of Poiseuilles Law simply as 64

Re . In this regime
roughness has no discernible effect (Figs. 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12).

Fig. 3.9 Moody diagram
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Fig. 3.10 Outline of the basic genetic algorithm

Fig. 3.11 Sample network for optimal pump scheduling

For the turbulent flow regime (Re > 4000), the relationship between the friction
factor and the Reynolds number is more complex and is governed by the Colebrook-
White equation which is implicit in f [88]:
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Fig. 3.12 Flowchart of SPEA

1√
2

= −2.0 log10

(
ε
d

3.7
+ 2.51

Re
√

f

)
(3.59)

with

ε: pipe roughness factor [m]
d: pipe inner diameter [m].

Alternatively the Swamee-Jain equation can be used to calculate the Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor directly for a full-flowing circular pipe. It is an approxi-
mation of the implicit Colebrook-White equation.

f = 0.25

log10
ε

3.7d + 5.74
Re0.9

(3.60)
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with

ε: pipe roughness factor [m]
d: pipe inner diameter [m].

In the transition region (2000 < Re < 4000) the calculation of the friction factor
can be done by a polynomial interpolation described by Dunlop [88].

f = (X1 + R(X2 + R(X3 + X4))) (3.61)

where

R = Re

2
000

X1 = 7Fa − Fb

X2 = 0.128 − 17Fa + 2.5Fb

X3 = −0.128 + 13Fa − 2Fb

X4 = R(0.032 − 3Fa + 0.5Fb

Fa = (Y3)
−2

Fb = Fa

(
2 − 0.00514215

Y2 · Y3

)

Y2 = ε

3.7d
+ 2.51

Re0.9

Y3 = −0.86859 ln

(
ε

3.7d
+ 2.51

1745.235

)

with

ε: pipe roughness factor [m]
d: pipe diameter [m].

3.2.2.3 The Darcy-Weisbach Equation

Many factors affect the head loss in pipes, the viscosity of the fluid being handled,
the size of the pipes, the roughness of the internal surface of the pipes, the changes
in elevations within the system and the length of travel of the fluid.

The resistance through various valves and fittingswill also contribute to the overall
head loss. A method to model the resistances for valves and fittings is described in
Sect. 3.2.3.1.

In a well designed system the resistance through valves and fittings will be of
minor significance to the overall head loss. Much research has been carried out over
many years and various equations to calculate head loss have been developed based
on experimental data.
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In fluid dynamics, the Darcy-Weisbach equation is a basic equation, which relates
the head loss due to friction along a given length of pipe to the average velocity of the
fluidflow.Weisbachfirst proposed this equationwenowknowas theDarcy-Weisbach
formula or Darcy-Weisbach equation. Head loss can be calculated with

hf = f
L

d
·
(

v2

2g

)
(3.62)

with

hf : head loss [m]
f : friction factor
L: length of pipe work [m]
d: hydraulic diameter of the pipe (for a pipe of circular section, this equals the

internal diameter of the pipe) [m]
v: velocity of fluid [m/s]
g: acceleration due to gravity [m/s2].

Given that the head loss hf expresses the pressure loss Δp as the height of a
column of fluid,

Δp = f
L

d
·
(

ρv2

2

)
(3.63)

with

Δp: pressure loss [m]
ρ: density of the fluid.

The friction factor f or flow coefficient λ is not a constant and depends on the
parameters of the pipe and the velocity of the fluid flow, but it is known to high
accuracy within certain flow regimes. It needs to be evaluated for given conditions
by the use of Moody chart describes in the previous section.

The Darcy-Weisbach equation is very often used in hydraulics simulation because
it works well for all the possible flow regimes laminar and turbulent.

3.2.3 Simulation of Meshed Drinking Water Networks

With the formulas in the previous section it is possible to calculate the headloss in
one single pipe, but in a real water supply network there are sometimes thousands of
pipes connected to each other. To solve the hydraulic formulas for such a system the
use of computers is essential because we have not a single equation but an equation
system. In a network with N pipes one have N equations with 2N unknown variables
(head at upstream and downstream node).
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In the past a lot of methods where developed to solve such equation systems.
One method to solve the flow continuity and headloss equations that characterize
the hydraulic state of the pipe network at a given point in time is called the hybrid
node-loop approach. Hamam and Brameller [142] call it the Hybrid Method. Other,
similar approaches have been described by Todini and Pilati [323] as the Gradient
Method and byOsiadacz [239] theNewton Loop-Node Method. All these approaches
are in common the same. The only difference between them is the way in which
link flows are updated after a new trial solution for nodal heads has been found.
Because Todinis approach is the simplest, it often is used in most of the hydraulic
computational programs today.

3.2.3.1 The Todini Pilati Method

The Todini Pilati method starts at nodes with fixed hydraulic grade like tanks, wells
or reservoirs. Assume we have a pipe network with N junction nodes and NF fixed
grade nodes like tanks or reservoirs. The flow-headloss relation in a pipe between
nodes i and j be given as:

Hi − Hj = hij = rQn
ij + mQ2

ij (3.64)

with

H: nodal head [m]
h: headloss [m]
r: resistance coefficient
Q: flow rate [m/s]
n: flow exponent
m: minor loss coefficient.

The value of the resistance coefficient will depend on which friction headloss
formula is being used (e.g. Darcy-Weisbach). For pumps, the headloss (negative of
the head gain) can be described by a power law of the form

hij = −ω2

(
h0 − r

(
Qij

ω

)n)
(3.65)

with

H0: shutoff head for the pump [m]
ω: relative speed setting
r, n: the pump curve coefficients.

The second set of equations that must be satisfied is flow continuity around all
the nodes: ∑

i

Qij − Di = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N . (3.66)
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with

Dip: flow demand at node i [m3/s].

Nowwe introduce the convention, that flow into a node is positive. At all the fixed
grade nodes the head is known and we seek a solution for all these headsHi and flows
Qij that satisfy Eqs. (3.64) and (3.66). The Gradient solution method begins with the
initial estimation of flows in each pipe. This may not satisfy flow continuity. At each
iteration of the method, new nodal heads are found by solving the matrix equation:

AH = F (3.67)

with

A: an (N × N) Jacobian matrix
H: an (N × 1) vector of unknown nodal heads
F: an (N × 1) vector of right hand side terms.

The diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix are:

Aij =
∑

j

pij (3.68)

while the non-zero, off-diagonal terms are:

Aij = −pij (3.69)

with

pij: inverse derivate of Headloss in link between i and j.

For pipes we can calculate,

pij = 1

nr|Qij|n−1 + 2m|Qij| (3.70)

while for pumps:

pij = 1

nω2r
(

Qij

ω

)n−1 (3.71)

Each right hand side term consists of the net flow imbalance at a node plus a flow
correction factor:

Fi =
(∑

j

Qij − Di

)
+

∑
j

yij +
∑

f

pif Hf (3.72)
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where the last term applies to any links connecting node i to a fixed grade node f
and the flow correction factor yij is:

yij = pij

(
r|Qij|n + m|Qij|2

)
sgn(Qij) (3.73)

for pipes and

yij = pijω
2
(

h0 − r
(Qij

ω

)n)
(3.74)

for pumps, with sgn(x) is 1 if x > 0 and –1 otherwise. Qij is always positive for
pumps. After new heads are computed by solving Eq. (3.67), new flows are found
from:

Qij = Qij − (yij − pij(Hi − Hj)) (3.75)

If the sum of absolute flow changes relative to the total flow in all links is larger than
some tolerance (e.g. 0.001), then Eqs. (3.67) and (3.75) are solved once again. The
flow update Eq. (3.75) always results in flow continuity around each node after the
first iteration.

The Todini-Pilati approach is robust but also has disadvantages. The time to solve
the whole equation system is rising exponentially with the number of the network
elements. So this could be a problem when using it in an Genetic Algorithm for
optimization purposes.

But there are also newer methods available where the calculation time not rises
exponential but linear with the number of network elements like the SAMG (Alge-
braic Multigrid Methods for Systems) developed at Fraunhofer SCAI [307].

3.2.4 Optimization Methods for Water Distribution Systems

3.2.4.1 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA) are a part of evolutionary computing, which is a rapidly
growing area of artificial intelligence. Genetic algorithms are inspired by Darwin
evolution theory. Simply, solution to a problem solved by Genetic Algorithms is
evolved. As described earlier, Genetic Algorithms can be used to solve problems
that are non-continuously. So they are ideal for the solution of hydraulic problems
because there is a non-continuity between laminar an turbulent flow regime. Also
the model is non-linear in the turbulent flow regime. Another advantage of Genetic
Algorithms is parallelism because each individuum can be solved in one separate
thread of a simulation program or in one of the processor cores or in amulti processor
environment. In the following chapter the basics of Genetic Algorithms and there
usage for optimization problems will be explained.
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Chromosome

All organisms consist of cells. In each cell there is the same set of chromosomes.
Chromosomes are strings of DNA and serves as a model for the organism. A chro-
mosome consist of genes, that are blocks of DNA. Each gene encodes a particular
protein. One can say, that each gene encodes a trait, for example color of eyes.
Possible settings for a trait (e.g. blue, brown) are called alleles. Each gene has its
own position in the chromosome. This position is called locus. The complete set
of genetic material (all chromosomes) is called genome. Particular set of genes in
genome is called genotype. The genotype is with later development after birth base
for the organism phenotype, its physical andmental characteristics, such as eye color,
intelligence etc.

Encoding of a Chromosome

The chromosome should in some way contain information about the solution which
it represents. The most used way of encoding is a binary string. This is for instance
convenient if one want to find an optimal solution for pump scheduling where each
pump can be switched on {1} and off {0}. The chromosome then could look like this:

Chromosome 1: 1101100100110110
Chromosome 2: 1101111000011110

Each chromosome has one binary string. Each bit in this string can represent some
binary characteristic of the solution. Or the whole string can represent a number.

Of course, there are many other ways of encoding. This depends mainly on the
solved problem. For example, one can encode directly integer or real numbers (see
network calibration), sometimes it is useful to encode some permutations and so on.

Reproduction

During the reproduction, first occurs recombination (or crossover). Genes from par-
ents form in some way the whole new chromosome. The new created offspring can
then be mutated. Mutation means, that the elements of DNA are a little bit changed.
This changes are mainly caused by errors in copying genes from parents. The fitness
of an organism is measured by success of the organism in its life.

Crossover

After one have decided what encoding will be used, one canmake a step to crossover.
The crossover selects genes from parent chromosomes and creates a new offspring.
The simplest way how to do this is to choose randomly some crossover point and
everything before this point copy from a first parent and then everything after a
crossover point copy from the second parent.

Crossover can then look like this (—is the crossover point):
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Chromosome 1 11011—00100110110
Chromosome 2 11011—11000011110
Offspring 1 11011—11000011110
Offspring 2 11011—00100110110

There are some other ways how to make crossover, for example one can choose
more crossover points. The crossover can be rather complicated and very depends
on the encoding of chromosome. A specific crossover made for a specific problem
can improve performance of the Genetic Algorithm.

Mutation

After a crossover is performed, mutation take place. This is to prevent falling all
solutions in population into a local optimum of solved problem. Mutation changes
randomly the new offspring. For binary encoding one can switch a few randomly
chosen bits from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1. Mutation can then be following:

Original offspring 1: 1101111000011110
Original offspring 2: 1101100100110110
Mutated offspring 1: 1100111000011110
Mutated offspring 2: 1101101100110110

The mutation depends on the encoding as well as the crossover. For example when
one is encoding permutations, mutation could be exchanging two genes.

Crossover and Mutation Probability

There are two basic parameters of Genetic Algorithms—crossover probability and
mutation probability.
Crossover probability says how often will be crossover performed. If there is no
crossover, offspring is exact copy of parents. If there is a crossover, offspring is
made from parts of parents’ chromosome. If crossover probability is 100%, then
all offspring is made by crossover. If it is 0%, whole new generation will be made
from exact copies of chromosomes from the old population. The crossover is made
in hope that new chromosomes will have good parts of old chromosomes and it may
be that the new chromosomes will be better. However it is good to leave some part
of population survive to next generation.
Mutation probability says how often parts of chromosome will be mutated. If there
is no mutation, offspring is taken after crossover (or copy) without any change in
the chromosome. If mutation is performed, a part of the chromosome is changed. If
mutation probability is 100%, whole chromosome is changed, if it is 0%, nothing in
the chromosome is changed. Mutation is made to prevent falling Genetic Algorithm
into local extreme, but it should not occur very often, because then the Genetic
Algorithms will in fact change to random search.
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Basic Flow of Genetic Algorithms

Algorithm is started with a set of solutions (represented by a set of chromosomes)
called population. Solutions from one population are taken and used to form a new
population. This is motivated by the hope, that the new population will be better
than the old one. Solutions which are selected to form new solutions (offspring) are
selected according to their fitness—the more suitable they are the more chances they
have to reproduce.

1. Start—Generate random population of n chromosomes (suitable solutions for
the problem)

2. Fitness—Evaluate the fitness f (x) of each chromosome x in the population
3. New population Create a new population by repeating following steps until the

new population is complete

3.1. Selection Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to
their fitness (the better fitness, the bigger chance to be selected)

3.2. Crossover With a crossover probability cross over the parents to form a new
offspring (children). If no crossover was performed, offspring is an exact
copy of parents.

3.3. Mutation With a mutation probability mutate new offspring at each locus
(position in chromosome).

3.4. Accepting Place new offspring in a new population

4. Replace Use new generated population for a further run of algorithm
5. Test If the end condition is satisfied, stop and return the best solution in current

population
6. Loop Go to step 2.

Other Parameters

There are also some other parameters of Genetic Algorithms. One also important
parameter is the size of the population.

Population size says how many chromosomes are in population (in one gener-
ation). If there are too few chromosomes, the Genetic Algorithm have only a few
possibilities to perform the crossover and so only a small part of search space is
explored. On the other hand, if there are too many chromosomes, the Genetic Algo-
rithm slows down. Research shows that after some limit (which depends mainly on
encoding and the problem) it is not useful to increase population size, because it does
not make solving the problem faster.

Selection

As one already know from the Genetic Algorithm outline, chromosomes are selected
from the population to be parents to crossover. The problem is how to select these
chromosomes. According to Darwins evolution theory the best ones should survive
and create new offspring. There are many methods how to select the best chromo-
somes, for example roulette wheel selection, Boltzman selection, tournament selec-
tion, rank selection, steady state selection and some others.
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Roulette Wheel Selection The Parents are selected according to their fitness. The
better the chromosomes are, the more chances to be selected they have. Imagine
a roulette wheel where are placed all chromosomes in the population, every has
its place big accordingly to its fitness function. Then a marble is thrown there and
selects the chromosome. Chromosome with bigger fitness will be selected more
times.
This can be simulated by following algorithm.

1. Sum Calculate sum of all chromosome fitnesses in population—
∑

S.
2. Select Generate random number from interval (0,S)—r.
3. Loop Go through the population and sum fitnesses from 0—

∑
S. When the∑

S is greater then r, stop and return the chromosome where you are.

The first step is performed only once for each population.

Rank Selection The previous selection will have problems when the fitnesses
differs very much. For example, if the best chromosome fitness is 90% of all
the roulette wheel then the other chromosomes will have very few chances to be
selected. Rank selection first ranks the population and then every chromosome
receives fitness from this ranking. The worst will have fitness 1, second worst
2 etc. and the best will have fitness N (number of chromosomes in population).
After this all the chromosomes have a chance to be selected. But this method can
lead to slower convergence, because the best chromosomes do not differ so much
from other ones.

Steady-State Selection This is not particular method of selecting parents. Main
idea of this selection is that big part of chromosomes should survive to next
generation. The Genetic Algorithm then works in a following way. In every gen-
eration are selected a few (good—with high fitness) chromosomes for creating a
new offspring. Then some (bad - with low fitness) chromosomes are removed and
the new offspring is placed in their place. The rest of population survives to new
generation.

Elitism When creating new population by crossover and mutation, we have a big
chance, thatwewill loose the best chromosome. Elitism is the name of themethod,
which first copies the best chromosome (or a few of best chromosomes) to the new
population. The rest is done in classical way. Elitism can very rapidly increase
performance of Genetic Algorithms, because it prevents losing the best found
solution.

Recommendations for Parameters of Genetic Algorithms

This should give you some basic recommendations if you have decided to implement
your Genetic Algorithm. These recommendations are very general. Probably you
will want to experiment with your own Genetic Algorithm for specific problem,
because today there is no general theory which would describe parameters of Genetic
Algorithms for any problem.

Recommendations are often results of some empiric studies of Genetic Algo-
rithms, which were often performed only on binary encoding.
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Crossover rate Crossover rate generally should be high, about 80–95% . (However
some results show that for some problems crossover rate about 60% is the best.)

Mutation rate On the other side, mutation rate should be very low. Best rates
reported are about 0.5–1%.

Population size It may be surprising, that very big population size usually does
not improve performance of Genetic Algorithms (in meaning of speed of finding
solution). Good population size is about 20–30, however sometimes sizes 50–100
are reported as best. Some research also shows, that best population size depends
on encoding, on size of encoded string. It means, if you have chromosome with
32 bits, the population should be say 32, but surely two times more than the best
population size for chromosome with 16 bits.

Selection Basic roulette wheel selection can be used, but sometimes rank selection
can be better. Check paragraph about selection for advantages and disadvantages.
There are also some more sophisticated method, which changes parameters of
selection during run of Genetic Algorithms. Basically they behaves like simulated
annealing. But surely elitism should be used (if you do not use other method for
saving the best found solution). You can also try steady state selection.

Crossover and mutation type Operators depend on encoding and on the problem.
Check chapter about operators for some suggestions. You can also check other
sites.

3.2.4.2 Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs)

Often there is not only one objective that has to be minimized using Genetic Algo-
rithms. Multiple, often conflicting objectives arise naturally in most real-world opti-
mization scenarios. As Evolutionary Algorithms possess several characteristics that
are desirable for this type of problem, this class of search strategies has been used
for multiobjective optimization for more than two decades. Meanwhile evolutionary
multiobjective optimization has become established as a separate subdiscipline com-
bining the fields of evolutionary computation and classical multiple criteria decision
making. In normal Genetic Algorithms we take a population of genomes (individ-
uals) randomly scattered across state space and evaluate the fitness of the results.
The best are then retained (selection) and a new population created (reproduction),
incorporatingmutation and crossover operations to gain a different set of possibilities
(variation). Over many generations the population will search state space and hope-
fully converge on the best solution, the global optimum. In multiobjective Genetic
Algorithms we do much the same, except that in this case we are trying to optimise
not for one fitness parameter but against a collection of them. To achieve this we
must generate an understanding of the overall fitness of the set of objectives, so
that we can compare solutions and there are many ways of doing this. In traditional
multiobjective optimisation it is usual to simply aggregate together (add in some
way) all the various objectives to form a single (scalar) fitness function, which can
then be treated by classical techniques such as simple Genetic Algorithms, multiple
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objective linear programming (MOLP), multiple attribute utility theory (MAUT),
random search, simulated annealing etc.

One of that multiobjective optimization problems is the problem of optimal pump
scheduling in water supply networks that will be described later in this chapter.
In the past some derivations of the standard Genetic Algorithm for multiobjective
optimizations where developed such as

1. Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [369],
2. Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [296],
3. Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 2 (NSGA2)[71],
4. Controlled Elitist Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (CNSGA) [73],
5. Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA)[154],
6. Multiple Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [106].

Detailed information about each of these MOEAs can be found in referenced papers.
However, it is important to remark the most important aspects of these algorithms.
MOEAs produce a set of solutions, instead of a single one. In fact, in general, there
is no single optimal solution in a multiobjective optimisation problem with contra-
dicting objectives. In this case, the multi-objective search space is partially ordered
in the sense that two arbitrary solutions are related to each other in two possible
ways: either one dominates the other or neither dominates (they are non-dominated
or non-comparable). Hence, the goal is to find a set of solutions (decision vectors)
called the Pareto Optimal Set and its corresponding Pareto Optimal Front (objective
vectors). Solutions in the Pareto Optimal Set are the ones that cannot be improved
in any objective without causing degradation in at least one of the other objectives.
MOEAs work simultaneously with a set of solutions (known as evolutionary pop-
ulation). Each algorithm processes its population differently, using random based
genetic operators (as selection, mutation and crossover). Thus, it is expected that
this set of solutions, improves from one iteration (generation) to the next one. In this
way, the best possible approximation to the Pareto Optimal Set for a particular run is
obtained from the final set of solutions (by the last iteration). SPEA, however, works
with two populations, storing in the second one most of the best solutions found
during calculations. Therefore, this second population is the one with the calculated
Pareto Optimal Set at the end of the computation.

3.2.5 Network Model Calibration

Even though the required data have been collected and entered into a hydraulic
simulation software, the modeler can not assume that the model is an accurate repre-
sentation of the real system.A hydraulic simulation software simply solves themodel
equations using the supplied data. The quality of the data will dictate the quality of
the model results. So the accuracy of the hydraulic model depends on the model
calibration. A calibration have to be always be performed before a model is used for
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decision-making. A well calibrated model is a prerequisite for a good simulation and
optimization of the real system.

Calibration is the process of comparing the model results to field measured data
and, if necessary, adjusting some model parameters until the model-predicted data
reasonablymatches themeasured system data. The process of calibration can include
the following changes:

1. Changing system demands,
2. Changing roughness factors of pipes,
3. Changing pump operating characteristics,
4. Changing other parameters that may affect the model results.

The parameter estimation is defined by the determination of system model para-
meters that will produce a minimum deviation between simulated and observed
values when the simulation models are carried out under time varying conditions.
Once that model parameters are accurately estimated, desired simulation results may
be achieved. Mathematically, parameter estimation problem has been formulated
by regression statistical theory. The general relation between observed and true
values is:

y = f (β) + ε (3.76)

with

y: observed values
f (β): model estimate of y
β: model parameter vector
ε: random measurement error vector

The maximization of likelihood provides an argument known as common least-
squares (LS) problem:

max L(β) = min
1

2
(y − f (β))T C−1

d (y − f (β)) (3.77)

The parameter estimation problem is to determine the optimal values of roughness
and emitter coefficients from a limited number of field observations (measurements)
so that a certain criterion is optimized. If LS approach is used to represent the devi-
ation between observed and simulated values, it is possible to express the objective
function by:

min FO =
N∑

i=1

[
ΔPi∑N

i=1 P′
i

N

]2

+
M∑

j=1

[
ΔQi∑M

j=1 Q′
i

M

]2

(3.78)

with

P′
i: a set of pressure values

Q′
j: a set of flow values

ΔPi: the difference of pressure between simulated and observed data
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ΔQj: the difference of flow between simulated and observed data
N : number of monitored nodes
M: number of monitored pipes.

Data Requirements From the formula above we can start a discussion about data
requirements and the reasons for discrepancies betweenmodeled behavior and actual
field measurements of a water distribution system. Variations can stem from the
cumulative effects of errors, approximations and simplifications in theway the system
is modeled; site-specific reasons such as outdated system maps and causes that are
more difficult to quantify such as the inherent variability of water consumption.

In making comparisons between model results and field observations, the user
must ensure that the field data are correct and useful.

Comparisons Based on Head When comparisons are made between field measure-
ments and model results, there is no mathematical reason to use pressures instead of
hydraulic grades. But pressure is just a converted representation of the height of the
HGT (Hydraulic Grade Line) relative to the ground elevation. They are essentially
equivalent for comparison purposes but for calibration purposes, there are several
arguments for working with hydraulic grades rather than pressures:

1. Hydraulic grades provide the modeler with a sense of the accuracy and reliability
of the data. If computed and measured hydraulic grade values are drastically
different fromone another, it should immediately alert themodeler that a particular
value is wrong. Maybe an elevation was entered incorrectly.

2. Hydraulic grades give an indication of the direction of flow insight.
3. Hydraulic grades makes it easier to work with pressure measurements not taken

exactly at node locations within the model. It is the elevation of the pressure gage,
not the node, that is used to convert measured pressure into HGT.

Accordingly, the first step the modeler should complete upon collection of field
data is to convert pressure and tank level data into the hydraulic grades. Comparisons
should always be made between observed and modeled HGTs. There are some basic
rules how to do field observations:

1. Head data for model calibration should generally be collected at a significant
distance from known boundary heads (tanks, wells, reservoirs).Wrong roughness
coefficients and demands affect the slope of the hydraulic grade line. If data are
collected near the boundary nodes, the differences between the model and the
field data may appear to be small because of the short distance.

2. There should be at least one flow measurement in each pressure zone and the
number of flow measures should be proportional to the size of the pressure zone.

3. For point readings (single location at a specific time), samples should be collected
at locations where the parameter being measured is steady so that the sample
measurement is representative of the location over a long time period.

4. To get the most out of continuous monitoring (collecting data at a single location
over time), the data should be collected from locations where the parameter being
measured is dynamic.
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5. In situations where a point reading must be made at a dynamic location, it is
critical to carefully note the time and boundary conditions corresponding to the
data point.

6. More tests will increase the confidence.

Roughness Values A great deal of research has been done in the area of estimating
pipe roughness values.Meanwhile there are extensive tables available that document-
ing pipe C-factors for a wide variety of pipe materials, sizes and ages. The increase
in pipe roughness as a function of water quality was also evaluated. The research
determined that two pipes of the same size, material and age can have different effec-
tive diameters and roughnesses based on the quality of the water flowing through the
pipe in the past.

Despite all of these variables, pressure data collected in the field can be used to
select appropriate roughness values for the pipes. However, in calibrating a model,
it is important to consider the potential for compensating errors; that is, fixing one
inaccuracy by introducing another one into the network.When calibrating, the adjust-
ments made to the variables should be appropriate for a range of operating conditions
and not just the individual case being considered.

The water distribution modeling equations are based on the simplifying assump-
tion that water is withdrawn at a network node. A source of error is related to how
the demands change over time. Accurate measures of the demand pattern are nec-
essary. It is conceivable that a model could incorporate all of the locations where
water is withdrawn from the system by placing junction nodes. This approach, how-
ever, would significantly increase the number of pipes required in the model, thereby
increasing its complexity. Grouping water usage at the junction nodes instead of at
the actual locations where water is withdrawn from the system produces relatively
minor differences between computer-predicted and actual field performance if the
actual location of the customer demand is in close proximity to the assigned node.
Incorrect demand will becomes problematic when demands from large customers
are missed or assigned to nodes in the wrong pressure zones. In most cases, however,
errors in allocating demands to exactly the right node are insignificant, especially
when fire flows used in design are significantly greater than normal demands.

When making comparisons between the model and field measurements, it is
important that the demands in the model correspond to the time that the field mea-
surements were taken. The modeler should be take care of the calibration values. He
should be skeptical of needing to assign unrealistic pipe roughness or unrealistically
high or low nodal demands to achieve calibration. If demand values that are signif-
icantly different from historical records are needed to calibrate the model, then a
logical explanation for this deviation should be provided. Maybe the swimming pool
was being filled on the day pressures were measured or a large water-using industry
was temporarily shut down during pressure testing.
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3.2.5.1 Calibration Approaches

Identifying and addressing large discrepancies between predicted and observed
behavior is critical in the calibration effort. This step, referred to as rough-tuning, is
necessary to bring predicted and observed system parameters into closer agreement
with one another. After that step efforts can be focused on fine-tuning. Fine-tuning
involves adjusting the pipe roughness values and nodal demand estimates and is the
final step in the calibration process.

The most important part of model calibration is making judgments regarding the
adjustments that must be made to the model to match it with the field results.

The following is a approach that could be used as a calibration guide.

1. Identify the intended use of the model,
2. Determine estimates of model parameters,
3. Collect calibration data,
4. Evaluate model results based on initial estimates of model parameters,
5. Perform a rough-tuning or macrocalibration analysis,
6. Perform a sensitivity analysis,
7. Perform a fine-tuning or microcalibration analysis.

Identifying the intended use of the model is the first and most important step
because it helps the designer establish the level of detail needed and the acceptable
tolerance for errors between field measurements and simulation results. After this,
the modeler can begin estimating model parameters and collecting calibration data.
The model can then be evaluated and large discrepancies can be addressed simply by
looking at the nature and location of differences between the model results and the
field data. Next, a sensitivity analysis can be conducted to judge how performance of
the calibration changes with respect to parameter adjustments. For example, if pipe
roughness values are globally adjusted by10%, themodelermaynotice that pressures
do not change much in the system, thus indicating that the system is insensitive to
roughness for that demandpattern.On the other hand, nodal demandsmaybe changed
by 10% for the same system, causing pressures and flows to change significantly.
In this case, time should be spent focusing on establishing good estimates of system
demands. If neither roughness coefficients nor demands have a significant impact on
system heads, then the velocity and therefore the headloss in the pipes may be too
low for the data to be useful for this purpose.

The final step in the calibration process, fine-tuning, can be time-consuming,
particularly if there are a large number of pipes or nodes that are candidates for
adjustment.

3.2.5.2 Automated Calibration Approaches

Traditionally, model calibrationwas amanual taskwhere themodeler makes changes
to pipe roughness values or demands on a trial-and-error approach to achieve con-
vergence between model and field values. But there are many potential combinations
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of calibration parameters, so that finding the best set of parameters is a time expen-
sive challenge to the modeler. Therefore, he can calibrate the system much more
efficiently and consistently by using a computer-based, numerical optimization tech-
nique (Genetic Algorithms) that is able to identify the near-optimal combination of
calibration parameters to achieve a match to the field data.

Often the computer based model calibration will be done with implicit models,
that consists of optimization-based models. The calibration problem is represented
as an optimization problem by introducing an objective function. The problem is
solved implicitly, usually by minimizing the objective function. Three commonly
used types of objective functions are

1. sum of squared errors,
2. sum of absolute errors,
3. maximum absolute error.

Errors are calculated as differences betweenmeasured and output variables computed
by the hydraulic model. Typically the head and flow errors are used, but also other
types of errors may be used too, such as tank level or head loss. Hydraulic models
linked to optimization methods are steady-state models (single- or multiple-loading
condition), extended-period simulation models, or unsteady (transient) models.

3.2.5.3 Optimization Problem Formulation

The model calibration with optimization methods search for a solution describing
the unknown calibration parameters that minimizes an objective function, while
simultaneously satisfying constraints that describe the feasible solution region. If
the vector of the unknown parameters is given as x (roughness, demand, control
status), the objective function may be given, derived from (3.78) as

min f (x) =
N∑

i=1

wi[y∗
i − yi(x)]2 (3.79)

with

f : objective function to be minimized
N : number of observations
wi: weighting factors
y∗

i : observation values (pressures, flows)
yi(x): model predicted values (pressures, flows).

As an example, the y vector of observations and predictions would consist of a
set of values such as ‘517m, 34 l/s, and 510m’ where those values would be the
measured head at a node, the flow in a pipe, and the head on the discharge side of a
pump. The x vector of unknowns could consist of values such as ‘0.15mm, 0.98mm,
5 m3/h, and open’ where those values are the C-factors at two pipes, the demand at
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a node, and the status of a pump. The values for x will vary by each iteration, but
the values for y are constant for a given run. Weightings can be applied to reduce the
influence of observations that are less accurate, to increase the influence of the other
observations.

In vector notation, the preceding objective function (from (3.77) becomes

min f (x) = [y∗ − y(x)]T W [y∗ − y(x)] (3.80)

with

y∗: vector of observations
yi(x): model predicted values
T : transpose operator
W : weighting operator.

The set of constraints associated with this problem are implicit hydraulic con-
straints, known initial conditions (device statuses and tank levels) and boundary
conditions (reservoir levels). By the use of Genetic Algorithms for solving the opti-
mization problem a standard hydraulics simulation can be used. This is easier than
explicitly incorporating the equations of conservation of mass and energy into the
optimization routine. The solution is passed back to the optimization routine, where
the algorithm computes the objective function, evaluates the constraints and if nec-
essary, updates the decision variables. New values of the decision variables are then
passed to the simulation routine and the process is repeated until an acceptable cal-
ibration is obtained. Fitness is determined by comparing how well the simulated
flows and pressures resulting from the candidate solution match the measured values
collected in the field. Several steady state simulations are run to simulate a variety of
demand conditions, including the operating conditions for minimum, maximum and
average demands. At each measurement point and for each steady-state run, the dif-
ferences between simulated and observed data (head and/or flow) are calculated and
the objective function (an overall error value for the network) is computed. Different
weightings between head and flowmeasurements can also be incorporated within the
objective function. In addition to eliminating most of the routine and tedious aspects
of the calibration process, Genetic Algorithms will generally achieve a better fit to
the available data if the user can select the correct set of variables to be included in
the solution and can establish the correct range of possible solutions.

3.2.5.4 Optimal Pump Scheduling

In conventional water supply systems, pumping of treated water represents the major
fraction of the total energy budget. Optimising the pump scheduling has proven to
be a practical and highly effective method to reduce operation costs without making
changes to the actual infrastructure of the whole system. According to the number
of variables and objectives considered, optimising a pump scheduling problem may
become very complex, especially in large supply systems.
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Typically, a pumping station consists of a set of some pumps of different capacity,
that are used to pump the water to the reservoirs. These pumps work in combination
with each other to pump the needed amount of water. While doing this, all hydraulic
and also all technical constraints (such as maximum level in the tank and pump
power) must be fulfilled. Thus, at a particular point in time, some pumps would be
working but others would not. In this context, scheduling the pumps operation means
choosing the best combination of pumps that will be working at each time interval of
a scheduling period. A pump schedule is the set of all pump combinations chosen for
every time interval of this scheduling horizon. An optimal pump schedule can then
be defined as a pump schedule that optimises particular objectives, while fulfilling
system constraints.

A lot of researchers have developed optimal control formulations to minimise
the operating costs associated with water supply pumping systems. During the first
studies, linear, non-linear, integer, dynamic, mixed and other kinds of programming
were used to optimise a single objective: the electric energy cost [213]. Later the
number of pump switches as an alternate way to evaluate the pumps maintenance
cost, which became the second objective considered until that date, was introduced.
In the past few years, techniques of Evolutionary Computation were introduced in
the study of the optimal pump scheduling problem. Genetic Algorithms has been
proven to be a powerful tool to solve optimal pump scheduling problems. Due to
great advances recently achieved in the field of evolutionary multi-objective opti-
misation, their undoubted usefulness and the complexity of the pump scheduling
problem, this work presents an analysis of an optimal pump-scheduling problem
as a multi-objective optimisation and its solution using MOEAs. Some different
algorithms can be implemented and combined with a heuristic method that handles
problem constraints. Traditional optimisation methods often combine all objectives
into a single figure of merit (combined cost). However, these MOEAs optimise e.g.
four objectives simultaneously without aggregation. These objectives will be electric
energy cost, pumps maintenance cost, peak power and level variation in a reservoir.

Multi Objective Optimal Pump Scheduling Problem

Lets have a look at a model of a simple water supply network. This model is
composed of:

1. an inexhaustible water source: the potable water reservoir or ground water
2. a potable water pumping station with e.g. four pumps used to pump water from

the source to an elevated reservoir
3. a main pipeline used to convey water from the pumping station to the elevated

reservoir
4. the elevated reservoir, which supplies water demand from a city.

The only data considered outside of the proposed model is the water demand of
the city. The pumping station is comprised of a set of n different constant velocity
centrifugal pumps working in parallel association. Pumping capacities are supposed
constant during every time interval. Therefore, for a time interval of 1h, each pump
combination was assigned a fixed discharge, fixed electric energy consumption and
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fixed power. Nonlinearities in the combination of the pumps are considered through
a table of pump combination characteristics. The reservoir stores water coming from
the pumping station and it satisfies the cities water demand by gravity. An important
aspect is the initial level, which has to be recovered by the end of the optimisation
period because a final level above the initial one represents extrawater in the reservoir
and there is no need to store extra water in the reservoir if it is not going to be
consumed by the community. This also implies a useless extra cost. A final level
below the initial one represents lack of water for the next day. This lack of water has
to be recovered the next day, affecting its schedule through a variation of the initial
parameters and extra cost. The goal is to keep a periodical schedule if conditions in
consecutive days do not change substantially. But is another issue that has to be kept
on eye. The initial water level in the reservoir should be the maximum allowable
level of that reservoir. So it would be possible to supply the community for some
hours in the case of pump station fault. This gives more security of supply.

A mass balance mathematical model can be chosen. This model is based on the
equilibriumbetween the amount ofwater that comes into the reservoir and the amount
of water that comes out of it. Since water demand is an input data for this problem,
it has to be obtained from reliable sources. The quality and applicability of an algo-
rithms solution depends on the reliability of the predictions of the water demand.
Data is obtained through a statistical study of the community’s water demand during
many years. Through these studies, an estimated water demand can be established,
according to certain parameters.

In order to use Evolutionary Algorithms, a binary alphabet was used to code the
optimal pump schedule. Each pump, at every time interval, is represented by a bit
in a vector. In this string, a zero represents a pump that is not working (off) in a
particular time interval, while a one represents a pump that is working (on).

Timestep 1h ... 24h
Pump Pump1 Pump2 Pump3 Pump4 ... Pump1 Pump2 Pump3 Pump4
Chromosome 1 0 1 1 ... 0 1 1 0
Pump status on off on on ... off on on off

An optimisation period of one day can be divided into 24 intervals of one hour
each. Pumps can be turned on or off only at the beginning of each time interval. Due
to problems constraints, a lot of possible solutions are not feasible. In fact, not all
solutions are expected to fulfil maximum andminimum level constraints. As a result,
the search space is reduced from possible solutions to feasible solutions only, but
the last quantity is still too big to be analysed with traditional methods. Under this
condition, Genetic Algorithms has to be chosen because of their ability to deal with
such huge search spaces efficiently.

As described before there are four objectives that have to be fulfilled in common
pump optimization problem:
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1. Reservoir level variation
2. Electrical energy cost
3. Pumps maintenance cost
4. Maximum power peak.

Reservoir Level Variation

There are three levels to be considered in the reservoir:

1. a minimum level that guaranties enough pressure in the pipeline.
2. a maximum level, which must not be exceeded in order to avoid pipeline losses.
3. an initial level that has to be recovered by the end of the optimisation period.

Maximum and minimum levels are considered as constraints. Hence, at the end of
each time interval, water level must end up in some position between the maximum
level hmax and the minimum level hmin. However, level variation between the begin-
ning and the end of the optimisation period Dh is stated as another objective to be
minimised, since small variations do not necessarily make a solution not acceptable,
as shown in Eq. (3.82).

Δh =
24∑

i=1

[D(pi) − di]
S

= f1 (3.81)

hi = hi−1 + [D(pi) − di]
S

(3.82)

hi ≤ hmax (3.83)

hi ≥ hmin (3.84)

with

S: reservoirs surface (constant)
D(pi): discharge at time i using pump combination pi

di: water demand at time i.

There are some other constraints as follows:

1. amount of water supplied by water source
2. pipeline pressure constraints
3. valves in the system are not considered
4. pumps characteristics (are includes in the hydraulic model)
5. water demand.

Electrical Energy Cost

Electric energy cost is the cost of all electric energy consumed by all pumps of the
pumping station, during the optimisation period. An important issue to be considered
when analysing electric energy cost is the charge structure used by the electric power
company. In most electricity supply systems, electric energy cost is not the same
throughout the whole day. Often there is a charge structure available that is devides
into day and night tarrifs like (example)
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1. High cost: (CH ): from 5:00 AM to 6:00 PM
2. Low cost: (CL): from 6:00 PM to 5:00 AM.

Electric energy costs can be substantially reduced if the optimal pump schedule
establishes the smallest possible number of pumps working during the high cost
period. Water already stored in the reservoir can be used during this period of time
in order to satisfy the water demand. A different charge structure can also be con-
sidered if needed. The mathematical expression of electric energy cost EC is given
by Eq. (3.85).

Ec = CL

5∑
i=1

c(pi) + CH

18∑
i=6

c(pi) + CL

24∑
i=18

c(pi) = f2 (3.85)

with

i: time interval
pi: pump combination at interval i
c(pi): electrical energy consumed by pump combination pi.

Pumps Maintenance Cost

Pumps’ maintenance cost can be as important as the electric energy cost or even
more relevant. The concept of the number of pump switches is introduced as a
way of measuring pumps maintenance cost. So, a pumps wear off can be measured
indirectly through the number of times it has been switched on. A pump switch is
considered only if the pump was not working in the preceding time interval and it
has been turned on. A pump that was already working in the preceding time interval
and continues to be in the same state or is switched off, does not constitute a pump
switch for the algorithm. The total number of pump switches Ns is computed as
sum of pump switches at each time interval. The number of pump switches between
the last time interval of the preceding optimisation period (day before) and the first
time interval of the day being analysed, will be also computed. Just half of that
quantity is added to the total number of pump switches, in order to consider possible
switches between two consecutive optimisation periods, supposing there is a certain
periodicity between consecutive pump schedules, as shown in Eq. (3.86).

Ns =
24∑

i=2

‖max{0, (pi − pi−1)}‖ + ‖max{0, (p1 − p24)}‖
2

= f3 (3.86)

Maximum Peak Power

Many electricity companies charge their big clients according to a reserved power.
This reserved power has a fixed charge, but an expensive additional charge will be
added when this power is exceeded. Therefore, reducing such power peaks becomes
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very important. The approach could be proposing a daily power peak Pmax as another
objective to be minimised. This is easily computed using Eq. (3.87)

Pmax = max[P(pi)] = f4 (3.87)

with

P(pi): Power of pump combination pi at time i.

The Optimization Problem

With each of the four objectives defined, themultiobjective pump scheduling problem
can be stated as follows

minf (x) = (f1(x), f2(x), f2(x), f2(x)) (3.88)

with

f1: Reservoir level variation Eq. (3.82)
f2: Electrical energy cost Eq. (3.85)
f3: Pump maintenance cost Eq. (3.86)
f4: Maximum peak power Eq. (3.87).

subject to:

hi = h(xi) ≤ hmax for each time interval
hi = h(xi) ≥ hmin for each time interval
hi Reservoir level at the end of time interval i.

Because the different objective values considered in this work, i.e., electricity cost
and number of pump switches, are not comparable, one have to normalise the distance
between two solutions si, sj with respect to objective fk as:

f nor
k = (fk(si) − fk(sj))

2

(f max
k − f min

k )2
(3.89)

with

f max
k : known maximum value of the objective

f min
k : known minimum value of the objective.

Given N pumps and T time intervals, the number of possible solutions is 2NT and
the maximum number of switches per pump is T/2. The maximum electrical cost
corresponds to a schedule where all pumps are operating during the whole simulation
period, while the minimum electrical cost is zero. For the total number of pump
switches, the maximum value when T = 24h and N = 4 pumps is 48, while the
minimum value is always zero.
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After the normalization Eq.(3.88) can be transformed to

minf (x) =
4∑

k=1

(f nor
k (x)) (3.90)

with

f nor
k (x) normalized objective.

In summary, this considers pumps’ characteristics in order to satisfy water demand
from a community, while fulfilling other constrains such as the maximum and min-
imum levels in the reservoir. At the same time, electric energy cost, pumps mainte-
nance cost, maximum power peak and level variation in the reservoir between the
beginning and the end of the optimisation period, are minimised. Baran and Luecken
[15] found out that Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) gives the best
result for optimial pump schedule. Overall performance in the analyzed metrics used
places SPEA as a better alternative for the optimal pump scheduling problem pre-
sented and the parameters considered in the test problem, while NSGA2 looks like a
good alternative. Moreover, SPEAs set of solutions provides pumping station engi-
neers with a larger number of optimal pump schedules to choose from. The engineers
criterion is to be used to select the appropriate solution.

3.3 Long Distance Water Supply

3.3.1 Introduction

With the city development, the distance of water conveying will be longer and longer.
Many large cities are located far away from their water resources so the transport of
a huge amount of water over long distances will become more and more important.
Sometimes the water needs to be transported over hundreds of kilometers, over
mountains and lowlands with large elevation differences. This work will be done by
Water Transportation systems (WTS). In opposition to Water Distribution Systems
(WDS) they are mostly not meshed and contains of one ore more pipes in parallel
with intermediate storage tanks, pumping stations and valves.

One of the largest pipeline projects worldwide is the Great Man Made River
Project (GMMRP) in Libya. The Guinness World Records 2008 book has acknowl-
edged this as the world’s largest irrigation project. It consists of more than 1,300
wells, most more than 500m deep and supplies 6,500,000m3 of freshwater per day
to the cities of Tripoli, Benghazi, Sirt and other cities in the north of Libya. The
GMMRP authority has been entrusted with the implementation and operation of this
worlds largest pre-stressed concrete pipe project which, since it’s conception in 1984
has grown to include almost 4,000km of mainly 4m diameter pre stressed concrete
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cylinder pipe (PCCP). These dimensions show how much important modeling, sim-
ulation and optimal planning for such a system is. Another large pipeline project
is the Shoaiba Water Transport System in Saudi-Arabia which is 344Km long and
transports drinking water from the Red Sea into the highlands of the country.

3.3.2 Types of Pipeline Systems and Problems

With the growing dimensions of long distance pipeline systems also the problemswill
grow. Also there are other types of problems to solve than in smaller supply networks
in cities. Often the pipeline has a complex landform with large elevation differences.
Thismeans that the hydraulic grade and the pressure in the lowest parts of the pipeline
system will be very large. In the GMMRP some pipelines has a elevation difference
of more than 150m.With today technology, fluids can be conveyed through pipelines
efficiently and safely.When the product pumped is oil or gas, the reliability of supply
and the potential risks for the environment are, however, major points of concern—
and if the medium pumped is water, aspects of hygiene also have to be considered.
From thepoint of viewof hydraulics, pumpingwater poses a larger challenge, because
it cannot be compressed like oil or gas. During start-up and shutdown, emergency
stopping or a change of flow rate, pipelines—which can be miles long—can be
affected by so-called transient flow conditions (a situation, between two periods of
steady flow conditions, where the volume of the product flowing through a pipeline
varies with time, i.e. is unsteady. Unsteady rates of flow always go hand in hand
with pressure variations). To keep the resultant pressure waves within controllable
limits, the system has to incorporate carefully-designed surge control equipment. In
principle there exist two types of pipeline systems open systems and closed systems.
In a so-called open system, the medium is pumped, section by section, from one
reservoir to the next with a long distance in-between. The long distances are bridged
by amultitude of reservoirs and pumping stations. So, in fact, the system consists of a
series of individual systems which are not directly linked to each other hydraulically.
The GMMRP in Libya is such a system. Furthermore, some parts of the system
are not fully filled means, that they can not be simulated with the common closed
network hydraulics model (e.g. Darcy-Weisbach). The system has to be dealth like
open channel systems and so theSaint-Venant-Equations has to be used for simulation
purposes. This makes the simulation more complex an needs extensive computation
power.

Closed systems are altogether different. The intermediate pumping stations along
the line form an integral part of the same pipeline. This type of system does not
require buffer tanks at the intermediate pumping stations (so-called booster pumping
stations) and it is therefore considerably cheaper to build than an open structure.
There is no need for treatment facilities to remove biological impurities from the
water, either and also no costs to be considered for maintenance and upkeep of the
facilities. The lower hydraulic pressure losses and the resultant energy savings can
also reduce total operating costs. One system of that category is the Shoaiba Pipeline
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system in Saudi-Arabia where the water, produced in water desalination plants on
the coast of the Red Sea, is pumped stepwise over some cascades into the middle
of the country where the large cities Jeddah, Makkah und Taif are located. In that
system the water is pumped with three stages over an elevation of more than 1744m.

3.3.3 Pipe Dimensioning

The daily volume rate of flow forms the basis for designing a long distance water
transport system. The following equation is used to calculate the possible nominal
diameters of the pipeline for a number of different flow velocities.

DN =
√
4Q

πv
(3.91)

with

DN : nominal diameter [m]
Q: Flow [m3/s]
v: velocity [m/s].

Often the pipe cross-sections of long distance pipelines are dimensioned such
that the velocity of the medium pumped will not exceed 2m/s. At this rate of flow,
the ratio that the hydraulic pressure losses bear to the initial investment costs of
pumping stations and pipeline is positive. In the GMMRP the daily flow rate is about
6,500,000m3/d and this gives 74m3/s with a velocity of 2m/s this will result in
a diameter of 6.8m. It often makes sense to divide the total volume rate of flow
between two parallel pipelines of a smaller cross-section. This is true in particular
for systems handling high day rates, in situations in which the reliability of supply is
paramount, or where the topography of the terrain complicates matters. The problem
of the selected pipes availability on the global market, in the huge quantities required,
also has to be addressed during the planning phase. And, trivial as it may seem,
transporting each section of a pipeline to the often difficult to reach construction
sites must also be arranged. Because of this the main pipelines of the GMMRP
consists of two parallel pipes with 4m diameter each.

Optimal Pipe Diameter by Head Sections

Especially on long pipelines with high elevation differences it makes sense to divide
the pipeline into sections of different pipe types depending on the static head in the
corresponding section. This gives the engineer the possibility to minimize the cost
of the project. Figure3.13 illustrates the pressure sections in a sample pipeline. If
a pipeline is divided in that way one will get the following sections. Often there is
a selection of defined diameters (available on the market) possible. This could be
the following 5 diameters in that example (DN2000, DN2500, DN3000, DN3500
and DN4000). With the roughness and the material of each type the headloss can
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Fig. 3.13 Pressure rating of a pipeline

Table 3.1 Constraint
condition for optimization

Working pressure (MPa) Section/sect. No

0.4 AB/L1

0.9 BC/L2

1.4 CD/L3

1.6 DE/L4

1.4 EF/L5

0.9 FG/L6

be calculated with a hydraulic simulation program. With dividing this pipeline into
six sections in Table3.1 one will have six constraint conditions of length for the
optimization problem.

Li =
5∑

j=1

x(i, j) (3.92)

with

Li: Length constraint of section i [m]
x(i, j): length of section i with pipe diameter j [m]
j: selectable pipe diameters.

The water head that can be utilized in this pipeline (head difference between the
upper and the lower reaches of the pipeline) is ΔH = 37m. For fully utilize the
head, the total headloss of the pipeline system equals to the utilize head
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5∑
j=1

x(i, j) ∗ l(i, j) = ΔH (3.93)

with

ΔH: total head loss [m]
x(i, j): length of section i with pipe diameter j [m]
l(x, j): head loss of section i with pipe diameter j [m].

The optimization problem will now give the following objective function

min M =
6∑

i=1

5∑
j=1

x(i, j)ṁ(i, j) (3.94)

with

ΔH: total head loss [m]
x(i, j): length of section i with pipe diameter j [m]
m(x, j): per km pipe length project cost of section iwith pipe diameter j [currency].

This gives a linear optimization problem which does not need the use of Genetic
Algorithms.

3.3.4 Transient Flows and Water Hammer

A one can imagine the amount (the mass) of water that move in a long thick pipeline
is very large. When a mass is moved with a specific velocity then it will have a large
kinetic energy that simply can be calculated with

E = mv2

2
(3.95)

with

E: kinetic energy [Nm]
m: mass of the fluid [kg]
v: velocity of the fluid [kg/m3].

A pipe with a diameter of 1m and al length of 1000m contains 998,000kg of water.
It this mass moves with 2m/s it will have a kinetic energy of 19.96 millon Nm.When
a valve closes immediately this energy will produce a very large change of head and
therefore the pipe can collapse. This example is only a simplification to show the
amount of energy that is stored in moving water. For planning a pipeline system it is
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more important to know how large a head change caused by flow change may be and
how the valve or pump switching times needs to be adjusted to reduce these head
changes.

In this chapter we want only calculate the amount of water hammer for dimen-
sioning and planning purposes. Further information can be found in [342].

For a simple approach to calculate the amount of water hammer or the pressure
change in the pipeline caused by a change in flow we want to have a look at a single
frictionless horizontal and elastic pipeline. First the momentum equation is applied
to a control volume at the wavefront following a disturbance caused by a downstream
valve action. The following equationwill express the pressure change in the upstream
section

Δp = −ρaΔv (3.96)

ΔH = −a

g
Δv (3.97)

with

Δp: change in pressure [Pa]
ρ: fluid density [kg/m3]
a: characteristic wave celerity [m/s]
Δv: change in fluids velocity [m/s]
ΔH: change in head [m].

As we can see with that equation a valve opening action causing a positive velocity
change will result in a negative pressure change. Conversely a closing valve will
produce a positive pressure change on the upstream section. For the downstream
section the equation changes to

Δp = ρaΔv

ΔH = a

g
Δv

The characteristicwave speed can be calculated by applying themass conversation
equation to the entire pipeline for L/a seconds and combining with Eq. (3.97)

a =
√√√√ Eν

ρ

1 + EνΔA
AΔp

(3.98)

with

ΔA: change in cross-sectional area of pipe [m2]
ρ: volumetric modulus of elasticity of the fluid [Pa]
a: characteristic wave celerity [m/s]
Δv: change in fluids velocity [m/s]
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ΔH: change in head [m].

For a complete rigid pipe the change in pipes area ΔA is zero and the Eq. (3.99) will
be reduced to

a =
√

Eν

ρ
(3.99)

The wave speed in a rigid pipe is about 1400m/s. If there is a change inΔA that is
for elastic pipes, this speed will be reduces. As a is roughly 100 times larger than g,
a 0.5m/s change in velocity can result in a 50m change in head. Because the change
of velocity of several m/s can occur when a pump switches or a valve is closed one
can see how large transients can occur in water systems. So it is very important to
select the valve opening/closing time as long as the resulting transient don’t exceeds
the maximum pressure limit of the pipe. In the GMMRP in Libya valve closing times
of about 45min are common.

3.3.5 Leak Detection

Often long pipeline systemswhere build through large uninhabited areas. In that areas
it is often difficult to check the condition of the pipeline frequently. But like water
distribution systems also long pipeline systems will not be untroubled by leakages.
While in small systems leak detection can be done by placing some sensors (pressure
logger, noise logger) within a very small area, in long WTS it will be too expensive
to place a sensor every some hindered meters. So another method needs to be used
to estimate the approximate position of the leakage.

In a commonWDS there are customer demands. That will be at a minimum in the
night hours between 2:00AM to 3:00AM. In that time the hydraulic of the network is
dominated by the outflow of leakages. The network can be divided in several District
Metered Area (DMA). Flow and head are measured in that area and in combination
with a hydraulic model the amount of leakages in that DMA can be calculated. A
Pipeline can also be treat as a simple DMA. The advantage of a pipeline is that it
has an inflow and an outflow that needs to be the same value if there is no leakage.
In the case of a leakage the leakage flow will be the difference between inflow and
outflow (flow balance).

Qleak = Qin − Qout −
∑
i=1

nQT (3.100)

with

Qin: Flow into the pipeline (e.g. from pump)
Qout : flow out of the end of the pipeline
QT : flow out of the pipeline from turnouts
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n: number of turnouts (pumps).

For leakage amount and allocation calculation flow and head measurements at the
beginning and the end of a pressurized pipe are necessary. The pipeline needs to be
completely filled. These measurements can be taken automatically from the SCADA
system (if available for this pipeline segment) or measured manually. Based on these
measured data and by the use of hydraulic equations the approximate location of
the leak is calculated with the method of Regula Falsi with interval nesting in the
followingway. The head loss is described by theDarcy-Weisbach equationEq. (3.62).
To determine the actual flow regime the Reynolds number is calculated with

Re = vD

η
(3.101)

with

η: kinematic viscosity of the fluid [m2/s]
v: fluid velocity [m/s]
D: pipeline diameter [m].

Where the velocity of the water can be calculated as follows

v = Q

A
= 4Q

πD2
(3.102)

with

D: pipeline diameter [m]
A: pipeline cross-section area [m2].

While the system is in the laminar flow regime the friction factor is calculated simple
by

f = 64

Re
(3.103)

and the head loss from Eq. (3.62) resolves to

hf = 64ηv

D22g
(3.104)

now the velocity will be replaced with Eq. (3.102)

hf = 64ηv

D22g
= 64η4Q

D22gπD2
= 128ηQ

πD4g
(3.105)

For turbulent flow the friction factor can be determined by the Colebrook-White
Eq. (3.59) By replacing f from Eq. (3.62) and the Reynolds number on gets the
following equation
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v = −2
√
2gDhf log

(
k

3.17D
+ 2.51η

D
√
2gDhf

)
(3.106)

The final equation is created by replacing the velocity v

0 = 4Q

πD
+ 2

√
2gDhf log

(
k

3.17D
+ 2.51η

D
√
2gDhf

)
(3.107)

This equation is solved for hf by a Regular Falsi method.When hf 1 andHf 2 are found
for the pipeline parts before and after the leak, the leak location can be determined:

hf 1 = h1 − h∗

x

hf 2 = h∗ − h1
L − x

x = h1 − h2 − Lhf 2

hf 1−hf 2

The leak allocation error depends on the water amount leaking, the errors in
pressure measurements and flow measurements and the error of the pipeline rough-
ness value. Lets have an example form GMMRP. The total flow at Benghazi is about
41,700m3/h with a pressure of 72.62m and themeasured inflow is 45,833m3/h with
a pressure of 96.40m. About 10% of the water is leaking (difference between inflow
and outflow of the pipeline. The errors of the pressure measurements are about 0.1%.
The errors of the flow measurements are about 1%. The leak allocation is calculated
to be at 69.5Km with a maximum error of approximately 5.3km. This location error
can be reduced significantly when the calculation is run between turnouts along
the pipeline (if exist), which are equipped with additional measurements. The leak
allocation accuracy in this example is 1 − (5.3/140 km) = 96.2%. The above leak
allocation method only works for pipeline segments without turnouts. There is also
the disadvantage that this method is very sensitive to measurement errors. Therefore
a slightly different approach can be used.

By analyzing the pressure profile the pipeline segment between two turnouts with
the leak has to be determined. For pipeline segments with turnouts leak allocation
is also possible if the flow at all turnouts is measured too. In this case a different
approach will be done to detect leak position. A fully hydraulic simulation will
be done with a virtual leak (as additional demand) at position x and the leakflow
calculated as described above. With several hydraulic calculations moving of x, the
position x with the least mean square error between calculation and measurements
will be found. This location with the least error will be the possible location of the
leak (Fig. 3.14).
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Fig. 3.14 Example of leak in pipeline with turnouts

From Eq. (3.100) the leak flow in this example will be calculated from the flow
balance as e.g.:

Qleak = Qin − Qout − Q1 − Q2 − Q3 − Q4 (3.108)

The algorithm now will search for the most probable allocation of the leak that
will show the smallest difference between the simulated pressures and the measured
pressures. Because the search space is very small there is no need to do this with
a Genetic Algorithm like in meshed networks. The pipeline will be splitted into
segments between the turnouts and leak allocation calculation for each segment. The
leak is assumed in each pipeline segment. The flow in and flow out of the segment
is calculated e.g. for the segment between P1 and P2:

QSin = Qin − Q1

QSout = Qout + Q2 + Q3 + Q4

and for segment between P2 and P3

QSin = Qin − Q1 − Q2

QSout = Qout + Q3 + Q4



Chapter 4
Water Use

Marco Jacobi

4.1 Overview

A water supply system is a composition of different elements which have to work
together. Generally, there is a source, a distribution system and a consumer for water
or any other resource. The water sources were explained in Chap.2 and the distribu-
tion system in Chap.3. This chapter shows different models and methods to examine
and forecast the water consumption and demand. The actual and future water demand
as well as the water consumption is essential for the planning and the operation of
water resource systems.

This chapter examines the water demand of the customers in a water supply
system. It presents techniques to model the general and regional distributed water
demand of different customer types.

As seen in Fig. 4.1, the water consumption is an important part of a water supply
system. From the cybernetic point of view, the water consumption is a kind of sink
for the resource water, when water reuse and waste water are not regarded in the
water system description.

The water system description contains the water sources with catchment areas
(Sect. 2.1) and groundwater (Sect. 2.3), the water transportation system (Chap.3)
including reservoirs for storage (Sect. 3.1) and the water consumption (this chapter).
In general, the water system is build for a reasonable and safe water supply for the
consumers. Therefore, the amount of water which is consumed now and in the future
is essential for planning and running the water supply system. To optimize such a
system as presented in Sect. 5.3, the water demand is needed.

The prediction of the future water demand for a region or customer is also required
to plan the future of the water supply systems. It is essential to know where and how
much water is needed in the future, to build water transport systems, reservoirs etc.
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Fig. 4.1 Overview

Various models for the forecast of the water consumption exist for different
consumer groups in the literature. There exist judging models which are based
on knowledge [205], time series models [205], bi- and multivariate models [19],
econometric demand models [19] and models based on component analysis [205].
This chapter introduces basic models and techniques to parametrize these models.
It concludes with an overview of different applied models for the three major water
consumer groups.

4.1.1 Forecasting

Definition 4.1 Forecasting is the identification/estimation of quantity and/or quality
parameters of systems for the time span t > t0 (future) and bases on models.

General methods for forecasting that are easy to use are:

• graphical extrapolation, which is similar to linear regression (Sect. 4.3.2),
• usage of the last measured value and
• extrapolation using the last two measured values, can be compared to AR-models
(Sect. 4.2.1.3).

They are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
This kind of forecasting can be used to get a draft overview of the current situation

and is suited to do a fast forecast for the next time steps. It bases on the experience
and knowledge of the user and is described in Sect. 4.2.3.
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Fig. 4.2 Graphical forecasting

4.1.2 Model Based Forecasting

When using a mathematical model for forecasting, it is important to observe the time
variant effects and/or the exogenous influences on the monitored variable. Such a
variable can be described as a time series (Sect. 4.2.1).

The model development bases on the search for rules and correlations between
the variable (here the water use) and the influencing variables (population, economic
growth, etc.) as well as on patterns or cycles in the variable itself. The variation
of the variable wd can be a compilation of time f (t), external variables wdext.(t),
auto-correlated wdARM(t), cyclic wdcycl.(t) and stochastic influences wdstoch.(t):

wd(t) = f (t) + wdext.(t) + wdARM(t) + wdcycl.(t) + wdstoch.(t) (4.1)

The general approach to create a model of a variable (water demand/water use
wd) can be described as following:

1. Description of the forecasting problem.
2. Raw analysis of the forecasting variable and possible influences.
3. Collection of historical data, based on the analysis of point 2.
4. Detailed analysis of the forecasting variable and the influences with correction

of measurement errors in the raw data and correlation tests etc.; usage of the
collected historical data.

5. Division of the gained data in data sets for model training and for validation.
6. Identification of the model structure.
7. Identification of the model parameters with the training data set.
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8. Model validation with the validation data set.
9. Forecasting with the gained model and
10. Improve the model, when new data is available.

4.1.3 Selection of the Forecast Method

When selecting a forecast method we need the correct balance between necessary
accuracy of the forecast and the costs (for data acquisition, computing complexity
etc.) [205]. An exact forecast reduces the wrong assignment of resources and per-
mits to transact investments purposefully. Areas or sectors, which threaten water
scarceness, can be identified with an exact forecast. Three basic principles for the
selection of the correct forecast method have to be regarded [205]: The accuracy of
the forecast should stand in relationship to the costs, which causes forecast errors.
The forecast of a needed component, which constitutes a relatively small part of the
total requirement, can be afflicted with high error, without increasing the gross error
considerably. And the most important water requirement sectors should receive most
attention.

Possible variables, which influence the water requirement, are e.g. total popula-
tion, gross domestic product, temperature, precipitation or for the irrigation water
requirement, water price, the kind of the cultivated cultures and managed surfaces.

4.2 Basic Models

Different approaches exist for forecasting. Two major concepts are the time series
based forecast and the component based calculation. A combination of these two
concepts can be useful for describing the water use and to forecast the future water
demand.

This section describes these approaches, several of their modifications and con-
cepts to handle nonlinearities.

4.2.1 Time Series

In general, a model describes the dependency of a variable (result or output) from
other variables (inputs). For time series, the primary independent input variable is
the time: wd(t).
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Fig. 4.3 Time based models

4.2.1.1 Basic Time Series Model

The basic time series model shows the dependency of the water demand wd, which is
the resulting variable, from the independent variable time t. This dependency can be:

• trend/polynomial: wd(t) = a0 + a1 t + a2 t2 + · · · ,
• exponential: wd(t) = b ea t with a and b as parameters,
• periodical: wd(t) = b sin(a t) + · · · , with a and b as constants,
• nonlinear: wd(t) = f (t), with f (t) as nonlinear function or
• stochastic: wdk = ∑n

i=1(aiwdk−i) + εk as AR process (Eq.4.4).

The different time based models are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. When using the water
demandwd(t) asflowvariable in thewater transportationmodel (Chap. 3) the variable
can be described with Qwd .

The time is the only influence on the water demand for this model type; there are
no dependencies on other factors such as population, water price etc. This model can
describe simple trends, but it cannot react on exogenous changes and is not suitable
for a direct prognosis of the future water demand. It is very useful for the prognosis of
other factors which have influences on the water demand such as population growths.

4.2.1.2 Bivariate and Multivariate Models

This type of forecasting models describe the linear dependency of the resulting
water demand value wd from one X1, for the bivariate model, or from more, for
the multivariate model, influencing values Xn, n ∈ N . The linear basic time series

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_3
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model is a bivariate model with the time as independent value. The mathematical
formulation for this model type is shown in Eq. (4.2).

wd(t) = a0 + a1X1(t) + a2X2(t) + · · ·
= a0 + ∑n

i=1 aiXi(t)
(4.2)

An example for a bivariate model is the water demand per capita; with wd for the
water demand per year, the population P and the water demand per capita b:

wd(t) = b(t) · P(t) (4.3)

The water demand and the population are time series.

4.2.1.3 Auto Regressive Models (AR-Models)

When the time series has a stochastic behavior it can be described as auto regressive
process. The Eq. (4.4) describes such a process; in detail a n order autoregressive
process AR(n). The value εk characterizes white noise and wd0 is the water demand
at the initial measurement k = 0.

wdk = wd0 +
n∑

i=1

aiwdk−i + εk (4.4)

An autoregressive process uses at every step k its previous values wdk−1, . . . ,

wdk−n to describe its behavior.

4.2.1.4 Auto Regressive Models with Exogenous Influences
(ARX-Models)

TheARX-process is generally the same such as an autoregressive process. Additional
influences xj affect the resulting value wdk . Equation (4.5) describes an AR(n)X
model which refers n time steps backwards.

wdk = wd0 +
n∑

i=1

aiwdk−i +
m∑

j=1

bjxj + εk (4.5)

4.2.2 Component Models

Component basedmodels consist of different components compiled together. Hotels,
for example, can calculate their water demand knowing how much guests they have.
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They also know how much water the guests need for showering and using the toilet;
for cleaning the room and so on. The specific water use, for example, for using the
toilet is one component of the guest water use. With all the specific components and
the information about the guest behaviors the hotel management can sum it up to the
whole water need of the hotel.

The same can be done for the water use in general. Therefore, the components
have to be identified, which is a lot of basic research. The components have to be
monitored because they can differ by the time. It is also difficult to examine all the
components for a model region with different customers, which can be for instance
industrial companies, farmers, households or the municipal administration.

If themodel area is small or there is only one customer type, the component model
can be very accurate for water demand modeling. Such a component model is the
irrigation model from the FAO.1 It will be presented in Sect. 4.4.1.1.

4.2.3 Knowledge Based Models

This type of models is based on the subjective knowledge of one expert or of a group
of experts. This kind of model is not suited for a detailed water demand forecast,
but the expert knowledge is essential for selecting the parameters of a time series
or component based model. The expert knowledge is also important for the formal
validation of a model.

A further way to use the expert knowledge can be to extend time series and
componentmodelswith extra causal dependencies. Therefore, the experts knowledge
can be used with an expert system which can be based for example on fuzzy logic.

4.2.4 Partitioned Models and Sub-models

For modeling huge regions with different water users it is very effective to subdivide
the model area in smaller regions and to use different models for different customer
groups.

The resulting water demand is calculated via superposition. This means all the
calculated results by the sub-models are summed up (Eq.4.6). All sub-models must
have the same time base, such as monthly, daily or yearly values.

wd(t) =
n∑

i=1

wdi(t) (4.6)

1Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
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4.2.4.1 Regions

When the model region is cut down in smaller regions differences in the structure
and specific regional behaviors in the water use can be modeled in detail and the
water demand projection can be more accurate.

The best way to divide the model region in smaller regions is to use the given
circumstances such as administrative regions, different data sets for the sub-regions
or different water consumers for the specific sub regions. Different customers can be
agriculture with irrigation, a city or village and an industrial complex. For example,
Fig. 4.4 shows a division of the model region Beijing in China. In this case, the
administrative districts were used because for each district data sets with the past
water use, population etc. were available.

4.2.4.2 Customer Groups

Different types of customers have a different water usage. This bases on the differ-
ent behavior of each group. Customers with the same water usage behavior can be
grouped together.

Fig. 4.4 Regional model areas (Example: Beijing, source: www.echinaexpat.com)

www.echinaexpat.com
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Fig. 4.5 Example for different water user groups

A different water usage has different reasons and requires different models. The
information or data available for any customer group can also differ.

Figure4.5 illustrates three customer groups: households, agriculture with farming
and livestock and the industrial sector. Each group has its own influences on the water
usage.

4.3 Parametrization

Toparametrize amodel, a set of data is necessary. Themodel quality and the predicted
water demand depend on the chosen model as well as on the quality and quantity of
the data, which is used for the training of the model.

To train the model usually historical data is used. It depends on the model type the
forecast horizon and time steps, which kind of historical data is required. The time
horizon can be short or long term; this has a direct impact on the forecast. Yearly data
for the last 50 years cannot be used for an hourly forecast for the next three weeks.
In this case, hourly measurements are needed. A daily data-set for one year can also
not be used for a prediction for the next years, the time horizon of the training data
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is to short. In summary, the selected model and the training data have to fit to the
demands of the prediction.

When the historic data for the training is collected, the data set needs to be divided
in two or more subsets for training and for validating the parametrized model.

The data which is collected usually has uncertainties because of measurement
errors or unknown influences. To describe this issue a normal distribution with mean
value and variance is assumed. The data sources can be measurements (e.g. from
water meters) or statistics (e.g. population from the static yearbook).

This section describes the analysis of the influences of the different data-sets (e.g.
water use, population, income, etc.) to each other using correlation tests. Linear
regression with the least mean square algorithm and trend analysis will be used to
calculate the model parameters using the historical data. And finally a method to
prove the model quality will be presented.

4.3.1 Correlation

Most of the models presented in this chapter are linear. They describe the linear
influence of the variables on the interesting variable. Here, the interesting variable
is the water use. To test the linear dependency of one variable vA to another vB the
correlation test is sufficient.

The correlation factor shows the linear dependency of these two variables

ρ(vA, vB) = cov(vA, vB)

var(vA)var(vB)
(4.7)

with ρ ∈ [−1;+1]. The value 1 describes a fully linear dependency of the two
variables,−1 the inverse and 0 no linear dependency, which are illustrated in Fig. 4.6.

Correlation factors and significance tests such as the t-test (Sect. 4.3.3) can be used
to determine the significant input values for the model. Figure4.7 shows different

Fig. 4.6 Linear correlation scatter plots of data sets. a Positive correlated. b Uncorrelated.
c Negative correlated
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Fig. 4.7 Possible determinants for domestic water demand

Table 4.1 Correlation coefficients for the possible determinants

T P GDP H Tmp Prec E W gdpc

T 1.000

P 0.934 1.000

GDP 0.991 0.928 1.000

H 0.993 0.947 0.996 1.000

Tmp 0.047 −0.199 0.079 0.002 1.000

Prec −0.546 −0.413 −0.489 −0.486 −0.243 1.000

E 0.406 0.548 0.501 0.499 −0.133 0.069 1.000

W 0.183 −0.016 0.078 0.676 0.332 −0.500 −0.777 1.000

gdpc −0.294 −0.537 −0.373 −0.384 0.382 −0.199 −0.899 0.824 1.000

influences on a water demand model. Such an analysis is done in [179], the results
with the significances are presented in the Table4.1.

The bold values in Table4.1 are the significant determinants. It shows that not all
possible determinants influence the resulting value, here the water demand, signifi-
cantly. The model also gains more robustness when the possible model parameters
are reduced.

4.3.2 Linear Regression and Trend

When the linear model is selected and the data set for parametrization the model is
prepared linear regression can be used to gain the model parameters. This algorithm
minimizes the least square error between the model and the training data set with the
quality function Q (4.8).

Q = ‖e‖2 =
n∑

k=1

e(k)2 (4.8)

ymodel(k) = a0 + a1u(k) + a2u2(k) + · · · + aiu
n(k) (4.9)
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Table 4.2 Population of Beijing

Year u(k) 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Population (106)
ydata(k)

12.59 12.4 12.46 12.57 13.64 13.83 14.23 – – –

Population (106)
ymodel(k)

12.32 12.62 12.93 13.23 13.54 13.84 14.15 14.45 14.76 15.06

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
12

12.5

13

13.5

14

14.5

15

15.5

time (year)

po
pu

la
tio

n 
(1
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6
)

Population in Beijing

measured
learn
validation
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Fig. 4.8 Plot of the data from Table4.2

When using a bivariate linear model (4.9) the resulting value ymodel(k) at measure-
ment k from n measurements, can be calculated and compared with the measured
value ydata(k), which gives themodeling error e (4.10). The variables ai with i ∈ [0; n]
are the model parameters and u(k) is the input variable.

e(k) = ydata(k) − ymodel(k) (4.10)

The calculated model can be also interpreted as trend in the data-set when the time
is the input value u.

The example in Table4.2 illustrates the examination of the model parameters
from the population time series from Beijing city. The model used for this example
is ymodel = a0 + a1u(k). The identified parameters are a0 = 12.315 and a1 = 0.305.
The data from the measurements and the results of the model are shown in Fig. 4.8.

4.3.3 Model Quality

To prove if the calculated model approximates the measured data correct, it has to be
validated. Therefore, different metrics exist. One of them is the sum of the quadratic
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residuals SR and another residual statistical dispersion sR. The SR is in the same way
calculated such as Q in (4.8). The calculations of SR and sR are shown in formula
(4.11) and (4.12).

SR =
n∑

k=1

(ydata(k) − ymodel(k))2 (4.11)

sR = 1

n − l − 1
SR (4.12)

with l as number of calculated parameters and n as number of measurements.

4.3.3.1 Modified T-Test

The modified t-test can be used to test the model parameters ai for their significance
and it utilizes the student’s t-distribution.

In general, significance tests are done like this: First, the hypothesis is made, here
the H0-hypothesis. This means, it is assumed that the interested parameter is zero
(ai = 0) or not significant. Then, with formula (4.13) the t-value is calculated and
finally compared with the tα,f -value from the distribution. The value α is the level of
significance and f the degree of freedom.

t = |ai,model − ai|√
var(ai,model)

(4.13)

If the degree of freedom f is bigger than 30, the student’s t-distribution can be
approximated by a standard normal distribution.

4.4 Applied Models

The former two sections presented different fundamental model structures and con-
cepts. They introduced a basic algorithm to identify linear model parameters and to
validate them.

This section shows models applied for the water demand analysis and forecasts
developed by different research and interest groups. In this section they are compiled
together, modified and applications of these models for different customer groups
are presented. All the previously discussed basic models are the foundation for these
specific models:

The International Model for Policy Analysis of Agricultural Commodities and
Trade (IMPACT-Water) was developed as framework to analyze the availability of
water on food supply, demand and prices. Rosegrant describes this model framework
in [275, 277].
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WaterGAP 2.1 (Water—a Global Assessment and Prognosis) is a global water
availability and use model and is described in [1, 72, 82–84]. It was developed to
be able to evaluate the sustainability of water resources. This model is subdivided
in a global hydrology model and in a global water use model. The model for the
water use consists of models for households, industry and agriculture. It has a global
approach and models the water demand of wide areas of the different continents.

The FAO-Model for irrigation is presented in [3], published by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. The authors describe a component
based method to calculate the irrigation water demand of an specific crop. It can also
be used by the single farmer to calculate the their plantations directly.

The IDWR-Model was developed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR).Thepublication [66] examines the situation of theAda andCanyon counties,
which had a significant population growth and an increasing demand of water. This
situation is also applicable for developing regions such as Beijing.

The models described in this section are subdivided in their usage for the three
main consumer groups: agriculture with irrigation and stock farming, industry and
households. Not all models are described in detail for every customer group. Often,
the water use cannot be subdivided in different kinds of users, especially when the
people live and work on the same place. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2.4, when the data
for different consumer groups are available, it is the best to introduce differentmodels
to reproduce the different water use behaviors.

4.4.1 Agriculture

Many regions with water shortage are located in arid or semi arid areas. A significant
amount of water is used for food production. It is used to irrigate the plantings and
for stock farming.

The water demand calculation for irrigation is suited for the use of component
based models. Mostly, a crop consists of a single kind of plants which are grown.
The farmers know usually in advance what will be planted in the next years. In this
situation, a direct component based model, such as the FAO-model or the IMPACT
model, is the best solution to estimate the water demand of these plantings.

4.4.1.1 FAO-Model

The main calculation steps of this model are summarized in Fig. 4.9 and described
in detail in [43]:

• calculation of the water need for standardized crop (like grass),
• adapting the water need for the specific crop using scaling factors and
• compare the calculated water need with the rainfall to get the irrigation water need.
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Fig. 4.9 FAO model calculation steps [41]

Thefirst step is to calculate thewater needor the evapotranspiration (=transpiration
+ evaporation) (Fig. 4.10) of the reference crop ET0: By definition, it concerns
thereby a large surface of green grass, which is 8–15cm high, grows actively and
does not suffer from water scarceness. The value for the evapotranspiration of the
reference plant RT0 results from the climatic condition, such as temperature, air
humidity, duration of sunshine and wind velocity of the region. It can be gained from
experiments like the pan evaporation method [42] or calculated using the Blaney
Criddle method [313].

The Blaney Criddle method needs the monthly average temperature ϑ̄ as well
as the mean daily duration of sunshine p in percent (%) for computation of ET0

(Eq. 4.14).

ET0 = p
(
0.46ϑ̄ + 8

)
[mm/day] (4.14)

Table4.3 lists the values for p, relevant for Beijing, which is a function of the
degree of latitude. The monthly average temperature ϑ̄ can be gained from measure-
ments in the regarded region, e.g. from statistical yearbooks. The temperature for the
model region Beijing is shown in Table4.3. Tables4.5 and 4.6 show exemplary the
temperature and the calculated ET0 values for the Beijing area.

With the value for the evapotranspiration of the reference plant ET0 the water
requirement of the specific plant ETcrop can be calculated as the second step of the
FAO-model. Thewater requirementETcrop depends on the kind of plant, development
stage as well as on the period between sowing and harvest. Because of that it is
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Fig. 4.10 Evapotranspiration [41]

Table 4.3 Daily portion of the annual duration of sunshine in % for the Beijing model region
[43, 164]

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

p 0.22 0.24 0.27 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.28 0.25 0.22 0.21

ϑ −4.7 −1.9 4.8 13.7 20.1 24.7 26.1 24.9 19.9 12.8 3.8 −2.7

ET0 1.28 1.71 2.76 4.29 5.52 6.58 6.60 6.03 4.80 3.48 2.14 1.42
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Fig. 4.11 Growth stages [41]

appropriate to define several growth phases (four phases in [43], shown in Fig. 4.11)
for each plant and to assign a crop factor kc for each single growth phase. The daily
water demand of the plant ETcrop results from the product kc · ET0. Table4.4 shows
exemplary crop factors for different plants.

The last step to determine the irrigation water requirement, is the determination
of Peff . In [43] the Peff results from the monthly precipitation P in accordance with
Eq. (4.15).

Peff [mm/month] =
{
0.8P − 25, P > 75mm/month
0.6P − 10, P ≤ 75mm/month

(4.15)

Since different growth phases can fall into one month, results the monthly value
for kc as average value of the kc-values in this month of the growth phases, weighted
by the length of each growth phase in the regarded month. The difference between
the crop water need ETcrop and the effective precipitation Peff results in the irrigation
water requirement IWDFAO (Eq. 4.16).

IWDFAO = ETcrop − Peff (4.16)

To demonstrate the application of the FAO-model an example crop consisting of
a plantation of corn is used. The sowing time is April 2001 in the area of Beijing.

The climatic data in Table4.5, which correspond to average values of the model
area, serves as basis for the water demand calculation. The monthly values for refer-
ence evapotranspiration ET0 (Eq. 4.14) and the effective precipitation Peff (Eq. 4.15)
listed in Table4.6 are obtained using the climate data from Table4.5 and the
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Table 4.5 Monthly average temperature ϑ and amount of precipitation P in Beijing

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

ϑ in
(C)

−4.7 −1.9 4.8 13.7 20.1 24.7 26.1 24.9 19.9 12.8 3.8 −2.7

P in
(mm)

4 5 8 17 35 78 243 141 58 16 11 3

Table 4.6 Reference value of the evapotranspiration ET0 and effective precipitation Peff

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

ET0 in
(mm/day)

1.28 1.71 2.76 4.29 5.52 6.58 6.60 6.03 4.80 3.48 2.14 1.42

Peff in (mm) 0 0 0 0.2 11 37.4 169.4 87.8 24.8 0 0 0

Table 4.7 Crop factor distribution, water requirement of the plant and the irrigation water need
(IWN) for corn

Month Crop factor kc ETcrop (mm) IWN (mm)

Apr 30 Days 0.4 51.48 51.28

May 30 Days 0.8 132.48 121.48

Jun 20 Days 0.8 180.95 143.55

10 Days 1.15

Jul 30 Days 1.15 227.7 58.3

Aug 20 Days 1.15 180.9 93.1

10 Days 0.7

Sep 30 Days 0.7 100.8 76

Sum 874.31 543.71

Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). The crop factors for the four growth stages (Fig. 4.11) are
taken from Table4.11.

From the periods of the crops growth phases results the distribution of the kc

values, on whose basis the water requirement by corn ETcrop is determined. The last
column in Table4.7 contains the irrigation water requirement, thus of ETcrop − Peff .

In the case of a cultivated area of 100,065.3 hectares, a total amount of wdFAO =
573.71 l/m3 × 100,065.5ha = 5.74 × 1011 l = 574 billionm3 water for irrigation is
needed.

The Fig. 4.12 shows the yearly irrigation water demand for rice, corn and wheat in
comparison. In the computation of the irrigation water demand by rice another char-
acteristic has to be considered. Because the rice fields need a permanent water layer
for weed control, a further term comes in addition to the irrigation water requirement,
which results from the evapotranspiration of the plants. This serves the saturation of
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Fig. 4.12 Irrigation water demand for corn, rice and wheat

the soil with water and for the maintenance of the water layer. How this additional
irrigation water requirement is calculated, can be read in [42].

4.4.1.2 IMPACT-Model for Irrigation

The IMPACT partial model for the irrigation water requirement [276] is based to
a large extent on the model of the FAO, however still brings two extensions with
itself. The Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) contain the regulation for the computation of the
irrigation water requirement IWD.

NIWD =
∑

cp

∑
st

(
kcp,st

c ET0 − Peff
)

AIcp (1 + LR) (4.17)

wdirrigation = NIWD/BE (4.18)

First the net irrigation water requirement (NIWD) is computed. As in the case
of the FAO model we use the crop factor kc, the reference evapotranspiration ET0

and the effective precipitation Peff . The difference from the water requirement of the
plant and the Peff is multiplied by the irrigated area of arable land AIcp as well as by
a “salt leaching factor’ LR [276] that depends on the salt content of the soil and the
irrigation water. This must take place for all cultivated plants with their respective
growth phases. Therefore, the summation over the crop index cp and the index of
the growth phase st. The entire irrigation water requirement IWD results from the
quotient of net irrigation water requirement and the Basin efficiency BE.
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4.4.1.3 IMPACT-Model for Stock Farming

The IMPACT model contains also a suggestion on the computation of the water
requirement of the livestock wdlivestock (Eq. 4.19).

wdlivestock = QS · w (4.19)

wherebyQS, the number of livestock, ismultiplied by the specificwater consumption
w. This simple model assumes that the specific water requirement for a agricultural
product remains constant. Details like the growth condition of the animal or the kind
of the watering places remain unconsidered.

4.4.2 Industry

The second large consumer group is the industry. When regarding different sub-
groups, such as mining, production, commercial, hotel etc. industrial sectors. It is
the best to calculate the water demand for each group or sector separately and sum
it up to get the whole water demand.

4.4.2.1 IMPACT-Model for Industrial Water Demand

The IMPACT water demand calculation model for the industrial water requirement
wdind developed by [276] is a socio-economic model. This model depends on three
variables: the gross domestic product per capita GDPC, the total population pop in
the model area, as well as the time t (Eq. 4.20).

wdind = IWDI · (GDPC · pop) (4.20)

with
IWDI = α + β · GDPC + γ · t (4.21)

The gross domestic product for each inhabitant GDPC2 and the time variable t,
which represents the technological progress, are measured variables of the industrial
water demand density IWDI . The IWDI is the water requirement standardized on the
gross domestic product GDP (Eq. 4.21).

The parameters α, β and γ must be determined via regression (see Sect. 4.3)
from the water requirement and the gross domestic product per capita GDPC of the
past. The parameter γ is usually negative, because it is assumed the industrial water
requirement density decreases with increasing technological progress.

2Gross domestic product per capita.
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Fig. 4.13 Industrial water demand

Figure4.13 shows the results of the model for the total industrial water demand of
themodel region Beijing. Themodel can also be used to forecast the water demand of
the three different industrial sectors (primary, secondary and tertiary) as mentioned
in Sect. 4.2.4.2.

The circles show the real values and the stars the calculated values from themodel.
The last two values are forecasted. The decrease in water demand is also due to the
progress in technology and increase in water prices.

4.4.3 Domestic/Households

The water demand of this customer group is the most difficult calculable, especially
in developing countries without detailed water metering of each household. Private
water wells are also used for the water supply of the households. They cannot bemea-
sured by the water authorities and have a deep impact on the groundwater resources,
when heavily used by many households of a specific region (see Sect. 2.3). A second
difficulty evolves out of the situation that most of the water usage of households
in developing countries cannot be separated in industrial and domestic water use
because many families work and live at the same place.

Additionally, the high variability of the explicit water usage in the different house-
holds is the reason why direct modeling approaches cannot be used. The IWDR-
model for domesticwater demand calculation is an indirectmodel, the previouswater
demand and other influencing variables are used for forecasting (see Sect. 4.2.1).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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4.4.3.1 IDWR-Model

The IDWRmodel, described in [67], inherits descriptions of water requirement mod-
els for the domestic water users: One of these model descriptions determines the
water need of an average household. Another model, which is part of the IDWR
model, examines the influence of the water price on the water requirement. And the
third sub-model can be used for a long-term forecasts of the future household water
requirement.

The initial description of all these three models is the Eq. (4.22):

w = f (p, y, D, g, k, v). (4.22)

The water requirement w of an average household is a function of the water price p,
the households income y, the residence density D, the customer preferences g, the
number of persons in each household k and the weather v. But, for these parameters
we usually don’t get any complete data-set.

To reduce the number of input variables for the resulting model and to get a
improved model stability a main component analysis with the examination of the
correlation factors between the variable as described in Sect. 4.3.1 needs to be done.
With the identified variables that have the most significant influences on the water
requirement the model can be formulated and the parameters identified. The follow-
ing example illustrates the identification of the most significant input variable and
the resulting model description.

To apply themodel, a data-set for the domesticwater use form the city of Beijing is
used. The input variables of the IDWRmodel are analyzed using the total, partial and
multiple correlation coefficients. These correlation coefficients describe the linear
dependency between each input variable among themselves and the water use as the
output variable of the model. The variables to describe the weather influences are
the annual average temperature and yearly precipitation.

The correlation coefficients were computed only for the variables water require-
ment DWD of the households, time, total population, gross domestic product GDP
and the number of households. The results are shown in Table4.8.

The analysis of the partial correlation coefficients shows that the values of theGDP
and the time have the largest influence on the DWD. A simple and understandable
regression model based on the connection between the water demand and gross

Table 4.8 Total (top left), partial (bottom right) and multiple correlation coefficients

Pop. DWD GDP Househ. Time

Pop. 0.341 0.934 0.919 0.900

DWD 0.095 0.461 0.538 0.606

GDP 0.344 −0.620 0.994 0.984

Househ. 0.179 −0.410 −0.061 0.996

Time −0.275 0.752 0.714 0.735

Multiple 0.945 0.977 0.999 0.999 1.000
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Fig. 4.14 Domestic water demand using different forecasting models

domestic product per capita can be developed: A polynomial approach of up to the
third degree can be used as described in Eq. (4.23).

wddom.(t) = α + βGDPC(t) + γ GDPC(t)2 + δGDPC(t)3 (4.23)

To apply the model identified by the component analysis and to compare the
influences of the linear, quadratic and cubic terms three variations of this model are
used to forecast the water demand: a linear forecast, an utilization of the squared
relation between gross domestic product and water demand and finally, the usage of
the third order dependency between GDPC and water requirement per capita.

The measured data used to train the models is plotted in Fig. 4.14 as circles. The
resulting values are also shown as comparison in this figure.

The linear forecast of the domestic water demand is the simplest and in addition, a
very robustmethod for estimating the futurewater requirement of the households. The
entire water requirement of the households is for each year the product of estimated
domestic water requirement per head and the estimated total population.

The only difference to the previousmodel implementation is that thewater require-
ment is squarely related to the GDPC. The inhabitant-specific water requirement
resulting from this model decreases however drastically as shown in Fig. 4.14. The
square term is responsible for the strong decrease. For the given input values, this
model appears quite unsuitable.

The dependence of third order between GDPC and water requirement per capita
shows a very good adjustment of the model values up to the real water requirement.
The future development of the water demand follows a “smooth” process. It has a
smaller tendency to decrease than the square model, stagnated however not, as it is
in the linear case.
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4.5 Summary

A water supply system is a composition of different elements which have to work
together. Generally, there is a source, a distribution system and a consumer for water
or any other resource. The water sources were explained in Chap.2 and the distribu-
tion system in Chap.3. This chapter shows different models and methods to examine
and forecast the water consumption and demand. The actual and future water demand
as well as the water consumption is essential for the planning and the operation of
water resource systems.

This chapter presented the need of water usage models to plan and operate water
management systems. It is also an important input variable for optimizing water
supply systems. Therefore, different basic models and modeling approaches were
introduced. They are the foundation for the applied models such as the FAO, the
IMPACT, the IWDR and the IMPACT-Water models, which were also discussed for
the three main consumer groups.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_3


Chapter 5
Model Based Decision Support Systems

Divas Karimanzira

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a decision support system framework specifically developed
to meet the growing demands and pressures on water resources managers. A generic
concept is designed to be applicable to a wide variety of specific water resources
system configurations, institutional conditions, and management issues. The frame-
work is based on a detailed model of the water resources system being simulated
and include scenario planning in combination with state-of-the-art large scale net-
work flow optimization algorithm. Issues from the demand-side such as water use
patterns, costs, and water allocation schemes are considered equally well as supply-
side issues such as reservoirs, and water transfers. The system applies integrated
approach to simulating both natural (e.g., runoff, baseflow) and man-made com-
ponents (e.g., reservoirs, groundwater pumping) of water systems. This allows the
system user access to a more comprehensive view of the broad range of factors that
must be considered in managing water resources for present and future use. The
framework stresses out the sovereignty of the user, therefore features menu-driven
graphics-based interfaces that facilitate user interaction and can be customized for
water availability analysis, conjunctive surface and groundwater use, infrastructure
planning, assessing irrigation potential and reservoir performance, estimating water
supply capacity and to find equitable trade-offs among stakeholders requirements.

The issues in water resources management requiring rational decision making
are increasing rapidly in complexity and thus such decisions are becoming more
and more difficult, despite advances in methodology and tools for decision support
in other areas of research. The following factors contribute to the increase of this
complexity:
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1. Variability of the resource water in time and space. Almost all the consumable
water emanates fromprecipitation (rain, snow, hail), which varies immensely over
time and space. Most tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world are charac-
terized by huge seasonal and annual variations in rainfall, often compounded by
unpredictable short-term variations, e.g., in Beijing, 85% of the rain falls between
July and September. At times, 40–70% of the rain falls within 3 days. Such vari-
ability manifoldly increases the demand for infrastructure development and the
need to manage water demand and supply. The challenge in managing variability
is clearly greatest in the poorest countries with financial and know-how scarcity
to cope with the problem [237].

2. Water resources stakeholder1 groups have very diverse, often conflicting goals
and values, including interests in environment/ecology (e.g., control water pollu-
tion, provide for groundwater recharge, prevent damages from runoff), economy
(e.g., obtain new water resources in order to increase food production, managing
costs, improve navigation, generate hydroelectric power, providing for fishing
and recreation opportunities), and control & protection (e.g., floods and drought
control);

3. Many municipalities and water authorities often derive their water supplies from
several sources, which may include surface reservoirs, rivers, groundwater wells
or combinations of these sources. To identify the best combination of supply
sources in the long term, or to determine the most effective way of managing
existing systems, decision-makers need to handle a lot of information to account
for all of the hydrologic, hydraulic, water quality, and economic relationships
within the system;

4. The predictability of the boundary conditions under whichwater management has
to perform is reduced by the increasing uncertainties due to climate and global
change.

Traditional water management decision support systems emphasize on end-of-
pipe solutions [244, 370], or command and control approaches [45]. As can be seen
in [45, 370], limitations of these approaches are evident. The idea followed in this
book is to achieve sustainability through the basic principles of efficiency, equity, and
ecosystem integrity. Therefore, the following aspects are taken into consideration:

• Source control which is more in alignment with sustainable water management
[237],

• Flexibility and adaptivity in management decision making,
• Participatory management and collaborative decision making [243, 244],
• More attention to management of human behavior,
• Common and shared information sources and
• Explicitly incorporating the environment in management goals [364]

1In this book stakeholder include all persons, groups and organizations with an interest or in an
issue, either because they will be affected or because they may have some influence on its outcome.
This includes individual citizens and companies, economic and public interest groups, government
bodies and experts.
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Several decision support systems for water resources management, which differ
in complexity and completeness have been developed world wide [85, 158, 361, 364,
367]. RIBASIM [158], MIKEBASIN [158], IRAS (Resource Planning Associates,
Inc.), IQQM (New South Wales Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural
Resources, Australia [143] and WEAP (Stockholm Environmental Institute-Boston
[364] are the most applied river basin management DSS’s that incorporate most of
the desirable attributes of a DSS.

A DSS and network flow model, MODSIM described in [191] and [361] is based
on an optimization algorithm ensuring distribution of available water resources con-
form to physical, hydrological and institutional aspects of management. Initial model
development at Colorado State University dates back to the 1970s. Since 1992 the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Pacific Northwest Region has sponsored continued
model improvement efforts. OASIS [159] developed by Hydrologics, Inc. is a gen-
eral purpose water simulation model. Simulation is accomplished by solving a linear
optimizationmodel subject to a set of goals and constraints for every time step within
a planning period. OASIS uses an object-oriented graphical user interface to set up
a model, similar to ModSim. A river basin is defined as a network of nodes and arcs
using an object-oriented graphical user interface.

Another complex DSS is WaterWare, which was developed through a European
collaborative effort involving universities, research institutes, and commercial com-
panies [98]. WaterWare is designed as a comprehensive decision support system
for river basin planning that combines advanced technologies including geographic
information systems, database technology, modeling techniques, optimization algo-
rithms, and expert systems. WaterWare also utilizes rule-base concepts for develop-
ing operating criteria and policies, but is a proprietary modeling system requiring
expensive licensing.

A reservoir and river basin simulation and optimization modeling environment
ideal for evaluating operational policy, system optimization, water accounting, water
rights administration, and long-term resource planning is RiverWare. It is under
development since 1990 at the Center for Advanced Decision Support for Water and
Environmental System,University ofColorado [367]. RiverWare is customized using
the RiverWare Policy Language(RPL) for developing operational policies for river
basin management and operations. A rule editor allows users to enter logical expres-
sions in RPL defining rules by which objects behave, as well as interrelationships
between objects for simulating complex river basin operations. As an interpreted
language, RPL is far less computationally efficient than compiled code. Extensive,
complex rule bases are required for priority-based water allocation in a river basin,
and RiverWare is deficient in stream aquifer management tools for conjunctive use
of surface and groundwater resources.

HEC-PRM [93] is a generalized computer program that performs deterministic
network flow optimization of multi-reservoir systems. PRM “prescribes” optimal
values of flow and storage over time by minimizing penalty functions at selected
locations in the water resources network. Penalty functions associate a penalty or
reward (benefit function) with designated levels of flow or storage. Because a given
location (flow reach or reservoir) can have several competing objectives, a separate
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penalty curve for each objective can be included in the model. Optimization with a
Network Flow Programming with gains algorithm enables relatively fast run times
for large systems but restricts constraints to capacity limits and mass balance at
nodes. PRM has been applied to several large multi-reservoir river systems, such as
the Columbia system, the Missouri system and the entire state-wide water resource
network of California.

CalSim, as described in Draper [85], was developed by the California Depart-
ment of Water Resources as a generalized river basin management DSS. Its specific
application to joint operation of the Federal Central Valley Project (CVP) and the
California State Water Project (SWP) is embodied in CalSim II. CalSim allows cus-
tomized specification of objectives and constraints in strategic planning and oper-
ations without the need for reprogramming of complex models through use of an
English-like modeling language calledWRESL (Water Resources Engineering Sim-
ulation Language). CALSIM uses a mixed-integer linear programming solver to
route water through the river network at each time step (in contrast to the tradi-
tional Out-of-Kilter algorithm of OASIS or the more efficient Lagrangian approach
of ModSim). CALSIM lacks a comprehensive graphical user interface for construct-
ing and editing the river basin system topology, as well as effective mechanisms for
considering conjunctive use of surface and groundwater resources. Computations in
CalSim are confined to monthly time steps without consideration of flow routing,
and CALSIM is ill-suited for evaluating legal issues related to water and storage
rights for priority-based water allocation.

These DSS’s features very good quality for many applications regarding physical
and hydrological nature of water resources system, but each lacks one or the other
import characteristics of a DSS such as effective customization capability (partic-
ularly with respect to understandability, simplicity, vast data requirements), which
limits the adaptability and therefore the applicability to unique river basin conditions.

5.2 Framework for the Model Based Decision
Support System

The idea behind the framework of the model based decision system is to apply
simulation models, optimization and forward looking scenario planning to make
decisions.

5.2.1 Decision Making Models and Information System

In the framework, the DSS is divided into two parts. The first part provides the
opportunity to evaluate “what if” scenarios through simulations (Fig. 5.1). In this
scheme, the user enters different values for parameter of interest and then examining
the values that are generated as output for making decisions. Several scenarios are
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Fig. 5.1 Decision making
by simulation

employed to assess future situations and prove various hypotheses. The analysis aims
to see the possible reasoning behind each scenario and how chosen scenario affects
final output of the model. One can change all or some of the conditions (i.e., rainfall
and water demand boundary conditions, options of flood control gates operations)
and compare the results of the various simulations. In this part attention is pared
more to the reproduction of the real system. Therefore, complex and detailed models
for surface water (Saint Venant equations) and groundwater (Finite Element models)
as decribed in Chap.2 should used.

The second part of the framework supports a search process for the most attractive
decision option. In this case the role of the decision makers is essentially to specify
aspirations concerning the various interests, the desired attributes of the hydrologic
and water-resource management systems (such as minimum stream flow require-
ments or maximum allowed groundwater level declines). The model then supplies (if
possible), from a set of several possible strategies, a “how to” scenario that best meets
the desired attributes. This can be based on various analytical decision support tools,
including optimization algorithmsor solvers, togetherwithmodels in analytical form.
However, in some cases, themodel may determine that none of the possible strategies
are able tomeet the specific set ofmanagement goals and constraints. Such outcomes,
while often not desirable, can be useful for identifying the hydrologic, hydrogeologic,
and management variables that limit water resources development and management
options. The core of the second part is a coupled simulation model with a numerical
search method for optimizing decision variables as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Here com-
putational effort for solving the optimization problem should be considered, hence
the detailed and time consumingmodels used in part 1 need to be reduced to have less
parameters. After the optimization process using the reduced models, the results can
then be verified using the detailed models. The decision process follow a nonlinear,
step-by-step process, with data entering the process, analysis being performed, and
decisions being taken in an almost continuous fashion [214].

The quality of the decisions depends principally on the information available
for decision making. Therefore, the decision support system consists primarily of a
high sophisticated information system. In a real world application, several sources
of information or databases, more than one problem representation or model, and a
multifaceted and problem oriented user interface, ought to be combined in a common
framework to provide realistic, timely, and useful information. Typical data required
by a water management DSS is listed in Table5.1.

The models are linked to database and linkage between the models is by means
of time series of flow or water demand that summarize the output from one model as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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Fig. 5.2 The decision support model

Table 5.1 Typical data required by the decision support system

Category Description

Institutional guidelines Institutional guidelines in which management decisions
are to be made, such as laws pertaining to the allocation
of water to various users and the various standards (e.g.,
quality standards) set by public health and
environmental agencies

Targets Targets, specified from the manager of the hydrosystem
(e.g., water supply, flood control, environmental
protection, power production)

Time series Water quantity and quality demands over time and space

Climatic factors Climatic factors such as temperature, wind, solar
radiation, and rainfall

Land-use and geomorphic information Land-use and geomorphic information (e.g., slopes,
drainage density, geology, soils, land covers, channel
cross-sections, and groundwater depths)

Physical constraints Physical constraints, due to project attributes (e.g.,
storage capacity)

Hydraulic and hydrologic data Hydrologic data that include flows, water levels, depths,
and velocities

Pollutant loads Pollutant loads from point sources (e.g., cities,
industries, and wastewater treatment plants that
discharge their wastes into surface waters and pollutant
loads from nonpoint sources that enter surface waters
along an entire stretch of the river, channel or reservoir
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Fig. 5.3 Coupling the simulation and optimization models

boundary conditions and dynamic inputs for another. Surface water and groundwa-
ter models are coupled by means of quantifications of infiltration and groundwater
recharge as well as the determination of spring yield from ground water recharge
and abundance. The coupling between simulation and optimization allows the advan-
tages of both modules to be retained within a single framework (see Fig. 5.3) and
comprises two stages. Stage 1 involves the exchange of information shown in Fig. 5.3
between the reduced simulation models and the optimization algorithm during the
optimization process. The second stages involves passing the optimization results to
the detailed simulation models for verification.

5.2.2 Organizing Module and Scenario Planning

Besides the models and the database, the DSS framework also contains an orgainiz-
ing module (see Fig. 5.4), which holds responsibility for the overall organization and
the decision process. This component is often implemented as part of the human
machine interface and, therefore, usually it is not mentioned separately. The orga-
nizing module is composed of several logical components including components
for database management logic, data assignment logic, model control logic, exe-
cution logic, reporting logic, feasibility check logic and organizational logic. The
information to implement the logic for these components should be acquired dur-
ing requirement analysis. The organizing module links together all other parts of
the DSS using the information provided by the user in the HMI, is responsible for
data handling (including access to data and archiving any information that a user
may want to store)—controlled by the database management logic and the data
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Fig. 5.4 The organizing module

assignment logic, and the order of using various other parts of the DSS controlled
by the model control logic, organizational logic and the execution logic. In short, the
organizing module has to check whether a particular module is required or can be
used at a given stage of the decision process (e.g., if all steps that provide a consistent
set of data have been executed), which is controlled by the pausability check logic
(see Fig. 5.5). The organizing module is also used to assist model calibration and
testing, the user can select partial running of the model chain (e.g., only simulation
using the detailed models, or optimization and then simulation), providing flexibility
to facilitate scenario assessment. Scenarios combine descriptions of situations with
intentions or proposals for an optimal handling of such situations. As Fig. 5.4 shows,
scenarios will be transformed into specific sets of input parameters for the existing
models. With these parameters and possibly changes of model structures, the models
will calculate prognosis data to be presented to the human decision makers. The
human decision makers will then evaluate the proposals of the respective scenarios
with regard to the detailed model outputs. The loop into the scenarios will close
resulting in changes of the scenarios.

Because future events are unknown in advance, risk estimates (projections) are
inherently uncertain, yet there is a need to take decisions and develop strategies that
will impact on this uncertain future. The organizingmodule provides water managers
with a powerful tool for scenario planning and dealing with future uncertainties to
develop strategies that are robust to a range of potential future scenarios. Scenario
planning examines important “What if...?” questions that involve large uncertainties
in the external influences on water systems. Unlike strategic planning, which pos-
tulates a single future, scenario planning looks at several alternative versions of the
future, any one of which may or may not come about. Their use in the DSS allows
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Fig. 5.5 Organizatorial
logic for scenario planing
and execution

water managers to explore the likely nature and impact of potential changes to the
urban water system in terms of changes both water resources quantity and quality.

Assessment of the applicability and the sensitivity of the DSS is also very impor-
tant. Therefore, the scenarios should present typical problem situations that might
evolve over the next years. Typical problem scenarios to be analyzed in water
resources management should include (the current situation as baseline, climate
change, demand change and supply change) [217]. The current situation is used
as the starting point to compare other scenarios against and to explore the likely
impacts of the current management practices. The climate change scenario is used
to explore likely implications of global climate change on water resources using
local climate change predictions, such as decrease in rainfall, increase in evapora-
tion due to temperature changes. The demand change scenario explores the impacts
of increasedwater consumption driven by rapid population growth, economic growth
or changes in usage patterns. Last but not least, the supply change scenario is used
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to explore infrastructural changes (addition or removal of reservoirs, water trans-
fers, etc.), ground and surface water contamination. These four scenarios should be
adapted depending on the characteristics of individual application region, case and
in consultation with the key stakeholders involved in the study.

The following is an overview, which lean on the scenario-planning process pre-
sented by [146]. The stages in setting up and running scenarios in the DSS are:

1. Identification of issues and drivers, i.e., the definition of the parameters of the
water resources system in the quantity and quality model. This includes climate
inputs, land use, contaminant profiles of different flows, water usage patterns
and population distribution. This can be accomplished through a brainstorming
session involving a diverse group of staff members with the active involvement
or tacit support of decision makers.

2. The participants should identify the potential issues that must be managed or
overcome given the uncertainties involved.

3. After identifying the potential issues appropriate models from within the DSS
and the model time period should be selected.

4. Lastly the DSS is executed and the results analyzed. To develop a more flexible,
multidimensional view of the future, each scenario is considered equally likely
to occur.

The transformation of tasks and applications into scenarios is the starting point and
prerequisite of the decision support system framework.Table5.2 shows an example of
a scenario specificationwith goal definition, assumed impact, procedure and possible
reactions.

Conclusively, application of scenario planning enables the potential impact of
individual drivers on the water resources to be pinpointed, then the drivers can

Table 5.2 Example of a scenario description

Attribute Description

Initial stage Scenario of year 2006

Assumed impact Precipitation drop from 600mm in year 2006 to 400mm
in year 2007

Possible reactions Increased exploitation of groundwater

Increased waste water reuse

Increased use of water from regional transfers

Increased prices for household water use

Decreased agricultural irrigation

Procedure For each possibility, a scenario has to be formulated to
derive the input for simulations and running simulations
for the possibilities of the reaction

Decision support Comparison of the simulation results

Finding an optimum between these possibilities of
reaction for a given goal function

Goal function No limitations in water supply for the households and
minimal costs
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be combined to include a variety of outcomes including water re-use strategies,
pro-active pipeline rehabilitation, relocation of current potable water extraction sys-
tems and upgrading current water restriction policies and treatment systems. In real-
ity, individual drivers are coupled (can either compensate for or be additive to the
effects of others) and therefore it is an advantage when elaborating a water manage-
ment policy to be able to disentangle and quantify the relative effects of each com-
ponent on water quantity and quality. The DSS is flexible and supports the selection
and comparison of problem scenarios, which gives the end-user suggestions to find
a best-practice response.

5.2.3 Human Machine Interface

In this DSS framework as in most other decision supports systems [214, 358, 361],
an important aspect is that the user holds a sovereign position. In other words, the
DSS should be seen as an aid tool which helps the users in various tasks. Thus the
DSS must not substitute the user in any stage of the decision process. The user is
the one who knows roughly what he/she wants, he/she defines the optimal control
problem and selects the models to be used, therefore the final responsibility for the
outcomes of the decision process rests with the users of the DSS.

The human machine interface (HMI) is an obvious main component of a DSS and
is responsible for the communication between the user and the system.An example of
such a GUI is shown in Fig. 5.6. The appropriate design of the user interface is a key

Fig. 5.6 Example Menu-driven GUI
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Fig. 5.7 Network editor

issue towards the successful implementation of the whole system, so as to ensure that
the user can take full advantage of the analytical capabilities that the system provides.
Advances in computer hardware and software have enabled user-friendly graphical
user interfaces to serve this function. As the optimization is based on a network
optimization formulation, therefore the GUI also include a portable dialog for river
basin network creation by drag and drop of the network elements (nodes and arcs,
see e.g. Fig. 5.7). The attribute data of the network elements are entered interactively
with data consistency checks and linked to the network. The DSS generates as its
results a large quantity of data. Therefore, the HMI is also integrated with a reporting
tool. The reporting tool convert the large data sets according to some reporting logic
defined by the user into comprehensible spreadsheets and images, which enable the
users to recognize patterns, trends and anomalies inherent in the data with little effort.

5.3 Optimization of Water Resources Systems

As described in Chap.2, the management of a water resources system follows oper-
ational rules.2 Convenient and efficient mathematical expressions for quantitative
and qualitative operation rules of a reservoir are based on the reservoir continuity
Eq. (5.19) and the conservation law, respectively.

2An operation rule is a law that specifies how a component of a water resources system operates
for various purposes (quantity, quality) as a function of system states and parameters [226].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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The reservoir is operated let’s say at a monthly basis. Rates of inflow, outflow,
and spill for the reservoir are assumed constant during each time period.

Assuming that the operating rules and consequently all parameters of the system
are known, according to Eq. (5.19) the desired storages Skand releases from each
reservoir Rk will also be known at the beginning of each time step k. It is clear that
knowing the desired release values may not be sufficient for the specification of all
system’s flux variables (i.e., the actual releases and discharges) because of at least
one of the reasons below:

• The discharge capacity is bounded to some value, therefore the actual releases
may differ from the desired ones,

• There may be several water ways of different cost, via which the flows in the
network can be conveyed,

• Multiple and contradictory operational targets have to be satisfied simultaneously;
• The total water availability is also bounded and may not cover the total water
requirement.

Therefore, a discrete-timewater flow allocation problem arises, demanding to strictly
satisfy all the physical constraints of the system, handling all the operational targets
according to a predefined priority series and minimize the total water conveyance
cost and system’s losses. At the same time the deviations between the actual and
the desired releases have to be minimized in order to satisfy (or, if not possible,
approach) the operation rules of the system.

Let a general discrete-time process model (state transition function describing the
evolution of the state vector, from time k to time k + 1) be defined by

xk+1 = f k
(
xk, uk, zk

)
, k = 0, . . . , N − 1 (5.1)

f k : �n × �m �→ �,

where the vector xk and uk describes the n-dimensional state vector and the m-
dimensional control vector at time k, respectively. State vector and control vectors
denotes the vectors of network flow variables representing water flows, aquifer and
reservoir storages, and pollution concentrations in link flows, aquifers or reservoirs;
zk is the vector of non-network type decision variables (side variables), which may
be water prices, water transport costs, pollution control costs, crop types, irrigation
areas, water priorities, and product prices; N is the optimization horizon; k is the
stage number (the discrete time index tk = k · Δt).

Intuitively, if discretization is fine enough, then solutions found in discretized
space are fairly good approximations to the original solutions. The accuracy of solu-
tions found in discretized continuous Nonlinear Programming (NLP) has been stud-
ied in [36].
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In the case of the process model in Eq. (5.1), we got a dynamic optimization
problem, which can be represented as discrete optimal control problem as follows:

FN
(
xN

) +
N−1∑
k=0

f k
0

(
xk, uk, zk

) → min
uk , k=1,...,K

(5.2)

f k
0 : �n × �m �→ �,

FN : �n �→ �

subject to
x0 = x (t0) , (5.3)

gN
(
xN

) ≤ 0, (5.4)

xk+1 = f k
(
xk, uk, zk

)
, (5.5)

hk
(
xk, uk, zk

) = 0, (5.6)

gk
(
xk, uk, zk

) ≤ 0, (5.7)

where x0 is the initial states vector; hk
(
xk, uk, zk

) = 0 is a vector of m equality
constraints (e.g. balance of non-storage nodes); gk

(
xk, uk, zk

) ≤ 0 is a vector of k
inequality constraints(e.g. minimum (maximum) reservoir level); FN is the terminal
cost function; f k

0 is a strictly convex scalar objective function for time k given in
terms of the vectors xk , uk and zk and all discrete variables in x are finite. In general,
functions f (x, u, z), g (x, u, z), and h (x, u, z) are not necessarily differentiable and
can be linear or nonlinear, continuous or discrete, and analytic or procedural. The
search space X is the Cartesian product of discrete domains of all variables in x, u, z.
Without loss of generality, we consider only minimization problems, knowing that
maximization problems can be transformed into minimization problems by negating
their objective functions.

It is assumed that FN , f k
0 , f k , gk , gN have continuous second derivatives. Also, it

is assumed that constraints may contain fixed initial or final states, as well as simple
bounds for state and control variables and, in general, linear and nonlinear constraints
of a mixed or a homogeneous type.

Depending on the purposes of water management planning, objective functions
can be formulated in various forms and should incorporate measures such as effi-
ciency (i.e., maximizing current and future discounted welfare), survivability (i.e.,
assuring futurewelfare exceedsminimum subsistence levels), and sustainability (i.e.,
maximizing cumulative improvement over time) [190]. The criteria are economic,
social and environmental issues. Some common types of objectives include:

• Maximizing the flow to downstream nodes,
• Maximizing the economic production,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.8 Node-link water resources network. a Water supply system. b Node-link-Graph

• Minimizing the differences in water deficits among all demand sites, or
• Minimizing the pollutant concentrations at some locations,
• Minimizing deviations from the desired volume of storages

The dynamic optimization problem can be solved by formulating the mathematical
model of the system as a network optimization problem, which is solved at each
time step k, assuming that the system’s components and attributes (system’s spatial
configuration) are represented in a capacitated digraph form (node-link), as shown in
Fig. 5.8 [158, 344]. The equality and inequality constraints of the full discrete-time
optimal control problem are composed of the constraints of the individual network
elements (nodes and connections). The node-link representation enable node specific
definition of the objective function, e.g. for a demand node the demand fulfillment
need to be defined. The overall objective function is theweighted sumof all objectives
defined in the network elements.

In the node-link water resources network, a node represents a physical component
of interest such as watershed outflow, natural/man-made junction, intake structure,
water or wastewater treatment plant, aquifer, reservoir, natural lake, dams, barrages
flow control structures between modules (e.g. pumps, weirs, water gates, etc.) or
aggregate water demand site. For the groundwater node a reducedmodel as described
in Chap.2 can be used. A link represents a natural or man-made water way such as
a river reaches, canal, valves, turbines or pipeline between two different nodes, but
can also stand for any flow of water such as the seepage between a demand site and
an aquifer.

Let G (V , L) be the directed network of a river basin, where V = {1, . . . , v} is the
set of nodes, L = {(

j1, j2
) : j1, j2 ∈ V& j1 �= j2

}
is the set of links of the network,

and j1, j2 denotes the link from node j1 → j2, then the water and substance balance
equations for a general node j during each period t can be respectively written as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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S ( j, k) = S ( j, k − 1) +
∑

( j1, j∈L)

Q ( j1, j, k) −
∑

( j1, j∈L)

Ql ( j1, j, k)

− Qg ( j, k) − Qc ( j, k) −
∑

( j,k)∈L

Q ( j, j2, k) ,∀ j ∈ V
(5.8)

Cp ( j, k) S ( j, k) = Cp ( j, k − 1) S ( j, k − 1) +
∑

( j1, j)∈L

Cp ( j1, j, k) Q ( j1, j, k)

−
∑

( j1, j)∈L

Opl ( j1, j, k) + Opg ( j, k) − Opc ( j, k)

−
∑

( j, j2)∈L

Cp ( j, j2, k) Q ( j, j2, k) ,∀ j ∈ V (5.9)

where V is the set of nodes, L is the set of links, S ( j, k) is the storage volume for
storage node (reservoir/aquifer) k. Note that S ( j, k) = 0 for river and demand nodes,
except for large storage nodes such as reservoirs and aquifers. Q ( j1, j, k) is the flow
from node j1 to j during period k, Ql ( j1, j, k) is the conveyance losses because of
evaporation, leakage and seepage of the flow from node j1 to j , Qg ( j, k) is the gain
of inflow adjustment at node j during period k for discharges from small tributaries,
local watershed drainages, river reach seepages or flows from other sources,Qc ( j, k)

is the water consumed at node j because of economic activities and evaporation, p is
an index of pollutant types, p ∈ P = {1, 2, . . . , ξ }, Cp ( j, k) is the concentration of
substance p at storage node j at the end of period k, Cp ( j1, j, k) is the concentration
of substance p in the water flow from node j1 to j during period k, Opl ( j1, j, k) is
the conveyance losses of substance p in the water flow from node j1 to j , Opg ( j, k)

is the total amount of substance p added to node j during period k because of inflow
adjustment Qg ( j, k) and of water use activities, and Opc ( j, k) is the removal of
substance p at node j .

Besides the general mass balance equations for each node, there are mass balance
constraints for some natural physical response processes. These include link losses,
node inflow adjustments, node losses, consumption and pollutant discharges, and
outflows. For a typical water allocation problem, there are often several thousand
constraints.

Constraints forwater allocation formulatedon anetwork structure canbe classified
into three kinds: physical, policy and system control constraints (complex social,
economic and other constraints governing water allocation). Physical constraints
consist of mass balances and capacity limits. The capacity limits, together with
typical policy constraints, form the lower and upper bounds for storages, flows and
qualities, such as:

• minimum and maximum water volume for a storage node j :

Smin ( j, k) ≤ S ( j, k) ≤ Smax ( j, k) (5.10)
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• maximum allowed substance concentration in water volume of a storage node j :

Cp ( j, k) ≤ Cp,max ( j, k) (5.11)

• minimum and maximum flow from j1to j :

Qmin ( j1, j, k) ≤ Q ( j1, j, k) ≤ Qmax ( j1, j, k) (5.12)

• maximum allowed substance concentration from j1to j :

Cp ( j1, j, k) ≤ Cp,max ( j1, j, k) (5.13)

5.3.1 Water Resources System Components

The Eqs. (5.8)–(5.13) will be applied to the common network elements and the result-
ing models will be described in the following subsection. Note that each node of the
graph may have in general an unrestricted number of incoming and outgoing con-
nections. The connections i weighed Wi denote the adjacency set E ( j) of a node j
as shown in Fig. 5.9.

5.3.1.1 Models for Nodes

Mainly, there are eight types of network elements for nodes:

• Source/Supply nodes (S)
• Distributor nodes (DT)
• Confluence nodes (C)
• Reservoir nodes (R)
• Groundwater nodes (G)
• Hydropower generation nodes (P)
• Consumer nodes (D)
• Terminal nodes (T)

The source/supply node type is used to model the inflow into the water network,
this could represent: a spring, an upstream catchment (which in turn can be simu-
lated by the rain-runoff model, see Chap.2), an inter-basin transfer, a major input

Fig. 5.9 Node model

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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of groundwater to the surface water system. The source-consumer node type is a
combination of a consumer and a source node and is an auxiliary or geometry node.
This node should be used to simplify the network at hand. A simplification of the
network is recommended if the connection between a source and a consumer node
has no dynamic model for the flow process (simple connection). This will lead to a
reduction of optimization variables and can therefore enhance the solver efficiency.

Distributor nodes represent branching of flow to several channels; it is charac-
terized by more than one outflow and rules to distribute the flow. Abstractions to
demand nodes may be described by diversions.

Confluence nodes which provide for the joining of several reaches that could rep-
resent natural tributaries or man-made conveyance channels. They are characterized
by more than one inflow.

The reservoir node type has to be used to model natural or controlled storage
elements of the water network. The balance equation describes the evolution of the
storage volume as a function of the inflow where as the consumer node type has to
be used to model customers (water demand for irrigation/environment, municipal
water demands and water demands for industry) in the water network.

The groundwater node type serves as a connector to the reduced groundwater
model within the full optimization problem. The exchange of water between the
groundwater system and the surface water system at special points of interest (e.g.
artificial recharge, withdrawal of water at well fields) have to be modeled using this
node element. Each groundwater port of the surface water system is mapped to the
input vector of the reduced groundwater model described in Chap. 2. Therefore, the
number of groundwater ports and the number of inputs of the reduced groundwater
model should be the same.

Terminal nodes are used to model outlets from the water network considered in
the model, including outflow to the sea or inflow to lakes.

Network elements for connections can be divided into simple connection, tomodel
a connectionwithout regarding the dynamics of the flow processes (stationary behav-
ior) and channel connection for a more complex description of the flow dynamics
using lumped or distributed model approaches.

The optimization model-types for nodes and connections, which can be used will
be described in the following sections.

Distributor Node (B) Models

For distributor nodes, the general model has no parameters and describes a node
where the water from the incoming connections is distributed to the outgoing con-
nections; see for example B5 in Fig. 5.8. The flow dynamics can be expressed as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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∑
i∈E( j)

Qk
i = 0 (5.14)

where i ∈ E ( j) is the adjacency set of node j .
The substance flow balance dictated by the general Eq. (5.14) can be written as

∑
i∈E( j)

Ck
p,iQ

k
i = 0 (5.15)

Source/Supply Node Models

For supply nodes, the supply model describes a node to which water is supplied to
the network at a predefined rate, see for example S1 in Fig. 5.8. Its flow dynamics
and the mass balance can be expressed as in Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17), respectively.

∑
i∈E( j)

Qk
i + Qk

sup, j = 0 (5.16)

∑
i∈E( j)

Ck
p,iQ

k
i + Ck

sup,iQ
k
sup, j = 0 (5.17)

Another specialized supply model, often required in water resources for planning
purposes, describes a nodewhich deliverswater to the network according to an annual
maximum supply storage Sa sup. The distribution of the supplied water throughout the
year is only restricted by maximum supply rate. It is assumed that the optimization
horizon is starting at the first day of a year. Hence the flow dynamics can be expressed
by Eq. (5.18)

Sk
sup, j =

{
Sk−1
sup, j + Δtkqk

sup, j year
(
tk

) = year
(
tk−1

)
0 year

(
tk

)
> year

(
tk−1

) (5.18)

subject to:

Qk
min, j ≤ Qk

sup, j ≤ Qk
max, j

Sk
sup, j ≤ Sa sup

Reservoir Node Models

For reservoir nodes, the storage model describes a reservoir storage based on a
discrete-time volume balance equation expressed in Eq. (5.19) with stored volumes
as state variables. Control variables are the spillage and also the productive outflow
(outflow through the turbines) if the reservoir includes a hydropower station. The
model includes time-varying constraints for the reservoir volume as well as an objec-
tive term to penalize deviations from a predefined reference trajectory for the volume
content.
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Sk+1
j = Sk

j + Zk
j + Δtk

⎛
⎝ ∑

i∈E( j)

(
Qk−θi

i + Fk−θi
i

)

+ Ak
O, j q

k
evpot, j − qk

seep, j + AOmaxqk
prec, j

)
(5.19)

where Ak
O, j = f

(
Sk

j

)
.

Applying Eq. (5.9), the material balance Eq. (5.20) is simply an inventory of the
mass of all materials entering, exiting, and accumulating in the reservoir and is
described correspondingly by:

Ck+1
p, j Sk+1

j = Ck
p, j S

k
j + Ck

z,p, j Z
k
j + Δtk

⎛
⎝ ∑

i∈E( j)

(
Ck

res,p, j Q
k−θi
i + Ck

o,p, j F
k−θi
i

)

+ Ak
O, j q

k
evpot, j − Ck

in f,p, j q
k
seep, j + AOmaxCk

prec,p, j q
k
prec, j

)
(5.20)

The storage volume is denoted by S, the inflow into the reservoir by Z j and the
storage productive outflow is denoted by Q and discrete time step is denoted by Δt.
The total evaporation from the reservoir depends on the water surface AO and the
potential evaporation qevpot . The surface of the storage is modeled using a piecewise
polynomial approach in dependence of the storage volume. Furthermore, the seepage
qseepfrom the reservoir to the groundwater as well as the direct inflow form precipi-
tation qprec can be specified. F denotes the spillage and θ the time delay. The volume
of the storage can be scaled to enhance convergence properties of the optimization
algorithm. Cp, j , Cz,p, j , Cres,p, j , Cin f,p, j and Cprec,p, j are substance concentrations
in the reservoir, inflow, reservoir release, infiltration and precipitation, respectively.
Evaporation terms do not usually enter the concentration balance as it is assumed
that no substance concentration is contained in the evaporation liquid.

The previous Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) are subjected to the following constraints,

Sk
j,min ≤ Sk

j ≤ Sk
j,max

S0
j = S j (t0)

Ck
p, j ≤ Ck

p, j,max.

The admissible range for the storage volume has to be specified using time-varying
constraints and the evolution of the storage volume can be forced to follow a desired
reference trajectory using a quadratic penalty term Eq. (5.21), where the penalty
coefficient is denoted by ρ and the reference volume is denoted by Sre f .
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J
(
V j

) = ρ j

K−1∑
k=0

Δtk
(
Sk

j − Sk
j,re f

)2 + ρK
j

(
SK

j − SK
j,re f

)2

+ ρk
dS, j

K∑
k=1

Δtk−1
(

Sk
j − Sk−1

j

)2
(5.21)

Groundwater Node Models

For the groundwater node, two models can be used. First model is a rough approxi-
mation of the storage model (compared to the FeFlow® model discussed in Chap.2),
which solely describes a storage based on a discrete-time volume balance equation
which can be expressed in the simple form for two aquifers as:

Sk+1
1 = Sk

1 + Δt
(
Qk

in,1 − Qk
out,1 + Qk

12

)
, S1 = ν1A1H1 (5.22)

Sk+1
2 = Sk

2 + Δt
(
Qk

in,2 − Qk
out,2 − Qk

12

)
, S2 = ν2A2H2 (5.23)

Qk
12 = −K

(
Hk

1 − Hk
2

)
(5.24)

where, H is hydraulic head, A is the bottom area, K is the soil conductivity and ν is
the soil porosity, Δt is the time step, Q12 is flow from storage 1 to storage 2.

The secondmodel which can be used is the reduced groundwater model described
in Chap.2.

Both models are governed by the constraints of the hydraulic head:

Hk
min ≤ Hk ≤ Hk

max

The evolution of the groundwater hydraulic head can be forced to follow a desired
reference trajectory using a quadratic penalty term (Eq.5.34),

J
(
Hk

) = ρkΔt
(
Hk − Hk

re f

)2
(5.25)

where the penalty coefficient is denoted by ρ and the reference hydraulic head is
denoted by Hre f .

Hydropower Generation Node

Hydropower generation is computed from the flowpassing through the turbine, based
on the reservoir release or run-of-river streamflow, and constrained by the turbine’s
flow capacity. Note that the amount of water that flows through the turbine is cal-
culated differently for local reservoirs, river reservoirs and run-of-river hydropower.
For river reservoirs, all water released Qrel downstream is sent through the turbines,
but water pumped from the reservoir to satisfy direct reservoir withdrawals is not
sent through the turbines. For local reservoirs, all linked demand sites are assumed to
be downstream of the reservoir, so all reservoir releases are sent through the turbines.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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For run-of-river hydropower nodes, the “release” is equal to the downstream outflow
from the node.

Thewater flowQT that passes through the turbines is boundedby theminimumand
maximum turbine flow. Note that if there is too much water, extra water is assumed
to be released through spillways which do not generate electricity. If the release is
less than the minimum turbine flow, then no electricity is generated. Otherwise, the
turbine flow is the smaller of the reservoir release and the maximum turbine flow.

QT , j =
{
0 ∀Q j,rel < QT , j,min

min
(
Q j,rel, QT , j,max

) ∀Q j,rel ≥ QT , j,min
(5.26)

where QT , j,min is the minimum turbine flow for node j and QT , j,max is the maximum
turbine flow for node j .

The amount of power generated is related to release rates and other pertinent
factors as follows:

Pk
j =

{
e j · ∑

j2∈( j1, j2)
Qk

j1, j2

{[
Hk

j1
+Hk−1

j1

]
−tw j1

}
2 ∀ j1 ∈ Nodes (Reserviors)

e j · pgc j · ∑
j1∈( j, j1)

Qk
j1, j2

, ∀ j1 ∈ Nodes (Rivers)
(5.27)

subjected to constraints

Pk
j,min ≤ Pk

j ≤ Pk
j,max (5.28)

where

P ( j, k) : Hydropower generation node j at time k,
H ( j, k) : Reservoir water level at time k,

e ( j) : Hydropower generation efficiency,
pgc ( j) : Power generation coefficient when a station, is a river node and power is

assumed to be linear with flow through the river node,
tw ( j) : Tail water elevation.

For reservoirs, the height that the water falls in the turbines is equal to the average
elevation of the reservoir during the time period minus the tail water elevation and
for run-of-river hydropower nodes, the drop in elevation is entered as data.

Consumer Node Models

Water demand is modeled as a set of diversion and instream flow targets for con-
sumer nodes, the demand model describes a node from which water is extracted by
a customer Qdem, j , see for example D1 in Fig. 5.8. The governing flow and mass
balance equations are described by Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30), respectively as follows:
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∑
i∈E( j)

Qk
i − Qk

dem, j = 0 (5.29)

∑
i∈E( j)

Ck
p,iQ

k
i − Ck

p,dem,iQ
k
dem, j = 0 (5.30)

subject to the constraints:

Qk
min, j ≤ Qk

dem, j ≤ Qk
max, j

(= Qk
re f, j

)
Ck

p,dem, j ≤ Ck
p,max, j

(= Ck
p,re f, j

)

According to the management goal several objective functions can be defined for
the demand model which penalizes the demand deficit of the consumer node j :
A quadratic penalty term:

J0
(
Qk

j

) = ρk
j Δtk

(
Qk

dem, j − Qk
re f, j

)2
(5.31)

A linear term with negative sign (to maximize supply from the node):

J1
(
Qk

j

) = −ρk
j ΔtkQk

dem, j (5.32)

A linear penalty term:

J2
(
Qk

j

) = ρk
j Δtk

(
Qk

dem, j − Qk
re f, j

)
(5.33)

A normalized quadratic penalty term:

J3
(
Qk

j

) = ρk
j Δtk

(
Qk

dem, j − Qk
re f, j

)2

(
Qk

re f, j

)2 (5.34)

A normalized linear penalty term:

J4
(
Qk

j

) = ρk
j Δtk

(
Qk

dem, j − Qk
re f, j

)
Qk

re f, j

(5.35)

where Qre f, j is the demand of the consumer node j . These terms apply for every
time step k within the optimization horizon.

Please note that the upper bound Qmax for the discharge from the node to the
customer Qdem needs to be adapted to the intended behavior of the node (see Chap. 4
on water demand modeling). For example, for irrigation, Qk

dem, j can be obtained as
follows:

Qk
dem, j = CWNk − Pk

cu (1 − ε)
(5.36)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_4
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where,

CWNk = αETcrop,k × A,
ETcrop,k = KcET0,k ,

Pk = αPe f f,k × A,
Pe f f,k = plPtot,k ,

CWNk is the total area crop water need at time k, ETcrop,k is the crop water need
at time, ET0,k is the reference crop evapotranspiration at time k, based on climatic
data, Kc is the crop coefficient, Pk is the total area effective precipitation at time k,
Pe f f,k is the effective precipitation at time k, Ptot,k is the total precipitation at time
k, pl is the fixed percentage to account for losses from runoff and deep percolation.
Normally pl = 0.7 − 0.9, ε is the conveyance loss coefficient, cu is the consumptive
use coefficient, A is the irrigation area [ha] and α is a unit conversion coefficient.

5.3.1.2 Models for Connection

Each arc/connection in Fig. 5.8 has three parameters: a weighting, penalty, or unit
cost factor (relative priorities) ci j associated with Qi j ; lower bound li j on Qi j ; and
an upper bound Ui j on Qi j . The requirement for lower and upper bounds results in
the term capacitated flow network. The storage volumes of canals and barrages are
so small that it is not necessary in most cases to calculate the effects of retention.

Source Connection Model

The source connection model enables a direct connection of a source node to a
reservoir node and can be used to add an additional fixed (non-controllable) inflow
to the reservoir. This model has no parameters.

Base Connection Model

The basic model for connections defines a time-varying lower and upper bound for
the discharge and quality along the connection and is subjected to the following
constraints:

Qk
i,min ≤ Qk

i ≤ Qk
i,max

Ck
p,i ≤ Ck

p,i,max

The basic model can be extended to a model which defines a time-varying lower
and upper bound for the discharge along the connection as well as an objective
term to attenuate discharge variations. The objective function can be expressed as in
Eq. (5.37)

J
(
Qk

i

) = ρiΔtk
W∑

w=1

(
Qk

i − Qk−w
i

)2
(5.37)
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Please note that the objective term is associated with the introduction of auxiliary
optimization variables according to the number of steps for considering the discharge
variation penalty term. Therefore, only a few time steps should be considered in this
term. Inmost cases one stepwill be enough for a sufficient attenuation of the discharge
variation.

The previous model can also be extended to an additional objective term, which
penalizes the deviation from a desired discharge along the connection. Hence the
following objective function applies:

J
(
Qk

i

) = Δtk

(
ρi

W∑
w=1

(
Qk

i − Qk−w
i

)2 + ρre f,i
(
Qk

i − Qk
re f,i

)2)
(5.38)

Minimum Flow Connection Model

Another important connection model is the minimum flow model, which is suitable
for defining the environmental requirements concerning the discharge along the con-
nection. The required discharge can go below the defined limit, but this is penalized
by a special term of the objective function Eq. (5.39).

J
(
Qk

i

) = Δtk

(
ρk

i,lη
k
i + ρk

i,q

(
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i

)2 + ρi,r

W∑
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(
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i − Qk−1
i

)2)
(5.39)

The required behavior is modeled using soft constraints as follows:

Qk
i,min ≤ Qk

i ≤ Qk
i,max,

Qk
i,min,des − ηk

i ≤ Qk
i ,

ηk
i ≥ 0.

Low Slope Channel Connection Model

The third connection model is suitable for artificial channels with a very low slope.
The model defines one state for the volume content of the channel. The channel
outflow is restricted by an inequality constraint following a simple static impulse
balance using the Chezy-Manning approach for friction [208]. The cross section of
the channel is modeled using a trapezoid. The flow dynamics and the mass balance
can be expressed as in Eqs. (5.40) and (5.41), respectively:

Sk+1
i = Sk

i + Δtk
(
Qk

in,i − Qk
out,i − Ak

O,iq
k
evpot,i

)
(5.40)

where Ak
O, j = f

(
Sk

j

)
;
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subject to:
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The cross section of the channel is denoted by A, the hydraulic radius by RH , the
bottom slope of the channel by Sl,0 and the Manning friction coefficient by cm.

Following the management requirements, the objective function Jcan be writ-
ten as:

J (Vi) = ρk
dS,i

K∑
k=1

Δtk−1
(
Sk

i − Sk−1
i

)2
(5.42)

Although not relevant for our studies, models for pumps, valves, etc., are usually
required in operative water resources management. Therefore, for completion’s sake
we propose the following for further reading, please refer to [36, 46].

5.3.2 Solving the Dynamic Optimization Problem

One of the most widely used techniques in water resources management has been
Linear Programming (LP) [6]. LP is concerned with solving problems in which
all relations among the variables f0, . . . , fm are linear, i.e., satisfy fi (αx + βy) =
α fi (x) + β fi (y),∀x, y ∈ �n and∀α, β ∈ �n, both in the constraints and in the objec-
tive function to be optimized and it’s application in water resources management
vary from relatively simple problems of straightforward allocation of resources to
complex situations of operation and management. Under certain assumptions, non-
linear problems can be linearized and solved. Planning aspects can be represented by
linear optimization models by introducing simplifications and approximations, even
if linear assumptions are not strictly adherent to real water resources systems.
Depending on the nature of the nonlinearity, there are at least two methods for
problem linearization.
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The first approach, known as piecewise linearization converts the original non-
linear function to series of linear functions by defining additional variables. Sun
et al. [310] use the piecewise linearization method in their implementation, which
incorporate the nonlinear evaporation loss function of a reservoir in a water-supply-
optimization model. The second method involves repeated applications of LP to
solve a series of approximate problems in which the original objective function is
linearized. Therefore, a widely adopted linearization scheme is based on the first
order Taylor’s series expansion of the nonlinear function about a given initial solu-
tion. This method is known as Successive Linear Programming (SLP) and is more
general as it can cope with the introduction of additional variables. The main reasons
of applying linear programming in optimization problems may include:

• Its ability to accommodate relatively high dimensionality with comparative ease
(Megiddo et al. [215] demonstrated that the linear programming problem in d
variables and n constraints can be solved in O(n) time when d is fixed),

• It always achieves the optimal solution if one exists [215],
• No initial policy is needed (compared with DP and NLP) and
• Standard computer codes and solvers are readily available e.g., CLP, GLPK, LP-
Solve, LP-Optimizer, Soplex, ExLP, Coin-OR, ABACUS, etc.

Dynamic programming (DP) is a procedure for optimizing a multistage decision
process [25, 224]. It was largely formulated by Bellman and it’s popularity and
success in optimization of water resource systems can be attributed to the fact that
the nonlinear and stochastic features which characterize a large number of water
resources systems can be translated into DP formulation. With this method, highly
complex problems with large number of variables can be decomposed effectively
like in divide and conquer into a series of sub problems which are solved recursively.
Bellman showed that the computation burden in discrete DP is dependent on the
number n and discretization of the state variables m as m · n. Therefore, the com-
putational burden of DP increases exponentially with the number of state variables.
Methods to overcome this dimensionality problem include Dynamic programming
Successive Approximation Method (DPSA), which was first used by Trott and Yeh
[324] in a water management system study. The method breaks up a problem con-
taining several control variables into a number of sub problems containing only one
control variable. Each sub problem has fewer state variables than the original prob-
lem; in the case where there are as many control variables as state variables, each
sub problem has only one state variable.

In order to reach a more adequate level of adherence to the physical system
more detailed models are resolved by taking into account nonlinearity in the objec-
tive function and constraints, which request a problem formulation as a constrained
nonlinear programming problem (NLP). NLP is the most generalized deterministic
mathematical programming techniques. In this section, we study the recent advances
on the implementation and the models of NLP as they apply to water resources
problems.

Several nonlinear programming formulations for the optimization of water
resources systems exist. Diaz et al. [75] use SQP to find the optimal allocation of
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power-plant releases during peak demand periods. They exploit the concave charac-
teristic of the nonlinear objective function and show a rapid convergence to the global
optimum. They tested their methodology on an existing multi-reservoir hydro-power
system in Argentina and report very encouraging results. They also compare their
results with SLP and report a faster rate of convergence for SQP. Fletcher [103] uses
SQP for a highly nonlinear and non-convex problem.

GAMS/MINOS [40, 222] is one of the most successful software packages, which
employs a projected Lagrangian on a sequence of linearly constrained sub prob-
lems to solve problem with nonlinear constraints and objective function. During the
past decade, GAMS/MINOS has successfully been used for different applications
of water resources problems e.g., in Pezeshk et al. [256], the author presents a non-
linear optimization model to minimize pumping costs for both a well field and a
main water supply distribution system. They consider individual losses, pump effi-
ciencies, and hydraulic losses in the pipe network. The NLP model is solved using
the general nonlinear optimization program MINOS. Pezeshk et al. claim that for a
given demand, the optimization procedure provides the best combination of pumps to
meet the demand and in Ostfeld and Shamir [240], the authors develop amodel based
on MINOS for the optimal operation of a multi-quality water supply system, under
steady-state conditions. The system contains sources of different qualities, treatment
facilities, pipes, and pumping stations. The objective is to minimize total cost, while
delivering to all consumers the required quantities at acceptable qualities and pres-
sures. The steady-state example that they use consists of six consumers from three
sources, two of them with treatment plants, and has three pumping stations and 10
pipes. The results demonstrate that the optimal solutions found by MINOS response
to change in economic and operational conditions as expected.

There has been tremendous interest in the recent development of software based
on Trust Region algorithms [65, 130]. Large and Nonlinear Constrained Extended
Lagrangian optimization Techniques (LANCELOT) has been one of the successful
software packages designed for the purpose of general nonlinear programming prob-
lems. The emphasis in LANCELOT is on problemswhich are significantly nonlinear,
in the sense that they involve a large number of nonlinear degrees of freedom [65].

SISOPT [210], is developed for the management and operations of the Brazilian
hydropower system. The system consists of 75 hydropower plants with an installed
capacity of 69,375MW, producing 92% of the nation’s electrical power and is one
of the largest in the world. The system size and nonlinearity pose a real challenge
to the modelers. The basic model is formulated in nonlinear programming (NLP).
The authors compared the performance of SLP and NLP and NLP showed superior
performance.

Arnold et al. [90] applied the optimization solvers IPOPT and HQP to find out
optimal release strategies for a system of reservoirs with hydroelectric power-stations
on the Zambezi river in southern Africa. State equations are derived from volume
balance equations of the reservoirswith the volumes of storedwater as state variables.
Control variables are the productive outflow (outflow through the turbines) and the
spillage. Arnold et al. [90] show in their results that the dynamic SQP solver and
the IPOPT solver performed satisfactorily with high accuracy for all variations of
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the Zambezi problem with varying time horizons, varying inflow scenarios and cost
function parameters.

It is evident from the above literature review that a wide variety of techniques have
been developed and applied to the optimization studies of water resources systems.
Three different research areas mainly based on LP, DP and NLP have been reviewed.
The fact that there are many applications of water resources problems with nonlinear
objective functions and constraints has motivated our much interest in the use of
NLP for our applications. The examples show that constrained NLPs can be solved
by existing methods, such as sequential quadratic programming, huge quadratic pro-
gramming or interior point, if they are specified in well-defined formulae, which
have continuous variables and continuous and differentiable objective and constraint
functions. However, only special cases can be solved when they do not satisfy the
required assumptions.

As discussed before, the process simulation model Eq. (5.1) is composed of equa-
tions for hydro systems applications basically consist of the governing physical
equations that describe a physical process such as conservation of mass, energy
and momentum. These equations are typically large in number, sparse and nonlinear
in terms of the decision variables. In some applications, there are finite difference
expressions of the governing partial differential equations. Conceptually, the sim-
plest approach is to have the optimizer directly solve the problem (Eqs. 5.2–5.7).
Unfortunately, many of the real-world problems cannot be solved in this manner as
a result of their size. An existing approach is to transform the discrete-time optimal
control problem into a large scale, structured non-linear programming problem in
the state and control variables (required by HQP or IPOPT [338])

min
y

{J (y) |h (y) = 0; g (y) ≤ 0} (5.43)

assuming that J (y), h (y) and g (y) are twice continuously differentiable.
There exist two possible approaches for this conversion process

1. Formulation in the space of the control variables and
2. Formulation in the space of the state and control variables.

The first approach requires the elimination of the state variables and leads to an
unstructured nonlinear programming problem of dimension (K × m) (K—number
of time steps, m—number of control variables), which can be solved numerically
with about O

(
(K × m)3

)
basic arithmetic operations. Simple bounds of the state

variables turn to general constraints of the control variables:

xk
i ≤ xk

i,max ⇒ g
(
u0, u1, . . . , uk−1

) ≤ xk
i,max (5.44)

The Hessian matrix as well as the Jacobian matrices of the equality and inequality
constraints is in general full.

Using the second approach the vector of optimization variables y contains the
state and control variables of all stages:
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y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x0

u0

...

xK−1

uK−1

xK

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (5.45)

y ∈ �my , my = K (m + n) + n

The process equations of the discrete-time optimal control problem are directly
included in the nonlinear programming problem as equality constraints.

h (x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

f 0
(
x0, u0, z0

) − x1

f 1
(
x1, u1, z1

) − x2

...

f K−1
(
xK−1, uK−1, zK−1

) − xK

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , h ∈ �mh mh = K · n (5.46)

To prevent infeasible optimization problems, slack variables η can be introduced
in the system

xk
min − ηk ≤ xk ≤ xk

min + ηk, ηk ≥ 0 (5.47)

and constraint violations are penalized with an additional term in the objective func-
tion as follows:

n∑
i=1

(
ρk

i,lη
k
i + ρk

i,q

(
ηk

i

)2)
, n = dim

(
ηk

)
(5.48)

This results in g (x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

g0
(
x0, u0, z0, η0

)
g1

(
x1, u1, z1, η1

)
...

gK
(
xK , ηK−1

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, g ∈ �mg , mg = ∑K

k=0 rk (52).

While the problem dimension (K (n + m) + n) resulting from this formulation is
higher (n- number of state variables), the advantage is the special sparsity struc-
ture with a block-diagonal Hessian-matrix and block-banded Jacobian matrices.
The numerical solution effort is about O

(
K (n + m)3

)
basic arithmetic operations.

From simple considerations about the structure of the water resources allocation
system at hand follow, that the second approach for transformation can lead to
a significant lower computational cost. The IPOPT [338] solver is the currently
most efficient, freely available optimization solver, which is suitable for large-scale,
highly-structured problems and will from the mentioned theoretical foundations.
This solver uses a nonlinear interior point algorithm to solve general nonlinear
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programming problems. The main computational effort of this algorithm leads in
the subsequent solution of large, sparse, linear equation systems. Therefore IPOPT3

has interfaces to several sparse matrix solvers like MA27, WSMP or Pardiso und
uses linear algebra packages like BLAS and Lapack.

Another optimization solver, which is specially suited for structured problems
due to discrete-time optimal control problems and is also freely available, is HQP
(Omuses) [282]. One important advantage of this solver is the special tailored prob-
lem interface, which allows for very efficient problem formulation process. Fur-
thermore HQP [108] uses the automatic differentiation software Adol-C to compute
numerically exact derivatives of the objective function and the equality and inequal-
ity constraints with respect to the optimization variables, which are necessary for
gradient-based optimization algorithms. Therefore the problem interface of HQP is
linked to IPOPT in order to take advantage from both software packages.

5.3.3 Examples of Formulating Dynamic Optimization
Problems

For solution with standard methods/solver like IPOPT/HQP, the problem should be
formulated in a specified format. The problem formulation basically involves the
translation of verbal descriptions of the objectives and constraints into mathemati-
cal expressions in terms of decision variables and parameters. We will illustrate the
discrete time optimal problem formulation on three typical water resources man-
agement problems, i.e., multi-purpose reservoir scheduling, simple water quality
management, groundwater supply/demand management. Formulation and solutios
of complex examples including all theses problems can be found in Chap.6.

Example 1: Multi-purpose reservoir scheduling

Atypicalwater resourcesmanagement problem is reservoir scheduling and numerous
investigations have examined methods to optimize reservoir policy decisions [90,
190, 210, 226, 258, 312]. Therefore, it is purposeful to illustrate the formulation of a
discrete time control problem on such an example. In most cases reservoirs are multi-
purpose, i.e., they serve purposes of satisfying demand for irrigation and providing,
flood control, hydroelectric power generation. Given as inputs the forecasts of water
inflow from catchment areas and precipitation, irrigation needs and electric power
rates, scheduling of such a system requires the solution of a discrete time optimal
control problem.

As an example, we look at the problem of scheduling of a multi-purpose, five-
reservoir Network, see Fig. 5.10. To lean on a real world network, we consider part
of the Beijiang River Basin, a reservoir network in south china with the reservoirs,

3For the numerical solution of large scale non-linear programming problems interior point (IP)
solvers have become popular during the last years because of their superior behavior for NLPs with
many inequality constraints.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_6
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.10 Network of reservoirs. a reservoir System. b Node-Link-Graph

Nanshui (1), Mengzhouba (2), Baishiyao (3) Changhu (4) and Feilaixia (5). Each
reservoir can deliver water to either the turbines or to a demand node (agriculture,
household, industry and environment) and we raise the objective to meet all demand
and use unallocated volume for electric power generation. Stream dynamics between
the reservoirs (time delay θ j ) are modelled by linear difference equations with addi-
tional variables.

The variables and parameters in Fig. 5.10 for a given reservoir i for a given time
period include, rk the energy rate in period k, Sk the operative volume of water in
reservoir at the beginning of period k, Zk the inflow to reservoir from local watershed
during period k, Qk

dem the demand during period, ηk the turbine efficiency (function
of flow rate), in period k andΔhk the average pressure head at the turbine inlet during
period k.

The cost function includes a nonlinear mixed state-control term (the outflowmul-
tiplied by the state dependent water height level). Other terms of the cost function
result from the desired small deviations in timeof thefinalwater storage demandsA =
γ

(
SK

i − SK
re f,i

)2 − βE fe,i
(
SK

i

)
and the energy production C = ϕ

(
Qk

i − Qk
re f,i

)2
,

respectively.

J =
5∑

i=1

{
A +

K−1∑
k=0

{−αQk
i

(
fh,i

(
Sk

i

) + fh,i
(
Sk+1

i

)) + C
}}

(5.49)

fh,i is the storage-water level relationship, SK
re f,i is the final reservoir volume

reference value, Qk
re f,i is the reference trajectory for productive outflow, fe,i is the

storage-potential electrical energy relationship, a function of energy production rate
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rk , turbine efficiency, pressure differential across the turbine, volumeofwater through
the turbine and some conversion constant κ(height to power). andγ, βE, α areweight-
ing factors.

As mentioned in the node models for reservoirs and hydropower generation, con-
straints in the problem include bounds on reservoir levels and flows through the
turbines. These are equivalent to constraints (Eqs. 5.3–5.7) and are also discussed in
the section for reservoir node. Mass balance relationships describe the flow from one
reservoir to downstream reservoirs as well as reservoir levels from one time period
to the next. These may be viewed as the state transition Eq. (5.1).

After the problem formulation in the network programming format, the solvers
IPOPT or HQP can then be applied to solve the problem.

Example 2: Water quality management

Water quality management problems can be formulated as a problem of minimizing
treatment or pollution abatement costs while maintaining water quality standards.
The dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration and the biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) of the wastes released to the stream can be used as appropriate measures
of the water quality. Examples of such a problem are shown in [48, 64, 155, 206]
among others.

Here as in [48] we consider a hypothetical water network systemwithPi discharg-
ers and R j receptors (i.e., checkpoints, where water quality is measured) as depicted
in Fig. 5.11. Relationship between the water quality indicator, (DO) at a receptor
node and the treatment level upstream to that checkpoint is linear (based on Streeter-
Phelps Equation) and is assumed to be available as well as data for streamflow, BOD
loadings, travel times for various reaches of the river.

We consider the water quality maximization as the primary objective in a multi-
objective optimization problem. Therefore, the optimization task can be formulated
in terms of xk

i j , the decision variable that represents the treatment, or removal fraction,
at discharger i at time k, ai the unit treatment cost for ith discharger, Ck

i the substance
concentration loading to the treatment facility at source location i at time k, dk

i j
the transfer coefficient depicting the quality response at location j resulting from
the release of a unit of pollution at source i and γ j weighting factor to reflect the
importance of quality at location j relative to the importance of quality at all other
locations (for full problem description, see [48, 49]) as:

Fig. 5.11 Hypothetical
water network with pollution
source and receptor nodes
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min
x

∑
j

∑
i

γ j C
k
i dk

i j (x
k
i j − xk

i j,re f )
2 (5.50)

where j is the index for the locations of water quality in concern and i is the index
for the controllable sources of pollutant and xi j,re f is the reference treatment level.

In this example the constraints could include minimum and maximum treatment
levels, budgetary considerations, and equity constraints. A sufficient satisfaction of
water quality goals could be ensured by imposing constraints on the expected value of
the quality response at each of the receptor locations. This would result in constraints
of the form [48]: ∑

i∈I j

Ck
i

(
1 − xk

i j

)
dk

i j ≤ Sk
j − D j (5.51)

where I j is the set of all sources that have a significant impact on receptor location
j , S j is the quality standard imposed at location j and D j is the basis substance
concentration at j due to non-controlled sources.

The set I jwill consist for a river basin of all dischargers that are upstream of
receptor location j , but sufficiently close (in terms of travel time) to have a non-
negligible impact on receptor j . To solve the problem any dynamic optimization
solver can be taken into consideration, e.g., IPOPT, HQP.

Example 3: Groundwater supply/demand management

Let us look at simple, but practical groundwater problem. The objective of the opti-
mization model is for example to maximize the total pumping rate from wells, while
minimizing costs and subject to constraints on saltwater intrusion, sustaining base-
flows, and maintaining regional gradients [13, 129, 180]. Since usually the purpose
of wells is to supply water for drinking and irrigation, their salt concentrations must
fulfill specified levels in the optimization models.

As in Gordu et al. [129], the decision variables z can be defined for each node
and each well with sk

i
the drawdown at node i at time k (m), Hk

i
the hydraulic head

at node i at time k ( f (H0, si) ), Ck
i
the salt concentration at node i at time k, Qk

j
the

pumping rate at well j at time k, Qk
j,a
the pumping rate of well j that supplies water

for demand area a and Qk
w,i

the withdrawal rate from node i at time k.
Thus, to make it simple, for the optimization of the total cost of well pumping the

objective function can be expressed as a function of pumping rates and cost. Further
nonlinear terms, such as for cleanup times can be added to the cost function.

min
z

CtotQ
k
tot

= C1Qk
1
+ C2Qk

2
+ · · · + CN Qk

N
(5.52)

where: Qk
j
is the pumping rate at well j at time k and j = 1, . . . , N .

subject to:
The processmodel for drawdown sk

i
(Eq. 5.53) and change in substance concentra-

tion (Eq.5.54) for eachwell, which can be expressed by the simplified Theis equation
[13] as a sum of aquifer response to the pumping.
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si = Q j

4πT
W(u) (5.53)

Ci =
∑

i

ϕc,i j Q j (5.54)

where ϕc,i j , which can be obtained from a finite element groundwater model denotes
the factors for the aquifer response (transmissivity and storativity) to the pumping
from the observation wells. T is the formation transmissivity, W(u) is the well func-
tion for confined aquifers, u = (Sr2)/(4Tt), S is the formation storativity, r is radial
distance from pumping well j , and t is elapsed time since pumping started.
In addition to the drawdown and concentration constraints which can be obtained
using the response matrix technique, the model is subjected as well to the limita-
tions of well capacity (Eq.5.55),where Q j,max is the maximum capacity of well j ,
limitations in water demand (Eq.5.56), where Da is the amount of water required for
demand area a, water distribution capacity from pumping wells to the demand areas
(Eq.5.57), avoidance of dewatering the well nodes (Eq.5.58), whereBi is bottom ele-
vation of the aquifer at node i below mean sea level.The purpose of this constraint is
to ensure that hydraulic heads do not decrease below a level of 1m above the bottom
elevation of the aquifer at each node and the non-negativity constraints (Eq.5.59):

Qk
j
≤ Qk

j,max
(5.55)

∑
j

Qk
j,a

≥ Da (5.56)

Qk
j
=

∑
a

Qk
j,a (5.57)

Hk
i

≥ Bi (5.58)

Qk
j
, Qk

j,a
, Ck

i
≥ 0 (5.59)

5.4 Benefits and Applications of the Decision Support
System Framework

All summed up, the decision support system is a very powerful tool inwater resources
management which can:

• generate new evidence in support of a decision through optimization,
• improve personal efficiency in decision making,
• expedite problem solving through complexmodeling techniques and analysis algo-
rithms,

• manage conjunctive use of surface and ground water,
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• facilitate interpersonal communication between stakeholders of a water system,
• encourage exploration and discovery on the part of the decision maker through
scenario planning,

• reveals new approaches to thinking about the problem space,
• helps automate the water resources managerial processes and give the possibility
of directly incorporating institutional and legal governing water distribution,

• allow the simulation of synthetic or stochastic inflow and demand sequences gen-
erated by the time series generator included in the system,

• be used for long-term and short-term river basin management for preliminary
chosen time step (day, week, month, year),

• allow simulating of river basins with complex configuration and not limited to
branching or tree-like network structures,

• solve unstructured problems which require combining quantitative information
with the decision-makers’ judgement.

The DSS has a number of applications in the field of water resource management
decision making and assessment, including:

1. Emergency management and water resources protection in case of

a. natural disasters,
b. terroristic attacks,
c. accidents,
d. water resources pollution.

2. Optimized adaptation of the water supply system to trends and changes

a. evaluation and implementation of political decisions,
b. adaptation to changes in economy, population and agriculture,
c. handling climate changes and water quality degradation,
d. evaluation of increased waste water reuse,
e. strategies for sustainability of water use.

3. Support for planning tasks

a. simulation and optimization of future technical structures,
b. simulation and evaluation of resource recharge strategies,
c. simulation and evaluation of strategies of demand reduction.



Chapter 6
Applications

Torsten Pfützenreuter, Divas Karimanzira, Thomas Bernard,
Thomas Westerhoff, Buren Scharaw, Albrecht Gnauck
and Thomas Rauschenbach

6.1 The Simulation and Control Toolbox “WaterLib”

Torsten Pfützenreuter

An engineer developing application specific simulation and optimization systems
needs appropriate and handy tools for creating the right models. The toolbox “Water-
Lib” for the block-oriented, dynamic simulation system Simulink of the numerical
computing environment Matlab is such a tool. It consists of the most important
and commonly used modules for the construction of simulation models suitable for
controller design and decision support systems. These modules where developed
using the algorithms described in Chaps. 2 and 3.
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The first toolbox version started with simulation objects for run-of-river reservoirs
and river sections, the second edition was enhanced with models for complex surface
water systems and an interface to the finite element groundwater simulator FeFlow�.

6.1.1 Modeling Dynamic Systems with Simulink

The first version of Matlabwas written in the 1970s at the University of New Mexico
as a numerical computing tool for matrix operations. A powerful and easy to learn
scripting language is one reason for the commercial success of this tool. Another
reason is Simulink, the completely integrated simulation and model based design
environment. It consists of a graphical editor where simulation blocks of different
domains can be combined to form a simulation or control system. A huge number
of toolboxes support the application of Simulink in different areas (e.g. mechanical
simulations, automotive or aerospace applications).

Simulation models in Simulink consist of a number of function blocks describing
the input/output behavior of a separable system or subsystem. Blocks are connected
among each other with directed lines (from outputs of one block to inputs of others or
itself). Figure 6.1 shows a very simple dynamic system with a sinusoidal input signal
and two first-order transfer functions. Simulating this system for 10 s produces the
time series shown in Fig. 6.2.

Input

Output 1
Output 2

Transfer Fcn1

1

4s+1

Transfer Fcn

4

s+1
Sine Wave

Scope

Fig. 6.1 Example simulation model

Fig. 6.2 Time series
resulting from simulating the
example model
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The simulation models of the “WaterLib” toolbox are created in a similar manner.
Using the different model blocks presented in Sect. 6.1.2, a model of a complex
surface water system can be developed in a very intuitive manner. For example,
the simulation model of the Beijing region shown in Fig. 6.12 was created with the
toolbox model blocks.

6.1.2 Toolbox Overview and Modules

Designing controllers for reservoirs or channels typically requires an analytical model
of the system. Beside the mathematical calculation of the controller law and the asso-
ciated parameters, simulations methods are often used to test and optimize control
strategies. This requires a model of the controlled process. The toolbox “Water-
Lib” contains models for the most important elements of surface water systems and
was successfully used in different projects. Some of these projects are presented in
sub sequential sections of this book. The toolbox consists of a number of modules
(Fig. 6.3).

River-MOD contains flow models used for instance in highly dynamic run-of-river
simulation models. All models rely on the analytical description of the hydrodynamic
behavior of rivers and reservoirs presented in Sect. 3.1 (Fig. 6.4). With River-MOD
the simulation of a river system with very high accuracy is possible.

Modeling a complex surface water system often results in a detailed simulation
model with hundreds of parameters and a long simulation duration. The module
Complex-MOD helps to reduce the modeling effort by using simplified simulation
blocks (Fig. 6.5). Models created with these blocks are fast, reliable and sufficient for
control and optimization tasks [262]. The library contains simplified models of the
most important elements of a typical surface water system like reservoirs, river and
channel sections, weirs, sluices, control gates with their dynamic behavior. Using
these elements, major parts of surface water systems can be modelled very easily

Simulation Blocks

Utility Blocks

Control Blocks

Simulation
Control

Sim .
Control

Signal Generation
and Routing

River
CON

WaterLib 2.0

Fig. 6.3 Main library window of toolbox “WaterLib”

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_3
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Fig. 6.4 Model elements for rivers and run-of-river reservoirs

StationaryFlowAbsolute Sluice model

Reservoir model

Rain

E_pot

Q_in

Q_out

Q_infil

h_reservoir

V_reservoir

A_reservoir

Q_out_lim.

Q_overfall

Q_evaporation

Reservoir
Monitoring + Control

Outflow model

CombineFlow

Fig. 6.5 Module Complex-MOD of toolbox “WaterLib”

with only a limited number of parameters. Typically, the data driven parametrization
of the model blocks is done using optimization techniques.

Catchment-MOD includes different catchment area blocks to model the rainfall-
runoff processes as described in Sect. 2.1 (Fig. 6.6). Simulation blocks to measure the
performance of the different model types support the selection of the most appropriate
type for the catchment that has to be modelled.

GroundWater-MOD contains a simple ground water storage block useful for iso-
lated surface water simulations and the interface to the finite element groundwater
simulator FeFlow� (Fig. 6.7). The FeFlow� interface follows the sequential cou-
pling paradigm presented in Sect. 2.4.3. Coupling groundwater and surface water
models requires to analyze the physical interconnection. Typically, the following
most important interchange processes must be considered:

• groundwater withdrawal at wells,
• groundwater infiltration from rivers, lakes, reservoirs, irrigation,
• artificial recharge of groundwater at seepage fields.

The surface water simulation model computes all flow rates (withdrawal, infiltra-
tion, recharge) from its internal states. These time-dependent rates are transmitted

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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Catchment Model Elements Performance Measurement
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Fig. 6.6 Module Catchment-MOD of toolbox “WaterLib”

Fig. 6.7 Module
Groundwater-MOD of
toolbox “WaterLib”

Groundwater model

Q_in

Q_out

h_groundw .

V_groundw .

Q_out_lim .

FeflowInterface

Sequential

to FeFlow� and used for simulation of a predefined period. As output, FeFlow�

sends the hydraulic heads of all locations the surface water simulator is interested in.
During simulation, the surface water model is responsible for starting and controlling
the groundwater simulator as well as for the coordination of data transfer.

WaterSupply-MOD consists of simplified models for surface and ground water
works (Fig. 6.8). The groundwater works are controlled via the water level in a well
that is generated by the groundwater simulation model. If the water level is lower than
a given threshold, the demanded flow rate cannot be provided. In a similar manner
the surface water works are simulated: If the current inflow together with an optional
storage does not meet the demanded flow rate, the outflow is reduced.

River-CON comprises different run-of-river reservoir controllers and a coordi-
nation scheme for a chain of such reservoirs (Fig. 6.9). The algorithms used in this
module will be discussed in Sect. 6.5.

The Utility Blocks section includes signal routing blocks and simulation control
elements. Using signals in Simulink block diagrams opens up new opportunities
for model application: A signal may contain additional values beside the flow or
water level routed from source to destination block. Without changing the sim-
ulation model, the library “WaterLib” can be enhanced, for instance, with water
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Fig. 6.8 Module
WaterSupply-MOD of
toolbox “WaterLib”
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quality computations (for specific chemicals or as abstract quality classes) and the
corresponding signal handling blocks. As result, the unchanged simulation model
computes the water quality parameters starting with the next simulation run.

6.2 Application Example “Beijing Water”

Divas Karimanzira and Thomas Bernard

The municipal region, depicted in Fig. 6.10 of Beijing consists of 16,800 km2 and is
characterized by a continental climate with cold and dry winters, and hot summers
that provide most of the annual precipitation under the influence of the south-east
monsoon. Rainfall varies geographically, seasonally and yearly. Eighty-five percent
of rainfall falls between July and September and at times, 40–70 % of rainfall falls
within 3 days. Beijing has a very huge water demand contributed by the fast eco-
nomic development in combination with a strong population growth. Beijing draws
50–70 % of its water from the ground, which is the most important source of water
for the region. The quality of groundwater in the Beijing area is generally acceptable,
but almost all available groundwater resources are already developed. Beijing has
suffered from over-exploitation of this source. In the late 1970s and early 1980s,
drought forced farmers to turn to groundwater, which had previously only been used
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Fig. 6.10 Boundary of the Beijing municipal region (blue) and boundary of groundwater model
area (red)

by industry and households. As a result of over-pumping, the water table fell through-
out the 1980s with a citywide subsidence rate of 0.5 m/year with up to 1 m/year in
some places. Groundwater levels in some areas have fallen by as much as 40 m since
the late 1970s, with some spots pumped down to the bedrock. Surface water supply
in the Beijing region depends mainly on upstream inflows. The major river systems
affecting this region include the Chaobai, North Grand Canal, Yongding. Almost all
of these river systems stem from the mountainous areas in neighboring provinces.
Aside from problems such as excessive withdrawal and water quality deterioration of
surface waters, the lack of regional coordination leads to issues such as uncoordinated
withdrawals (e.g. upstream withdrawals affecting downstream cities negatively) and
upstream water contamination.

More than 80 reservoirs have been constructed in the last century in the region to
store surface water and provide flood protection, whereby the two largest reservoirs,
Miyun and Guanting, account for 92 % of the total storage capacity of 9.31 bn. m3.
The surface water is transported to the water treatment plants of Beijing city using
natural rivers as well as artificial surface or subsurface channels.

The decision support system developed for the Region is based on the frame-
work in Chap. 5. The architecture includes basic functionalities for processing, fil-
ing and visualization of data. Furthermore the decision support system include a
dynamic model of the essential elements of the Beijing water supply system based
on the WaterLib Library and FeFlow® (see Chaps. 2–4). The DSS uses a state-of-art
optimizer, which allows the derivation of optimal management strategies in depen-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_5
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dence of the decision horizon as well as assumptions for environmental conditions
(drought, flood) and the future development of socio-economic conditions.

6.2.1 Simulation Model of the Beijing Water System

The structure of the system is shown in Fig. 6.11. All essential parts of the Beijing
water supply system are considered in the model [50]. First, there are four reservoirs
Miyun, Huairou, Baihebao and Guanting. The watershed models are integrated in
this system in order to take into account the precipitation and the evapotranspiration.
Further sources are groundwater storages. Secondly, there are the water transportation
systems such as channels and rivers. Miyun and Huairou reservoirs are connected by
the Beijing-Miyun water diversion. The arrows show the directions of water flows and
describe the hydraulic behavior of water flow in the simulation model. Baihebao and
Guanting reservoir are connected by tunnel and river Guishui. From Guanting, water
runs into the Yongding river water diversion system to Beijing. Existing retention
areas for flood control are also considered in the simulation model.

The water from channels and rivers, and groundwater is delivered to the customers
(environment, industry, domestic and agriculture) in two ways, directly or through
the waterworks.

Fig. 6.11 Structure of the Beijing water supply system
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6.2.1.1 Surface Water Modeling

The surface water model comprises all important elements for the storage and distri-
bution of water within the considered region. The retention time along the different
transport elements (river reaches, channel or pipelines) is less than the desired min-
imum time step for decision of one day. Therefore, a simple static approach for the
flow processes is sufficient and the use of sophisticated models for the dynamics
of wave propagation (e.g. Saint-Venant-Equations) with respect to control decisions
is avoided. The surface water system is described as a Simulink® model using ele-
ments of the WaterLib described in Sect. 6.1 (see Fig. 6.12). The bus lines in the
Simulink® model characterize the direction of the transport elements. The blocks
represent reservoirs, lakes, points of water supply or extraction and simple junction
points as well as transport elements, e.g. rivers, channels. As described in Chap. 2
every reservoir block constitutes a balance equation involving the edges linked with
and possibly the storage volume. The sole nonlinearity results from Modeling the
evaporation from the water surface of the storages (volume-area-curve), which is
described by a piecewise polynomial approach. Channels with a very low slope are
modelled as water storages.

6.2.1.2 Groundwater Modeling

The Beijing region includes one of the worlds largest groundwater aquifer systems
[16]. But due to the permanent increase of population and the economical prosperous

Fig. 6.12 Part of the Beijing water supply system as a Simulink® model

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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development of the last decades the water demand increased as well and caused a
decline of the groundwater level of 1 (m/a) and more [107, 200, 346].

The groundwater model area, depicted in Fig. 6.10 is defined at the Northern part of
the NCP, which is the largest alluvial plain of eastern Asia. The North China Plain is a
basin with quaternary aged surficial deposits (loess, sand, gravel and boulder, silt and
clay). According to the hydrogeological profiles of Beijing the quaternary system in
this region is fairly complicated. A great variety of different sedimentary facies exists
with different thicknesses ranging from several tens of meters around the Piedmont
area to 150/350 m in the Northern central part of the NCP [57]. Groundwater is
exploited in the layers of quaternary deposits, i.e. in the loose stratum/porous aquifers
with high to very high water storage capacities. From the Taihang Mountains in
the West to East there are two main geomorphological units in the model area: the
Piedmont Plain below the mountain escarpments and the flood plain. In the Piedmont
Plain the aquifers structure is coarse and becomes finer from West to East. In the flood
plain the structure of aquifer is fine with silt sand, clay and silt interlay and in areas
of ancient rivers and paleochannels the aquifer is composed mainly of gravels and
coarse sands with good permeability. Therefore, the distribution of groundwater in
the Beijing region is inhomogeneous. Regions of high abundance and high yielding
porous groundwater aquifers are the Piedmont Plain and the Northeastern districts of
Miyun, Huairou and Shunyi whereas less yielding aquifers are found in the Yangqing
and Tong districts. In the transition zone from the Taihang Mountains to the NCP the
quaternary sediments with low thickness of e.g. some tens of meters are lying on the
older rock formations of the regions.

In the mountainous districts unstable groundwater distributions were assumed
in dependence on the form of the rocks with geological discontinuities (fractures,
joints, dissolution features) and the groundwater flow. In the transition area from
the Taihang and Yanshan Mountains to the NCP stratigraphic sequences of various
ages ranging from archaean metamorphic rocks to quaternary are documented in the
geological and hydrogeological maps. The very old archaean rocks are distributed
mainly in the Miyun and Huairou counties in the northeastern outskirts of Beijing
municipality. It is composed of metamorphic and magma rocks e.g. gneiss, amphibo-
lite and granite. In the mountain areas exist partly water yield fractured rock aquifers
and karst aquifers e.g. the fractured and karstified ordovician limestones and gener-
ally fractured sandstones, granites and gneisses with a high variability with respect
to discharge and a low to medium storage capacity [144]. On the other hand the
claystones, shales and volcanic rocks represent very low yield aquifers or aquitards.

Following the procedures described in Sects. 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 and on the base
of a conceptual hydrogeological model a horizontal and vertical structured 3D-
groundwater model was developed. It describes the saturated zone till approx. 200 m
depth below ground surface (bgs.) in the area of the quaternary sediments of the NCP.
In addition, the borehole data from about 125 drillings homogeneously distributed
within the model area, were incorporated into the groundwater model.

Eq. (2.115), which was derived in Sect. 2.3 is the governing equation for the subse-
quent description. The terms on the right hand side of (2.115) summarize all sources
and sinks that coincide with the time dependent groundwater exploitation due to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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industry, households and agriculture (Qexpl[1/T ]) and recharge (Qrech[1/T ] e.g. due
to precipitation and irrigation) in the domain Ω . The partial differential Eq. (2.115)
describes an initial-boundary value problem which has to be solved numerically
for h in the 3 dimensional model domain Ω . As already mentioned in Sect. 2.3.2
the model, depicted in Fig. 6.13 was implemented in FeFlow®, which is a special-
ized Finite Element (FEM) software for subsurface flow [152]. The initial condi-
tion h(Ω, t0)(groundwater surface) at the initial time t0 was given in the form of
maps describing the groundwater surface of the complete model area of 6300 (km2).
Boundary conditions were chosen of the Dirichlet type, i.e. h(∂Ω) at the boundary
∂Ω and in of well boundary conditions. Since the inflow and outflow rates were
derived from the water budget which contains volume rates only it was the simplest
way to implement these boundary conditions in terms of well boundary conditions
with negative signs (“pumping wells”). Nevertheless for mathematical reasons it is
necessary that at least one Dirichlet boundary condition is implemented as well.
Hence, in the particular model a mixture of both boundary condition types was
implemented.
In addition to this there were also regular well boundary conditions implemented
describing the exploitation rates of the well fields (see Fig. 6.17). The vertical reso-
lution of the model consists of 25 layers and a automatized time stepping scheme was
used. The resulting 3D finite element model consists of more than 150.000 nodes
producing the corresponding huge computational costs. The simulation of 5 years
needed ∼15 min on a Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (2.5 GHz), which was the motivation
for the model reduction (see next subsection).

One of the main tasks with respect to the groundwater model is the parameteriza-
tion of the large-scaled model covering an area of 6300 km2. On one hand the time
independent soil parameters kf , S0 have to be estimated and generalized for the whole
domain Ω by a (small) set of measured values. On the other hand the time dependent
and spatially distributed source/sink terms Qexpl and Qrech have to be calculated. In
order to get these data the procedure was applied that is described in the Sects. 2.3.3
and 2.3.5 (Fig. 6.14). The results are time series of maps for Qrech and Qexpl which

Fig. 6.13 Finite element
model for the Northern
Chinese Plain in the Beijing
municipal region
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Fig. 6.14 Exemplary map for the estimated total yearly exploitation in the Beijing region

were derived from precipitation maps and maps for the agricultural water demand.
The entire water demand consists of the three user groups: households, industry and
agriculture (see [29] for details). The scenario wizard includes a parameterization
issue supporting the budget based creation of time series of maps for the exploitation
and groundwater recharge.

In the end the groundwater model calculates a time series of the hydraulic head
for any finite element node which are interpolated such that a spatial distribution
for the whole model areas is obtained. A sample for the groundwater surface map

Fig. 6.15 Exemplary map for the estimated total yearly exploitation in the Beijing region
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is depicted in Fig. 6.15 and the comparison with the measured groundwater surface
map shows a quite good match. The calculated distribution of the hydraulics head
results from a 4 year simulation run where the input data where adopted in a yearly
manner. The match is sufficiently good and especially the depression zone is covered
by the model quite well.

6.2.1.3 Groundwater Model Reduction

For the optimization of the water allocation system the full 3D Finite Element model
(with >100,000 nodes) is not very suitable due to the mentioned large computational
time. As for the optimization task a prediction of the hydraulic head (groundwater
level) at a set of representative and fixed points is sufficient, an input-output model
(e.g. a linear state space model) with considerably smaller order n (e.g. n < 50) than
the original FEM model has to be derived.

As discussed in Chap. 2, methods for model reduction of those large scale systems
have gained increasing importance in the last few years [9]. Most of these approaches
have in common that they aim to approximate the state vector x with respect to
a performance criterion, e.g. minimize the deviation between original system and
reduced system for a given test input. As for our purpose, a black box input-output
model would be sufficient there is no need to approximate the whole state vector
x. Furthermore, the dimension n of a reduced model which approximates the whole
state space vector x would be in most cases n > 100. With this dimension, for the
given optimization problem the solution time would be unacceptably high (∼hours).
Last but not least the use of the commercial software FeFlow® also prevents the
application of e.g. a Krylov based method as no model representation (e.g. state
space model) is provided by the software.

The basic idea of the proposed model reduction method is sketched in Fig. 6.16. We
assume the existence of a reference scenario which means that the time dependent

Fig. 6.16 Model reduction concept based on a reference scenario and an identified linear state
space model

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_2
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input parameters uref (t) of the FEM groundwater model (especially groundwater
exploitation Qexpl and recharge Qrech) are determined for the whole optimization
horizon. In practical cases these reference scenarios are mostly available or can be
generated by plausible assumptions. Hence the task consists in the derivation of a
model which approximates the behavior of the full FEM model in the case that the
input parameters u differ from uref (t). This model is gained by identification tech-
niques: Test signals (e.g. steps) are added to the reference input uref (t) (dimension p)
and the corresponding deviations from the reference output yref (t) (dimension q) are
identified. Doing this separately for every component of the input-/output vectors u
and y, we finally merge the p ∗ q) single input-single output (SISO) models to a multi
input-multi output (MIMO) model. For the groundwater model, the input parame-
ters are e.g. cumulated (e.g. spatially integrated) exploitation of certain regions or
cumulated exploitations of large well fields. The output parameters of the ground-
water model are the hydraulic head at representative points (“observation wells”).
In our application 13 input and 13 output parameters were defined by the users: The
identified inputs consist of 9 counties and 4 wellfields, the 13 output parameters are
12 observation wells and the mean hydraulic head of the whole area of the water
supply system (see Fig. 6.17). As the slow stream groundwater flow can be inter-
preted as diffusion process only nearby located input and output parameters (e.g.
regions/wellfields and the corresponding observation wells) have some correlation
and a SISO model with these input-/output combinations can be obtained. Due to this
physical reason the number of relevant SISO models is relatively small and hence the
resulting MIMO model of relatively low dimension (n < 50) which is appropriate
for the optimization problem.

Fig. 6.17 In/outputs of the reduced model for the model area
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6.2.2 Beijing Optimal Water Allocation System

To facilitate the optimization algorithm as described in Chap. 5, the Beijing water
supply system is transformed in to a directed graph as shown in Fig. 6.18.

The nodes represent reservoirs, lakes, points of water supply or water extraction
and simple junction points. The water distribution process is described by the edges
(e.g. river reaches, channels), whereas the flow dynamics is neglected according to
the specified time step for decision support. The surface water model consists of 53
nodes and 57 edges.

The dynamic optimization problem is formulated as required (refer to Sect. 5.3).
In Eq. (5.1) The state variables x are the volume content of the reservoirs and channels
with small slope and the states of the reduced groundwater model. Control variables
u are the discharge of the transport elements as well as the water demand of the
customers. The uncontrollable inputs z are the direct precipitation and the potential
evaporation for the reservoirs and the flow of rivers entering the considered region,
which is derived by means of rainfall-runoff-models.

The process Eq. (5.1) consist of the balance equations of the storage nodes and
the reduced groundwater model. The balance equations of the non-storage nodes are
formulated as general equality constraints (5.3)–(5.7). The objective function (5.2)

Fig. 6.18 Beijing Node-Link-Network
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contains the goals of the water management, which are primarily the fulfillment
of the customer demand, the compliance with targets for the reservoir and ground-
water storage volume and the delivery of water with respect to environmental pur-
poses. Therefore, quadratic terms are formulated, which penalize the deviations from
desired values, like e.g. for the demand deficit of the demand node j:

f k
0

(
uk

j

) = ρk
j Δtk

(
uk

j − qk
dem,ref , j

)2

(qk
dem,ref , j)

2
, (6.1)

where qdem,ref ,j is the demand of and uj is the discharge delivered to the customer.
While this term applies for every time step within the optimization horizon, other
terms are formulated only for the final point of the horizon, e.g. for the desired volume
content of the reservoirs.

The inequality constraints Eqs. (5.3) and (5.7) are governed by the technical
capabilities of the water distribution system and rules to guarantee safe operation,
which are simple bounds for the control variables:

uk
min ≤ uk ≤ uk

max,

as well as constraints for the reservoir volume xv:

xk
v,min ≤ xk

v ≤ xk
v,max

and the hydraulic head hhydrof the observation wells:

hk
hydr,min ≤ gk

(
xk

gw

) ≤ hk
hydr,max.

With respect to the practical applicability selected parts of the inequality constraints
Eqs. (5.3) and (5.7) can be relaxed in order to avoid infeasible optimization problem
with respect to unrealistic management demands.

The following objective functions were formulated in consultation with stake-
holders, mainly the Beijing Water Authority:

Maximize supply to customers

max
T∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

WSij

Minimize demand deficit

min
T∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

WDi,j − WSi,j

WDi,j
; WDi,j ≥ WSi,j
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Maximize Water level of Miyun at final time

max HT ,Miyun

Maximize average groundwater head at final time

max HT ,GW

This formulated optimization problem is solved by the methods described in
Chap. 5 using large scale non-linear programming solver (e.g. IPOPT and HQP).
In this application the objective function of Eq. (5.1) is expanded by adding barrier
terms for the inequality constraints:

min
y

⎧⎨
⎩J (y) + μ

ng∑
j=1

ln
(−gj (y)

) | h (y) = 0

⎫⎬
⎭ . (6.2)

The solution of the original NLP results from the subsequent solution of Eq. (6.2)
with a decaying sequence of μ → 0. The identification of right active set with its
combinatorial complexity is avoided. The state of the art non-linear interior point
solver IPOPT is used for the application at hand [339]. The interface for multistage
optimal control problems of the optimization solver HQP [282], which provides an
efficient way for problem formulation along with routines for the derivation of the
∇J,∇h,∇g by means of automatic differentiation [3], is used and coupled to IPOPT.

A typical water management problem for Beijing (horizon of 5 years, discretiza-
tion of one month) has about 8000 optimization variables, 5500 equality constraints
and 7200 inequality constraints. The numerical solution takes approximately 60 iter-
ations and a calculation time of 10 s on a Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (2.5 GHz).

6.2.3 Sample Results of the Decision Support System

To illustrate the performance of the system, several example results of the simulation
model (Catchment model, River system model, Groundwater and reduced ground
water model) and the management tool will be presented below.

Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 shows the results of Modeling a selected catchment area
as an example. The model was calibrated with data from 1981 to 1990 and validated
with future data. The y-axis in the Nash-Sutcliffe-Bias-Diagram shows the Bias value
of the simulated to the measured data and the x-axis shows the Nash–Sutcliffe value.
A perfect model would have the Bias value of 0 and the Nash–Suttcliffe value of 1.
In Figs. 6.20 and 6.21, the model shows good training and validation Nash-Sutcliffe
values of 0.73135 and 0.67845, respectively.

Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show the simulated/measured water inflow into the Guanting
reservoir and the corresponding water level for a period of a year, respectively. The

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_5
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Fig. 6.19 Outflow from
Miyun watershed (Training
performance)
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Fig. 6.20 Outflow from
Miyun watershed (Cost
function)
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Fig. 6.21 Outflow from
Miyun watershed (Validation
performance)
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Fig. 6.22 Overall inflow to Guanting reservoir
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Fig. 6.23 Water level in the Guanting reservoir

peaks of the inflow can get up to practically 240 m3/s. The water level at the beginning
of the year is 475 m and at the end of the year the net reservoir water level has increased
to 477.5 m. The downward slope in the graph from January to July is to be attributed
to the effect of evaporation, or other water diversions. The little additional inflow fails
to compensate for these outflows. The start of the rainy season becomes apparently
in July. The inflows are then greater than the outflows. The water level rises until
about mid October. After that, the outflow again dominates and the level at the end
of the year is 477.5 m. Conclusively, if the outflow regime selected is continued, the
water supply from Guanting Reservoir can be sustainably maintained.

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the water inflow into the Miyun reservoir and the
corresponding water level. The value of the water level taken at the beginning of
the year was 153.4 m. At the end of the year the reservoir does still have a level
of 152.0 m. The downward slope in the graph between January and July is to be
attributed to the effect of evaporation, of water diversion into the Beijing-Miyun
channel, into the river Chaobai, and of the demand from the No. 9 waterworks. The
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Fig. 6.24 Miyun inflow
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Fig. 6.25 Miyun water level

little additional groundwater coming from the catchment areas fails to compensate
for these outflows. The start of the rainy season becomes apparent in July. The inflows
are then greater than the outflows. The water level rises until about October. After
that, the outflow again dominates and the level at the end of the year is 152.0 m. If
the outflow regime selected is continued, a similar inflow figure over 5 years would
mean that considerable restrictions must be set on consumption (the outflow) to
assure sustainability.

The proposed concept for optimal water management is evaluated for two sets
of experiments. The first set of experiments compares two scenarios. In scenario 1
of this experiment, we want to minimize demand deficit and keep demand constant
for the next 10 years and in scenario 2 we want to minimize demand deficit and
increase demand 5 % yearly for the next 10 years. The results of the two scenarios
are illustrated in the Figs. 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28. Scenario 1 shows that the demand
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can be fulfilled for the ten years, but without considering sustainability, the Miyun-
Reservior and the groundwater are overexploited (see Fig. 6.28). By increasing the
demand yearly, then we can see in scenario 2 that the demand won’t be fulfilled
anymore and within 1.5 years Miyun has already reached its minimum and at the end
of the 10 years, the systems groundwater level has sunk rapidly.

In the second set of experiments, three scenarios based on the same set of input
data (historical rainfall measurements and customer demands reflecting the predicted
development of population size and economic growth) were studied. The objective
function contains four quadratic terms in order to penalize deviations from the desired
final water level of largest reservoir in the system (Miyun reservoir), from the desired
final average hydraulic head of the groundwater storage as well as the deficit of the
customer demand separated into two groups for household/industry and agriculture.
The deficit of the delivered water must be less than 5 % for domestic/industrial
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Fig. 6.26 Demand versus supply—scenario 1
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Fig. 6.27 Demand versus supply—scenario 2
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Fig. 6.28 Mean groundwater head and Miyun Reservoir

clients and less than 25 % for agricultural clients. For the third scenario it is assumed
that water can be transferred to the considered region up to an annual amount of
300 Mio. m3 starting from the third year within the optimization horizon.

The overall water requirement exceeds noticeably the natural sources. The
reduced groundwater model has been derived under the assumption that this over-
consumption was covered by the groundwater storage. This leads to a strong reduction
of the average hydraulic head of the groundwater storage of about 9 m during the
5 years (scenario 1, see Fig. 6.5). Using the initial state of the Miyun reservoir and the
final value of the reference trajectory for the average groundwater head as target in
the objective function, for the base scenario (scenario 1) there are only small observ-
able deviations from these values in combination with a minor demand deficit. In the
second scenario the increase of the target value for the final groundwater hydraulic
head at 5 m and a corresponding shift of penalty coefficients in order to keep this
value lead to a better spreading of the overdraft over the different storages as well as
to the customers.

Figure 6.29 shows the course of the water level for the Miyun reservoir. Because
of its capacity of 4.1 × 109m3 the Miyun reservoir plays an important role for the
long term management of the overall system.

As can be seen, the years with an above-average precipitation produce only a
medium rise of the water level. The second scenario, which attempts to reduce
the decline of the average hydraulic head of the groundwater storage, results
in an increased release of this reservoir compared to the base scenario, which
corresponds to a change of the final water level from 142 m above sea level to 137 m.
In the third scenario, a part of this release is replaced by water from outside of the
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Fig. 6.29 Water level of Miyun-reservoir

considered region, which reduces the water level decrease at about 2 m. The second
reservoir is situated at a channel from the Miyun-Reservoir to the city of Beijing and
serves only as intermediate storage. The admissible range for water management is
completely utilized by the optimal control approach. The shift in the management
target causes a different operating strategy because water from the connected channel
is taken to replace groundwater abstractions in the nearby regions. The change of
the management target for the second and third scenario also induce an increase of
the overall demand deficit from 0.1 % to 3.5 % (second scenario), which is nearly
6.8 × 108m3 over the full horizon.

Figure 6.30 shows the time plot of the mean groundwater level of the optimization
scenarios. It is obvious that in scenarios 2 and 3 that aim to increase the target value
for the final groundwater hydraulic head at 5 m is nearly achieved.

In Fig. 6.31 the impact of the different strategies to the exemplary input 1 (exploita-
tion in a certain region) and exemplary output 5 (groundwater level at a defined
observation point) can be studied. The exploitation is clearly decreased in scenarios
2 and 3, which corresponds to an increase of the groundwater level at the observation
point.

Finally, in Fig. 6.32 it can be seen that the performance of the drastically reduced
groundwater model is good, regarding the fact that the original FEM model with
more than 100.000 nodes has been reduced to a state space model with 36 states.

It has been proven that in spite of the large area which has to be managed and the
corresponding complex surface and groundwater models the optimization problem
could be solved in an appropriate computation time (∼min). This could be achieved
by a drastical reduction of the complex groundwater model to a state space model of
relatively low dimension (n < 50). The user (i.e. water allocation decision maker)
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Fig. 6.30 Mean groundwater level from scenarios 1–3
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Fig. 6.31 Exploitation and groundwater head at a specific observation point
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Fig. 6.32 FEM model compared with the reduced model using values from scenario 1

is enabled to select from a number of predefined performance criteria as well as to
assign constraints to the elements of the water allocation system in order to specify
the management targets according to his/her needs. The performance of the proposed
concept is demonstrated by realistic optimization scenarios, whereby the benefit of
a new strategic channel has been investigated with a planning horizon of 5 years.
Actually the developed DSS is now being used by the decision makers.

6.3 Pipeline Network Simulation for Public Services

Thomas Westerhoff and Buren Scharaw

6.3.1 Introduction

As described in Sect. 3.2, water supply networks are one of the largest and most
important infrastructures for public live. The safe supply with drinking water is one
of the most important challenges for engineers. Because of the complexity of water
distribution systems (WDS) and the used hydraulic models engineers need computer
programs to simulate or optimize such systems. In the past decade a lot of programs
for that where developed. Because of their experience for many years in water distri-
bution engineering, also a universal simulation tool called HydroDyn was developed
at Fraunhofer’s Application Center for Systems Engineering in Ilmenau (Germany).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-16026-4_3
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This chapter will describe the main features of HydroDyn and will demonstrate its
capabilities with some example projects.

6.3.2 System Architecture of HydroDyn

HydroDyn was developed in cooperation with different water distribution compa-
nies and public services in Germany over the last years. The main goal was the
development of an easy usable tool for engineers with the following features:

1. modeling and simulation of pressurized water supply networks,
2. modeling and simulation of sewer systems,
3. modeling and simulation of gas networks,
4. optimizing the operation of that systems,
5. combining spatial information with asset data,
6. advanced analysis and query support,
7. data access for SCADA systems.

HydroDyn is based on a client-server structure. The tool contains of four main
system components

1. Oracle Database,
2. HydroDyn Calculation Server,
3. HydroDyn Clients,
4. HydroDyn Plugins.

The whole structure of the HydroDyn system is shown in Fig. 6.33 with the use
of this distributed structure and the use of TCP/IP protocol for communication it
is possible to place the systems component all over the world. The communication
between the components will be done via Internet.

Fig. 6.33 System structure of HydroDyn
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The first part of HydroDyn and the main data storage is the Oracle RDBS. All the
model data for several networks, the calculation results, the spatial informations and
the imported SCADA data are stored within this database. This gives the user the
possibility to use all the advantages of Oracle database for storing a large amount
of information like redundancy, partitioning, clustering etc. Therefore the system is
scalable. For small models one can use a cheap Oracle license (e.g. Oracle Standard
Edition One). If one wants to handle very large systems like mega cities it is also
possible by the use of a larger Oracle license (e.g. Oracle Enterprise Edition). Oracle
gives the user also the possibility to access all the data with a large amount of powerful
tools for SQL-based data access and data exchange tools on the market.

The second part of the system is the HydroDyn Calculation Server (HDCS). It
is designed as a MS Windows service that should be run on the Oracle Database
Server. The HDCS does all the simulation and optimization tasks of the system.
It has a direct connection to the oracle database. Each calculation that have to be
executed is triggered from signals from the connected clients. There is also the
possibility to trigger simulations and optimization tasks from a SCADA system. So
the SCADA system can run daily tasks like pump scheduling optimization or leakage
detection without the manual access of an engineer via HydroDyn client. SCADA can
store actual measured values (e.g. tank levels, pump status, valve openings, metered
demands …) into the Oracle database and run a simulation or optimization with that

Fig. 6.34 HydroDyn client
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values. Each Oracle Database has at least one HydroDyn calculation service. If one
needs redundancy and availability for the system then more than one HDCS can be
installed. The additional services starts in “wait-mode” and resume the calculation
tasks if the main service fails or crashes (Fig. 6.34).

The third party of Hydrodyn is the Hydrodyn Client (HDC). The client is the main
user interface to the engineer. With the HDC one can build up the system models, run
calculations, analyze data, building reports and so on. HydroDyn has a very powerful
support for geographical map formats like DXF, ESRI Shape File, ECW, GeoTiff,
JPG, BMP etc. All map types can be referenced and aligned to match each other.
Multiple clients can access one database and so all work can be done by several
editors in parallel. At the moment there is only a Client version for MS Windows
available.

The fourth and one of the most flexible parts of HydroDyn is its integrated plugin
system. With the plugin interface it is possible to extend the functional range of
the system step by step according to the customers requirements. There are a lot of
plugins available for several purposes like

Fig. 6.35 Optimal pump scheduling plugin
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1. Optimization plugins (Optimal pump scheduling plugin,…)
2. Database import and export plugins (pumps, valves, spatial data, elevation pro-

fils,…)
3. Data report plugin (customers demands, leakage reports, pump schedules,…)
4. SCADA connection plugins (OPC, SAT-RSI,…)
5. and a lot more…

As an example Fig. 6.35 shows the screen of the plugin for optimized pump schedul-
ing.

6.4 Water Quality Modeling for the Lower Havel River

Albrecht Gnauck

6.4.1 Introduction

Today’s environmental research is confronted with increasing inquiries for manage-
ment re-commendations. The public expects fast and reliable statements on critical
changes of environmental conditions and its effects on living conditions. Decision
makers have to take management measures in time for safeguarding the living quality
of people. The water cycle is one of the global problems with regional and local con-
sequences. Especially, increasing nutrient inputs to water bodies lead to an increase
of symptoms of freshwater eutrophication. Eutrophication is characterised by an
increase of dissolved nutrients in water bodies, mainly phosphorus, carbon and nitro-
gen, by excessive growth of plants, mainly algae, and by restricted water uses due to
anoxic water conditions as well as by odour problems [127, 327].

Eutrophication processes of freshwater ecosystems are supported by intensive
man-made activities in river basins. Sediments have been accumulated nutrients
over several decades [80]. They act as internal nutrient sources. Polluted water due
to eutrophication affects not only the functioning of freshwater ecosystems, but also
endangers human health [334]. Thereby, not only the various kinds of freshwater uses
will be restricted, but also the availability of a landscape for culture, recreation and
tourism [162]. Then, high financial budgets are required for water treatment and for
restoration of damaged freshwater ecosystems [229, 232]. Mostly, eutrophication will
be more indicated by their effects but less by actual changes of matter concentrations.
In the past, enhanced input of phosphorus into water bodies due to intensive use of
mineral fertilizers on agricultural areas, or orthophosphate in laundry detergents, as
well as intensive inputs of sewage effluents has led to exceptionally high loads of
phosphorus into rivers and lakes [230]. These man-made impacts caused a shift from
oligotrophic to eutrophic and sometimes to hypertrophic freshwater ecosystems.
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Freshwater ecosystems are highly complex, with plenty of functions and a great
number of biotic structural elements. The biological structure, state, function, and
evolution of a freshwater ecosystem depend on exchange of matter and energy with
the environment as well as on the relationship between entropy-generating and
entropy-reducing processes in the interior of the water body under consideration
and in the sediment layer in exchange with it. Contributory to local entropy gen-
eration are not only thermal flow, friction, diffusion, light extinction, and chemical
transformation of matter but also biological processes, such as primary production,
respiration, grazing, ingestion, and excretion, with the process rates being non-linear
functions of chemical affinities [212]. The entropy generated within the ecosystem is
compensated by an inflow of negentropy, so that stationary non-equilibrium states are
maintained [171]. Therefore, a thermodynamic description of a freshwater ecosys-
tem is based on mass balances of state variables, pulse and energy balances as well
as on the generalised Gibbs’ fundamental equation for the entire system.

Freshwater ecosystems in northern Germany are characterised by low-flow condi-
tions and by an increase of easily degradable substances mostly. The nutrient content
of treated wastewater, the re-suspension of clay particles and the remobilisation of
nutrients from sediment lead to a secondary load of the water body. Despite of reduc-
tion of external sources since the late 1980s the intended water quality goal of reduced
nutrient levels in the water body has not been achieved. Now it has become clear,
that the sediments have been accumulated nutrients, especially phosphorus, over sev-
eral decades so that they now act as an internal nutrient source. Compared with the
amount of phosphorus in the pelagic zone of eutrophic lakes, the phosphorus content
of sediments of shallow water bodies is considerably higher [328, 329]. Therefore,
eutrophication is now more sustained by internal than by external pollution sources.

Generally, a water quality Modeling and simulation framework is a fixed part
of control schemes and decision support tools for water management. For the shal-
low river-lake system of the Lower Havel River such a framework (called CEUS—
Cottbus EUtrophication Simulator) was developed to control the water quality.
Firstly, modern time series analysis methods are used for process identification [113].
By means of wavelet analysis interrelations between water quality indicators and sed-
iment characteristics could be identified. Reference [124] as well as [151] developed
a 1D-process model describing the phosphorus remobilisation from sediment. Later
on, changing water quality levels are simulated by the eutrophication simulator CEUS
[118] carried out within the MATLAB development environment. To get a software
tool for water quality management of river basins the CEUS simulator was coupled
with the optimisation tool ISSOP [123, 187].

6.4.2 The Hydrological System of Lower Havel River

The Lower Havel River (LHR) belongs to the Federal Waterways of Germany.
Hydraulic works as sluices and weirs and banked-up water levels influence the water
flow as well as the intensity and kinetics of nutrient dynamics along the course
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Fig. 6.36 Experimental area of the Lower Havel River

of the river. The catchment ranges from the junction of rivers Havel and Spree at
Berlin-Spandau over the cities of Potsdam, Brandenburg/Havel and Rathenow up to
the mouth of the Havel River into the River Elbe close to the City of Havelberg.
Figure 6.36 shows a cut-off from the catchment up to the City of Brandenburg.

Especially, the experimental area under consideration is penetrated by the
hydraulic work of the City of Brandenburg. Within this area the water flow is divided
into two approximately equal parts of 25 (m/s). One part runs through the so called
Sacrow–Paretz channel, and the other part through the River Havel. The Sacrow-
Paretz channel, which was constructed between Lake Jungfernsee and Lake Gttinsee,
by-passes the big loop of the course of the river between the City of Potsdam and
the City of Brandenburg. Compared with sea level the average water level of LHR
is given by 29.4 m above sea level. In opposite to the very strong urbanised area of
Berlin/Potsdam with a lot of channel-like enlargements of the waterway and small
harbours for industry as well as marinas for recreational purposes, the landscape is
characterised by natural banks, shallow lakes with low-flow conditions, wetlands and
marshy country, as well as by high evaporation rates. For low-flow situations, a slope
of the water level of 2 (cm/km) was observed. The active sediment layer is given
by 2–15 (cm). Table 6.1 contains some selected averages of hydro-morphological
characteristics of the hydrological system of LHR.

Until 1990, the water quality of the River Havel was characterised by high eutroph-
ication rates. Since 1990, the nutrient concentrations of effluents of sewage water
treatment plants are diminished according to German environmental laws. A reduced
usage of fertilisers as well as changes in the land use of agricultural areas has dimin-
ished the amount of nutrients from external diffuse sources. But, this management
options have not led to a better water quality. Because of high retention times within
the shallow lakes and large sediment surfaces, algal blooms, mainly diatoms and
cyanobacteria, are supported by internal or secondary pollution of the water body
due to nutrient remobilisation from sediment.
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6.4.3 Data Material

For water quality Modeling of LHR daily data are used which were available from
the Environmental Authority of the State of Brandenburg at Potsdam. Long-term
data sets of dissolved oxygen (DO), chlorophyll-a (CHA), ammonia (NH4-N), nitrate
(NO3-N), orthophosphate phosphorus (o-PO4-P), water temperature (WT) and water
flow (Q) are used to simulate the water quality of LHR. For simulation the course of
LHR were divided into segments of different length (Fig. 6.37). The river segments
are characterised by their input and output observation points.

Because of irregular sampling all time series were processed by advanced static
and dynamic statistical methods to get equidistant data. For the river-lake system
under consideration in the linear interpolation method has been proved delivering
the smallest standard error in comparison to the nearest neighbour method, cubic
splines or cubic Hermite polynomials (Table 6.2).

6.4.4 Process Identification

Within freshwater ecosystems the eutrophication process is stimulated by external
nutrient inputs but also by internal nutrient sources. The latter one is supported under
certain meteorological, hydro-chemical and hydro-physical conditions by remobili-
sation of nutrients from sediments where water temperature is one of the most impor-
tant control variables [195]. In consequence, a nutrient enrichment of the pelagic
water column takes. Wind fetch on shallow water bodies causes uniform mixing
of water, and leads to an uniform distribution of algal nutrients within the water
body. To identify the phosphorus remobilisation process of LHR time series of water

Fig. 6.37 Segmentation of rivers Spree and Havel
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Table 6.2 Interpolation methods used for data sets of LHR

Indicator River Spree Teltow Channel River Havel

Chlorophyll-a Linear Linear, spline Linear

Conductivity Linear, spline Linear, spline Linear, spline,
polynomial

NH4-N Linear Linear, spline Linear

NO2-N Linear Linear Linear

NO3-N Linear Linear Linear

o-PO4-P Linear, spline,
polynomial

Linear, spline Linear

Turbidity Linear Linear, spline Linear

UV absorption Linear, spline Linear, spline Linear, spline,
polynomial

temperature and phosphate phosphorus of two different sampling points of the river-
lake system have been investigated. Figure 6.38 shows a comparison of phosphate
phosphorus concentrations of the River Havel at Potsdam (input) and at Ketzin (out-
put) of the shallow lake area under consideration. The amplitudes at Ketzin are much
higher than at Potsdam which is explained by a higher secondary load caused by
remobilisation of phosphate from sediments.

The underlying phenomenon was described by different authors for shallow lakes.
Reference [26] as well as [195] reported on temperature dependencies of phos-
phate remobilisation in shallow water bodies connected with changing dissolved
oxygen conditions where decreasing water temperature causes increasing phosphate
remobilisation from sediment. Changes of the intensity of biochemical processes fol-
low changes of water temperature which depend on changes of heat quantity added
to the water body. Dead organic matter (mainly dead algal biomass) will be miner-
alised by micro-organisms. This process needs electron acceptors which are supplied
from the water column where nitrate and dissolved oxygen are the major electron

Fig. 6.38 Phosphate concentrations of input (Potsdam) and output (Ketzin) of a sub-watershed of
the LHR
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acceptors before iron is consumed. The order of consumption is determined by Gibbs
free energy gained in the reaction. Methane formation due to decay of organic mate-
rial in sediments leads to an increase of nitrogen and phosphorus within the pore
water. Nutrients enter the sediment by molecular diffusion, convection, or bioturba-
tion. In the case of aerobic conditions at the mud-water interface, phosphate will be
stored and fixed in the sediment. For anaerobic conditions formation of hydrogen
sulphide takes place and causes a destruction of stable iron (III) phosphate and iron
(III) hydroxide layers of the mud-water interface which prevent phosphorus remo-
bilisation under aerobic conditions. Due to diffusion processes phosphorus and also
other nutrients come up from pore water to the water column.

From a wavelet analysis (Daubechies 3) of respective water quality time series
with daily data [112, 124] resulted that the control of phosphate storage into sediment
and phosphate remobilisation from sediment depend not only on the actual water
temperature WT but on its gradient dWT/dt (positive or negative) and on the change
of heat quantity d2WT/dt2 transferred to the water body. A visualisation of these
effects is presented in Fig. 6.39.

The process observed is valid in all shallow lakes of the course of LHR. In the
beginning at time d = 110 water temperature is increasing and forces bacterial decay
of organic matter. The gradients of water temperature are f’(WT) > 0 and f”(WT) >

0 (Phase 0). If dissolved oxygen concentration is sufficient, then phosphorus will
be stored into the sediment. Intensive bacterial activity leads to a higher demand
of dissolved oxygen and at least to a deficit of DO at the mud-water interface. At
this point phosphorus remobilisation is started. In parallel, a diminished increase of
water temperature reduces the bacterial activity, and, in consequence, the demand of
dissolved oxygen. If the gradient of WT reaches its maximum, then the amount
of heat quantity transferred to the water body f”(WT) tends to negative values
(Phase 1). A decrease of water temperature leads to negative values of the gradi-
ent of water temperature (dWT/dt) and its derivation which is connected with an
increase of phosphorus remobilisation (Phase 2). A further, but diminished decrease
of water temperature, that means smaller negative gradients, leads to positive values

Fig. 6.39 Temperature control of phosphate remobilisation
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Table 6.3 Phases of temperature control of phosphate remobilisation in shallow lakes

Phase Change of heat quantity Temperature gradients P dynamics

0 Increase of WT f’(WT) > 0, f”(WT) > 0 Storage of phosphate in
sediment

1 Diminished increase of WT f’(WT) > 0, f”(WT) < 0 Start of phosphorus
remobilisation

2 Decrease of WT f’(WT) < 0, f”(WT) < 0 Increase of phosphorus
remobilisation

3 Diminished decrease of WT f’(WT) < 0, f”(WT) > 0 Stop of phosphorus
remobilisation

Fig. 6.40 Model concept of P-remobilisation (SP—soluble phosphorus, DO—dissolved oxygen,
NO3—nitrate nitrogen, WT—water temperature) (after [151], adapted from [118])

of the heat transfer to the water body. The phosphorus remobilisation from sediment
will be smaller and will be stopped at least (Phase 3). Import of dissolved oxygen
causes aging oxic conditions at the mud-water interface. Then, increasing water tem-
perature starts again an intensive bacterial decay of organic matter characterised by
phase 0. The process of storage or remobilisation of phosphorus will go on.

Corresponding with Fig. 6.39 four phases of soluble phosphorus dynamics in
shallow lakes can be distinguished in dependence of water temperature (Table 6.3).

To compute this dynamic behavior [151] developed and validated a process model.
The model concept is shown in Fig. 6.40.

The input to each river-lake segment is given by the input boundary conditions for
dissolved oxygen, nitrate and soluble phosphorus bio-available for phytoplankton.
The processes which take place in the mud-water interface are stimulated by the active
sediment layer. The respective model equation for P-remobilisation from sediment
(PSED) is given by:
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dPSED

dt
= (−1)Θ · phi · hs

⎛
⎜⎝−

DSP

(1−ln(phi2))
(

SP−
(

PSED
hs·phi

))

hs

2

+ Θ

(
cpcrit − cpEA

cpcrit

)
· (KFe cpFe + qp)

⎞
⎟⎠

(6.3)

where Θ = 1, if cpEA ≤ cpcrit, and Θ = 0, if cpEA > cpcrit. The meaning of
parameters is listed in Table 6.4. For Modeling of this process the AQUASIM software
[269] was used.

Table 6.4 Model parameters
for the P-remobilisation
sub-model

Parameter/Variable Explanation

cpcrit Critical value of cpEA

cpDO = DO/31,998 Dissolved oxygen
concentration in pore water

cpEA = 2cpDO + 5cpNO3 Electron acceptor
concentration in pore water

cpFe Iron concentration in pore
water

cpNO3 = NO3/14.007 Nitrate concentration in
pore water

DSP Diffusion coefficient of
dissolved phosphorus

hs Thickness of active
sediment layer (m)

K1(20) Decay rate of organic
material in pore water at
20 ◦C

KFe = K1(WT)/36 Iron concentration in pore
water

K1(WT) = K1
20(0.1·lg2/lgK1(20)(TEMP−20)+1)

Temperature dependent
decay rate of organic
material in pore water

phi Sediment porosity

PSED P-concentration remobilsed
from sediment

qp Ratio P/Fe of reducible iron

SP Soluble phosphorus
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For Modeling Modeling the P-remobilisation process of different parts of the river-
lake system under consideration an average diffusion coefficient of 7.9×10−10 m/s
for soluble phosphorus and a value of 0.9 for sediment porosity was assumed [151].

6.4.5 The CEUS Eutrophication Simulator

To simulate the eutrophication process in shallow water bodies a stationary 1D-model
was developed. The model is an extension of the model AQUAMOD 1 [304] adapted
to shallow eutrophic water bodies. The model concept is given in Fig. 6.41. It was
realised with the MATLAB software development environment.

Model state variables are given by the water quality indicators phytoplankton (A),
zooplankton (Z), dissolved orthophosphate phosphorus (PO4-P), ammonia nitrogen
(NH4-N), and nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N). The variables phytoplankton and orthophos-
phate phosphorus are connected with the sub-model for phosphorus remobilisation
from sediment characterised by the active sediment layer. To cover the phospho-
rus remobilisation process from sediment the sub-model (PSED) given above was
included in the phosphorus balance equation assuming that a quarter of soluble phos-
phorus is originated by P-remobilisation from sediment. QIN and QOUT describe the
average discharges into and out of a river segment or lake under consideration.
External driving forces like photoperiod (FOTOP), solar radiation (I) and water tem-
perature (WT) influence the biological activity within the water body.

The mathematical model consists of five differential equations, site-specific func-
tions, water-specific disturbance variables and environmental constants as well as
model-specific parameters. A description of model equations and parameters, site
constants and ecosystem specific parameters is given by [112, 118]. The time

Fig. 6.41 Conceptual model of the eutrophication simulator
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behavior of physical variables is modelled by trigonometric functions as well as
by polynomials. The following equations are used:

Phytoplankton biomass A (mg CHA/l)

dA

dt
= Q

V (AIN − AOUT )
+ GROW − UA f (t) A − FRZ · CR · Z · A

+ RESP · WT · A (6.4)

Phosphate phosphorus P (mg P/l)

dP

dt
= Q

V (PIN − POUT )
+ FRZ · CR · Z · A · C((1 − AZP)(KSA/(KSA + A))

+ RESP · WT · A − GROW + 1/4 · PSED (6.5)

Ammonia nitrogen NH4-N (mg N/l)

dNH4

dt
= Q

V (NH4IN − NH4OUT )
+ B3 · NORG

− B1 · NH4 − FA1 · FUP · GROW (6.6)

Nitrate nitrogen NO3-N (mg N/l)

dNO3

dt
= Q

V (NO3IN − NO3OUT )

− FA1 (1 − FUP) · GROW + B1 · NH4 (6.7)

Filtrating zooplankton Z (mg C/l)

dZ

dt
= Q

V (ZIN − ZOUT )
+ FRZ · CR · Z · C · AZP

·
(

KSA

KSA + A

)
− MORT · Z (6.8)

Site-specific disturbance functions

Global radiation (J/cm2×d)

I = 280 + 210 · sin

(
2π

365
· (t + 240)

)

Foto period (h)

FOTOP = 12 − 4 · cos

(
2π

365
t

)
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Water-specific disturbance variables

Water temperature (◦C)

WT = 13.55 + 9.68 · sin

(
2π

357
· (t − 114)

)

Sinking function of phytoplankton

f (t) = 0.8 + 0.25 · cos

(
2π

365
· t

)
− 0.12 · cos

(
2π
365
2

· t

)

DO = 10.70 + 1.52 · sin

(
2π

500
· (t + 98)

)
+ 1.53 · sin

(
2π

122
(t + 60)

)

Water-specific environmental constants

EP = 0.2; zmix = 2

Model-specific parameter values

AZP = 0.6; IK = 1.25; KSA = 60; MORT = 0.075; FRZ = 0.9 × 10−3; KSSP =
100; UA = 0.05; RESP = 0.005.

Explanations of functions and parameters used in the model CEUS are given in
Table 6.5.

The simulator CEUS was calibrated and validated by comparisons of measured
and simulated time series of water quality indicators. Time series of water quality data
from 1998 to 2004 from different observation points along the course of LHR were
used for modeling and parameterisation. As recommended by the Federal Institute of
Hydrology of Germany time series of water quality indicators from 1997 are taken
as reference data [351]. For this reason time series at observation point 325 (cf.
Fig. 6.37) are compared with simulated water quality indicators for different river
segments of LHR. The water body is well mixed and nutrient rich with an equal water
temperature distribution. In the case of Sacrow–Paretz Channel (SPK0010) the water
quality is mainly influenced by the anthropogenic activities of the urbanised area of
the capitals Berlin and Potsdam.

The bioproduction follows the same yearly dynamics but with higher variations
at monitoring station 325 caused by intensive man-made activities within the sub-
catchment (Fig. 6.42). At the other stations concentration lines are more smoothed.
Phytoplankton variations show local maxima in spring caused by diatoms and higher
ones in late summer and early fall by cyanobacteria. With decreasing water temper-
ature and decreasing natural light intensity the algal bloom collapses. The phyto-
plankton biomass drops down to the initial level. Because of differences in water
mass movement the phytoplankton maxima of observation points 345 and SPK0100
are shifted approximately by one week.
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Table 6.5 Functions and parameters of model CEUS

Function/parameters Explanation

AZP Part of nutrients utilised by zooplankton

B1 Rate of oxidation of ammonia

B3 Rate of ammonification

C Ratio of carbon to chlorophyll of the algal
biomass (mg C/mg CHA)

CR Part of filtered algal biomass

EP Coefficient of light extinction

FA1 Nitrogen part of algal biomass (mg N/mg CHA)

FRZ Filtration rate of zooplankton

FUP = PFNH4/(NH4PF + (1-PF)NO3) Chemical transfer rate of ammonia nitrogen to
nitrate nitrogen

GROW = UPTAKE(arctan(RATE) −
arctan(RATEe(−EPSzmix)))
SP/(SP + KSSP)NO3/(NO3 + KSNO3)

Phytoplankton growth

GROWMAX Maximum growth rate of phytoplankton biomass

I Solar radiation

IK Light dependency of phytoplankton growth

KSA Half saturation constant of zooplankton

KSNO3 Half saturation constant of nitrate nitrogen

KSSP Half saturation constant of soluble phosphorus

MORT Mortality rate of zooplankton

NORG Organic nitrogen

PF Preference factor for nitrogen

PMAX = 0.0193e0.09WT Temperature dependency of phytoplankton
growth

Q Flow of water mass

RATE = I/(2IKFOTOP) Light dependency of phytoplankton growth

RESP Respiration rate of phytoplankton

UA Sinking rate of phytoplankton

UPTAKE = 2
GROWMAXFOTOPPMAX/(EPzmix)A

Nutrient dependency of phytoplankton growth

V Volume of river/lake segment

zmix Mixing depth (m) of river/lake segment under
consideration (cf. average depth in Table 6.1)

In accordance with this behavior soluble phosphate phosphorus is decreased in
spring by nutrient uptake due to diatoms. The strong increase in late summer is caused
by phosphorus remobilisation from sediment. Of course the soluble phosphorus
concentrations are higher at observation point 325 compared with observation point
345. But it is remarkable that at observation point SPK0100 the same concentration
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Fig. 6.42 Validation of CEUS for phytoplankton biomass

Fig. 6.43 Validation of CEUS for nitrate nitrogen

value soluble phosphorus is reached as at observation point 325 after the conjunction
of River Spree and River Havel.

The nitrogen compounds ammonia and nitrate show an opposite dynamic com-
pared with this of orthophosphate phosphorus. Ammonia nitrogen and nitrate nitro-
gen are directly coupled. Figure 6.43 shows the nitrate nitrogen dynamic with higher
values in spring but lower values in late summer and fall. This overall behavior is
based on two different processes.The first process is known as nitrification (bacterial
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oxidation of ammonia to nitrate in two steps). The other one is referred to nitrate
uptake by cyanobacteria. Increase of nitrogen content at the end of the year is caused
by import processes from other river segments.

6.4.6 The Optimisation Tool ISSOP

For parameter optimisation the software tool ISSOP (Integrated System for
Simulation and Optimisation) was used [187]. Originally it was developed to sup-
port manufacturing, organisational and logistic processes based on discrete parameter
optimisation methods. In Fig. 6.10 an overview of the inner architecture of ISSOP
and the optimisation methods included is presented. Before starting an optimisation
run each real problem will be automatically transformed into the standard optimi-
sation problem. The following optimisation procedures are included: CENUM—
Component wise enumeration, DISOPT—a quasi-gradient method, EVOL—an evo-
lutionary optimisation strategy, SIMCARLO—optimisation by MCM, SIMGEN—
optimisation by a genetic algorithm, THRESHACC—optimisation by a threshold
algorithm, QUADLS—optimisation by a cube method as a mixture of local search
and exhaustive enumeration. For analysis of parameter sensitivity the method SEN-
SIT can be used. Further optimisation procedures can be added to ISSOP (Fig. 6.44).

ISSOP contains an open interface for MATLAB models. Therefore, the MATLAB
based eutrophication model CEUS was coupled with ISSOP to get optimised para-
meter sets for simulation. Figure 6.45 shows the general structure of coupling [123].

Fig. 6.44 Optimisation methods contained in ISSOP
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Fig. 6.45 Structure of coupling between simulation model M and optimisation tool S

Fig. 6.46 Information exchange between ISSOP and CEUS (adapted from Gnauck et al. 2003a)

The input variables of the simulation model M are denoted by α1x1, . . . , αkxk ,
while the outputs of M are symbolised by y1, . . . , ym. They will be valuated by
goal functions f = {f1, . . . , fn} with fi(M(α1x1, . . . , αkxk)) = fi(y1, . . . , ym) for i =
1, …n. Arbitrary continuous functions fi can be used as goal functions. There are no
restrictions for goal functions (e.g. convexity). If n > 1, then goal functions f1, . . . , fn
are aggregated to a weighted sum S = Σwifi. For weighting factors wi the condition
Σ |wi| = 1 is valid. The model results will be optimised simultaneously.

The data transfer between optimisation and simulation system is given in Fig. 6.46.
The tool ISSOP uses the model variables and target values of CEUS as input data and
gives optimised state variables and parameters back to the eutrophication simulator
CEUS.

6.4.7 Simulation Results and Discussion

After calibration and validation the simulator CEUS was used to generate simula-
tion results of phytoplankton and nutrient dynamics of LHR at different locations
(Fig. 6.47, cf. Fig. 6.36). Because of nutrient rich water within each river segment the
bioproduction is relatively high in spring but in summer and fall as well. During the
first four months an increase of phytoplankton biomass is observed. The growth of
phytoplankton is dominated by diatoms. Their ecophysiological preference is stimu-
lated by low water temperature and high concentration of soluble phosphorus within
the water body. The speed of phytoplankton growth is high. By the middle of April
(d 110) the growth of phytoplankton drops down because of increasing water tem-
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Fig. 6.47 Simulated yearly dynamics of algal biomass of LHR

perature. Another very high increase of phytoplankton biomass can be seen in the
second half of the year. In opposite of spring biomass, cyanobacteria are the domi-
nant algal species now. Cyanobacteria prefer nitrogen as nutrient source instead of
phosphorus starting in June (cf. Figs. 6.49 and 6.50). In the interval between diatom
and cyanobacteria growth green algae species grow up.

In late summer resp. early fall algal blooms collapse. As a result, high concentra-
tions of dead organic matter settle down to the bottom in each of the river segments.
This leads to high decay rates of dead organic matter with high rates of oxygen con-
sumption by bacteria. In consequence, anoxic conditions exist at the sediment-water
interface and change its chemical behavior. The nutrients stored in the pore water of

Fig. 6.48 Simulated yearly dynamics of soluble phosphorus of LHR
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Fig. 6.49 Simulated yearly dynamics of ammonia nitrogen of LHR

the sediment will now be remobilised from it by diffusion processes and distributed
over the whole water column due to wind fetch.

This effect can be seen from Fig. 6.48 which shows the yearly dynamics of soluble
phosphorus.

The decreasing behavior in the first half of a year will be alternated by a strong
increase of phosphate phosphorus concentration starting at end of May (d = 150).
The time shift between diatom biomass maximum and orthophosphate phosphorus
minimum is approximately three weeks. This means, than the losses of soluble phos-
phorus will be partly equalised by phosphorus remobilisation from sediment. The
extremly increase of phosphorus in the second half of the year can take place because
the species composition of algal biomass has been changed.

In opposition to that, the inorganic nitrogen components ammonia and nitrate
show another dynamic behavior. Both components are imported by the river flow
from underlying river segments. They show increasing concentrations up to the end
of February and beginning of March. The processes behind this dynamics are snow
melting and anthropogenic inputs by wastewater (Fig. 6.49). With increasing water
temperature the chemical transfer processes of nitrification go on faster. But the
increase of nitrate nitrogen will be compensated by algal growth, mainly green algae.

Because of nutrient rich water body and high water temperatures the growth
of cyanobacteria causes an extremly decrease of nitrogen concentrations. Ammo-
nia nitrogen is now totally converted to nitrate nitrogen. All nitrate is utilised by
cyanobacteria (Fig. 6.50). The nitrate concentration level tends to zero between
August and September. Both the import of ammonia due to water inflow and the
nitrification process are too small to fill up the nitrate nitrogen pool. After the col-
lapse of the algal bloom both the nitrogen components reach their initial values by
external pollution from the watershed and internal matter transfer processes.
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Fig. 6.50 Simulated yearly dynamics of nitrate nitrogen of LHR

Fig. 6.51 Validation of CEUS for soluble phosphorus

Additionally, the simulator CEUS was also applied to generate statements on
nutrient dynamics of Lower Havel River. Simulations of nutrient dynamics were
carried out between measuring points Hv0170 and Hv0190. As can be derived from
Fig. 6.51 two different processes influence the phosphorus dynamics: Decrease of
phosphorus concentration due to phytoplankton uptake by diatoms in spring, and an
extremely increase of soluble phosphorus concentration due to phosphorus remobil-
isation from sediment in late summer and early fall (Fig. 6.52). Some time before the
phytoplankton increase will drop down because of nitrogen deficiency (cf. Fig. 6.53).
The prerequisites for P-remobilisation are fulfilled (relatively high water tempera-
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Fig. 6.52 Simulation of orthophosphate phosphorus dynamics

ture, high decay rate of dead organic matter) and chemical processes can start. It
can be seen from Fig. 6.52 that phosphorus concentration at Hv0190 is higher and
reaches its maximum later than at Hv0170 due to export of soluble phosphorus from
foregoing river segments and run time effect within the water body.

According to Fig. 6.43 the nitrogen compounds ammonia and nitrate show higher
values in spring but lower values in late summer and fall. Increase of biomass by
cyanobacteria causes a drastic decrease of nitrogen concentrations close to zero due
to biomass uptake. Because of nitrogen deficiency over a longer time (approximately
30–40 days) the bloom of cyanobacteria is stopped. At the end of the year the nitrate
concentration reaches the initial value. This effect can be explained by import of
ammonia–nitrogen due to waste water input and bacterial oxidation of ammonia to
nitrate as well as by diffuse pollution from the watershed.

After confirmation of validated simulation runs the simulator CEUS was applied
to generate optimal forecasts of algal and nutrient dynamics of the Lower Havel
River for water management purposes. For this reason the simulator was combined
with the optimisation tool ISSOP (cf. Sect. 6.4.6). The structure of scenarios can be
seen from Fig. 6.54 where M denotes model run. Data of control gauge 345 are used
now as input time series. Simulation runs of algal and nutrient dynamics were carried
out between control gauges Hv0110 and Hv0190. After the first model run optimal
forecasts of concentration levels at control gauge Hv0110 will be get. With these
results the simulation starts again to get results for the next control gauge and so on
up to control gauge Hv0190.

The vector of goal functions f = {f1, . . . , f3} is defined as follows:

1. Phytoplankton biomass f1(t) = ΣxΣty1(x, t) → min.
2. Orthophosphate phosphorus f2(t) = ΣxΣty2(x, t) → max.
3. Nitrate nitrogen f3(t) = ΣxΣty3(x, t) → max.
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Fig. 6.53 Simulation of orthophosphate phosphorus dynamics

The model transfer structure reads M(α1x1(t), α2x2(t), α3x3(t)) = (y1(p,t), y2(p,t),
y3(p,t)) with x1(t): CHA, x2(t): o-PO4-P, x3(t): NO3-N as input variables and y1(p,t):
CHA, y2(p,t): o-PO4-P and y3(p,t): NO3-N as output variables. The vector p denotes
the model parameter sets for each of the river segments. Corresponding to the input
variables following restrictions are valid for the control parameters α1 = 1: CHA is
not directly controllable, α2 ∈ [0.01,1]: o-PO4-P varies between 1 and 100 %, and
α3 ∈ [0.01,1]: NO3-N varies between 1 and 100 %. The optimisation problem was
solved by using gradient search method combined with Monte Carlo Simulation
for normalised weights. The weighting factors w1, w2 and w3 of goal functions
with |w1| + |w2| + |w3| = 1 are considered for two management strategies. The first
one is based on the limiting nutrient concept (LNC) of algal biomass (cf. [327]).
The second one is derived on the recommendations of the German Administrative
Working Group on Water (cf. [192]).

1. Water quality management based on LNC concept
The concept is based on the average elementary composition of phytoplankton bio-
mass in aquatic ecosystems given by C106H180O45N16P1 (so-called Redfield Ratio;
[308, 309]. For simplicity the C:N:P-ratio is used. Reductions of P- and N- con-
centrations in freshwater ecosystems lead to a diminished phytoplankton growth.
The values of normalised weights of goal functions are presented in Table 6.6. The
optimisation problem was solved for control parameters α2 = 0.01 and α3 = 0.90.

The computed results are presented in Fig. 6.55. The management strategy accord-
ing LNC leads to a decrease of phytoplankton growth in spring and in late summer
due to optimised lower nutrient concentrations. This can be done by reduction of
nutrient inputs into the water body due to point sources (e.g. input from wastewa-
ter treatment plants, industrial wastewater input) [47] and reduced nutrient input
from non-point sources (e.g. buffer strips along the river, reduced input of fertilisers)
[38, 229]. For the shallow lake area of LHR optimal averages of goal functions are
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Fig. 6.54 Scheme of
simulation runs for water
quality management of LHR

determined as follows: CHA: f1 = 44.991µg/l, soluble phosphorus f2 = 1.472µg/l,
nitrate nitrogen f3 = 1.54 mg/l,

Diatoms are the dominant algal species of LHR in spring. The increase of phy-
toplankton biomass corresponds with the high utilisation rate of soluble phosphorus

Table 6.6 Normalised weights |wi| of goal functions according LNC concept

Variable Quota CHA (%) Normalised weight wi Normalised weight
|wi | (%)

CHA (mg/l) 90.5 0.905 90.5

o-PO4-P (mg/l) 1.1 −0.011 1.1

NO3-N (mg/l) 8.4 −0.084 8.4
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Fig. 6.55 Optimised results for water quality management according LNC strategy

concentration. It comes to a minimum at the end of this season and causes a
breakdown of algal bloom. The bacterial decay of dead algal biomass on the sedi-
ment surface leads to anoxic chemical conditions within the active sediment layer
and therefore to phosphorus remobilisation from sediment. The orthophosphate
phosphorus concentration reaches a local maximum. With increasing water tem-
perature the algal species composition will be change to green algae which are now
the dominant species for a short time. This effect is shown by a second local maxi-
mum of chlorophyll-a concentration accompanied by decreasing soluble phosphorus
concentration. In summer the algal composition turns to cyanobacteria species which
will be dominating until fall. Instead of phosphorus the nitrogen pool will be utilised
now while the phosphorus concentration increases due to high remobilisation rates
because of the high amount of dead phytoplankton biomass. In late fall/early winter
the whole nutrient pool is filled up again by import due to external pollution. At
the end of the year, the phosphorus and nitrate pools reach their initial values in
correspondence with water flow.

Soluble phosphorus and nitrogen compounds are the most important drivers of
phytoplankton growth which can be influenced by operations in the watershed.
Changing the weights of goal functions different scenarios can be computed to
support decision making processes for water quality management. The weights
are w1 = 0.917, w2 = −0.028 and w3 = −0.055. A stronger weighting of f2 and
a smaller weighting of f3 lead to a diminished phytoplankton maximum in late sum-
mer but higher phosphorus content at the end of the year (Fig. 6.55).

Then, a weighting of goal functions by w1 = 0.910, w2 = −0.040 and w3 =
−0.050 that means a stronger weighting of f2 lead to a non acceptable high soluble
phosphorus concentration over the year (Fig. 6.57). The nitrogen pool is not affected
(Fig. 6.56).
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Fig. 6.56 Changing the weighting of goal functions according to LNC strategy

Fig. 6.57 Water quality management proposal according to LNC with changed weight of goal
function f2
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Table 6.7 Normalised weights |wi | of goal functions according LAWA strategy

Variable Target value
(mg/l)

Reciprocal value
(l/mg)

Normalised
weight wi

Normalised
weight |wi | (%)

CHA (mg/l) 0.08 12.5 0.42 42

o-PO4-P (mg/l) 0.06 16.7 −0.57 57

NO3-N (mg/l) 3.7 0.27 −0.01 1

2. Water quality management based on LAWA recommendations
A second management strategy for the LHR refers to the target values recommended
by German LAWA Group. The external driving forces and the water-related internal
algal succession are the same as for the LNC strategy. The goal of this concept is
to get a sufficient good water quality according to the European Water Framework
Directive. In the case of LAWA strategy the optimisation problem was solved for
control parameters α2 = 0.03 and α3 = 0.91. The values of normalised weights of
goal functions are presented in Table 6.7.

For the shallow lake area of LHR optimal averages of goal functions are deter-
mined as follows: CHA: f1 = 48.762 µg/l, soluble phosphorus f2 = 0.166µg/l,
nitrate nitrogen f3 = 0.08 mg/l. Optimised simulation results are presented in Fig. 6.58.

From this simulation study results that water quality management of LHR accord-
ing to LAWA target values leads to nearly the same phytoplankton biomass content
of the water body in spring but to smaller differences of phytoplankton maxima in
late summer. The nutrient concentration levels are low over the course of the year.
In consequence the LAWA strategy leads to lower nutrient concentrations but to a
slight increase of phytoplankton biomass. In opposite of that, eutrophication control
by means of limiting nutrient concept results in lower phytoplankton concentrations
but higher admissible nutrient inputs. It depends from the administrative engineer-

Fig. 6.58 Control of algal biomass according to target values of LAWA
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ing and economic goals which strategy should preferred. But, political goals and
economical constraints as well as socio-economic aspects are not included in the
model. Therefore, the simulation results have to be discussed within the context of
environmental goals and budgetary constraints where the weighting of goal functions
is one of the crucial points.

From optimised simulation runs alone a decision which is the best water quality
management strategy cannot be made. What can be done with such water quality
simulation models like CEUS? The simulation model used considers only a few inter-
nal and external driving forces. Because of the complexity of freshwater ecosystems
it is not possible to formulate predictions for future water quality developments by
interpretation of simulation results. But by means of the model output it is possible to
derive quantified estimations on essential freshwater ecosystem variables like phy-
toplankton content and nutrient levels in a water body as realistic base for decision
making. In this sense, the simulation runs carried out for LHR by means of CEUS are
important mathematical and engineering approaches to water quality management
and model-based decision making.

6.5 Optimal Control of Run-off-River Hydroelectric Power
Plants

Thomas Rauschenbach

6.5.1 The Classical Multi-criteria Problem Setting

The control of run-off-river hydroelectric power plants represents a typical case of
application of the poly-optimisation problem. It is based on the assumption that
several target functions Ii(t) must be taken into account at one and the same time. If
it is possible to set objectified weights for the n partial target functions, then

I(t) =
n∑

i=1

αiIi(t) (6.9)

can be established as compromise target function. For all further considerations, it
is also assumed that the following relation holds true:

n∑
i=1

αi = 1 (6.10)

The schema of the classical multi-criteria optimisation is shown in Fig. 6.59. Here,
uNS(t) is the non-controllable system input vector, uS(t) is the controllable system
input vector, and y(t) is the system output vector. However, the case in which the
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i

NS

S

Fig. 6.59 Scheme of the classical multi-criteria optimisation

weights cannot be fixed, leading to the target function vector

I(t) = [I1(t), I2(t), . . . In(t)]
T (6.11)

is left out of consideration. The result obtained by applying the known solution
procedures [245, 255] is the optimal compromise set, also called Pareto set. Out
of this set of possible efficient points, the decision maker must fix one point as
compromise by taking some further criteria into account.

6.5.2 The Multi-criteria Problem Setting with the Adaption
of the Weighting Factors

For the case of a time-variant behavior of systems and signals, however, the classical
multi-criteria problem setting is not suitable. If it is possible to vary the weighting
factors αi in the compromise target function as a function of the time-variant behavior
of the signals and/or the system, the known efficient solution strategies of poly-
optimisation can be applied again. Thus, from Eq. (6.9), the following relations result:

I(t) =
u∑

i=1

αi(t)Ii(t) mit
u∑

i=1

αi = 1. (6.12)

The weighting factors valid at time t are determined via a fuzzy system according to
Fig. 6.60.
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Fig. 6.60 Diagram of the multi-criteria optimisation with adaptive weighting factors

The input of the fuzzy system is a feature vector m(t) which describes the time-
variant behavior of signals and systems sufficiently well. It can be formed from the
signals and states x in the following form:

mT = f
(

uS, uNS, y, x
)

(6.13)

The fuzzy system is designed on the basis of the known strategies. The following
items have been chosen for:

1. the fuzzification of the features mi

• three to five linguistic variables,
• trapezoidal description with a maximum of 4 supporting points,

2. the weighting factors αi

• three to five linguistic variables,
• singletons,

3. the interferences

• max-min or max-prod,

4. the defuzzification

• the centre of gravity method.

The set of rules of the fuzzy system consists of n rules of the form:

if premise then conclusion.
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6.5.3 The Control System of the Barrage Cascade
of the Austrian Danube

In the framework of a long-term cooperation between the Austrian Hydropower AG,
Vienna, the scientific regional academy for Lower Austria Krems, and the Ilmenau
University of Technology, a system for the model-based multi-criteria control of
single barrages and of barrage cascades has been developed and tested [262]. The
system has already been put into practice for the barrage cascade Abwinden-Wallsee-
Ybbs-Melk. With the setting up of a new central control room, the strategy designed
will be extended to all nine barrages.

The functions of the barrages are mainly:

1. energy generation,
2. shipping,
3. flood protection.

In normal operation (flow about 3000 m3/s), the power generated by the four
barrages mentioned above amounts to approximately 760 MW. The following relation
has been set up as objective function:

I(t) = α1(t) · I1(t) + α2(t) · I2(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
floodprotection

(6.14)

+ α3(t) · I3(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
shipping

+α4(t) · I4(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
energy

For the partial criteria Ii and the constraints Gi, it holds:

I1(t) = qKWab,max (6.15)

I2(t) =
(

dqKWab(t)

dt

)2

(6.16)

I3(t) =
∫

(hKW (t) − hsoll) dt (6.17)

I4(t) = −
∫

P(t)dt (6.18)

G1 = (h(t) − hmax) ≤ 0 (6.19)

G2 =
(

dh(t)

dt
− vh,max

)
≤ 0 (6.20)

with qKWab,max being the maximum power plant run-off, qKWab the power plant run-
off, hKW the water level at the upstream, hsoll the nominal value of the water level at
the upstream, P the electrical power, h the water level, hmax the maximum permissible
water level, and vh,max the maximum permissible rate of change of the water level.
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Fig. 6.61 Principle of the coordinated barrage control

On the basis of models for the barrages (including turbines, weirs, locks),
the retention areas and the inflows [260], the hierarchical concept—shown in
Fig. 6.61—of the coordinated multi-criteria control of the barrage cascade has been
designed, subjected to simulative tests, and also implemented.

The design of the fuzzy system for the situational determination of the weighting
factors αi(t) has been realised for each of the l barrages. A preliminary analysis
revealed that the weighting factors αij(t) of the single jth barrage strongly depend
on the flow qj(t), on the change of flow Δqj(t) and on the forecast flow maximum
qj,max. Thus, the following relation holds:

αij = f
(
qj(t), qj,max,Δqj(t)

)
mit i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] . (6.21)

Figure 6.62 shows the basic set-up of the system for determining the weighting
factors.

Optimisation studies revealed that the energy-optimal reversal is best taken into
account if the weighting factor α4j for the partial criterion I4j is kept constant, thus
supporting an energy-optimum control in all reversal ranges, also when returning to
the ‘normal state’ (state of normal watercourses). In the range of flow peaks when a
maximum flood protection is extremely important, this partial criterion will no longer
be automatically effective as the generated electrical power becomes zero due to the

Fig. 6.62 Fuzzy system for determining the weighting factors αij(t)
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fact that the minimum fall height is not reached. The factor α4j was fixed to be 0.1.
Therefore, α4j is not calculated in the fuzzy system. The term ’reversal’ relates to the
situation of a normal watercourse (normal situation) going over to a flood situation
and back to the normal situation.

For the input quantities, the following attributes are used:

• qj [LOW , HIGH]
• qj,max [LOW , HIGH] and
• Δqj [NEG_G, NEG_K, NULL, POS_K, POS_G].

The attributes given below are assigned to the output quantities of the fuzzy system,
that is, to the weighting factors of the partial criteria. They are identical for all outputs:

• αij [LOW , MEDIUM, HIGH]

Figure 6.63 shows the principle runs thus resulting for the membership function of
the inputs and the outputs. For establishing the set of rules, all situations which are
relevant to the choice of the weighting factors must be taken into account. These are:

• Situation 1: normal situation,
• Situation 2: transition from normal to flood situation,
• Situation 3: flood situation,
• Situation 4: transition from flood to normal situation.

As an example of the construction of the set of rules of the single situations,
Table 6.8 gives an extract from the set of rules for the transition of a barrage from
the normal to the flood situation (situation 2). The complete set of rules for situation
2 consists of 15 rules. The rules shown in Table 6.8 apply to a situation which is
characterized as follows:

Fig. 6.63 Example of the
membership functions of an
input (Δqj) of the fuzzy
system

Table 6.8 Extract from the set of rules for situation 2

if
(
qj(k) = LOW

)
and

(
qj,max(k) = HIGH

)
and

(
Δqj(k) = POS_K

)
then α3j := LOW

if
(
qj(k) = LOW

)
and

(
qj,max(k) = HIGH

)
and

(
Δqj(k) = POS_K

)
then α2j := MEDIUM

if
(
qj(k) = LOW

)
and

(
qj,max(k) = HIGH

)
and

(
Δqj(k) = POS_K

)
then α1j := MEDIUM
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Fig. 6.64 Weighting factor α1j as a function of qj and Δqj (parameter qj,max)
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Fig. 6.65 Results of coordinated control (medium flood)
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• At the current time k the flow in the barrage j is low (qj(k) = LOW ),
• The flow maximum forecast for barrage j at the time k is high (qj,max(k) = HIGH),

and
• the change in flow forecast for barrage j at the time k is positive with small value

(Δqj(k) = POS_K).

Thus, the rules describe a slowly rising flood with a high predicted peak. For
this reason, the weighing factor for navigation α3j is assigned the attribute LOW .
For the two weighting factors α1j and α2j, which are relevant to the flood protection
measures, the attribute MEDIUM is chosen.

A fuzzy system can be illustrated particularly well by representing the dependence
of the output quantities on the input quantities in a 3D-diagram. Figure 6.64 shows
the diagrams for the weighting factor α1j as a function of the flow qj in the barrage
and of the predicted flow gradient Δqj. The forecast maximum flow qj,max was used
as parameter. In the case of medium flood events, the application of the multi-criteria
optimal barrage control by using adaptive weighting factors entails a noticeable
decrease in the maximum flow, with the energy output increasing at the same time,
thus ensuring the safety in navigation.

Figure 6.65 shows—as an example—the improved flood protection, achieved
through the coordinated control, compared with the decentralized control applied
so far. Without any coordination, the flood wave is passed on from barrage to barrage
in an almost undisturbed way. In contrast to this, the coordinated control allows the
flow maximum to be diminished in each of the four barrages. In the case of extreme
flood events, however, the utilisation of the storage capacities of the barrages makes
little sense. In these cases, retention areas must be opened in a controlled way.
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